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Abstract
Political histories of early modern diplomacy have traditionally avoided discussing the arts,
focusing instead on the more bureaucratic concerns of government agents. And though Italian
influence is a central theme in histories of seventeenth-century English music, little musicological
attention has been devoted to the complex political, confessional, and mercantile networks that
facilitated this transmission of musical ideas across borders. My study redresses these lacunae by
examining the early modern embassy as a distinctly musical space and digging into the daily
mechanics of ambassadorial activity, showing how Anglo-Venetian musical exchange was in fact
vital to diplomatic, commercial, and confessional relations between two rival maritime empires. I
have reconstructed musical life in diplomatic and other mobile communities that voyaged between
Venice and Stuart England by consulting primary source materials typically left to political
historians, such as diplomatic dispatches in the British State Papers and government intelligence
records in the State Archives of Venice. Drawing on multi-disciplinary theories of cultural
mobility, I trace the movement of music amid transnational networks of ambassadors,
ecclesiastics, merchants, tourists, students, spies, and other travelers. I eschew a traditional
musicological focus on a few famous composers, instead contextualizing their activities within an
account that includes professional performers and pedagogues, amateur musicians, and women
musicians, in order to broaden out from individual biography to the social systems through which
individuals and repertoires moved.

iii

My argument is threefold. First, English communities in Venetian dominions understood
music to be remarkably significant to both civic and private life in the Republic. Not only did
English travel diarists characterize Italians as an exceptionally musical people, but Italian music
was also a major artistic export to Stuart England, and Venetian musicians visibly played an
important role in the Republic’s socio-political infrastructure. Second, in looking to the city of
Venice as both a musical leader and an imperial metropole to be emulated, English communities
in Venetian territories began to shift the balance of power in England’s direction in part through
engagement with music. Anglo-Italian musical transculturation was thus critical to the burgeoning
English imperial project, particularly to England’s eventual commercial conquest of the
Mediterranean. Finally, and more generally, the Anglo-Venetian case demonstrates how deeply
musicking was entrenched within early modern statecraft. Tracking the movements of mobile
musicians reveals a critical, yet understudied domain of international relations. Attention to music
and sound in less overtly “musical” historical contexts can reveal valuable new information about
broader histories of transculturation, diplomacy, commerce, confessionalism, and empire.
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Introduction
I love the night. In Venice, a long time ago, when we had our own calendar and stayed aloof from
the world, we began the days at night. What use was the sun to us when our trade and our secrets
and our diplomacy depended on darkness? In the dark you are in disguise and this is the city of
disguises. In those days (I cannot place them in time because time is to do with daylight), in those
days when the sun went down we opened our doors and slid along the eely waters with a hooded
light in our prow. All our boats were black then and left no mark on the water where they sat. We
were dealing in perfume and silk. Emeralds and diamonds. Affairs of State. We didn’t build our
bridges simply to avoid walking on water. Nothing so obvious. A bridge is a meeting place.
- The Passion, Jeanette Winterson1
Cloaked in darkness and disguise along those eely waters, Venetians dealt also in music.
On the surface, seventeenth-century Venice was an expansive maritime empire that kept time
through an overflowing calendar of elaborate musical events at all hours of the day and night, from
majestic state ceremonials to riotous Carnival festivities.2 Dazzled tourists returned from the
lagoon telling of a city saturated with music: it emanated from churches, theatres, piazzas,
palazzos, labyrinthine streets and canals, and watercraft of all dimensions. A major center for
music printing and instrument making, Venice exported its many coveted musical technologies far
and wide, its virtuosic musicians included.3 Musicians were thoroughly entangled in the
Republic’s intricate political hierarchy, whether promoting the Serenissima’s state agenda with
their talents or more covertly relying on the Venetian secret service to manage their own
professional conflicts. Beneath the more obvious pomp of civic ritual, Venice’s spy chiefs

1

Villanelle in Jeanette Winterson, The Passion (New York: Grove Press, 1987), 56-7.

2

For early modern Venetian time-keeping and musical ritual, see Eleanor Selfridge-Field, Song
and Season: Science, Culture, and Theatrical Time in Early Modern Venice (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 2007).
3

My use of the term “technologies” to describe musicians is historically situated. My fourth
chapter discusses how English audiences regarded certain Italian musicians as an awe-inspiring
material technology to be acquired.

effectively exercised control over the empire’s dominions through contact with Venetian
musicians embedded within foreign courts and within the Republic’s far-reaching network of
embassies abroad. These musical agents trafficked not only in their art but also in state secrets
surreptitiously extracted through close proximity to elite patrons.
It was this rich, yet enigmatic musical world that awaited the English ambassador Henry
Wotton when he embarked on his first mission to Venice in September 1604. The Venetian
government welcomed Wotton’s retinue with a lavish formal reception, in which the entire English
community in Venice – along with English students at the University of Padua – were conducted
in gondolas to visit the gardens and monastery on the island of Santo Spirito. Wotton was received
there by sixty ornately attired Venetian senators. They then accompanied Wotton’s entourage to
the ambassador’s new home in the Cannaregio, where a large crowd greeted them to the sound of
trumpets and drums. A Venetian secretary gave Wotton’s household a gift of malmsey and silver
dishes laden with candles, confections, wax, and sugarloaves.4 Wotton, who played the viola da
gamba, had an ear for music and was an attentive listener on many levels. Like his Italian hosts,
he surely recognized that these sonic and other ceremonial offerings were more than just incidental
to the work of foreign policy: they were a gesture of reconciliation to repair a forty-four-year
diplomatic rift between Venice and England. The future of Venetian commerce depended on it.5
Political histories of early modern diplomacy have traditionally avoided discussing the arts,
focusing instead on the more bureaucratic concerns of government agents. And though Italian
influence is a central theme in histories of seventeenth-century English music, little musicological
4

Logan Pearsall Smith, The Life and Letters of Sir Henry Wotton (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1907),
Vol. 1, 51.
5

For the reopening of Anglo-Venetian diplomacy, see Chapter 2.

2

attention has been devoted to the complex political, confessional, and mercantile networks that
facilitated this transmission of musical ideas across borders. My study redresses these lacunae by
examining the early modern embassy as a distinctly musical space and digging into the daily
mechanics of ambassadorial activity, showing how Anglo-Venetian musical exchange was in fact
vital to diplomatic, commercial, and confessional relations between two rival maritime empires. I
have reconstructed musical life in diplomatic and other mobile communities that voyaged between
Venice and Stuart England by consulting primary source materials typically left to political
historians, such as diplomatic dispatches in the British State Papers and government intelligence
records in the State Archives of Venice. Drawing on multi-disciplinary theories of cultural
mobility, I trace the movement of music amid transnational networks of ambassadors,
ecclesiastics, merchants, tourists, students, spies, and other travelers. I eschew a traditional
musicological focus on a few famous composers, instead contextualizing their activities within an
account that includes professional performers and pedagogues, amateur musicians, and women
musicians, in order to broaden out from individual biography to the social systems through which
individuals and repertoires moved.
My argument is threefold. First, the English communities studied herein understood music
to be remarkably significant to both civic and private life in Venice. Not only did English travel
diarists characterize Italians as an exceptionally musical people, but Italian music was also a major
artistic export to Stuart England, and Venetian musicians visibly played an important role in the
Republic’s socio-political infrastructure. Second, in looking to the city of Venice as both a musical
leader and an imperial metropole to be emulated, English communities in Venetian territories
began to shift the balance of power in England’s direction in part through engagement with music.
Anglo-Italian musical transculturation was thus critical to the burgeoning English imperial project,
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particularly to England’s eventual commercial conquest of the Mediterranean. Finally, and more
generally, the Anglo-Venetian case demonstrates how deeply musicking was entrenched within
early modern statecraft. Tracking the movements of mobile musicians reveals a critical, yet
understudied domain of international relations. Attention to music and sound in less overtly
“musical” historical contexts can reveal valuable new information about broader histories of
transculturation, diplomacy, commerce, confessionalism, and empire.

Roads Well Traveled: Grand Tourists and English Culture “Italianized”
The historiographical groundwork for this project has been laid by an enormous body of
scholarship on Anglo-Italian intercultural exchange in the early stages of the Grand Tour, a
seventeenth and eighteenth-century custom in which affluent young Englishmen made prescribed
educational journeys throughout continental Europe. Historians of early modern travel have
retraced the steps of grand tourists in detail and more recently expanded their purview to consider
a handful of Englishwomen who also had rare opportunities to tour the Continent.6 Reinstated

6

John Stoye’s English Travellers Abroad, 1604-1667: Their Influence in English Society and
Politics (1952, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989) remains a central point of reference. See
also Patricia Akhimie, “Gender and Travel Discourse: Richard Lassels’s ‘The Voyage of the Lady
Catherine Whetenall from Brussells into Italy’ (1650)” in Travel and Travail: Early Modern
Women, English Drama, and the Wider World, ed. Akhimie and Bernadette Andrea (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 2019), 121-38; Maurizio Ascari, “The Rise of the Grand Tour:
Higher Education, Transcultural Desire and the Fear of Cultural Hybridisation,” Alma Mater
Studiorum 14, no. 14 (2015): 9-32; Michael G. Brennan, The Origins of the Grand Tour: The
Travels of Robert Montagu, Lord Mandeville (1649-1654); William Hammond (1655-1658), and
Banaster Maynard (1660-1663) (London: The Hakluyt Society, 2004); Brennan, The Travel Diary
(1611-1612) of an English Catholic: Sir Charles Somerset (Leeds: The Leeds Philosophical and
Literary Society, 1993); Edward Chaney, The Grand Tour and the Great Rebellion: Richard
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Anglo-Venetian diplomatic relations in 1603 as well as relaxed religious tensions on the Continent
during the Pax Hispanica (1598-1621) brought safer travel conditions for English and especially
English Protestant visitors to Italy. By 1612 the English ambassador to Venice, Dudley Carleton,
claimed that the number of Englishmen in Venice had already risen from “four or five, as
formerly,” to over seventy.7 In 1603, however, the Venetian secretary Giovanni Carlo Scaramelli
had claimed that thousands of inglesi were already in the Republic.8 The discrepancy between
these numbers is colossal, but at least one thing is clear: the English had certainly arrived.
Venice was a key destination on Grand Tour itineraries and occupied a hallowed place in
the English imaginary, owing to its republican mythology and the aesthetic, cultural, sociopolitical, and sexual knowledge that young Englishmen could acquire there. Italy also held spiritual
significance for English Catholics. Travel to Venice was an elite rite of passage for aristocratic
Englishmen, equipping them with the life experience and cultural capital necessary to ascend the
ranks of the English socio-political hierarchy upon their return home. A high number of
Englishmen enrolled as students at the University of Padua. Popular fields of study included law,
medicine, and the humanistic arts. Scholarship on early modern English travel to Italy typically
shows how time abroad produced well-rounded, cosmopolitan English courtiers and, perhaps
paradoxically, served in the formation of English national identity through processes of self-
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fashioning and constant comparison to foreign peoples.9 Italy also served as a landing place for
exiled Royalists throughout the English Revolution and Interregnum periods (c.1640-60), when a
bourgeois republican government overthrew the English monarchy and temporarily ruled Britain
until the restoration of King Charles II in 1660.10
At the same time, this literature on travel investigates how Venice was viewed with
suspicion as a corrupting influence. In the eyes of their Protestant countrymen, staying too long in
the Republic rendered impressionable young Englishmen susceptible to the precarious lure of
Catholicism, feminization, licentiousness, and idleness. Excessively Italianate Englishmen were
famously demonized as affected and depraved. The physical toll of travel itself was a danger to
those who dared venture across the English Channel. If they survived the difficult nautical journey
from Dover or another British port, English travelers usually reached Venice over the Alps or via
Italian ports such as Genoa, Pisa, and Livorno. Most sojourned in France beforehand, arriving in
Italy on horseback by way of Savoy. If they made it into the peninsula, a host of new perils awaited
them. Travelers were all too quickly taken by serious illness brought on by foreign pathogens in
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an unfamiliarly hot climate. Any traveler risked falling prey to the violence of thieves and
murderers, but Protestant Englishmen could also find themselves under threat in a Catholic land
where they easily faced imprisonment or far worse for their religious loyalties. Travel to Italy was
thus characterized by deep ambivalence in the English imagination.
The Tudor and Stuart periods saw a fashion for all things Italianate in nearly every aspect
of English cultural life. Studies of English travel to Italy thus intersect with a long tradition of
scholarship on Anglo-Italian transculturation in visual art, literature, theatre, political thought, and
music.11 Much of this work analyzes the influence and representation of Italian culture in the work
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of William Shakespeare, John Milton, and their contemporaries.12 Several recent studies on AngloItalian cultural transmission have focused on linguistic encounter, especially on translation and
language-learning in early modern England.13 A great deal of research has been published on
musical connections between Italy and England throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. This literature typically identifies Italian influences on English music and centers
individual composers, notated musical repertoires, and foreign musicians employed at the English
royal court. Italian influences on the English madrigal have a long historiography, as does the
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emergence of opera and orchestral music in Stuart England. Scholarship in this area has also
explored the introduction of Italian viol fantasias, violin sonatas, florid monody, and concertato
motets into early modern England, to name just a few Italianate musical genres that crossed the
Channel.14 A few authors have also retraced the paths taken by English musical dilettanti in Italy.15
This scholarship has paved the way for my project, as it effectively accounts for the travels of these
musicians and takes stock of Italian printed and manuscript music that made its way to England.
At the heart of this music historiography is, of course, the question of mobility. Numerous
English composers traveled abroad, encountered Italian musical practices, and integrated Italianate
stylistic elements into their work. Meanwhile, Italian musicians immigrated to England and
notated Italian repertoires were disseminated throughout Britain. In early Stuart London, the
Bassano family; the Paduan singer, lutenist, and composer Angelo Notari; and other Venetian
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immigrant musicians became prominent fixtures at the royal court and throughout the city as
performers, composers, and instrument makers. The view from Venice sees brief visits from
professional English musicians such as the Catholic organist and composer Richard Dering; the
singer, composer, and multi-instrumentalist Nicholas Lanier; and—allegedly—the singer, lutenist,
and composer Walter Porter. Cross-continental familial ties have been investigated as well. Lanier
was himself a descendent of multiple prominent Italian musicians at the English court: his maternal
grandfather was the violist Mark Anthony Galliardello, and he was descended on his father’s side
(by marriage) from Anthony Bassano.16
My project brings forth new archival information on these musicians while also
considering for the first time their collective trajectories through the critical lens of mobility
studies. I began my research by studying the global political, confessional, and mercantile
networks that encircled both early modern Italy and England. In this, I join a small number of
scholars currently working to understand Anglo-Italian musical transculturation as a consequence
of broader patterns of early modern mobility.17 As I explain below, I also look to scholarship that
is beginning to grapple with the development of English cosmopolitanism as it relates to questions
of empire.18 I will suggest that musical transculturation was no mere side effect of cross-cultural
16
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(2019): 193–232.
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encounter; it was critical to the English imperial project, and Anglo-Venetian musical exchange
provides a most fitting case study.

Venice as Progenitor of Empire
As one English diarist aptly wrote of Venice in 1610, “Hear are all kiend of things in the
worlde to bee had and they holde Corespondencie with all the worlde and have all things from all
parts: of the world…”19 For England, Venice was much more than a popular tourist destination. It
was the center of a sprawling maritime empire, with overseas territories stretching as far as
modern-day Albania, Croatia, Greece, Montenegro, and Slovenia. The city of Venice was a major
international trading post, a uniquely cosmopolitan metropolis, and the key to England’s eventual
conquest of Mediterranean commerce. Nestled between territories held by both the Spanish
Habsburg and Ottoman empires, Venice had long been the principal place of convergence for
commodities on their way into Western Europe. Well into the seventeenth century, despite
impending competition from the free port of Livorno, Venice remained an ideal place for English
merchants to exchange goods from the Levant and forge game-changing trade alliances with local
Greek and Flemish communities. England emulated Venetian tactics for commercial success by
placing its merchants in foreign entrepôts and developing an efficient shipping system supported
by its immense naval strength. As Maria Fusaro has shown, it was largely thanks to these ventures
that English merchant fleets eventually took control of international markets for currants, grains,
oil, fish, textiles, glass, and other products, laying the foundation for English commercial
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hegemony in the following centuries. Corey Tazzara has also explained, however, that
seventeenth-century Italy experienced a commercial rather than economic decline. Aggregate
output for early modern Italian ports like Venice remained stable, but Italian polities struggled to
retain control over structures of economic exchange on the Mediterranean and thus lost their
privileged place in the hierarchy of European economies.20
Alison Games has connected this commercial transformation of the Mediterranean to the
development of English cosmopolitanism in general. The global perspectives, adaptability skills,
and trade experience that English travelers accrued through repeated voyages abroad in the
seventeenth century ultimately facilitated the emergence of the English empire. Overseas travel
and education not only embedded English mercantile and colonial communities throughout foreign
lands, but it also helped them to acquire knowledge about the wider world and taught them how to
survive in unfamiliar, inhospitable environments.21 Infiltrating Mediterranean trade was England’s
first significant imperial experiment. English success on the Mediterranean had global
consequences, shaping the state’s future commercial and colonial enterprises. The East India
Company, for example, would one day derive much of it its leadership, capital, and trade strategies
from the Levant Company, which exercised a monopoly over English commerce in Venice. By
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the mid-century Restoration, England had transformed from a remote kingdom on the fringes of
European politics to a global imperial power that rivaled Spain’s domination of the Americas, with
established colonies throughout Ireland, North America, and the West Indies. England had also
secured long-distance trade routes stretching into the eastern Mediterranean and East Indies, with
Levant Company trading posts in Istanbul, Aleppo, and Smyrna.22
My chapters on the English embassy in Venice will substantiate Games’s argument that
England’s diplomatic and religious involvement with foreign states served to support this
expansion of its rising global empire. Under King James I, permanent embassies were founded not
only in Venice but also in Paris, Madrid, and The Hague. English diplomatic agents were also
dispatched out of Western Europe as far as Agra, Algiers, Constantinople, and Moscow. In the
seventeenth century, the responsibilities of English ambassadors still overlapped considerably with
those of trade consuls. The English mercantile community was exceptionally well represented in
Venice; virtually all known English residents there were merchants. At any given time, there were
approximately twenty resident merchants in the city. England’s widespread diplomatic corps
worked to protect the interests of English merchants in foreign ports worldwide, such as by
securing advantageous trade concessions and resolving maritime conflicts often provoked by
English privateers. English piracy against Venetian shipping had begun to undercut the Republic’s
maritime dominance in Levantine waters. While the English embassy in Venice practiced a
strategy of relative detachment from the city’s merchant community (as discussed in Chapter 2),
this non-interventionist approach resulted in English commercial gains. The English merchant
community’s lack of formal representation or organization in Venice (they did not have a fondaco)
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allowed them to carry on with local business under the radar, with fewer transaction costs and
restrictions on their activities. With ambassadors also came Protestant chaplains, who ensured that
English communities abroad continue to perform their national loyalty through religious ritual and
to press on with their imperial endeavors despite adverse working conditions. As was the case with
Wotton’s chaplain, William Bedell, English embassy clerics stationed in Europe refined their
cosmopolitanism in training for future work as colonial missionaries.23
Fusaro’s analysis of Anglo-Venetian politics as they relate to the advent of early modern
capitalism on the Mediterranean transcends the “myth of Venice” paradigm that has framed most
scholarship on Anglo-Venetian cultural transactions. I adopt this perspective as well. England’s
long fascination with the mythology of Venice as a harmonious, well-functioning republic has
been discussed extensively in the scholarly literature, and there is no denying that the myth of
Venice greatly influenced English political and economic life throughout the seventeenth century,
as did an incipient “anti-myth” of Venice as a decaying, morally bankrupt state.24 But the interplay
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of these mythologies within the English imaginary unfolded over a long period in which English
and Dutch commerce threatened the Republic’s hegemony over trade relations between Europe
and Asia during the age of European expansion and proto-globalization. I therefore take into
account English reflections on Venice as a republican city-state insofar as they concern interimperial relations and especially shifting European commercial hierarchies on the Mediterranean.
It is just for the sake of brevity that I have written only about the cities of Venice and London. My
“tale of two cities” conceptualizes both places as imperial metropoles, establishing a wider
theoretical framework that I hope to explore in future research.
In considering both England and Italy within Mediterranean histories of empire, this
dissertation also responds to recent work by cultural anthropologists such as Lilith Mahmud and
Gloria Wekker, who have discussed how Europe’s liberal humanist mythology has been
constructed through long processes of cultural amnesia and revisionism, in which violent colonial
histories were written out of European national narratives. Paradoxically, European colonialism is
precisely what has created and sustained such “Occidentalist cosmologies” – to borrow Mahmud’s
term – predicated upon this grand erasure. As Wekker has observed in the Netherlands, this erasure
has generated fictions of neutral, innocent European national identities, but such identities are in
fact built on an enduring colonialist grammar that upholds myths of white European racial
homogeneity. Invoking Edward Said’s concept of the “cultural archive,” Wekker has explained
that the very processes of meaning-making that give rise to such forms of European national selfrepresentation are reliant on an “unacknowledged reservoir of knowledge and affect” amassed
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through centuries of imperial rule.25 Citing the work of Dipesh Chakrabarty, Olivia Bloechl has
similarly turned a postcolonial mirror on European music studies:
Taken to its conclusions, the idea that early European music and music discourses were
entangled in colonial relations, past and present, compromises the stability and integrity of the
subject – Europe – that most musicological research assumes as a basis for, as well as an object of
its knowledge. Yet, if postcolonial theorists are right, the possibility of Europe or its polities as
integral cultural entities was already compromised by their efforts at domination, which oriented
them irreversibly in the direction of an other.26
Interrogating the subjects treated in this study from this theoretical perspective has
exposed, among many other things, several selective deletions of colonialist histories in both
Italian and English cultural historiographies. To take one conspicuous example, the English travel
writers introduced in Chapter 4 commented frequently on the enslaved Ottoman oarsmen who
powered the Venetian ducal bucenatur (or ceremonial barge), and they also marveled at the barge’s
many sculptural representations enslaved people. And yet, most scholarship has omitted mention
of slavery from otherwise detailed descriptions of the glittering early modern vessel that remained
central to Venetian musical and ceremonial life for hundreds of years. To write anything that
strives toward a feminist, decolonial study of seventeenth-century Europe and its music requires
acknowledgement that the categories of “Englishness,” “Italian-ness,” and “Venetian-ness” have
themselves been defined through colonialist histories, and that the movements of musicians
between European territories cannot be disentangled from the global stakes of early modern
international relations.
25
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My study of musical exchange between Venice and England also responds to scholars such
as Barbara Fuchs and Emily Weissbourd, who have argued for more thorough examination of early
modern European cultural production in the context of imperial rivalries. Fuchs’s and
Weissbourd’s edited volume Representing Imperial Rivalry in the Early Modern Mediterranean
takes England as its primary case study, mainly English theatrical portrayals of inter-imperial
competition. In embracing a recent “Mediterranean turn” in studies of early modern England,
Fuchs and Weissbourd have sought to resist a traditional isolationist framework for English
cultural studies and instead understand the cultural politics of the English empire as relational to
other European states.27 The volume’s first contributor, Ania Loomba, has shown that artistic
representations of European political rivalries still invite postcolonial analysis even when the wider
world is out of view. She responded to critical pushback against postcolonial readings of the
dynastic conflicts portrayed in Shakespeare’s The Tempest (1611):
…[T]he problem is that “colonial” cannot be reduced to “America” or even only to the
question of immediate and direct colonization. Even if we purge America from the play, we do not
get a Europe that is sealed from the rest of the world and from the colonial question. The marriages
between European royalty during the period, as well as the fantasies of such marriages on English
stages, were shaped by rivalries for trade and for colonial possessions on a global scale.28
So, too, was musical transculturation across European territories bound up in larger
imperial rivalries, and not only on a representational level. Andrew Hadfield has argued that Tudor
and early Stuart monarchs encouraged intellectual traffic between England and the Continent in
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an effort to challenge the international reputation of English culture as parochial. The cultivation
of English sophistication in Italian arts was a state project in and of itself.29 Michael Wyatt has
written that embedded within English appropriations of foreign cultural patrimonies throughout
the Tudor period was an implicit declaration of England’s own scarcity of cultural capital, which
would mobilize many of the appropriating mechanisms responsible for developing England’s
emergent national consciousness and imperial projects.30 Noting the importance of the Italian
language to English successes in Mediterranean commerce, John Gallagher has also pointed out
that multilingual competence equipped early modern English language-learners to participate in
trade and politics on a global scale.31
Stephen Campbell has called Venice a “world city,” in this way underscoring its
distinctiveness as a place that imported artistic producers, media, and materials. As such, Venice
was a perfect location for the cultivation of English cosmopolitanism and cultural
connoisseurship.32 My study moves beyond the false dichotomy of Protestant visitors to a purely
Catholic city, considering, for instance, English Catholics who reported on the sounds of Venetian
synagogues and Greek Orthodox services. Venice provided English travelers with an exemplar of
an expansive maritime empire to be emulated. The transit of music and musicians between Venice
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and England was a matter of inter-imperial mimesis, as much functional as it was aesthetic.33
Italianate music was certainly fashionable in England, but music-making in Venice was also
socially significant to the business of trade, treaties, and judicial proceedings. As I will
demonstrate, English visitors to the Republic carefully observed and participated in Venetian
modalities of musicking, often in order to realize their own political ambitions, and this had very
real consequences for England’s position within hierarchies of Mediterranean trade.

Musicians, Embassies, and Espionage
The greater part of England’s rivalry with Venice played out in the shadows. Most of my
study concerns the secret dealings of state agents for the very reason that intelligence work was
integral to the careers of many musicians and other artists at the turn of the seventeenth century.
Political upheaval and fluctuating networks of patronage drove musicians to pursue employment
as intelligence operatives or at least cultivate the skills needed to qualify for such work. Since they
were exceptionally mobile, frequented exclusive spaces inhabited by political elites, and could tap
into far-reaching professional networks, musicians were optimal candidates for employment in
intelligence. Musicological studies of early modern musician-intelligencers typically center wellknown professional composers who allegedly moonlighted as intelligence operatives, such as John
Dowland and Peter Philips.34 Though do I focus on some of these agents, such as Notari, the
33
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archival records that I have studied reveal other musical intelligencers who fall outside of this
composer-as-spy archetype, in that many government officials were also musicians themselves.
From high-profile diplomats to freelance agents, intelligencers of all varieties made music as part
of their daily lives. As the following chapters will show, for example, Wotton played the viol;
another English ambassador to Venice, Basil Feilding, was a singer and guitarist; and several of
their embassy staffers were musicians as well. The Venetian ambassador to England, Antonio
Foscarini, might have played the guitar. His embassy secretary, Giulio Muscorno, was an
exceptionally talented singer, lutenist, and possibly guitarist.
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On the one hand, amateur musicians – particularly those not obviously linked to composers
or notated musical texts – tend to escape the attention of musicologists. On the other hand,
scholarship on matters of state has almost entirely omitted discussion of music because the fleeting
nature musical performance limited the extent to which music and sound could be documented in
political source materials, and presumably because those references that do survive seemed
superfluous to the historical narrative. This project emphasizes that the musical activities of
dilettanti employed in politics are in fact critical to histories of both musical transculturation and
international relations. Understanding embassies as microcosms of wider, global musical
networks, I have begun to investigate the role of embassy music in the development of modern
diplomacy, nation-states, and colonial empires.
In taking seriously the music-making of politicians, I build on recent interdisciplinary
studies that establish intersections between cultural and political brokerage as vital to early modern
surveillance, international relations, and artistic production. My examination of the embassy as a
musical site responds to recent calls for a “New Diplomatic History” that have opened up more
extensive dialogue between cultural and political historians. Notably, John Watkins has proposed
more a cross-disciplinary diplomatic history of early modern Europe that addresses issues of race,
ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and subalternity, and engages with alternative modes of intellectual
history.35 Proponents of the New Diplomatic History have begun to recognize official state
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representatives and their more independent intermediaries as equally significant to the history of
diplomacy. In his study of Anglo-Venetian cultural transactions, Diego Pirillo has identified Italian
religious dissidents as important cultural intermediaries between Italy and Northern Europe in the
early modern period, especially within the diplomatic world and international the circulation of
books.36 In the early seventeenth century, embassies had not yet been institutionalized as official
government buildings under extraterritorial jurisdiction. An ambassador was himself a mobile
embassy working out of a personal, residential space. No aspect of an embassy was untouched by
its domestic setting and the many different people and material objects that filtered through it.
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Bringing into focus one element of this textured diplomatic backdrop, Timothy Hampton,
for example, has studied processes of negotiation, mediation, and representation shared by both
diplomatic writing and literary fiction. Early modern diplomacy was fundamentally a practice of
fiction-making; an ambassador’s strategic construction of his own image and paper trail was
essential to his mission.37 Among the most important outcomes of what Hampton calls “fictions
of embassy”—and here I also include the work of authors such as Brinda Charry and Gitanjali
Shahani—is our sharpened understanding of how the cross-cultural exchanges inherent to
diplomatic practice gave rise to notions of cultural difference and national identity.38 But literary
fiction was only one of diplomacy’s expressive forms. The New Diplomatic History has also been
authored by scholars of visual art, theatre, and, more recently, music.
Music and Diplomacy from the Early Modern Era to the Present, edited by Rebekah
Ahrendt, Mark Ferraguto, and Damien Mahiet, formally introduced music into this discourse.
Guided by Hampton’s framework of diplomatic negotiation, mediation, and representation, the
volume explores how music operates as an instrument of power, specifically as a metaphor for and
practice of international relations.39 A more recent publication, International Relations, Music and
Diplomacy, edited by Frédéric Ramel and Cécile Prévost-Thomas, embraces the acoustic turn in
international relations by investigating how musical diplomacies shape both musical and
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diplomatic scenes, such as how individual diplomatic agents can alter an acoustic environment.40
This volume’s theorization of music and deterritorialization has been particularly helpful to my
own project. As Ramel and Prévost-Thomas have explained,
…[S]ounds, musics and musicians are movements of deterritorialization because they
generate trans-local scenes, they promote technical norms across borders and they contribute to
transnational advocacies. But these sounds, musics and musicians may also provide opportunities
for states and national actors to further express their peculiarities and identities in the international
realm. Music as movement of deterritorialization is thus ambiguous…41
This dissertation argues that the development of a collective musical identity within an
early modern diplomatic community was a powerful means of asserting cultural difference and
early conceptions of nationhood. This was especially the case with both Venice and England in
the confessional age, as their reciprocal diplomatic exchange situated the Catholic Venetian
embassy within an officially Protestant city and the Protestant English embassy within a formally
Catholic city. And yet, I also show how diplomatic agents traversed those confessional barriers in
service to their own political and commercial ambitions, or to other ends.

Tracking Mobile Musicians: Source Materials and Methodologies
Nearly all research for this project draws on early modern primary sources traditionally
consulted by political and economic historians. I have scanned over sixty years of diplomatic
dispatches, judicial records, and intelligence files in both English and Venetian state papers,
searching for any mention of music that I could find. I also cite seventeenth-century travelogues,
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diaries, accounts, inventories, biographies, itineraries, estate records, personal correspondences,
news reports, pedagogical texts, and political pamphlets. Most references to music in these sources
have evaded analysis by both musicologists and other historians. This has granted me a glimpse
into heretofore unseen pockets of early modern musical life. I have also made a point of working
bilaterally in archival repositories throughout both Italy and the United Kingdom, prioritizing
items in the Archivio di Stato di Venezia, the British Library, and the National Archives of the
UK. My findings from these “extra-musical” sources also explain the wide range of repertories
embraced in my study, which is not constrained by geography, language, or other generic
categories. Rather, starting with the study of both musicians and events cuts across musics that
might be segregated from each other in other investigations. This elucidates relations between
diverse printed and manuscript repertoires that include plainchant, monody, duets, dialogues,
canzonette, madrigals, and more. I also discuss printed plays and opera libretti.
My initial pursuit of archival data was driven by a curiosity about how musicking entered
into the daily lives of people working in international politics and commerce – people who were
not professional musicians, who have remained peripheral to histories of seventeenth-century
music, and whose musical experiences are almost never mentioned in political or economic
histories. Wotton was my point of entry into this research, as I’d rightly suspected that music would
number among his many artistic interests. I assembled an extensive list of his embassy colleagues,
cohabitants, and successors. I then consulted archival materials that I knew or assumed would
contain accounts of their daily activities. That list slowly expanded to include other mobile
communities interconnected with the English diplomatic corps, such as English resident merchants
in Venice. I attempted to maintain a strictly methodical research itinerary based on those
preliminary archival leads. But just as the travelers on my list repeatedly stumbled into chaotic,
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unexpected adventures, I too encountered a few surprise detours that rerouted my research. I had
barely even thought about Notari, now the subject of my first chapter, until I spotted his name
scrawled at the bottom of a receipt in a collection of Venetian counterintelligence papers pertaining
to England; I had only been searching, as usual, for accounts of Wotton’s Venetian household.42
Mobile musical communities are a challenge to study. The historical figures discussed in
this dissertation have evaded detection on nearly every level, both in their own lifetimes and
throughout the following centuries. They frequently traveled incognito on secret political missions,
obscuring their covert dealings by hiding their nationalities or religious faiths. They changed their
names and dress, slipped in and out of different professions, moved between different systems of
patronage, and even altered their styles of penmanship. Some details of their mysterious lives
survive only in cipher and must be, quite literally, decoded. Traces of their fleeting movements are
scattered throughout many different archives in multiple countries. The geographical distance
between these fixed research sites itself impedes the study of mobile musicians, as do disciplinary
divides between academic fields, right down to established musicological traditions of
specialization in the works of a single composer, nation-state, or musical genre. Working
musicians were often excluded from seventeenth-century aristocratic travel accounts, as their
presence was usually, and mistakenly, adjudged extraneous to matters of state. The amateur
musicking of more prominent travelers has likewise escaped most documentation and serious
study, as noted above. Even the most famous of cosmopolitans occupied but a liminal space in
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both the eyes and written records of their more stationary contemporaries. Many of Wotton’s
fellow English courtiers came to view the ambassador as little more than – in Stoye’s words – “an
apparition alla italiana.”43
Beyond complications specific to research on mobile musicians, any archival study on
early modern music is fated to leave most of the story untold, and not only due to the ephemerality
of musical performance. Though a full, nuanced reflection on the many different source materials
consulted for this project is beyond the scope of this study, it is well established, for instance, that
state archives – along with the broader historical record and discursive system as “archive” – are
a technology of empire, both sources for history and objects of historical inquiry. I remain
cognizant that these archives functioned as a tool of state governance and have served in the
construction of nationalist, colonialist histories.44 In recent years several scholars have proposed
new ways of addressing the problem of the archive, for example by reading “along the archival
grain,” or, conceptualizing archives as a site of tension between the imperial apparatus and the
forces that undermined its authority.45 By, conversely, listening for silences in the archival record,
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or reading “against the archival grain,” researchers have also employed archival methods to
produce detailed studies of marginalized groups underrepresented in early modern primary source
materials.46
With these multiple archival methodologies in mind, I have sifted through reams of early
modern documents aiming to produce a heretofore unwritten history of music’s role in
transnational networks of musical, political, and commercial exchange between Venice and Stuart
England. My study is far from comprehensive or authoritative, but it is a start. My chapters present
a series of microhistories, or a series of singular and fragmentary narratives about a variety of
musical communities. Following on from Carlo Ginzburg’s model of microhistorical work as that
which operates on the acceptance of historical reality as fundamentally discontinuous and
heterogeneous, I embrace lacunae, misrepresentations, and other such issues in my primary sources
as indistinguishable from the larger historical narrative.47 Guiding my research is also recent
thinking about microhistory as a method particularly suited to histories of geopolitics and human
mobility on a global scale. Microhistorical methods allow for the study of global historical
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processes as they both contextualize and are rooted in close examination of primary sources.
Closely tracking itinerant historical subjects also draws tangible connections between vast
political, social, and economic transcontinental networks, as well as between many different
interrelated historical ethnographic sites.48 Just as Filippo de Vivo’s microhistorical research on
urban Venice has illuminated the Republic to be a more variegated, multi-layered society than
conventionally assumed by political historians, my own microhistorical study of Venice’s English
population refuses to subsume their activities into monolithic categories of religion, gender,
occupation, or social class.49
My microhistorically inflected methodology also responds to some concerns that historians
of international relations have voiced about the concepts of agency and causality in diplomatic
history’s cultural turn. David Reynolds, for example, has asked how exactly a postmodern, poststructuralist cultural history of diplomacy can explain the actual decisions made by politicians, or
“how these culturally shaped actors made and implemented policy in specific and contingent
historical situations.”50 Multiple authors have countered these critiques with examples of
scholarship that does indeed connect the diplomatic dots between culture and policy.51 I also point
48
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to Thomas Cohen’s recent “Macrohistory of Microhistory,” which explains that microhistory can
be of service to cultural history “by admonishing it to anchor its claims in the sociopolitics of
human activities and in the careful study of meaning in situ, as intended and understood by actual
persons doing things at an actual time and place.”52 The musical activities of the embassy officials
detailed in my first three chapters attest to the depth of Anglo-Italian intercultural exchange, but
those activities also played a discernable role in both English and Venetian foreign policy.
This dissertation discusses many different groups of people, but my main assemblage of
historical informants represents but few travelers who ventured across Europe in the seventeenth
century. I have expanded outward from their orbit wherever possible, though a great deal more
research remains to be done on mobility between England and Italy in this period. This project
focuses almost exclusively on a small collection of wealthy and powerful European men who had
both the means and authority to travel overseas, and whose movements have been deemed worthy
of inclusion in the historical record. Nearly all were Christian, either Catholic or Protestant. Most
were politicians, tourists, merchants, or students who made only temporary excursions across the
Channel. A smaller number were immigrants or exiles. They were perhaps most diverse in their
varying levels of musical professionalism, ranging from salaried musicians of the highest artistic
caliber to self-avowed spectator-auditors who never played a single note of music.
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I have refrained from establishing a rigid definition of either Venetian or English identity
in this period. Both identity formations were multivalent and ever-changing.53 I have, however,
developed a malleable rubric of categorization for the practical purposes of this research. The few
mobile Venetians examined in this study are classified as such because they traveled abroad as
official Venetian political agents or spent at least the earlier part of their lives in the Veneto under
the Republic’s jurisdiction. The question of their Venetian citizenship certainly begs scrutiny,
especially in the case of Notari. At least one early modern English source explicitly states that
Notari was a Venetian citizen (see Figure 1.1, which labels Notari a “Cittadino veneziano”), but
Paolo Rismondo has argued that Notari probably was not a Venetian citizen as legally defined in
the early seventeenth century.54 My own use of the word “citizen” therefore denotes not Notari’s
official rank within Venetian society, but rather his birth and residency in the Veneto prior to
emigrating, as well as his employment abroad for the Venetian government. Using the term loosely
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also leaves room for thoughtful consideration of Notari’s apparent self-identification as a Venetian
citizen, even if he chose this descriptor primarily for marketing purposes.
I generally apply the label “English” to historical subjects who were born or raised in
England, self-identified as English, or acted abroad as certified agents of the English state. It is for
this reason, for example, that the Scotsman James Hay, First Earl of Carlisle, is included in my
study of the English embassy to Venice (see Chapter 3). Though a proper analysis of his life’s
work would require a more nuanced understanding of Hay’s cultural identity, I consider Hay’s
story a critical part of English history insofar as he acted as a high-profile diplomatic representative
for the English crown. A great deal of scholarship on English communities in Italy reads their
national self-definition along confessional lines, but Brian Lockey’s recent work on the sixteenthcentury Jesuit English College in Rome rejects notions of early modern English identity as
circumscribed within Protestant or Catholic allegiance. Rather, Lockey has proposed a more
historically situated understanding of early modern English identity, first as a fundamentally
cosmopolitan membership within a global Christian commonwealth, and second, as an imagined
biological kinship constructed upon longstanding myths of national “blood purity.”55 My
conceptualization of England as an emergent global empire weaves English Catholics in and out
of the narrative while still drawing attention to the work that seventeenth-century Protestant
evangelism did to draw proto-national boundaries.
As one of the first histories of music and mobility in Europe during this period, at the
broadest level this project disrupts static histories of nation and religious sectarianism that have
neglected evidence of transnational communities and provided only superficial treatments of
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musical acculturation, arriving at monolithic portrayals of national identity and cultural patrimony.
Studies of early modern music and mobility are a relatively new phenomenon, excepting work on
music in the colonial world, which has long contended with questions of mobility intrinsic to the
subject matter.56 This paucity of scholarship on music and mobility is the product of a nineteenthcentury historiographical tradition inherited from the era of modern state-building. Given its
bounded geography, England has always been particularly suited for insular cultural histories,
which generally maintain a narrow definition of English identity and chronicle musical happenings
solely in Britain. Since the 1980s general historical accounts of English music have become
increasingly nuanced and inclusive, but they have only just begun to address the larger questions
of foreign communities in England and English communities abroad. Notable recent contributions
in my specific subject area include Amy Dunagin’s research on Italianate musical culture in
England after the Restoration; Emilie Murphy’s study of Richard Dering within the context of
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displaced post-Reformation English Catholics; and Rismondo’s ongoing project tracking the
international diffusion of music, instruments, and musicians via the Venetian diplomatic corps.57
My interest in mobile musicians stems in part from a call that Bloechl has made for
empirical work on music and migration as part of a larger feminist, queer, and postcolonial
intervention in scholarship on early modern musics. As Bloechl contends, critical forms of
historicism that enable musicologists to construct counter-hegemonic historiographies of Europe
– such as microhistory, historical anthropology, and the “New Historicism” – have not yet been
extended to coloniality and race in early music studies. As a reparative effort, then, research on
the global travel of early musicians and their encounter with local racial or caste schemas may be
one of several ways to develop a tenable foundation for the theoretical and critical analysis of race
and racism in early modern European music.58 Suzanne Cusick’s and Emily Wilbourne’s new
edited volume Acoustemologies in Contact: Sounding Subjects and Modes of Listening in Early
Modernity answers Bloechl’s call by attending to acoustemological encounters in cultural contact
zones between 1500 and 1800.59 It is from this book that I derive my own understandings of music,
sound, and acoustemology within sites of intercultural contact.60
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This dissertation explores many different dimensions of Anglo-Venetian musical
transculturation beyond the mere exchange of notated musical repertoires, considering the broader
soundscapes of early modern Venice and London as well as acoustemologies shaped by voyages
back and forth across the Channel. In the case of certain primary sources mentioning neither sound
nor music, I have chosen to contemplate what might have been heard by my historical informants,
though for practical reasons I have had to limit such speculation. My third chapter’s section on the
embassy lodger Bullen Reymes, for example, could easily balloon into a complete companion to
music in seventeenth-century Venice; his travel diary indicates that he made every effort to hear
as much of the Republic as possible. In any event, this overabundance of conjectural opportunities
speaks to the richness and variety of sonic experiences available to listeners who moved between
Italy and Britain, and it also shows the great potential for continued research on those experiences.

Chapter Outline
Chapter 1, “Angelo Notari, Prime musiche nuove, and the Foscarini-Muscorno Trial,”
begins by revisiting a familiar scene in English music historiography: a well-known professional
Italian composer employed at the English court, who has left us with a great deal of printed and
manuscript music. Turning this more traditional subject matter on its head, however, I reveal that
Notari also worked as a spy for the Venetian State Inquisitors after immigrating to England and
participated in a contentious trial concerning Antonio Foscarini’s Venetian embassy to England.
In detailing the events of the case and Notari’s participation in the affair between 1616 and 1619,
I reconsider Notari’s work as a musician in light of his identity as an intelligencer and former
Venetian citizen. I reassess his Prime musiche nuove by analyzing the volume as a record of
extemporized musical performance and an anthology of variations on musical material already in
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circulation, proposing that Notari sought to become a leading authority in England on the stile
moderno as an orally disseminated performance tradition. I identify convergences with repertoires
by other Italian court musicians of the time, emphasizing that the unique performance skillset that
Notari shared with these Italian contemporaries was precisely what granted them access to the
intimate, elite settings where covert political information was exchanged. I also suggest that Notari
might have encountered the one Spanish canzonetta printed in his book as a result of his association
with the Spanish embassy in London. Finally, I demonstrate that during Foscarini’s embassy to
England and subsequent trial in Venice, Italian musicians in London – whether professional or
amateur – were a remarkably prominent voice in their expatriate community and exerted a high
degree of influence over international relations.
My subsequent chapters journey from banks of the Thames to the shores of the Adriatic,
telling the lesser-known stories of English musical communities in Venice. Chapter 2, “Musica
fabritiana at the English Embassy in Venice, 1604-1623,” reconstructs musical activity at the
embassy during the Jacobean diplomatic missions of Henry Wotton and Dudley Carleton. I
examine consort and chapel music at the embassy; diplomatic officials as strategic musical tourists;
the transit of instruments, song texts, and other musical materials across borders; and the
embassy’s connections to various Italian musicians. I suggest that the many different ways in
which English emissaries to Venice interacted with music and sound demonstrate how the English
diplomatic corps operated as a complex, multipronged instrument of England’s emergent global
empire. Traces of music at the embassy highlight the institution’s various functions as a catalyst
for English commercial growth, an observatory for intelligence acquisition, and a training ground
where future leaders could build political networks and incubate conceptual blueprints for overseas
ventures to come. Moreover, the embassy’s constant negotiation of cultural difference through
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articulation of unusually precise proto-national and confessional boundaries – literal, physical
boundaries that were legally enforced by the Venetian government – contributed to nascent
conceptions of English national identity.
Chapter 3 is entitled, “Revelries and Revolutions: Music at the English Embassy in Venice,
1623-1652.” It reconstructs musical life at the embassy throughout the Caroline period and
Interregnum, showing that the basic diplomatic functions of the institution remained consistent
throughout a time of international political tumult. I locate these continuities along with new
musical developments, including an increased presence of Italian musicians within the embassy
household, more extensive musical exchange between the English diplomatic community and
foreigners throughout the city, the hiring of Italian musicians for concerts and balls at the embassy,
and a more relaxed diplomatic view of Italian musical excellence as altogether less menacing to
the moral health of the English state. I first identify references made to music in diplomatic
discourse. I then examine embassy responses to musical ceremonial, pageantry, and entertainments
throughout the peninsula and beyond, including the embassy’s own eventual employment of Italian
chamber musicians in service to English state officials. I also detail the musical activities of Bullen
Reymes; of Basil Feilding, who was involved in the beginnings of Venetian public opera; and of
the ambassador Thomas Killigrew, whose work as a dramatist conveys a changing English view
of Italian music’s seductive powers.
My final chapter, ‘“Owr English Swarme’ in Venice: Musical Residents and Travelers,”
recounts the stories of other musically inclined English residents and travelers in the Republic
throughout the first half of the seventeenth century. I examine the many ways in which Stuart –
and especially English Catholic – communities in Venice cultivated their cosmopolitanism through
musicking. I begin with professional English musicians who visited Venice, such as Richard
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Dering and Nicholas Lanier. I shed new light on their movements and situate their activities within
a broader historical context. I also investigate the music-making of merchants, naval mercenaries,
pirates, and other seafarers. I then analyze reflections on Venetian music in English travel diaries,
asking what each author can tell us about inter-imperial mimesis and the politics of cultural
difference in this period. Finally, I consider the musical activities of a few non-occupational and
especially English catholic travelers who also spent time in the Republic: aristocrats, tourists,
scholars, and politicians. I illustrate how, by engaging with music in Venetian dominions, English
residents and travelers bolstered British ascendency at sea, succeeded in profitable commercial
ventures, and stayed motivated to brave the travails of their arduous journeys abroad. They also
amassed cultural capital, mapped the cultural cartography of Europe and the Levant, and developed
nascent conceptions of an English national identity in relation to foreign musical cultures.

(Dis)Placing the Historical Musicologist
The Venetians are indeed in these infectious tymes very curious concerning the health of all that
passe through their State, not admitting any to set foot on theire ground of whom they have the
least suspition to come from a place infected…
- John Wilkinson, English embassy secretary, Venice, 162561
In July 2018 I had the pleasure of attending a roundtable “exploration session” at the
London ERC-TIDE On Belonging conference, entitled, “New Directions in the Cultural History
of Travel, Mobility, and Transculturality.”62 The speakers began by reflecting on their own
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personal relationships to the topic of early modern mobility, especially as immigrants to the UK
in the time of Brexit. This discussion provided further insight into the scholarship that they shared
throughout the conference, and so I posed the question of why we do not often address our own
positionality in our written work as historians. Beyond the archive-focused studies cited above,
reflexivity remains a rarity in historical scholarship on early modern Europe. One exception in my
area of research is, for example, Edward Muir’s introduction to Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice,
which recounts his conversations in the 1970s with two Venetian women as well as with his own
grandfather in Utah. Muir’s reminiscence of both experiences introduces two concepts central to
his ensuing study: parochialism and the veneration of institutions and leaders.63
Autoethnographic writing is equally unusual in scholarship on early modern Italian and
English music. The few notable exceptions in this literature are largely underpinned by feminist
and queer theory and tend toward a concentration on gender, sexuality, embodied knowledge, and
historically informed performance.64 Indeed, Tomie Hahn’s examination of ethnomusicological
reflexivity considers autoethnographic work as feminist praxis, in that it makes space in academic
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research for intimacy, vulnerability, and the representation of multiple diverse voices.65 Hahn and
many other ethnomusicologists have long embraced deeply reflexive approaches in their work.66
Remembering Hahn’s specification that reflexivity should be not a scholar’s primary focus but
rather a thoughtful acknowledgment of one’s presence in the field, I here interrogate my own
positionality as a music historian by briefly contemplating my recent experiences as a traveling
researcher, writer, and musician.67
I am a dual citizen of the United States and Italy, from both California and Hawaiʻi. My
Italian family’s love for opera introduced me to much of the music that I study today, and I also
grew up immersed in the music and dance of my Native Hawaiian relatives. I juggle two
intersecting professional identities as both a musicologist and a classical singer. My original
dissertation proposal focused on English musicians in both Venice and Rome from approximately
1580 to 1660. I have traveled throughout the US and Europe over the past five years to undertake
this doctoral work. As explained below, not all went according to plan. This document is itself a
record of musical mobility: it was researched and written in Boston, Los Angeles, London, Oxford,
Florence, Mantua, Venice, Rome, the Vatican City State, Lake Arrowhead, the Sierra Nevada
mountains, and the small English towns of Arundel and Chatsworth, as well as on the North Shore
of Oʻahu. My Italian ancestors came to the US from Central Italy in the 1920s. Before starting this
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project, I had spent time in Italy but had only seen Venice once, as a toddler. I had, however, lived
and studied in England. I am also of Scottish and English heritage, though that lineage is distant.
I carried out most of my research in Italy, where I was funded by a number of different
research fellowships and took up residency at Villa I Tatti in Florence, the Fondazione Giorgio
Cini in Venice, and the American Academy in Rome. During my sojourns in these cities, I buried
my nose in archives for long stretches of time and also lent my voice to numerous musical projects.
I sang everything from Old Roman chant, Bartolomeo Tromboncino’s frottole, and Dieterich
Buxtehude’s Membra Jesu Nostri to Pamela Z’s Sonora Spolia and Pink Floyd’s Atom Heart
Mother. I programmed a lecture-concert inspired by my research, in collaboration with the Vocalia
Consort, the Pontifical Institute of Sacred Music, and the American Academy: La musica delle
spie: la vita segreta dei compositori tra Italia e Inghilterra, 1560-1660, postponed due to COVID19.68 I seized every opportunity to visit the many places mentioned in this dissertation, especially
those spaces that purportedly resounded with marvelous music in the seventeenth century. Most
evenings I could be found at a rehearsal, concert, church service, opera, or theatrical performance.
The Jacobean travel writer Thomas Coryat isn’t the only one who got to hear some of “the best
musicke that ever I did in all my life” at the Venetian Scuola Grande di San Rocco.69
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Living in Italy was a never-ending exercise in linguistic and cultural mediation. I was
legally an insider, culturally an outsider, and yet socially an insider, welcomed by many Italian
cousins who eased my transition into my new surroundings. I constantly served as a translator
between those relatives and my immediate family from the US, on one memorable occasion
attempting to clear up a convoluted intergenerational family rumor that my great-grandmother had
suffered an evil curse after leaving Umbria for the US. My cultural learning curve has always been
steeper in England than in Italy. Italian feels more like home to me than British English, but the
former is mostly a second language that I have acquired in formal university settings. Never is this
more apparent than when I am mocked for my unintentionally pretentious vocabulary, or when I
embarrass myself by accidentally jumbling my words into wildly inappropriate sentences, eliciting
peals of laughter from Italian friends and relatives.
Above all, I have spent the past five years learning. I have learned how to navigate many
different types of archives in multiple countries. I can now make my way around the Veneto
without difficulty. I have learned the ins and outs of rehearsing music in Italian, and I have been
fascinated to hear my Italian colleagues’ perspectives on any and all music, especially when I am
singing it alongside them. I have learned a great deal from experts in my own academic field, and
I have also strengthened my dissertation’s critical framework through innumerable exchanges
across disciplines. In even just my final month at the American Academy, the historian Corey
Tazzara helped me to refine my understanding of England’s role in early modern Mediterranean
commerce; the art historian Claudia Terribile taught me all that a portrait can reveal about a
seventeenth-century musician’s life and work; and the cultural anthropologist Fiori Berhane,
through her own research on the Eritrean diaspora in Bologna, encouraged my inclination to delve
more deeply into anthropological literature on migrant communities in the Mediterranean.
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It has been uncanny to work on mobility, diplomacy, and empire at this particular moment,
when both the US and Europe have been reckoning with their colonial histories and reactionary
isolationist politics have been aggressively thrust to the forefront of public discourse. I have
produced this dissertation in an age of travel bans, refugee crises, migrant concentration camps,
emboldened white nationalism, racial justice uprisings, international surveillance scandals,
manmade climate devastation, and a global pandemic. I have heard Venice groan under the
immense weight of overtourism and unprecedented flooding. I will never forget one unsettling
Vespers service that I attended at Saint Mark’s Basilica, in which “mic’d” musical offerings
accompanied desperate prayers that Venice be saved from sinking into the Adriatic. I have
experienced firsthand the dangers of traveling alone as a queer woman in the twenty-first century
and have heard far more distressing European travel stories from colleagues of color. I continue to
listen closely and to serve the world’s most vulnerable migrant populations. I know that I am lucky
to have spent much of my time abroad hearing and making music in beautiful spaces with people
I hold dear. So much of the music that I study is ensnared in oppressive histories, which has drawn
me into unfinished conversations with colleagues in art, music, and literature about the conflicted
role of historically informed performance in the present day.
I have often wondered how exactly Nicholas Lanier felt about his travels to Italy given his
own ancestral ties to the peninsula. Like Lanier, I was an anglophone government representative
(in my case, of the US Fulbright Program) venturing into a foreign land that had also been the
birthplace of my maternal grandfather. Like him, I move frequently between Catholic and
Protestant communities and am familiar with the liturgical practices of multiple Christian
denominations. And like Lanier, I was able to forge valuable professional connections abroad
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thanks to my training as a musician.70 If my drawing attention to these shared experiences elicits
discomfort in readers, those readers may at least rest assured that I am also uneasy in it. Lanier’s
family developed their cosmopolitanism as a springboard for later colonial enterprises; they are
the same Laniers that colonized Barbados and Virginia. And yet, tacit self-identification with the
architects of European colonialism has guided most scholarship in this area for hundreds of years.71
Well into the twentieth century, historians of Jacobean diplomacy continued to describe English
ambassadors in collegial terms, as if they had known their historical informants as friendly
university classmates. In physically retracing the steps of my historical informants, I resisted but
sometimes did fall into these same associations. It is a messy, awkward business, but I contend
that it must be openly acknowledged by historians dedicated to dismantling enduring structures of
colonialism and white supremacy.
From the start of this research, I have remained wary of the nostalgia pervading so much
early scholarship on European cultural patrimony and on seventeenth-century mobility. As
acknowledged above, I understand that European state archives cannot be disentangled from the
nationalistic imperatives that generated them, and I am keenly aware that my sampling of historical
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informants is severely lacking in diversity of race, gender, and social class. I joke that most of
these historical figures would have been horrified to learn that after 400 years, I of all people am
allowed to tell their stories for them. I see violence everywhere in surviving traces of their
movements – violence toward women, toward religious and ethnic Others, and toward one another.
While searching Italian Inquisition documents for information on arrested Englishmen, I could not
look away from the long lists of women persecuted on charges of witchcraft or sex work. In the
best cases, women in my dissertation narratives are musical superstars. More often, they are
enslaved, murdered, assaulted, or taken too soon by childbirth or terminal illness. I strive to give
them a voice whenever possible, though the occasion did not arise as often as I had hoped. As a
friend suggested, this is perhaps one reason why I did most of my research and writing while
listening to popular music by women; even when men had my attention, women still had my ear.72
In March 2020 my research in Italy came to a halt with the arrival of COVID-19. At first,
my cohort of Rome Prize fellows at the American Academy tried our best to continue with daily
life. We stayed calm despite unnerving news of lockdowns in the North and closed borders
throughout the peninsula. We noted the situation’s eerie similarity to historical plague outbreaks.
We decried the rising anti-Chinese racism and xenophobia around us. We grew sadly accustomed
to keeping our physical distance from one another. My final night in Rome (though I did not know
it was my final night), I sang John Dunstaple’s “Quam pulchra es” for the Academy with two other
fellows, Evan MacCarthy and Joel Pattison, in gratitude for yet another dinner together against all
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odds. The next morning, I was among the first fellows to fly back to the US five months early, a
choice that I made overnight after hearing an only somewhat accurate presidential announcement
that travelers from Italy would soon be banned from entering the country. About one week later,
the Academy closed for the first time since World War II, and nearly all fellows were evacuated
to the US. I am grateful for the safety that I enjoyed throughout my departure and subsequent
quarantine in California. In a moment of widespread suffering, I was welcomed back to my family
home, I kept a steady income, I was reimbursed for my emergency travel fees, and I had access to
first-rate healthcare. Not all fellows shared this comfortable experience, and their stories must not
be forgotten. The poet and author Samiya Bashir, a fellow in literature last year, has captured some
of them with heartrending beauty and nuance.73
Once indefinitely locked down in Los Angeles, I resigned to abandon my earlier research
goals and reconfigure this dissertation to adapt to my newfound displacement. My work in Roman
archives was far from complete, but I did have access to digitized British state papers and an
extensive collection of photographs that I had taken in the Archivio di Stato di Venezia. I had also
written an article on Notari for Early Music History, though I had wanted to publish that
independently of this dissertation. Most of it now appears in Chapter 1.74 I also added a new chapter
that I had planned to write in future years. With much-needed support from my mentors, I
developed the new document presented herein. It has come together with unexpectedly satisfying
coherence. Its success has hinged on several months of additional research on digitized sources
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and – as is obvious from my acknowledgments – the generosity of many colleagues around the
world. I hope that my research on Rome will not stay unpublished for too long.
In the grand scheme of things, I have been incredibly fortunate. And, of course, this is not
the first time that a world crisis has obstructed academic research. Scholars have persisted under
infinitely more dangerous conditions. I think of my own dissertation reader, Kay Kaufman
Shelemay, whose inability to return to her Ethiopian village field sites during the revolution
interrupted and ultimately transformed her research on Beta Israel musicians and religious
practice.75 I am also struck by a sentence in Allen Hinds's 1921 introduction to the Calendar of
State Papers Relating to English Affairs in the Archives of Venice: “Before the War, Austrian
scholars were engaged in editing and publishing this valuable series, but it is to be feared that
prevailing conditions will put a stop to this useful work for a long time to come.”76 My nowrestricted mobility has been a sobering reminder that for many, myself included, nonessential
travel during peacetime is a great privilege. It has been a privilege to cross continents in
adventurous pursuit of the findings shared in this document.
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Chapter 1
Angelo Notari, Prime musiche nuove, and the Foscarini-Muscorno Trial

The summer of 1617 severely tested the limits of diplomatic accord between Venice and
England. Antonio Foscarini, former Venetian ambassador to England, was languishing in a
Venetian prison on charges of treasonous and otherwise criminal conduct.77 Also imprisoned and
awaiting trial was Foscarini’s former secretary, Giulio Muscorno, accused of equally serious
transgressions. Foscarini’s former valet, Ottavio Robbazzi, had likewise been arrested and tried
for treasonous acts against the Republic. The English ambassador to Venice, Henry Wotton, had
been entrusted to recover a debt that Muscorno owed to an Englishman, but in August both Italian
and English magistrates were dismayed to discover Wotton attempting to pocket the sum for
himself and accepting secret bribes from foreign governments. Never more ironic was Wotton’s
1612 declaration to the Venetian ambassador in Savoy: “I swear to God, we are all good
Venetians.”78 Perhaps unbeknownst to Foscarini, Wotton, and their employees, each of these
diplomatic disasters could be traced back to one “good Venetian” in particular: Angelo Notari
(1566–1663), a singer, lutenist, and composer from Padua who had immigrated to England about a
77
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decade earlier. Notari had shown no loyalty to his Italian compatriots in London. He had sold them
out to the Venetian government for fifty ducats and a new source of income.
In musicological scholarship, Notari is credited with introducing a great deal of Italian
music into seventeenth-century England, from early violin sonatas to theorbo-accompanied
monody and madrigals. Studies on Notari have centered on his autograph music manuscripts and
Prime musiche nuove (London: Engraved by William Hole, 1613), only occasionally venturing
into speculation that he might have been a spy for Spain in the early 1620s. These studies do not
detail any of Notari’s intelligence activities.79 Thanks to a robust collection of Venetian
counterintelligence papers in the Archivio di Stato di Venezia previously neglected by
musicologists, this chapter confirms that Notari was indeed employed as an intelligencer. More
specifically, between 1616 and 1619 he served as an informant for the State Inquisitors of Venice,
a small but powerful governing body that investigated threats to state security.
Documents giving evidence of Notari’s intelligence work for Venice are gathered within
three buste in the Archivio di Stato di Venezia: Inquisitori di Stato 155, 156, and 442. These have
been studied almost exclusively by political historians, a few of whom have mentioned, to quote
the historian Paolo Preto, “Angelo Nodari, a musician from Padua recommended by the Inquisitors
as ‘very willing to render good services’ but in fact poor, devious, and too friendly with the Spanish
ambassador.”80 No explicit connection has been drawn between this “Nodari” – as his name is
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spelled in the Venetian sources – and Notari, the well-known composer and performer active in
the English court of King James I. Until now “Nodari” has never been closely studied, and the
little information that political historians have gleaned about him comes directly from Venetian
state papers.81 Meanwhile Notari’s musicological biographers, who have prioritized archival
materials in the United Kingdom, have been unable to account for his activities between
approximately 1613 and 1618. The main Venetian counterintelligence affair that occupied Notari
during this time, the Foscarini–Muscorno trial, was steeped in music at every turn and involved a
number of different musicians as both suspects and witnesses, but the significance of music-

Muscorno case summarizes “Nodari’s” work as a paid informant in the Robbazzi trial. Loredana
Zorzi Zacchia-Rondinini, L’ambasciatore Antonio Foscarini (Rome: Edizioni Cosmopoli, 1941),
103–6. See also Nicolò Barozzi and Guglielmo Berchet, Relazioni degli stati europei lette al
senato dagli ambasciatori venetiani nel secolo decimosettimo, Series 2, Vol. 1 (Venice: Pietro
Naratovich, 1857), 407–8; CSPV, Vol. 14, ed. Hinds (1908); the Marqués de la Fuensanta del
Valle, “Instituciones de Venecia: Concejo de los Diez,” Revista de España 33, no. 130 (1873):
183; and Francesco Paolo Raimondi, Giulio Cesare Vanini nell’Europa del Seicento (Pisa: Istituti
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making to the case has never been analyzed.82 A comprehensive study of the trial’s roughly 1,000
pages of legal documentation remains to be written.83
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Figure 1.1. Engraving of Angelo Notari, William Hole, 1612-13. GB-Cfm. © Fitzwilliam
Museum, Cambridge
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In detailing the events of the case and Notari’s participation in the affair, I reconsider
Notari’s work as a musician in light of his identity as an intelligencer and former Venetian citizen.
I reassess his Prime musiche nuove by analyzing the volume as a record of extemporized musical
performance and an anthology of variations on musical material already in circulation, proposing
that Notari sought to become a leading authority in England on the stile moderno as an orally
disseminated performance tradition. I identify convergences with repertoires by other Italian court
musicians of the time, emphasizing that the unique performance skillset that Notari shared with
these Italian contemporaries was precisely what granted them access to the intimate, elite settings
where covert political information was exchanged. I also suggest that Notari might have
encountered the one Spanish canzonetta printed in his book as a result of his association with the
Spanish embassy in London. Finally, I argue that during Foscarini’s embassy to England and
subsequent trial in Venice, Italian musicians in London were a remarkably prominent voice in their
expatriate community and exerted a high degree of influence over international relations. Musicmaking was a means to acquire intelligence and forge powerful political connections, and yet, it
could also be reported as a criminal offense. The Foscarini–Muscorno case is more than a chapter
in Anglo-Venetian diplomatic history: it is also a story about unreliable musical patronage, musicmaking as a transgressive political act, and friction between both professional and amateur
musicians.
Consideration of music’s role in the Foscarini–Muscorno trial reveals new biographical
information on Notari, but it also offers valuable insights into early modern surveillance and
mobility. Notari’s deep involvement in the case attests to how thoroughly London’s musical and
diplomatic communities intermingled, as well as the general interconnectedness of the city’s
foreign inhabitants. Foreign musicians in London regularly passed through embassies to socialize,
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obtain information, or seek out employment. A portrait emerges of a complex, close-knit group of
Italian residents in London who juggled multiple occupations and orbited the Venetian embassy,
vacillating between supporting and sabotaging one another. Accomplished foreign musicians
could primarily serve as government employees, their allegiances shifting quickly according to the
promise of personal gain. As a result, the actions of – and rivalries between – musicians could
bear greatly upon international criminal proceedings in the highest echelons of government.
Notari’s intelligence activities also demonstrate how early modern immigrants could retain
a tangible connection to their place of origin in spite of their physical displacement. Through
continued interaction with fellow Italians abroad, Notari opened up a mutually advantageous
stream of communication between himself and the Venetian government, turning to the Republic
for financial support that he was struggling to find in England. Notari is typically studied by
scholars of English music, but he spent about half of his life in the Veneto before emigrating for
unknown reasons. Next to nothing is known about the earlier years of his career. These lacunae,
along with Notari’s later work for the Venetian embassy and secret services, complicate his
traditional relegation to histories of English music. He may have relocated to England and set his
sights on employment at the Jacobean court, but he never truly severed ties with Venice. While
Notari was transporting the sounds of his musiche nuove from the Veneto to London, he was also
sending something else back home.

The Venetian Secret Service and Crowdsourced Surveillance
Most scholarship on Elizabethan and Jacobean musician-intelligencers concerns the
English secret service, but Notari answered to the Venetian State Inquisitors and Council of Ten,
albeit indirectly through the Venetian embassy in London. In contrast to English aristocratic spy
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rings, the Venetian secret service was centrally organized by the government. Founded in 1310,
The Council of Ten oversaw all Venetian intelligence operations and handled some diplomatic and
military affairs as well. Along with the Collegio, the Ten maintained almost complete control over
the Republic. The Ten was made up of seventeen voting members: the doge, six ducal councilors
and ten senators. Originally named the “Inquisitors against the Disclosures of Secrets,” the
Inquisitors of State were a subordinate counterintelligence committee founded in 1539 and
composed of two senators and one ducal councilor, all drawn from the Ten.84
By Notari’s time the Venetian empire had developed into a global information center that
promoted secrecy and counterintelligence as state virtues. “Spying” in early modern Venice
encompassed all forms of information-gathering for the sake of state security. Most Venetian
politicians were obligated to acquire intelligence for the Republic, while ordinary citizens were
invited and occasionally incentivized to speak up about any potential threats to the Serenissima.
Ambassadors like Foscarini were expected to manage their own rings of informants and submit
regular reports back home. Venetian civilians of various backgrounds and occupations were
likewise encouraged to report any suspicious activity that they encountered. These amateur snoops
could convey their findings to the Venetian authorities by dropping notes into designated
postboxes shaped like lions’ mouths, known as bocche di leone. At times, civilians inundated the
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secret service with so many baseless reports that the influx of intelligence grew too heavy for the
government to manage. In keeping with the Venetian empire’s history as a nexus of global trade,
the Ten also solicited information from the public by treating intelligence as a commercial
transaction. They promised a select number of private citizens financial compensation and other
rewards in exchange for information.85
As Ioanna Iordanou has argued, by engaging civilians in government surveillance,
Venice’s spy chiefs entered into a mutually beneficial rapport with their subjects built on notions
of reciprocal confidence and trust. The Ten’s projection of intelligence-gathering as a righteous
civic duty inspired among the Venetian citizenry an idealized, collective sense of identity as
custodians of the Republic’s serenity. This generated both a highly sophisticated state intelligence
apparatus and widespread loyalty to those at its helm, which continually reinforced the Ten’s
stringent control over the Republic. Considering that Notari hailed from this culture of what
Iordanou has called “skilled tattlers” and “self-appointed spooks,” his employment as an informant
for the State Inquisitors would have been unexceptional for any Venetian citizen of his rank; it
was, in fact, a quintessentially Venetian exploit.86

Angelo Notari: Musician for the Crown and Spy for Spain?
Notari was born in Padua in 1566. Before immigrating to England, he was employed at the
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Basilica of Saint Anthony of Padua, at least in part as a trombonist. He was also a member of the
Venetian Accademia degli Sprovisti (“Academy of the Unexpected [or ‘of the Improvisers’]”),
where he received the nickname “Il Negligente” (“The Careless One,” see Figure 1.1). Little is
known about the history of the Academy, though its other members included Pietro Lagi, Alberto
Fabrizio, and the author Antimo Galli. It is possible that Notari first set off for England with Galli
in 1608–9. In 1608 Notari contributed the canzonetta “Io ardo e gl’occhi miei” to Nicolò
Legname’s Libro secondo di canzonette a tre voci (Venice: Alessandro Raverii, 1608). When
Notari was middle-aged, he left the Italian peninsula for unknown reasons. Paolo Rismondo has
proposed that Notari may have originally arrived in Foscarini’s embassy retinue in 1611. In any
case, Notari arrived in England in approximately 1610, where he was employed as a household
musician for the Italophile Prince Henry Stuart until the prince’s death in November 1612.87
After the young prince’s sudden passing, Notari was granted arrears of his pension and
severance pay. He was also one of the musicians given mourning livery at the prince’s funeral in
December 1612. Notari would not reassume a formal position at court for the next five years. The
Venetian state papers examined below reveal that during this period of instability for Notari, he
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was probably employed at the Venetian embassy in London, where he began his intelligence work
for the State Inquisitors in 1616. Notari’s only known book of printed music, Prime musiche nuove
(1613), was issued during this time as well, probably his attempt to maintain a relationship with
the English court. Notari published the volume in Prince Henry’s memory and dedicated it to
Robert Carr, First Earl of Somerset, who was a favorite of James I. By 1615, however, Carr had
fallen out with the king and retired from court, dashing any chance that Notari might have had to
enter into the king’s good graces by way of the earl.88
Musicologists have identified Notari’s Prime musiche nuove as crucial in the transmission
of Italian musical practices to Jacobean England. The volume sets Italian poetry in several different
musical styles, including monody, canzonette, chamber duets, strophic romanesca variations, and
divisions upon the Cipriano de Rore madrigal, “Ben quì si mostra.” One of the book’s chamber
duets, “Cosi di ben amar,” is the earliest datable English musical source to include violin parts,
aside from repertoires associated with dance music. Notari’s bilingual preface to Prime musiche
nuove is also one of few seventeenth-century sources describing proper execution of the trillo, a
popular vocal ornament in Notari’s time that was famously discussed by Giulio Caccini. Scholars
have also argued for Notari’s importance to the emergence of theorbo-accompanied continuo song
in seventeenth-century England.89
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Notari was appointed in 1617 as a musician for Prince Charles Stuart and would continue
in service to the royal family for over twenty more years, with one interruption: he and three other
colleagues were temporarily dismissed in early 1623 for having sung in a Catholic Mass on
Christmas Day (1622) in the chapel of the Spanish ambassador to England, Diego Sarmiento de
Acuña, First Count of Gondomar. Notari was a Catholic, and a few authors have touched on
allegations that he worked as a spy for de Acuña between 1621 and 1623. In 1621 the Venetian
ambassador to England, Girolamo Lando, alleged that Notari was an enemy of the Republic and
trafficked with the Spanish ambassador. According to Lando, it was through Notari that de Acuña
was arranging for the Dalmatian ecclesiastic Marco Antonio de Dominis to make his infamous
departure from England in 1621. During this process, de Dominis unsuccessfully attempted to
smuggle a chest of gold and silver treasures out of the country, and in 1622 the Privy Council
designated that Notari receive the items for his own use.90
Stanley Henson has hinted that there may be a connection between the Spanish embassy
and Notari’s only non-Italian piece in Prime musiche nuove, a three-part Spanish canzonetta
entitled “Con esperanças espero,” with a text by an anonymous author.91 A related copy of the
piece, containing only its text and alfabeto tablature, appears in British Library Additional MS
36877, “Villanelle Di più sorte con l’Intravolatura per sonare, et cantare su la Chittara alla
Spagnola Di Giovanni Casalotti.” The manuscript also contains variants for two other pieces in
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Notari’s volume.92 “Con esperanças” also seems to be the same Spanish song that Notari
referenced in the book’s preface. As he explained: “There came lately to my handes à Spanish
songe of two partes, which seemeinge to me very delightfull and pleasant, I have for my owne
particular gust’ added to it a third part, altering only in some sort the Bassus…”93
The Venetian correspondence cited below reveals that Notari was regularly visiting the
Spanish embassy as early as June 1616. Given this earlier date and Notari’s statement that he had
only recently acquired the Spanish piece in 1613, it is probable that Notari first came across a twopart version of “Con esperanças” thanks to his involvement with the Spanish embassy. On the
other hand, Prime musiche nuove’s multiple concordances with Casalotti’s alfabeto manuscript
also suggest that the piece might have reached Notari through his Italian musical contacts. In any
case, “Con esperanças” seems to have been as much “local” as it was foreign to Jacobean London:
Notari’s preface implies that he reworked the piece while based in London and that another variant
of it (perhaps Casalotti’s alfabeto version) circulated throughout the city prior to its publication in
Prime musiche nuove.
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Figure 1.3. Notari, detail from “Con esperanças espero,” Prime musiche nuove, 18. © British
Library Board. Images produced by ProQuest as part of Early English Books Online.
www.proquest.com. Images published with permission of ProQuest. Further reproduction is
prohibited without permission.
Notari remained among the king’s “Lutes and Voices” until 1639. From 1622 he was also
entrusted with training two male vocalists in the prince’s household. In March 1623 Notari
requested permission to sing in de Acuña’s chapel again for the coming Easter, but the king
refused. From 1642 Notari probably worked as a household musician for the Herbert family of
Cherbury and followed them to Oxford. He may also have traveled to the Continent during the
Interregnum. After the Restoration of King Charles II in 1660, Notari was reappointed to his earlier
post at the English royal court. Notari (by then in his 90s) was no longer able to perform his duties
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without the help of another musician, so he shared his position with Henry Purcell the Elder, who
continued on after Notari’s death in 1663.94
Notari was also a copyist, compiling manuscript anthologies of Italian music by Claudio
Monteverdi, himself, and other monodists of his time. Some of this repertory also contains Latin
motets. Musicologists have closely studied two such manuscripts: British Library Additional MS
31440 and Oxford Christ Church MSS 878–80. Notari’s autograph scores were probably used as
performance manuscripts in Oxford in the 1640s and may have significantly influenced the work
of Henry Purcell the Younger.95 Jonathan Wainwright has recently argued that most of the
anonymous pieces in these collections are also Notari’s own compositions.96
Like extant traces of Notari’s employment in Venetian counterintelligence, his surviving
printed and scribal publications typically date from years when he did not secure formal royal
patronage. In view of these circumstances, Prime musiche nuove and Notari’s other notated
musical works seem to have been motivated more by financial difficulties than any artistic
inspiration. Indeed, Notari’s superiors in the Venetian secret service did remark upon his apparent
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resourcefulness.97 On the other side of the coin, we shall see that Notari also may have contacted
the State Inquisitors out of ill will towards an Italian musical competitor in London.

Prime musiche nuove, Authorship, and Orality
In an international economy that prized Italian cultural commodities, Notari’s musical
virtuosity propelled him into far-reaching professional networks that permitted him direct access
to political intelligence. Though the majority of Notari’s earlier patrons in the Veneto are
unknown, he belonged to a dynamic community of singers and instrumentalists who found private
support in prominent Italian courts and other affluent households. As a republican city-state,
Venice was unusual in both its wide variety of opportunities for private patronage and the high
number of musical workers it produced. Its relatively decentralized, inclusive system of patronage
brought skilled chamber musicians not only into the palazzi of the patriciate class, but also into
the homes of several other paying audiences, such as the citizen class, merchants, and – as explored
in Chapter 3 – foreign government officials. Working musicians in the Veneto rarely served a
single household, instead moving between the Republic’s main institutions of collective musical
patronage (for example the Basilica San Marco) and a web of multiple private households
throughout Northern Italy. This engendered an eclectic Venetian musical culture that fostered
creative experimentation in several different repertoires, and it also gave musicians ample
opportunity to hear and collaborate with one another.98
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By the turn of the seventeenth century, Notari might have been just one of many skilled
monodists performing throughout Venice’s myriad of ridotti, or private salons. In England,
however, the Italian stile nuovo was exactly that: a novel musical style showcasing the talents of a
tiny group of star performers. Even prior to Prince Henry’s death, the Jacobean court sustained
only a handful of salaried foreign musicians, and Notari was the only Italian-born employee among
them.99 For Italian chamber musicians from Venice to London, musical extemporization and
innovation in the stile moderno were precious keys that opened doors to the intimate spaces where
influential patrons exchanged classified state secrets. This specialized improvisational skillset,
shared among these select few virtuosic Italian performers, granted them entry into the highest
circles of international political power and information.
This wider context, along with Notari’s rendering in the Venetian sources as a poor,
opportunistic, and professionally adaptable freelance musician casts his compositional work in a
new light. He published Prime musiche nuove shortly after losing his position at court, and the
book’s preface made an appeal to a powerful potential patron. Notari might not have produced
such a volume at that time – or perhaps not at all – were it not for his unexpected unemployment.
I therefore propose a reading of the book from the perspective that Notari predominantly made his
name as more a professional performer than published composer. I consider the volume as both a
souvenir of his own musical performances and a guidebook for audiences largely unfamiliar with
the stile moderno, emphasizing that Notari’s apparent fluency in various Italian improvisational
performance techniques was precisely what placed him in the elite social settings that supplied
him with profitable political intelligence. It seems that Notari wielded the tricks of his musical
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trade somewhat defensively, and that in the interest of finding continued work as a performer, he
took great care to trademark his expertise in the Italian stile nuovo as an orally disseminated
performance tradition rather than a notated compositional style.
I here analyze Prime musiche nuove as a record of extemporized performance techniques
and variations on existing musical material, some of it published in a 1609 volume of solo vocal
repertoire by the Italian singer and composer Sigismondo d’India, who by 1613 had already
worked throughout the Italian peninsula and was employed at the court of Savoy.100 Resonances
between these two collections have until now remained unexamined. Rather than implying that
Notari borrowed written musical ideas directly from d’India (or that d’India was the borrower), I
suggest that both publications transmit shared performing practices for certain poetic texts that had
been circulating within the Italian musical lexicon prior to Notari’s arrival in London.
Convergences between the two books tend to appear in pieces with improvisatory frameworks,
such as terze and ottave rime, ornamented variation sets, and the romanesca bass. Moreover, the
three texts that the two books share were either reworked by d’India or set by other composers as
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well, all with overlapping musical characteristics. The three texts examined are, first, the terza
rima “Che farai, Meliseo?” by Jacopo Sannazzaro; second, the ottava rima, “Piangono al pianger
mio” by Ottavio Rinuccini; and, finally, a madrigal by Rinuccini, “Intenerite voi, lagrime mie.”

Figure 1.4. Title page of Le’ musiche di Sigismondo d’India nobile’ palermitano da cantar solo
nel clavicordo chitarone arpa doppia et altri istromenti simili (Milan: Simon Tini and Filippo
Lomazzo, 1609). F-Pn.
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My identification of convergences between both publications builds on a growing body of
musicological scholarship that complicates traditional ideas of musical authorship through critical
attention to early modern histories of print and musical performance.101 Kate van Orden, for
example, has discussed how some sixteenth-century composers either never pursued printing their
music or resisted doing so until they lacked other options for employment. Singer-composers who
entertained the innermost circles of the French royal court were generally incentivized to spend
more time performing than publishing their works. The air de cour was cultivated within a
secretive elite setting dominated by orality, in which chamber musicians had a vested interest in
keeping their specialized performing techniques out of print or at least sufficiently concealed in
published redactions of their work.102
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This culture of secrecy carried over into the realm of Italian singer-lutenists and their
private patrons. As Tim Carter and Michael Markham have argued, the careers of such chamber
musicians depended upon maintaining the exclusive status of the musiche nuove as a highly
embodied aristocratic performance tradition, in which only a select few practitioners were
conversant.103 My own analysis most closely follows Markham’s model of locating convergences
across and between repertoires attributed to composer-singers such as d’India, Caccini, and Jacopo
Peri in order to isolate specific musical stock patterns that possibly served as improvisational
building blocks for monodic performance practices at the heart of Italian court culture.104 My
identification of concordances between different settings of the same poetic texts is also guided by
Cory Gavito’s research on Seicento guitar music, which cross-references various alfabeto settings
of the same texts preserved in multiple alfabeto “fakebooks” in order to determine the core musical
characteristics of individual musical “standards.”105
Like d’India, Notari undoubtedly sang and played his published repertoire himself,
probably in collaboration with other musicians. The specifics of Notari’s performance instructions
suggest that he played the theorbo while singing the bass parts and monody himself.106 English
readers might have purchased Prime musiche nuove as a keepsake documenting Notari’s
performances at the English court, or perhaps to guide their own experimentation in thoroughbass
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realization and Italianate divisions. Notably, Notari’s book was also the first printed music in
England requiring an accompanist to read thoroughbass, a new practice for English audiences.107
These contradictions between amateur and professional registers of performance were typical in
printed collections of the nuove musiche, which, in Carter’s words, combined varying degrees of
“homage, reportage, and instruction.”108
Notari’s own printed text denies any strong claim to compositional ownership. He began
the book by attributing two of the volume’s eighteen pieces to other creators: “Con esperanças
espero” and Rore’s “Ben quì si mostra.” He never named an author for his Spanish canzonetta
despite stating that he had not composed it from scratch; he may have derived his Italian pieces
from other sources as well. Notari’s preface is otherwise a brief list of performing instructions:
how and where to apply a trillo, which instruments to use, and where to play instead of sing the
bass line.109 Missing is the defensive, self-aggrandizing tone that had characterized Caccini’s
famed preface to Le nuove musiche (Florence: Marescotti, 1602), in which Caccini had asserted
his authorship of the volume’s contents and disparaged performers who had taken too many
liberties with his compositions.110 Even so, Caccini himself had relied on preexisting musical
formulas inherited from oral performing traditions.111 D’India’s 1609 preface echoes some of
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Caccini’s statements, unsurprising since d’India had crossed paths with both Caccini and the
singer, lutenist, and dancer Vittoria Archilei in Florence shortly before publishing his own book.112
Notari’s most obvious borrowing, “Ben quì si mostra,” is a display of extraordinary
performing virtuosity, whether vocal or on the viola bastarda. Notari’s preface specified that it
could be sung or played on a viol, making it the only expressly solo instrumental piece in the
collection.113 As Henson has observed, its vocal line – mostly an amalgamation of Rore’s original
tenor and bass parts – spans over a two-octave range, is much more chromatically inflected than
Rore’s madrigal, and demands a great deal of difficult passagework, notably in its cadenza-like
finale.114 Notari’s score also includes an echo marking to denote dynamic softening over a repeated
phrase, which would have been a novelty in Jacobean England.115 These features recall, among
other things, “Dalle più alte sfere” from the 1589 Florentine intermedio for Girolamo Bargagli’s
La pellegrina. Nina Treadwell has attributed the piece to Archilei, in the sense that Archilei
probably improvised much of the piece while accompanying herself on the bass lute and
coordinating with two backstage chitarrone players.116 Notari may have likewise improvised his
vocal divisions while accompanying himself on the theorbo, guided by the piece’s sectional
divisions, general chordal structure, and fundamental pitches. Other pieces in Notari’s collection
112
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might have been worked out in this way as well. In contrast to Notari’s monodic music for other
voice parts, his bass vocal lines tend to span a remarkably wide range, make large intervallic leaps,
and include several stock ornaments that were often extemporized, including trilli, cascate, tirate,
passaggi, and dotted graces. The disparity between this and other solo voice parts in the book
indicates that either Notari or another singer in his circle was – to use Richard Wistreich’s term –
a “basso alla bastarda” of exceptional skill.117
The first of Notari’s pieces with a textual variant in d’India’s volume, the aria “Che farai,
Meliseo?”, is a set of three strophic variations on a text by Sannazzaro and thus offers some insight
into Notari’s techniques for altering a given melodic line over a repeated bass pattern (Figure 1.5).
Terze rime such as this had been extemporized to basic melodic formulas since at least the early
sixteenth century.118 Before turning to d’India’s version, I first ask how each phrase of Notari’s
vocal melody transforms from one verse to the next, and where his bass line is altered. I analyze
how these choices might have shaped Notari’s delivery of Sannazzaro’s poetic text in performance,
on the supposition that this printed piece allows us a rare look into what would have been largely
unwritten traditions of singing and thoroughbass accompaniment associated with this specific terza
rima. These include declaiming the piece’s expositional phrases syllabically, increasing the
number of divisions with each successive verse, and expressing emotional distress through wide
intervallic leaps, sometimes over sudden harmonic shifts, as well as through rising chromatic
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melodies accompanied by a harmonic sequence. I then compare Notari’s version to d’India’s own
setting, which shares many similar characteristics. These concordances, I suggest, reflect a shared
grammar of extemporized musical practices for “Che farai, Meliseo?” and terze rime in general.
Each verse of Notari’s piece begins with a syllabic declamation over a d minor chord,
which in the first verse plainly poses the opening question, “What will you do, Melisseus?” (m.
1). At the cadence into C Major between mm. 2 and 3, the vocal line makes a dramatic octave leap
downward from G3 to G2. This same melodic contour is retained in the analogous mm. 2-3, syst.
2, though the cadence is instead approached in an octave jump from C4 down to C3. The third
stanza follows this same trajectory, though ornamented with divisions (mm. 2-3, syst. 3). For each
verse, this cadence into C Major is preceded by a steep melodic fall on a verb that determines the
ethos of the stanza. Most salient is the first verse, which sounds this melodic leap over “rifiutati”
in “Morte rifiutati” (“Death rejects you”), introducing Melisseus’s state of deep despair over his
own rejection by Phyllis. The second and third iterations occur once Melisseus himself is the
speaker. He beseeches his shepherd friends to “consacrime” (“dedicate to me”) their sorrowful
verses and laments, and finally to “incitimi” (“urge me on”) with their own tears of grief.
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Figure 1.5. Notari, “Che farai, Meliseo?” Prime musiche nuove, 9. © British Library Board.
Images produced by ProQuest as part of Early English Books Online. www.proquest.com.
Images published with permission of ProQuest. Further reproduction is prohibited without
permission.
Verse 1 features more melodic leaps at the end of the following phrase (m. 4), as does verse
3 in the analogous phrase (mm. 3-4, syst. 3), both of which lead into a d minor dominant chord on
A. In m. 4 this is a descending minor sixth from F3 to A2, immediately followed by a Major ninth
leap up to B3. This strained succession of wide intervals conveys the suffering in Melisseus’s
“doglie e lagrime” (“grief and tears”). In mm. 3-4, syst. 3, the corresponding large interval drops
down a minor tenth from C4 to A2 between “pene sua” (“his grief”) and “meco communiche”
(“share with me”), the full phrase being, “Ognun la pena sua meco communiche” (“Let each share
with me his grief”). Verse 2 instead reaches its A dominant chord in m. 4, syst. 2 through a rising
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chromatic melody from F3 to A3 (mm. 3-4, syst. 2) over the text, “Versi di dolor, lamenti, e ritimi”
(“Verses of sorrow, laments, and rhythms”). Here we see Notari’s only major modification to the
original bass line: it descends to D3 in m. 3, syst. 2, extending the duration of the verse over a
harmonic sequence of secondary dominant chords that circle back to d minor.
Notari’s final phrase in stanza 1 (mm. 4-5) returns to the verse’s initial syllabic motion,
though in a much lower range, ending with a perfect-fifth jump down to D2 over a final authentic
cadence into d minor: “Nè più, come solea, lieta salutati” (“Neither does she happily greet you, as
she did before”). The corresponding final phrase in verse 2 (mm. 4-5, syst. 2) is also syllabic but
an octave higher, descending stepwise to D3: “E chi altro non può, meco collagrime” (“And those
who can do nothing else, weep with me”). The outline of this new melody is then preserved at the
end of stanza 3, though heavily ornamented with divisions: “Ben ch'il mio duol da sè dì e notte
invittimi” (“Even though my pain, on its own, torments me day and night”). Excluding the
chromatic sequence in mm. 3-4, syst. 2, Notari’s second variation is nearly identical to the third
variation’s general melodic outline.
D’India’s setting of this same text for bass voice (Figure 1.6) shares some commonalities
with Notari’s version, though their harmonies and bass lines differ. Its musical form is strophic
(the second and third verses are printed without music), its vocal line is in a florid arioso style, and
the final phrase of each stanza is repeated, in this case with increasingly intricate ornamentation.
Most telling, d’India’s melodic line is of a similar contour. These features – and d’India’s same
bass line – also appear in the only other terze rime piece in d’India’s collection, “Qual fiera di
crudel,” indicating that these were stock musical formulas associated with this specific poetic
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form.119 To take just one short example of a melodic and harmonic similarity to Notari’s setting,
d’India’s piece also poses its initial question in a simple syllabic style of declamation, though it
does so over a dissonant clash between the melody on G3 and the f# viio6 chord sounded below,
followed by a 4-3 suspension (mm. 1-2). At the end of the phrase in m. 2, the vocal line makes a
Major ninth leap down from A3 to G2 and then ascends stepwise into a secondary dominant chord
on A2. Just as in Notari’s version, d’India’s setting emphasizes the word “rifiutati” (and in
following verses, “consacrime” and “incitimi”) with both an abrupt harmonic shift and a wide
descending melodic leap.
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Figure 1.6. D’India, first verse of “Che farai Meliseo?” Le’ musiche di Sigismondo d’India…,
41
Prime musiche nuove’s most striking concordance with d’India’s volume is Notari’s
version of Rinuccini’s ottava rima “Piangono al pianger mio.” Markham has compared d’India’s
setting to another by Vincenzo Calestani, Jorge Morales has identified a variant of the piece by
Camillo Orlandi, and Wainwright has proposed that chordal and textual correspondences with a
fifth variant in Additional MS 36877 suggests a distant association with Notari’s version.120 As
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with terze rime, setting ottave rime to music was a standard extemporized practice inherited from
the Cinquecento.121 Both Notari’s settings (Figures 1.7-8) and those of d’India (Figures 1.9-10)
are strophic variations for soprano voices over a romanesca bass. D’India’s setting is for solo
soprano, while Notari’s is a soprano duet. Each piece consists of four couplets that move in pairs
from B-flat Major to D Major (V) and then from B-flat Major to g minor (i), and the final phrase
of each stanza is repeated. Margaret Murata has indentified this pattern within other romanesca
settings of ottave rime.122 D’India’s version adds a short ritornello as well (starting Figure 1.9, m.
5, syst. 2). Both d’India’s and Notari’s vocal settings of “Piangono” generally proceed in a florid,
diatonic, arioso style. Their romanesca bass patterns would have provided both sets of performers
with a fairly standard foundation upon which to sing Rinuccini’s text, as I argue, with little help
from a musical score. They both contain identifiable improvisatory melodic stock formulas of the
period. Their basses do not match exactly, but they are more or less harmonically concordant.
Their vocal lines also share similar melodic contours, rhythmic figures, and use of word-painting
and affective embellishment. I suggest that these concordances indicate a broader seventeenthcentury performance tradition for declaiming “Piangono” as a romanesca.
Georg Predota has explained that although d’India’s melody does not include the
romanesca descant tune that can be found in similar compositions by Caccini and his
contemporaries, this descending D-C-B♭-A tetrachord would have instead made an appearance
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within the inner voices of d’India’s initial harmonic realization (Figure 1.9, mm. 1-2).123 I note
also that this motive is even more distinctly quoted in d’India’s ritornello, which starts with this
descant in its treble line (Figure 1.9, m. 5, syst. 2). Notari’s version quotes this same motive within
the first two measures (Figure 1.7, mm. 1-2) but rather as a second soprano voice part moving in
parallel thirds below the same soprano melody printed in d’India’s setting (Figure 1.9, mm. 1-2).
The romanesca tune is then quoted again numerous times in both of Notari’s soprano parts, most
discernibly as the first soprano’s final phrase (Figure 1.8, m. 4, syst. 4). Such a stock melody would
not have been difficult for singers to repeatedly apply to the romanesca bass, and its concomitant
duet part could have easily been worked out by performers. The other voice part usually moves in
simple parallel thirds above or below the romanesca motive (e.g. Figure 1.7, mm. 1-7). It
occasionally enters into “triadic” imitation at the half note (e.g. m. 2) or whole note (e.g. m.1, syst.
4), recalling earlier techniques of canon improvisation.124 Nods to such extemporized musical
traditions are ubiquitous throughout Prime musiche nuove.
The first couplet of Rinuccini’s poem is the strongest instance of similarity between the
two pieces: “Piangono al pianger mio le fere, e i sassi a miei caldi sospir traggon sospiri” (“The
wild beasts weep with my weeping, and the stones sigh with my ardent sighs”). Notari’s first
soprano line in the opening two measures (Figure 1.7, mm. 1-2) is nearly identical to d’India’s
vocal line (Figure 1.9, mm. 1-2), save for Notari’s un-dotted “pianger” and raised E5 on the second
syllable of “Piangono.” Both pieces then follow the outline of a stepwise melodic descent from F5
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to a half cadence on A4 over the first phrase (Figure 1.7, mm. 1-4; Figure 1.9, mm. 1-3). Markham
has found this cascading melodic motion in Caccini’s romanesca settings as well.125 This is
repeated again over the second phrase down to a g minor cadence on G4 (Figure 1.7, mm. 4-6;
Figure 1.9, mm. 4-6), though d’India’s version instead approaches its E♭5 from below. Although
Notari’s version is considerably more ornamented, in both contexts this melodic trajectory evokes
the downward trickle of tears. Markham has noted that this specific melodic formula, or “the
recitational opening,” appears in many other monodic and polyphonic pieces of the period. The
formula’s “open” version, usually found at the start of a piece, begins with a long, sustained, and
often dotted note on the fifth, quickly touches the tonic, and then half-cadences on the melodic
supertonic. Its “closed” version ends with the supertonic falling back down to the tonic. The pairing
of the open form with a following closed form is particularly suited to the romanesca bass.126
Such resonances continue throughout both pieces, but one conspicuous exception to their
general harmonic concordance is the third verse, “Ovunque io volgo, ovunque giro i passi par che
di me si pianga, e si sospiri” (“Wherever I turn, wherever I turn my steps, it seems that I elicit
weeping and sighing”). In d’India’s version the first line reads instead as, “Ovunque io posso,
ovunque io volgo i passi…” (“Wherever I can, wherever I turn my steps…”). D’India’s setting
twice experiments here with more chromatic harmonic inflections on the words “Par che di me”
(Figure 1.10, mm. 1 and 6). And yet, even in this moment of divergence, both d’India’s and
Notari’s versions ornament the beginning of this phrase with parallel word-painting, adding dotted
turns on “volgo” (“go”) and various subsequent melismas on “giro” (“turn”) and “passi” (“steps”),
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finally landing again on A4 over a half cadence in g minor (Figure 1.8, systs. 1-2; Figure 1.10, sys.
6; Figure 1.11, mm. 1-8). Beyond basic word-painting, notable among their shared affective
devices are the expressive sospiri interrotti rests in verse 3, which rhythmically insert a sigh into
the phrase, “si pianga, e si sospiri” (“weeping and sighing”) (Figure 1.8, m. 1, syst. 2; Figure 1.10,
mm. 3-4 and 8-9). These expressive devices were both practices of extemporized ornamentation
developed to physically communicate a singer’s affect in performances of the nuove musiche.
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Figure 1.7. Notari, first page of “Piangono al pianger mio,” Prime musiche nuove, 4. © British
Library Board. Images produced by ProQuest as part of Early English Books Online.
www.proquest.com. Images published with permission of ProQuest. Further reproduction is
prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1.8. Notari, second page of “Piangono al pianger mio,” 5. © British Library Board.
Images produced by ProQuest as part of Early English Books Online. www.proquest.com.
Images published with permission of ProQuest. Further reproduction is prohibited without
permission.
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Figure 1.9. D’India, first page of “Piangono al pianger mio,” Le’ musiche di Sigismondo
d’India…, 26
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Figure 1.10. D’India, second page of “Piangono al pianger mio,” 27
“Intenerite voi, lagrime mie” is the final text that appears in both d’India’s and Notari’s
volumes. D’India first set this Rinuccini poem as a five-part madrigal in his Libro primo de
madrigali a cinque voci di Sigismondo d’India nobile palermitano (Milan: Agostino Tradate,
1606). The text was set by other composers as well, including Peri, Luca Bati, and Piero
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Benedetti.127 D’India’s 1609 version (Figure 1.12) is for solo soprano, and Notari’s (Figure 1.11)
is a soprano duet. Though neither madrigal setting is constructed upon any obviously
improvisational schemata such as the romanesca, d’India’s version does feature stock patterns that
have been identified in other contemporary repertoires.128 His setting also overlaps with that of
Notari in certain aspects of its rhythm, melodic contour, general harmonic structure, and affective
use of chromaticism. Most glaringly, all soprano voices in both pieces feature the same melodic
motive in the final phrase of the poem. These many strong concordances between both pieces and
other monodic and polyphonic repertoires productively complicate the conventional avoidance of
so-called “through-composed” music in discourse about extemporized practice. My analysis thus
suggests that Notari, as a singer-lutenist, learned and transmitted numerous aspects of his
madrigalian output in the same communal performing environments where the improvisational
techniques undergirding his terze and ottave rime settings were also heard, recalled, and modified.
The start of each piece provides a clear example of their many commonalities. Both settings
begin around a minor tonal center: d’India’s floats around g minor and Notari’s first cadences into
a minor (m. 3). The first measure of each features a falling interval on the second syllable of
“Intenerite” (“Soften”), d’India’s a falling fourth and Notari’s an octave leap downward in the first
soprano voice. This falling fourth gesture has long been recognized as an opening stock pattern
that recurs throughout the Italian monodic repertory, and d’India’s piece begins with Markham’s
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For these versions, see Tim Carter, Jacopo Peri, 1561-1633: His Life and Works (New York:
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Monteverdi.
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identified “recitational opening” formula also present in “Piangono.”129 Both rhythmic settings of
the first phrase, “Intenerite voi, lagrime mie” (“Soften, my tears”), are roughly equivalent as well,
such as in their dotted, sustained first syllables of “Intenerite” and “lagrime” and in the exact shared
placement of Notari’s second soprano entry and d’India’s soprano entry on D5 (Figure 1.11, mm.
1-3; Figure 1.12, mm. 1-5).
In the poem’s second line, “Intenerite voi quel duro core” (“Soften that hard heart”), both
d’India’s and Notari’s vocal lines veer into more adventurous harmonic territory. This is led by a
stepwise chromatic ascent in both settings’ vocal lines, which lingers around C#5 for all but the
final syllable of “Intenerite,” moves upward, and turns downward again. The arresting harmonies
created by this movement channel the sharp contrast between the speaker’s soft tears and another’s
hard heart. In d’India’s version, this is introduced through a rising chromatic melody from C5 to
E5, accompanied by a C-A-D-B sequence of descending thirds in the bass (Figure 1.12, mm. 4-6).
This melody then turns downward, reaching A4 at the end of the phrase with an authentic cadence
in a minor (mm. 6-8). Notari’s setting, on the other hand, first features its C#5 in the first soprano
part after the lower vocal line has sounded an A4, creating an A Major dominant of d minor (Figure
1.11, m. 3). The first soprano proceeds upward to D5 over a d minor chord and then embarks on a
stepwise descent into an authentic cadence in F Major on F4, accompanied by the second soprano’s
own downward stepwise suspensions from A4 to the new E4 leading tone (mm. 4-6).
With the words “O quel mio vago scoglio” (“O that lovely rock of mine”), each piece’s
character shifts immediately, and in a similar manner. In the context of musical performance, this
textual turn would have been a prime opportunity for a singer to express a dramatic change of
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affect through impassioned speech and physical gesture. D’India’s version launches into a firm C
Major chord, setting the speaker’s suddenly vexed words as a rapid-fire syllabic recitative,
describing the beating of the speaker’s tears against a prideful and arrogant “rock” of a heart
(Figure 1.12, m. 3, syst. 4). Notari’s speakers enter into their own impassioned syllabic patter-song
starting on an extended G Major chord, with both parts moving in parallel thirds over more rapid
bass motion (Figure 1.11, mm. 1-2, syst. 3). Notari’s melodic figures in this section also
foreshadow an even stronger, final connection to d’India’s piece.
The most obvious commonality between the two madrigals occurs in the poem’s
concluding phrase, “O se n’esca con voi l’anima mia” (“Or let my soul flow out with you”).
D’India’s version introduces an ascending melodic motive on the words, “O se n’esca con voi,”
starting once on A4 and then repeated up a step on B4 (Figure 1.12, m. 2-3, syst. 5). It is then
stated one more time a fifth below on E4 (m. 4, syst, 5 – m. 1, syst. 6). In Notari’s setting, a slight
rhythmic variation on this same motive is sounded much earlier in the first soprano text, on the
words “scoglio d’alterezza” (“rock of pride”) and again on “d’orgoglio ripercosso da voi” (“of
arrogance, beaten against by you”) (Figure 1.11, mm. 2-4, syst. 3). This memorable motive is then
directly declaimed, as in d’India’s version, on the words, “O se n’esca con voi.” This first occurs
on B4 in the upper voice with d’India’s same falling-third bass line from G3 to E3, followed by
the motive’s repetition by first soprano on G4 with the lower voice moving in parallel thirds on
the E4 below (Figure 1.11, m. 6, syst. 3 – mm. 1-2). The upper voice then repeats this motive one
more time on A4, with the second soprano moving in parallel thirds below on F#4 (mm. 3-4, syst.
4). This section’s extended parallel-third motion between both voices is typically brought on
through the second soprano’s imitation from a fourth below (e.g. m. 3, syst. 3) or from a fifth
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below (e.g. m. 1, syst. 4). Both pieces end on strong authentic cadences with the return of more
sustained vocal rhythms, d’India’s piece landing on G Major and Notari’s cadencing in d minor.
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Figure 1.11. Notari, “Intenerite voi lagrime mie,” Prime musiche nuove, 1. © British Library
Board. Images produced by ProQuest as part of Early English Books Online.
www.proquest.com. Images published with permission of ProQuest. Further reproduction is
prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1.12. D’India, “Intenerite voi lagrime mie,” Le’ musiche di Sigismondo d’India…, 5
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While further research on Prime musiche nuove will surely identify more confluences with
similar publications by Notari’s Italian contemporaries, close study of convergences between
Notari’s and d’India’s three shared text settings does begin to reimagine these printed soloistic
songs not as written compositions but as records of musical extemporization in seventeenthcentury Italian performance practice. Furthermore, my examination of their madrigals within the
same analytical framework that I have applied to pieces more blatantly relying on known orally
disseminated stock patterns problematizes a relative lack of attention to “through-composed”
repertoires in scholarship on early modern music-improvisational techniques. The ability to craft
virtuosic performances from an improvisational toolkit of musical schemata collected over years
of hearing and collaborating with other musicians was Notari’s most valuable asset in both his
artistic and intelligence work. In England especially, Notari’s talents as a performer with expertise
in the Italian stile moderno opened doors to a private world of powerful, affluent patrons and their
secrets. It is no wonder, then, that he harbored hostility toward another Italian singer-lutenist who
also dared to make that space his own.

The Foscarini-Muscorno Quarrel, 1612-1617
Long before Notari officially involved himself in Antonio Foscarini’s affairs, Foscarini’s
embassy to England had already plummeted into misfortune because of the ambassador’s
wrangling with a different musician, his secretary Giulio Muscorno. Foscarini embarked on his
mission to England in 1611 and Muscorno joined him in 1612 – the same year in which Notari lost
his principal royal patron. Notari frequented Foscarini’s home and is reported to have worked there
at one point; one account finds Notari there at dinner with Muscorno’s predecessor, Moderante
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Scaramelli, and another places Notari at Mass in the embassy chapel.130 Once Muscorno had
arrived, it took no time for the secretary to charm the royal family and the entire court with his
skills as a singer and lutenist, although he was not a salaried court musician.131 Christopher Page
has also conjectured that both Muscorno and Foscarini might have been guitarists.132 In January
1613 the Italian diplomat and writer Giovanni Francesco Biondi reported from London that
Muscorno was “in this Court highly esteemed for his exceptional abilities, in particular by those
who love the Muses.”133 Foscarini’s successor, Gregorio Barbarigo, wrote to the Inquisitors of
State that the royal family had warmly welcomed Muscorno largely owing to the secretary’s talents
in music, “in which he excelled more than anyone else in this kingdom, he believes in the
world.”134 Muscorno’s successor, Giovanni Rizzardo, learned that the secretary’s skills in singing
and playing had allowed him to cultivate close friendships “with many ladies of the court, and in
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particular, he was favored by the wife of Lord Hay [Lady Honoria Hay, Countess of Carlisle],
worth more than thirty-thousand [crowns per year]…a favorite and dear lady of the Queen…”135
Things quickly turned sour between the Venetian ambassador and his secretary. While
Muscorno was becoming the darling of the English court, Foscarini was starting to lose the king’s
favor. The ambassador also suffered from poor health, homesickness, and loneliness, not to
mention strained relationships with many of his diplomatic colleagues. Foscarini repeatedly
implored the Venetian government to grant him leave to return home, but these desperate appeals
were denied.136 The initial source of contention between Foscarini and Muscorno remains a
mystery. Both Foscarini and Notari may have grown envious of Muscorno’s popularity at court.
At a certain point Foscarini refused to grant Muscorno an unknown favor. Muscorno then beat one
of Foscarini’s servants, a Scotsman named William Lumsden, for using disrespectful language.
After Lumsden threatened to kill Muscorno, the secretary moved out of Foscarini’s residence and
accused the ambassador of, among other offenses, inciting the Scotsman to murder him. Foscarini
alleged that Muscorno had neglected his duties at the embassy and had conspired with the Spanish
ambassador to assassinate the king. Foscarini pressed formal charges against Muscorno, but the
king responded to their dispute with little concern. Muscorno reportedly threatened on several
occasions to have Foscarini decapitated. A libelous manuscript publication against Foscarini
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surfaced in London at this time, entitled Sayings and Doings of Antonio Foscarini and attributed
to Muscorno and Biondi.137
This dramatic chain of events split the English court into two camps, one half siding with
Foscarini and the other with Muscorno. Even so, it seems that Muscorno’s musical prowess usually
gave him the upper hand. According to Rizzardo, Muscorno had ingratiated himself with Queen
Anne and her ladies to such a degree that the queen always supported him, much to the chagrin of
Foscarini, who lacked comparable representation at court.138 Rizzardo later informed the State
Inquisitors that the queen had repeatedly refused to see Foscarini until after Honoria Hay’s death
in 1614. Muscorno explained that Foscarini had spoken disrespectfully of the queen to one of her
servants and this had infuriated the queen, but as Rizzardo speculated (see Figure 1.13),
…I believed more that the efforts of the secretary against the ambassador, abetted by Lady
Hay…led the queen to decide to welcome the secretary, as she did multiple times, to play and sing
before her for her recreation and to refuse audience to the ambassador, which seems apparent given
that since the death of Lady Hay, Her Majesty has always admitted the Signor Ambassador
whenever he has sought her.139
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The servant in question was probably the queen’s valet and musician Giovanni Maria Lugaro
(see below). “…o2 o82 c2 o73 o23 r26 r22 r10 c57 o45 r26 c28 r21 o59 c26 r21 o29 o76 o87 o45
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“…[C]redesi piutosto che l’ufitii fati contra l’ambasciator ad instantia del segretario da Madama
di Hai…movessero l’animo della Regina a risolutione di introdur il segretario come fece piu volte
a sonare e cantare avanti di lei con sue sodisfatione et a negar l’audienza a l’ambasciatore di che
n’apare manifesto segno che morta Madama de Hai ha admesso sue Maestà ’l Signor Ambasciatore
sempre che l’ha ricercato…” Rizzardo to the Inquisitors of State, June 25, 1615 (deciphered),
Busta 442; CSPV, Vol. 13.
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Like Foscarini, Muscorno repeatedly petitioned to return to Venice. The Venetian
ambassador heartily endorsed Muscorno’s requests, eager to see his secretary go. Their letters
claim that Muscorno desired to see his family and had been plagued many times with lifethreatening catarrh; Foscarini even included a physician’s note. The Council of Ten disregarded
their entreaties until February 1615, when Muscorno sent the Ten another letter containing
incriminating information about Foscarini. The Ten then ordered that Muscorno return to Venice
to be arrested, questioned, and searched upon arrival, supposedly on charges of calumny against
Foscarini and conspiracy with the Spanish ambassador. Foscarini was told only that Muscorno
would be leaving England for personal reasons. In April the Ten selected Rizzardo as Muscorno’s
replacement and sent him to London with secret instructions to gather intelligence on Muscorno’s
accusations against Foscarini. Rizzardo began his covert investigation as soon as he arrived in
June, essentially spying on Foscarini until departing that winter.140
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articles of accusation against Foscarini, 1616, Busta 155; CSPV, Vol. 14; Ivano Paccagnella,
Vocabolario del pavano: XIV–XVII secolo (Padua: Esedra, 2012), 392. Foscarini to the Council of
Ten, September 18, 1614, Council of Ten, March 27 and August 13, 1615, Rizzardo to the
Inquisitors of State, November 6, 1615, and prefaces in CSPV, Vols. 13–14.
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Figure 1.13. Giovanni Rizzardo’s letter to the Inquisitors of State (extract in cipher), June
25, 1615, Busta 442, Inquisitori di Stato. I-Vas. Photo: Author
Muscorno was immediately detained when he reached Venice in August 1615. Just days
after his arrest and presumably his examination, the Council of Ten ordered that Foscarini also
return to the Republic to be apprehended upon arrival. Foscarini appears to have received no notice
of this decree except that he had finally been granted permission to go home and that Barbarigo
would become his successor in London.141 Barbarigo began his mission to England that October
and Foscarini left in late December, his departure delayed by various bureaucratic obstacles and
yet another severe cold. As ordered, Foscarini was arrested once he arrived in Venice, and in May
1616 the Ten voted that he be quarantined in the torture chamber because of his prolonged
illness.142 Barbarigo himself fell ill in May 1616 and died in England that June. Barbarigo’s
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secretary, Giovanni Battista Lionello, would serve as the embassy’s chargé d’affaires until
October 1617.143
Notari had been entangled in this conflict since at least January 1616. On January 7
Barbarigo informed the State Inquisitors that although no one would admit to owning a copy of
the disparaging book allegedly co-authored by Muscorno, it had become very famous, and “Signor
Angelo Nodari already told me that it had been translated into French and into English, and that
the Clarissimo Signor Luca Tron had a copy to bring to Venice, and that it was to be printed in
Frankfurt and a copy of it had also gone to Spain.”144 Shortly thereafter Barbarigo began to gather
evidence on the Foscarini–Muscorno case by questioning numerous witnesses, one of whom was
Notari.145 The multitude of depositions accumulated by Barbarigo and other embassy officials
(Inquisitori di Stato, Busta 155, I-Vas) portray Foscarini and his secretary as bizarrely
unprofessional at best – at worst, treasonous and violent. Witnesses claimed, for example, that
Foscarini had made heretical remarks, lied in his dispatches, stolen from his employees,
incautiously handled sensitive documents and ciphers, spread falsehoods about his diplomatic
peers, spoken derisively about the Republic, and disrespected various monarchs and other eminent
persons. Even more damning, he had allegedly begged the archbishop of Canterbury for a blessing,
proclaiming the Anglican faith to be the true religion. The ambassador was accused of other
transgressions as outlandish as making indecent bodily noises in church, sexually harassing a cleric
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during Good Friday Mass, having indiscreet relations with the queen and Flemish ambassador’s
wife, and plotting to murder Muscorno and escape to the East Indies.146
References to music are threaded throughout the many testimonies recorded for the case,
but only when music-making constituted uncouth behavior. One article of accusation against
Foscarini claims that he rode through the most crowded part of London in a carriage pulled by
eight to ten horses and had “a clown with him, and he played a guitar, and he made him sing in a
loud voice, and children followed him.”147 It is unclear from this excerpt whether Foscarini or the
jester (possibly Lumsden) was playing the guitar, though one deposition by a witness named
Lunardo Michielini suggests that the jester was the instrumentalist: in yet another grammatically
ambiguous passage, Michielini stated that this was a clown “who was employed by that Signore
whom he was going to visit, who loved to sing, and to play…”148
Beyond Foscarini’s own charges against Muscorno, the secretary was also accused of
misdemeanors such as inducing witnesses to make false depositions against the ambassador,
slandering the ambassador at court, fabricating evidence against the ambassador, and making
secret negotiations with foreign officials. He was allegedly wont to present comedies in mockery
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“…et con un Buffone presso di lui, & Sonava una chitara, et lo faceva cantar ad alta voce; et
che li figliuoli gli andavano dietro,” trans. Page. Articles of accusation against Foscarini, 1616 and
examination of Michielini, February 24, 1616, Busta 155; CSPV, Vol. 14; Page, The Guitar in
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of Foscarini at court, in the Exchange, and before the nobility and various royal ministers.149
Multiple testimonies mention Muscorno’s musical pursuits, for instance that by Michielini, which
states that the secretary “introduced himself into the queen’s [household] by way of singing and
playing with her ladies.” The queen’s chamberlain, Robert Sidney, First Earl of Leicester, recalled
that the queen had once given Muscorno the opportunity to sing for her in the company of a
Mantuan musician.150 One article in defense of Foscarini indicates, however, that Muscorno’s
musical performances at court were no longer so beloved in the last few days before the secretary’s
departure from London. Witnesses reported that Muscorno’s playing, singing, and buffoonery
against Foscarini had angered the queen and driven Sidney to leave the gallery in disgust.151
Barbarigo’s interpreter, Odoardo Guaz, recounted that Muscorno had stayed in London for two or
three months after being discharged from the embassy, “begging, and procuring gifts from
different places where he had sung and acted a buffoon,” speaking ill of Foscarini.152 Several
examinees also claimed that Muscorno had sung in Protestant churches on many occasions, namely
Saint Paul’s Cathedral.153 Guaz, for example, heard that “Muscorno went to sing the music of the
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Anglican rite in Protestant churches along with Protestant ministers, being without a cap, and
having a book before him in the presence of the entire congregation.”154
Notari was examined multiple times in London and made a number of serious accusations
against both Foscarini and Muscorno. He spared neither one in his testimonies, possibly out of
personal animosity towards them, as mentioned by Lionello below. In his efforts to regain formal
royal patronage after 1612, Notari probably sought to eliminate any potential musical competition
at court. Muscorno’s success may have threatened Notari’s ability to market himself as a leading
importer of the Italian musiche nuove to England. Guaz recalled that Notari and Muscorno had
been friends at one point, and Michielini alleged that Muscorno had even turned Notari, Biondi,
and others against Foscarini by stirring up discord between them and the ambassador. According
to Guaz and Michielini, Notari and Foscarini had become enemies after the ambassador had fired
and banished Notari for bringing plague-infected items into his home.155 It is tempting to wonder
whether Notari might have had something to do with the Venetian embassy’s unlucky succession
of deadly illnesses. In any case, paranoia about deliberate plague-spreading pervaded northern
Italian city-states in the early seventeenth century, particularly Milan. Suspected intentional plague
spreaders (untori) regularly faced criminal prosecution for their alleged biological attacks on
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unwitting innocents, such as smearing pestilential ointment on doorknobs or scattering plagueinfected powder on the ground.156
During his first interrogation by Barbarigo in February 1616, Notari corroborated
allegations that after Mass in the embassy chapel, Foscarini had brought two Catholic women back
to his home for dinner, where he and his footmen had intoxicated and sexually assaulted them.
Notari recalled that Muscorno had told him about the incident in a joking, disdainful manner.
Notari also testified that Foscarini had made similarly inappropriate advances towards two other
Catholic noblewomen who had dined at the embassy. Notari identified one as Isabella Fosch and
the other as a daughter of Lewes Lewknor, though the latter was later said to be Dorothea Hastings.
Fosch is listed as having affirmed this report, though no transcript of an examination survives.
Both Notari and Michielini also recounted that on Easter Day a few years earlier, Foscarini had
scandalized his chapel priest during Mass by insisting that an agent of Savoy receive communion
before himself since the agent was “superior to him on all counts.” Finally, Notari accused
Foscarini of calling “the Palatine” a swineherd and giving such demeaning nicknames to everyone.
Notari claimed to have learned of this nickname when Muscorno came to him one day repeating
it and laughing.157 In May of that year, Notari reported that Muscorno had talked with him about
Foscarini’s careless manner of letter-writing.158 Upon further examination in April 1617, Notari
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reiterated that Muscorno had indeed written and advertised a libelous text against Foscarini. He
also testified that Muscorno had vilified Foscarini in public. Notari stated that he had seen
Muscorno remove his shoes, get up on a stool, and make a crowd of about two dozen people laugh
at the ambassador’s expense.159
Four years earlier, Notari’s former colleague from the Accademia degli Sprovisti, Antimo
Galli, dispatched his own unfavorable report on Foscarini to the Florentine secretary of state. Galli
wrote in August 1613 that Foscarini had furtively visited a seedy playhouse in London called the
Curtain, where he had debased himself and had been publicly scorned. According to Galli,
Foscarini decided to save money by standing with the groundlings below the stage. At the end of
the performance an actor permitted Foscarini to invite the audience to the next day’s play, but the
public began to shout, demanding a different play than the title that Foscarini had stated. Foscarini
then joined them in their cries of protest until the audience mistook the Venetian ambassador for
a Spaniard and started to whistle at him disdainfully.160 Galli and Notari appear to have stayed in
touch after arriving in England and may have communicated directly about Foscarini. Notari listed
Galli as one of the Italian witnesses to Foscarini’s questionable actions during Easter communion,
and he also named Galli as one of the Italians who had been present when Muscorno spoke with
him about Foscarini’s letter-writing habits.161
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Notari was not the only musician examined over the course of the trial. Also questioned,
for example, was Giovanni Maria Lugaro, a Genoese singer and multi-instrumentalist who served
as the queen’s valet.162 He also corresponded with the English ambassador to Venice, Dudley
Carleton, as discussed in Chapter 2. As an intimate member of the queen’s entourage, Lugaro may
have been especially wary of Italian musical competitors in the gallery. Prior to his official
examination, Lugaro had already volunteered a great deal of information to Rizzardo and
Barbarigo on Muscorno’s alleged publication against Foscarini. Lugaro claimed to have seen the
book himself and that the queen even had her own copy.163 In his 1616 testimony against Foscarini,
Lugaro asserted that when Foscarini had dined in the queen’s chamber, the ambassador had made
a degrading joke about her and Lugaro had ordered him to hold his tongue.164 The Council of Ten,
however, voted in February 1617 that this accusation not be brought against Foscarini in trial.165
Lugaro also supported Notari’s statement about Foscarini’s behavior at Easter communion, though
he could not recount any further details of the incident.166
In his 1617 examination against Muscorno, Lugaro described Muscorno’s poorly received
musical performance before the queen and corroborated more general accusations about the
secretary’s public defamation of Foscarini. Lugaro also testified that according to Foscarini,
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Muscorno had procured letters and presents from the queen via the king’s physician and the
physician’s sister. Lugaro, Guaz, and others insisted that the two women who had dined with
Foscarini after Mass were in fact Protestants and “loose women” but Muscorno had disseminated
rumors that the women were respectable Catholics who had been raped: one was purportedly the
“harlot” of another witness named Niccolo Dolfino and the other a “presenter” married to a
comedian.167 Multiple examinees testified that Lugaro had been present that evening.168 One
witness by the name of Angelo degli Angeli reported that Lugaro, drunk on wine with a towel on
his head and a full chamber pot in one hand, had approached Foscarini and one of the women and
sprinkled urine on them with a brush.169
Witnesses were divided in their accounts of Foscarini’s sordid post-Mass dinner party, and
as with most other depositions in this case, it may never be possible to untangle truth from fiction.
Foscarini’s sexual comportment was certainly kept under close scrutiny throughout the trial, and
Venetian authorities considered sexual assault of high-born Catholic women a grave criminal
offense. However, counter-assertions that the two women were low-born Protestants had the
potential to absolve Foscarini and his employees of blame by diminishing the severity of their
alleged sexual misconduct. The fate of heretics, entertainers, and sex workers was more easily
167
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dismissed in Venetian legal proceedings. Irrespective of social class or religious affiliation, women
are generally represented as little more than pawns in the Foscarini–Muscorno case files.
Relatively few interviews with women were recorded, and reports of sexual violence served more
to incriminate alleged perpetrators than bring justice to their victims.170

Notari as Paid Informant for Venice, 1616-1619
Notari formally offered his intelligence services to the Venetian government in June 1616,
after both Muscorno and Foscarini had returned to the Republic. On June 24 Lionello wrote to the
Inquisitors of State,
One Angelo Nodari, a musician of Padua who is in this city, told me six days ago that the
Spanish ambassador and Sir [William] Smith possess many letters written by the Illustrissimo
Signor Cavalier Foscarini to the Eccellentissimo Senate, and because to tell the truth this matter
seems to be of a questionable nature and he is as much an enemy of the Illustrissimo Foscarini as
of the Secretary Muscorno, supposing that this was some scheme to prejudice one of them, I gave
him little credence, and I told him only that he should contrive to show me one of the letters so
that I might ascertain in whose hand they were written, or that he should bring me some other
evidence of them, and this he promised me that he would do.171
Notari returned two days after this discussion and offered to bring Lionello the letters in
exchange for some kind of compensation, to which Lionello agreed. On June 23 Notari notified
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Lionello that William Smith had allowed him to copy a great number of the letters, since Muscorno
still owed Smith a debt of 600 crowns and Smith hoped that the Inquisitors of State might facilitate
the recovery of that debt in return for the Englishman’s service to Venice.172 Smith had been a
close friend of Muscorno and had been inquiring after this debt for some time.173 Muscorno had
initially borrowed the money to make purchases on commission from Robert Carr, to whom Notari
dedicated his Prime musiche nuove.174 Notari told Lionello that the letters were in Foscarini’s hand
(with some written jointly by Barbarigo) and contained marginalia in cipher plus descriptions of
the Savoyard ambassador’s audiences with the king. Lionello was inclined to believe Notari, as
the French ambassador, Gaspard Dauvet, Sieur des Marets, had mentioned seeing such letters
before. Notari also informed Lionello that when he had dined in the Spanish ambassador’s home,
de Acuña had complimented Foscarini’s diplomatic work and stated that Foscarini “wrote well, as
he could see from copies of his public letters, which he kept with him, purchased at a high price.”175
Alarmed that Venetian state papers might make their way into the wrong hands, Lionello
promised Notari that if he could procure the letters from Smith, Notari would receive a substantial
reward. Lionello also assured Notari that the Republic would help Smith however possible.176 The
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State Inquisitors responded to Lionello’s dispatches in July, urging him to continue with his
investigation. They authorized the secretary to promise Smith that Muscorno would pay off his
debt if it could be clearly proven. They also agreed that Notari could be paid up to 400 ducats
should his services prove useful, the exact amount being at Lionello’s discretion.177
By July 1 Notari had brought Lionello a register of the thirty-two letters in question, which
dated from August 28 to November 20, 1615. At Lionello’s behest, Notari asked the Spanish
ambassador how he had obtained Foscarini’s letters. De Acuña replied that they had been sold to
him directly at the Spanish embassy, but on another occasion a Frenchman had given them to de
Acuña’s interpreter. Lionello surmised that the Frenchman in question was François de La Forêt,
who had frequented Foscarini’s household and conducted covert business at many different
embassies in London. Lionello deduced that the register of letters was indeed in de La Forêt’s
hand. The secretary then determined that a member of Foscarini’s household must have procured
the letters for the Frenchman, specifically an employee who had access to Foscarini’s personal
belongings. Lionello’s main suspect was Foscarini’s former valet, Ottavio Robbazzi. Robbazzi
was a friend of de La Forêt and had kept keys to Foscarini’s bedchamber. Lionello informed the
Inquisitors of this and sent them fragments of the letters and a separate sample of de La Forêt’s
handwriting. In the same dispatch, Lionello reiterated Smith’s wish to recover Muscorno’s debt
and that these efforts be kept secret, “as the discovery of it would be his ruin.” Smith went so far
as to request that Lionello only communicate with him indirectly via Notari so that Smith could
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truthfully swear that he had never dealt with Lionello.178 Lionello also wrote that Notari had
requested regular employment as an intelligencer for the Republic,
…offering to bring much information to the ambassadors from time to time about important
matters at Court and about more recondite affairs. As he frequents the homes of magnates and
ambassadors, he could truly provide many services, but he would like to be known for this by the
ambassadors who come here and recognized with some annuity from Your Excellencies…179
The State Inquisitors were open to this possibility and replied that Notari would be
welcomed by the next resident ambassador in England, Antonio Donato. They instructed Lionello
to reassure Smith that Muscorno’s debt would be handled in due time and that the Englishman’s
involvement in other affairs would remain a secret.180 Notari seems to have ended up mediating
the entire ensuing repayment process, and Henry Wotton would also meddle in the settlement of
Muscorno’s debt – to the detriment of England’s diplomatic standing with Venice. On July 28 the
State Inquisitors summoned Muscorno before them so that he might acknowledge his debt to
Smith. Muscorno admitted that Smith had indeed loaned him 600 crowns during Foscarini’s
embassy and that he had not been able to reimburse Smith before his abrupt departure from
London. The former embassy secretary claimed that he had implored Foscarini to pay the debt to
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Smith on his behalf, but to no avail. Upon learning this information, the Inquisitors of State began
to arrange for Smith’s repayment.181
In early August Lionello offered de La Forêt 100 ducats in exchange for more information,
and the Frenchman confessed that Robbazzi had allowed him to copy the letters for twelve crowns
plus another small sum at a later date. De La Forêt insisted that Robbazzi had assumed that he had
only wanted to read the letters out of curiosity and pleaded that the valet be spared from harsh
punishment. De La Forêt also mentioned showing the register of letters to one other person, whom
Lionello knew to be the Spanish ambassador. Lionello wrote to the State Inquisitors on August 5:
“As for the recognition of Nodari, I believe that he has done everything that can be expected of
him without my having made any particular promise; thus, I hope that he will be satisfied with
fifty ducats.”182 This amounted to about eight months of wages for a skilled tradesman in
London.183
On August 17 the Council of Ten resolved that Foscarini remain in prison on existing
charges against him and in light of the new scandal that Notari had exposed.184 Muscorno, who
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had since been released, was also arrested again later that month.185 Robbazzi was taken into
custody as well, though the outcome of his trial remains ambiguous.186 On September 7 the Ten
voted on a series of potential sentences for Robbazzi, but their final decision is unclear. They first
proposed that Robbazzi serve ten years as a galley slave with shackles on his feet. Should he be
unfit for that, he would have his best hand amputated between the columns of San Marco and
would be incarcerated in a dark prison for twenty years. Should he escape, he would be outlawed
and hanged. The Ten rejected this proposition. Their second proposition suggested that Robbazzi
be strangled in prison on the following Saturday. This received a tied vote and was also shot down.
Third, the Ten proposed that Robbazzi be condemned to five years in the galleys or ten years of
imprisonment without amputation of his hand. This final proposition received the fewest votes and
was removed from the ballot. No other outcome is indicated.187
Despite the brutality of these proposed sentences, the Ten most likely granted Robbazzi a
full pardon. In February 1617 they resolved that he be excluded as a witness in Foscarini’s case,
an early indication that Robbazzi was still alive months after his trial.188 Moreover, Robbazzi
would later serve as English consul in Venice from 1631 to 1633, a respected position that he
probably could not have held with a significant criminal record.189 In all likelihood the Ten went
through the motions of a formal procedure in order to leave an imposing paper trail of their
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deliberations but ultimately spared Robbazzi so as to avoid a public diplomatic incident.
Robbazzi’s case involved French and Spanish dignitaries and might have risked further upsetting
recently re-established diplomatic relations with England. James I had only just lifted Queen
Elizabeth I’s forty-four-year suspension of Anglo-Venetian diplomacy in 1603. For all of their
ruthlessness in punishing disobedience to the Republic, the Ten were also a calculating political
organization. The administration of justice in early modern Venice was subject to the Ten’s
imperative to project a powerful image of governmental secrecy and control. The mere illusion of
state security could be prioritized over just consequences for criminal conduct, as the Ten made
strategic decisions to conceal state conflict as much as possible. In the case of Robbazzi’s files,
the Ten’s harsh propositions for his sentencing may have been written propaganda rather than an
accurate representation of their deliberations. If there truly is no record of Robbazzi’s pardon,
perhaps the Ten never wanted to leave one in the first place.190
Notari spent August and September 1616 in the English countryside, while Lionello
continued to make progress on his investigation in London. A French servant of de La Forêt by
the name of Pietro revealed to Lionello that de La Forêt had in fact bought the Venetian letters
from Robbazzi for gold. De La Forêt had then sold copies of those letters to the Spanish and French
ambassadors. De Acuña in particular had paid de La Forêt about twenty ducats each month for the
letters and had also employed him to spy on Dauvet and other ambassadors in London. The servant
showed Lionello a few copies of the letters in de La Forêt’s handwriting. Lionello compensated
the servant with two crowns, later complaining to the State Inquisitors that he had wasted 150
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ducats on Notari and de La Forêt for nearly the same information. At this time Lionello also
discovered a hefty volume of Venetian state papers in “the public library of Oxford,” which gave
him further cause for concern.191
Notari had returned to London and received his payment by September 16, when Lionello
reported to the Inquisitors of State:
I have talked with Nodari and satisfied him with fifty ducats for his work, expended on this
business, adding that the Eccellentissimo Signor Ambassador Donato will be given orders to keep
aware of his person, and that every service he will provide in public affairs will always be valued
and rewarded as is suitable…[H]e declared that he wants always to serve you faithfully as he is
indebted as your good subject, and that he will be satisfied with any indication of your favor,
serving entirely according to your will, telling me that he hopes to have the ability to show his
devoted affection in a matter of moment, as he has already been appointed a servant to the Prince
of England in the new formation of his Court.192
Busta 155 of the fondo Inquisitori di Stato (see Figure 1.14) contains Notari’s autograph
receipt of payment for fifty ducats, confirming that he was indeed the same “Nodari” described in
Lionello’s dispatches.193 Lionello asked Notari to thank Smith for his helpful contribution and to
reiterate to the Englishman that the Republic was continuing to resolve Muscorno’s debt. Notari
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replied that the original deed of the loan had been given to Wotton and that Smith needed only
instructions on how to proceed in the matter.194 Receiving this news, the State Inquisitors ordered
that Lionello’s father be repaid the money that his son had given to his informants. They also
notified Lionello that Muscorno had paid them his full debt and they were facilitating its repayment
to Smith. Finally, they promised, “When the Illustrissimo Ambassador Donado’s time comes, we
will do the duty that Nodari has proposed so that he will likewise, with great satisfaction, come to
know his services as they are merited.”195 Lionello replied in November that he had spoken of this
to Notari, who had promised devoted service to Donato in the future.196
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Figure 1.14. Notari’s autograph receipt of payment, November 7, 1616, Busta 155, Inquisitori
di Stato. I-Vas. Photo: Author
Notari may have fulfilled his own promises, but the issue of Muscorno’s debt remained
unresolved. In November 1616 Smith appointed as his proctor Henry Parvis, a high-profile English
merchant in Venice who was to receive Muscorno’s payment on Smith’s behalf. Parvis was given
limited information and ordered to handle the transaction discreetly. Lionello wrote to the State
Inquisitors that Parvis was willing to serve them “with the rest of his property and with his life
115

itself.”197 Three months passed. On March 3, 1617 the Inquisitors of State reiterated to Lionello
their eagerness to settle the matter, but two weeks later they contacted him again to explain that
although they had received Muscorno’s 600 ducats, Parvis wished for extra time to translate his
commission out of English and track down the paper for the loan, which was in Wotton’s
possession. The State Inquisitors also noted to Lionello that Wotton had seemed annoyed to find
out that Parvis was also tasked with handling Smith’s debt, since the English ambassador had been
working on the matter himself.198 Lionello, presumably still communicating with Smith via Notari,
conveyed to the State Inquisitors Smith’s desire that Wotton handle the transaction from that point
forward.199
At the end of the month, Parvis called upon the Inquisitors of State to receive the payment
in the presence of Wotton’s secretary, who brought a receipt. The transaction was once again
postponed, however, when Parvis requested that the amount be equivalent to 150 pounds rather
than exactly 600 ducats, since Smith had originally lent the money to Muscorno in English
currency. After Smith conveyed his approval that this be done, Muscorno’s debt was at long last
settled on April 12, 1617. Parvis, once again accompanied by Wotton’s secretary, was paid 631
ducats and 13 grossi.200 All appeared to be well until Smith complained to Lionello two weeks
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later that Wotton still had not given the deed to Parvis. The English ambassador apparently
intended to keep the money for his own use and eventually reimburse Smith through the royal
exchequer. Lionello assured Smith that despite potential complications in transporting the money
from Venice to London, Parvis had already received the sum and Wotton would not be able to
keep it.201 Smith was satisfied with this and continued to wait for his reimbursement.202
By August 1617 the reasons behind Wotton’s strange behavior had become clear. The
English secretary of state, Ralph Winwood, disclosed to Lionello that Wotton had found himself
in great debt and was resorting to suspicious dealings out of financial desperation. Winwood
confirmed what Lionello already suspected; rumors of Wotton’s shady activities had been
circulating among Venetian magistrates for some time, which had heightened already volatile
diplomatic tensions between England and the Republic on the eve of the Thirty Years’ War.
Wotton had been taking secret bribes from Florence and Spain and borrowing money from the
merchant and banker Filippo Burlamacchi. As for Smith’s money, the English ambassador had
appropriated it in an attempt to pay off some of his own debts. Wotton had kept the deed for
himself, and I was unable to determine whether Smith eventually received what he was owed.203
Wotton had also been consigned a gold chain and a number of rings that the king and others had
given to Muscorno before the secretary’s departure from London. The Council of Ten voted in
April 1618 that Muscorno’s wife or another person on his behalf be permitted to retrieve the items
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from Wotton and deposit them in the Mint until further decision by the Ten.204 Chapter 2 further
details both Wotton’s and Carleton’s involvement in the case.
The Foscarini–Muscorno trial dragged on until July 1618. Though the letter scandal
brought to light by Notari had even further damaged Foscarini’s reputation, the former ambassador
was acquitted on July 30 and promptly resumed his position in the Senate. The 1616 proceedings
against Robbazzi appear to have hurt Muscorno’s case as well, since the former embassy secretary
was accused of introducing the corrupt valet into Foscarini’s London household. Muscorno was
ultimately sentenced to be incarcerated in an unlit prison for two years, with the threat of ten years’
banishment from the Republic should he escape.205 As promised, the Inquisitors of State contacted
Donato on September 21, 1618, recommending
…one Angelo Nodari, a musician of Padua; as he has already been employed in an
important affair over the past two years for our Magistrate, beyond some recognition for his
services, he had grand intentions that he should be recommended to Signoria Vostra Illustrissima
for when you begin your present Legation, for which he has been intended until now; and he was
told, on our orders, by the Secretary Signor Giovanni Battista Lionello that he would be
recognized, assigned to this position by us…206
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Their dispatch continues on to inform the ambassador that Notari seemed apt to render
good services to the embassy and that Donato would be able determine the specifics of Notari’s
employment as a secret informant.207 Donato arrived in England that November and responded on
December 10:
In accordance with the instructions of Your Illustrissime Excellencies …I have recognized
that Angelo Nodari, Musician of Padua, who had occasion to serve Secretary Lionello well, and
continues in the same manner unto other public Representatives. He is a person of poor condition,
but of great ingenuity, he is received familiarly in the house of the Ministers of Spain, and he
knows how to take advantage of opportunities for his profit…208
Notari receives no further mention in the Venetian state papers until Lando’s 1621
dispatches about Notari’s involvement with the Spanish ambassador. If Donato did avail himself
of Notari’s intelligence services, there is no known record of it. Donato was recalled from England
only seven months after his arrival, charged with embezzlement of public funds.209 It was perhaps
after this point, May 1619, that Notari turned to de Acuña for patronage in intelligence. Muscorno
was released from prison approximately one year early in June 1619.210 In 1622 Foscarini was
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executed in Venice on further charges of treason, though he was posthumously exonerated by the
Council of Ten.211

Conclusions
The counterintelligence papers contained in Inquisitori di Stato 155, 156, and 442 shed
new light on Notari’s life in Jacobean London and, in a certain sense, before he arrived in England
as well. They show that he forged lasting contacts in Venice prior to emigrating and remained
linked to the Veneto through frequent interaction with other Italians in London. These documents
also reveal that Notari probably worked at the Venetian embassy for a time, perhaps in a moment
of financial need after the death of his first Stuart patron. At the very least, he was fully entrenched
in the embassy’s domestic imbroglios and knew how to benefit from his intrigues there. He was
more than willing to tell incriminating tales about his Italian colleagues in exchange for financial
or other, less immediate rewards, and he welcomed new musical patronage as a source of
potentially profitable information. These accounts portray Notari as a shrewd, abrasive character
who showed little mercy towards his adversaries. He might have shifted his loyalties towards Spain
after Donato’s departure, but Lionello’s correspondence with the State Inquisitors establishes that
by 1616 Notari had already been playing the field, making strategic connections to both the
Venetian and Spanish embassies in London.
This suggests that Notari obtained the one Spanish canzonetta printed in Prime musiche
nuove through his association with the Spanish embassy. Furthermore, studying the book in
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consideration of Notari’s financial difficulties encourages a reading of the volume as a record of
extemporized musical performance and variation on materials already in circulation. I refrain from
evaluating the volume solely as the written oeuvre of a professional composer, seeking rather to
understand it more in connection to other Italian repertoires of the period typically presented by a
small circle of performers for private, elite audiences – performers who trafficked not only in their
unique improvisational and other musical abilities, but also in the political secrets of their
influential patrons. Notari was principally a performer by trade, and he was also a skilled copyist,
whether of Spanish canzonette, Monteverdi’s madrigals, or Foscarini’s stolen letters.
More broadly, attention to the Foscarini–Muscorno trial as a distinctly musical affair
reveals the Venetian embassy to have been a hub for diverse Italian residents in London, a
household riddled with internal conflict and frequented by foreign agents. Musicians are well
represented in documentation on the Foscarini–Muscorno trial, indicating that they held an
unusually prominent place in their Italian expatriate community. Music was, after all, a major
Italian export to Stuart England, no less sought-after than material goods such as silk, glass, oil, or
currants. Music could buy valuable information and contacts, enabling those who made it to enter
powerful political networks. Endowed with such a high degree of influence over Venetian politics
in London, musicians could drastically alter the state of international diplomatic relations.
Muscorno’s musical talents, for example, gave him the ear of English political elites, garnering
their sympathy in his relentless campaign against Foscarini. Other facets of Muscorno’s musicmaking were held against him in trial as evidence of heretical or unlawful behavior. It seems no
coincidence that both Lugaro and Notari so eagerly volunteered evidence against Muscorno before
Barbarigo had launched his official investigation. As a highly skilled Italian dilettante, Muscorno
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infringed upon the territory of professional musicians whose livelihoods depended on a demand
for their services at court.
There remain significant gaps in knowledge about Notari’s life, and the social dynamics
between Italian residents in seventeenth-century London are hazy to say the least. Witnesses
examined in the Foscarini–Muscorno trial constantly contradicted one another, most of their
testimonies evidently founded upon a combination of hearsay, personal vendetta, and opportunistic
truth-bending. A systematized analysis of all examinees questioned in the case – and what stake
each of them had in it – could expose a more accurate picture of Foscarini’s ill-fated embassy to
England. These issues may be best addressed through multi-national archival research itineraries
and greater communication between disciplines. Notari was unquestionably significant to the
history of English music, but documents in the Archivio di Stato di Venezia reveal an entirely
different aspect of his existence. They could very well have more stories to tell about his time in
the Veneto. Untapped sources in Spanish repositories might clarify the nature and duration of
Notari’s work for de Acuña in the 1620s. Any number of archival sites on the Continent could
hold information on Notari’s movements during the Interregnum; perhaps he continued his
intelligence work in Venice or elsewhere. Notari’s foray into Venetian counterintelligence has
been hidden in plain sight for over a century, disguised under the variant name “Angelo Nodari”
in secondary literature produced by political historians. More extensive interdisciplinary dialogue
could have – much in anticipation of my own research – enabled musicologists to account for
Notari’s activities in England after 1612, and it could have helped historians to understand the
motivations behind “Nodari’s” work as a government informant.
The Foscarini–Muscorno trial comes more clearly into focus with each new detail
uncovered about music’s role in the affair, just as musicological study of the trial incorporates new
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plots and players into the history of Anglo-Italian transculturation. English patrons may have been
quick to “acknowledge the Italians the greatest Masters of Musick” (to quote Henry Lawes), but
most Italian musicians in Stuart England still could not sustain themselves on music-making alone
and turned to other sources of income.212 These alternative enterprises deserve closer study, as
does their function within the international political networks that transmitted music and musicians
across borders.
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Chapter 2
Musica fabritiana at the English Embassy in Venice, 1604-1623

When Dudley Carleton learned that he would become English ambassador to Venice in
1610, he was disappointed. He had hoped to be stationed in Brussels; instead, he would inherit a
second-rate position that had already been compromised by his inept predecessor, Henry Wotton,
known for neglecting his responsibilities to dabble in the arts. Carleton’s dismal assessment of
Venice has been amplified by most scholarship on his embassies. By Carleton’s time, English and
Dutch commerce had begun to challenge Venetian dominance in Mediterranean trade, and AngloSpanish relations were of more immediate concern than any business with the Republic.213
Nonetheless, this broader economic and political context does not necessarily validate Carleton’s
impression of Venice as an insignificant posting, nor of Wotton’s artistic dilettantism as trivial.
Carleton’s short embassy was relatively untroubled by scandal, which reflected well on him and
helped to launch his career. At the same time, he struggled more with Italian, started off with few
intelligence contacts, and preferred not to engage with the cultural life of the city around him. He
was even reluctant to communicate with Venetian magistrates and routinely sent his secretary to
the doge’s palace in his stead.214 On what grounds was Carleton the more successful ambassador?
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In this chapter I invite extant records of music at the embassy to tell their own story about
England’s diplomatic presence in Jacobean Venice. I reconstruct musical activity at the embassy
from 1604 to 1623, suggesting that the many different ways English emissaries to Venice
interacted with music and sound demonstrate how the English diplomatic corps operated as a
complex, multipronged instrument of England’s emergent global empire. Traces of music at the
embassy highlight the institution’s various functions as a catalyst for English commercial growth,
an observatory for intelligence acquisition, and a training ground where future leaders could build
political networks and incubate conceptual blueprints for overseas ventures to come.215 Moreover,
the embassy’s constant negotiation of cultural difference through articulation of unusually precise
proto-national and confessional boundaries – literal, physical boundaries that were legally
enforced by the Venetian government – contributed to nascent conceptions of English national
identity. The work of diplomacy demanded more than maintaining a respectable reputation and
goodwill between states. What transpired on the early modern Mediterranean was crucial to the
history of English imperial expansion, as was the development of English cosmopolitanism
worldwide. Each English ambassador to Venice had a hand to play in it, and, I argue, Wotton’s
frequent participation in music and other arts made him particularly suited to the task.
English agents in Venice were not passive receptacles for Italian culture. As often as they
stood in awe of (or staunchly resisted) the musical splendor that they encountered on the Continent,

Diplomacy: Entanglement, Discrimination, Mutual Ignorance – and State Building,” in Structures
on the Move: Technologies of Governance in Transcultural Encounter, ed. Antje Flüchter and
Susan Richter (Heidelberg: Springer, 2012), 271-85.
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they also harnessed it to their own ends. What is more, they brought their own musical traditions
into the fray. English visitors to Venice understood music to be remarkably significant to both
civic and private life in the Republic. Singing was a tool to improve elocution, playing consort
music a means to make political connections. Vespers services were a convenient setting for
clandestine, cross-confessional conversations about theology, economic policy, and other fraught
topics. Embassy chaplains evangelized through music, drawing sharp confessional lines via a
reactionary stance to the perceived excesses of Catholic ritual. The sacred sounds of Venice may
have also motivated Anglican clerics to expand their own music programs at home. Professional
musicians altered the state of diplomatic affairs by moonlighting as government intelligencers.
Embassy officials could read the tone of a public event by listening to its music, or lack thereof.
Ambassadors conveyed instruments, song texts, and other musical objects overseas as evidence to
support their intelligence reports or as gifts to ingratiate themselves with political patrons. All
facets of musical life at the embassy contributed to England’s diplomatic mission in unique ways.
I offer here a first attempt to reconstruct the embassy’s multidimensional relationship to
music – music made, heard, and discussed by diverse persons associated with the embassy, both
within and beyond the walls of the ambassador’s home. I first summarize what is known about
Wotton, Carleton, and each of their embassies to Venice. I then examine consort and chapel music
at the embassy; diplomatic officials as musical tourists; the transit of instruments, song texts, and
other musical materials across borders; and the embassy’s connections to various Italian musicians.
Several scholars have pinpointed intersections between cultural and political brokerage at the
English embassy by studying the institution’s relationship to the visual arts. English ambassadors
to Venice typically became connoisseurs, collectors, and dealers of Italian art, which inevitably
inflected both their diplomatic work and the history of Anglo-Italian artistic exchange. Music is
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all but absent from these studies.216 My musicological contribution the New Diplomatic History
seeks to deepen understandings of all that early modern ambassadorship entailed, treating
diplomacy as a series of cultural negotiations and the embassy as a distinctly musical space.217

The Jacobean Serenissima: From Wotton to Wotton
Upon the accession of King James I in 1603, the late Queen Elizabeth I’s suspension of
official Anglo-Venetian diplomatic contact was lifted as the two states exchanged resident
ambassadors for the first time in forty-four years.218 The Catholic Inquisition had widened the rift
between Venice and Protestant Europe by driving dissenting theological discourse into ever more
private, underground communications, but reestablishment of formal diplomacy with England
seemed auspicious to Italian Protestant refugees in Venice and renewed their long-held conviction
that the Reformation could be introduced into Italy by way of the Republic. When the Papal Curia
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placed Venice under an Interdict in 1606, the English king’s continued support for Venice further
fueled the Protestant cause, as did his conflict with Rome over the Oath of Allegiance.219
Nonetheless, his involvement in Italian affairs would be short-lived, and the evangelizing efforts
of his Italian Protestant supporters ultimately subdued. The 1610 assassination of Henry IV of
France would dash English hopes that the Spanish Habsburgs might be expelled from Italy. The
ensuing 1612 death of the Italophile Prince Henry Stuart would shift English foreign policy away
from Venetian matters and instead toward Anglo-Spanish relations, when James I would begin a
decade-long series of ultimately unsuccessful negotiations to arrange a marriage between Prince
Charles Stuart and the Infanta Maria Anna of Spain.220
But all that lay in the future. In 1603, reopening formal diplomacy with Venice offered the
newly crowned English king a potential ally in resistance to Habsburg domination of Western
Europe, as well as an opportunity to support English Levantine commerce and rebuild AngloVenetian trade relations. His representatives could also disseminate Protestant propaganda among
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the Venetian patriciate and accumulate valuable international intelligence. For Venice, reinstated
diplomatic ties with England promised a chance that English merchants might abandon direct trade
with Constantinople and the Levant and instead designate Venice as their most easterly port, an
aspiration that would never be realized. England would fare much better in trade negotiations.221
News of a greater English presence in Venice reached Rome by 1603, giving Pope Clement
VIII cause for concern that the Republic’s already high number of English lodgers would increase
and result in more boarding houses for Protestant travelers. His fears were not unfounded. In
conjunction with shifting diplomatic relations, the peace treaties of Vervins (1598) and London
(1604) made travel to the Continent much safer for English visitors and other Protestant foreigners.
Venice welcomed a stream of new English guests at the turn of the century, from statesmen and
merchants to students, clerics, and tourists. In the summer months, they would escape the city’s
heat by renting nearby villas in Padua or on Lake Garda, resident ambassadors included. English
scholars at the University of Padua constituted their own unofficial branch of the embassy, as they
constantly traveled between the Veneto and the lagoon, filtering in and out of the different
ambassadorial households.222
Henry Wotton served as the first Jacobean envoy to Venice on three missions from 16041610, 1616-19, and 1621-3. The model of a worldly Englishman, he was a skilled linguist and
experienced international agent. He arrived at his post having already spent over a decade on the
Continent, studying and working as an informant for Ferdinando de’ Medici and the Second Earl
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of Essex, Robert Devereux.223 On Wotton’s first embassy to Venice, he was accompanied by a
staff of about twelve colleagues, many of whom were his friends and relatives from Kent. He
would hire additional English employees on his second and third legations, but the embassy also
came to be exceptional for its multilingual, multinational personnel. Most evidently, Carleton’s
Italian secretary Gregorio Monti continued on with Wotton in 1616 and served as Wotton’s chargé
d'affaires from 1619 to 1621. Wotton’s first embassy chaplain was Nathaniel Fletcher in 1604-6,
followed by William Bedell in 1607-10. After Carleton’s tenure in 1610-15, Wotton was joined
from 1616 to 1618 by the chaplain Isaac Bargrave, also from Kent.224 In 1618 the Privy Council
granted license to a certain “Mr. John Harison Mr. in Arts at the University of Cambridg and
preacher” to travel to Venice as Bargrave’s successor, though I have found no other information
on his activities.225
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Figure 2.1. Henry Wotton, unknown artist, c.1630-50. © Crown copyright: UK Government
Art Collection, London
Wotton juggled many different ambassadorial duties. He spent a great deal of time orating
before the doge and Senate to relax international tensions over piracy or request pardons on behalf
of mostly English clients, usually when Venetian galleys seized English vessels or English
privateers attacked Italian ships. His speeches were lengthy, ornamented with witticisms and
Classical quotations. Wotton procured paintings, tapestries, Murano glass, and musical
instruments for English patrons and acted as a tour guide for English visitors to Venice. He also
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collected intelligence and dispatched a constant stream of written reports to English state officials
worldwide. He monitored the movements of British and Irish travelers, keeping an especially
discerning eye on itinerant Catholics. Wotton spent a high percentage of his pay on what he called
his “good fellows,” or secret informants, and he had a reputation for duplicitous behavior.
Nicknamed “Fabrizio” (or “the maker of lies”) by his colleagues, Wotton is depicted in their
correspondence as an idle, frivolous mischief-maker.226 His affinity for the arts features
prominently in such portrayals.227
Wotton’s Venetian household functioned as what he called a “domestic college” that
hosted groups of English students and other travelers, granting them access to the rich cultural life
of the city. Wotton was a polymath who took on many different hobbies, each of which was vital
in fashioning his multidimensional ambassadorial persona. He seems to have been among the most
musically inclined of his Jacobean diplomatic peers. He played the viola da gamba and had an
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interest in both liturgical and theatrical music. Allegedly, Wotton even caused some public
consternation one Christmas when he climbed up to the organ loft at San Marco to get a better
view of the service. He almost certainly crossed paths with Sigismondo d’India in Turin, and the
Italian musician dedicated his Il quinto libro de’ madrigali a cinque voci (Venice: Riccardo
Amadino, 1616) to Wotton. Wotton was a scholar of art, architecture, literature, history, and the
sciences, and published texts on a plethora of topics. He was also a poet, collected books and
scientific instruments, and enjoyed outdoor activities like balloon, stargazing, and duck-hunting.
He shared these many pursuits with his embassy guests and employees.228
Examining the social space of Wotton’s household, Mark Netzloff has demonstrated that
Wotton’s dilettantism and personal relationships were in fact crucial to the legation and
development of Wotton’s professional identity. Wotton’s sociability made it possible for him to
move between different Venetian circles and hence acquire intelligence. His home was not only a
literary coterie or intellectual “training ground” for young Englishmen of varying backgrounds,
but also an important site of political exchange that hinged on the forging of affective ties.
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Wotton’s first Venetian home was a palazzo in the Cannaregio district, adjacent to the church
of San Girolamo near the Ghetto. For his second embassy he lived on the Grand Canal in the
Palazzo Gussoni Grimani della Vida, though he only retained this house for six weeks and
remained itinerant until his final return to England. He spent holidays in a villa on the Brenta and
most of his final embassy in Padua due to his poor health. Some of Wotton’s poetry was set to
music, e.g. his sonnet for Elizabeth Stuart of Bohemia, “You meaner Beauties of the Night” in
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1624). Balloon (or pallone) was the most popular Italian sport in Wotton’s time. It was a game
resembling handball in which players would hit inflated leather balls long distances with wooden
gauntlets. Curzon, Wotton and his Worlds, 16, 100-112, 191-204; J.B. Leishman, “‘You Meaner
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Attending to the quasi-familial, homosocial dynamics of Wotton’s household, Netzloff has
encouraged a queer reading of “Wotton and his boys,” whose alternative affective community and
forms of association depended on languages of adoption, surrogacy, pedagogy, and sexuality. In
blurring distinctions between public and private life as defined by traditional English models of
domesticity, shifting codes of sociability in Wotton’s household both enacted and disrupted
processes of state management analogous to patriarchal family structure, or Foucauldian processes
of governmentality. The embassy’s physical distance from its home state and English cultural
norms made space for such unconventional communities to arise, even as the embassy’s unofficial
extraterritorial status rendered it a somewhat sequestered, distinctly English outpost.229
Wotton was eager to establish his embassy as a bastion of Protestantism in Italy and drive
a wedge between Rome and Venice during the 1606-7 Interdict in order to spur on a potential
Venetian alliance with England and other Protestant polities. This was a lofty ambition, given that
Protestant ambassadors in Venice were forbidden from meeting with Venetian patricians or their
employees outside of official audiences. Wotton’s home and chapel were formally off-limits to
much of Venetian society, but he managed to circumvent this restriction and cultivate strong
relationships with Italian religious dissidents, famously the scholar and politician Paolo Sarpi.
Laws regulating Wotton’s social interactions could only be enforced within the city, so he often
relocated his household to the Terrafirma for long periods of time. When in the city, he and his
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Melanie Ord has described embassy secretaryship as a kind of “diplomatic schooling” that
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employees would obtain permission to meet with Venetian citizens for seemingly innocuous
reasons like “language lessons.” As Diego Pirillo has revealed, Wotton attempted to transform his
home into a clandestine Protestant church and also relied on Italian Protestant refugees as
intermediaries and propagandists, especially as smugglers of prohibited books into the Signory.230
Wotton’s embassies were marred by scandal from beginning to end. His overzealous
commitment to the Protestant cause compelled him to make a series of political missteps that
culminated in a disgraceful conclusion to his first embassy. He was accused of importing banned
books into the city, unsuccessfully importuned the king to implement religious reform in Venice,
and was ineffective in pressuring the doge, Leonardo Donà, to enter into a defensive league against
Rome. Perhaps most damaging was Wotton’s decision to present Donà with a copy of James I’s
An Apologie for the Oath of Allegiance (London: Robert Barker, 1609) in July 1609. Donà
accepted the gift but condemned the text’s heretical contents by locking it away in the chancery
and prohibiting its sale in the Veneto. Insulted, Wotton resigned from his post. The doge quickly
dispatched a special ambassador to England to convey the Republic’s goodwill to the king and
continued to commend Wotton for his service, but Wotton’s relationship with Donà was
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Cittadini originari (non-patrician Venetian citizens who oversaw state bureaucracy) faced
similar restrictions on meetings with foreign ambassadors. Sarpi and the theologian Fulgenzio
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irreparably strained. Wotton was recalled in 1610.231 Soon after his homecoming, in 1612, Wotton
lost his principal patron, Prince Henry (as did Angelo Notari), and temporarily fell out of favor
with the king over an incriminating remark that Wotton had written almost a decade earlier about
ambassadorial duplicitousness.232
On the heels of Wotton’s recall came his no-nonsense replacement Dudley Carleton,
unimpressed with Venice and the intrigues of his predecessor. Like Wotton, he was well educated
and had already traveled the Continent over the previous two decades, notably as secretary to
Edward Norris in Ostend and to Thomas Parry in Paris. Carleton arrived in Venice in 1610 with
about twenty people, including his wife Anne, his sister Alice, and his friend and advisor John
Chamberlain. His chaplain was Thomas Horne. His chief secretary, Isaac Wake, would later serve
as English ambassador to Venice from 1624 to 1631.233 Carleton moved his embassy away from
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Wotton’s “domestic college” and into a different home, which he worked to establish as a more
permanent, conventional household. Wotton would refuse to inherit this space upon his return,
exacerbating tensions between the two diplomats. They constantly vied for the same positions, and
Carleton resented having to compete with someone whom he viewed as an incompetent political
amateur.234
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Figure 2.2. Dudley Carleton, Viscount Dorchester, Michiel van Mierevelt, c.1620. National
Portrait Gallery, London
Though apparently less interested in scholarly or musical pursuits, Carleton did assume
Wotton’s same diplomatic duties, from intelligence-gathering to art brokerage.235 He also
maintained contact with Sarpi and his circle and continued to promote the reformed religion. He
hired the Italian Protestant refugee Giacomo Castelvetro as an Italian teacher and translator, and
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he connected with a handful of other foreign residents in Venice.236 Otherwise, Carleton remained
insulated from the city and did not enjoy his time there. He found the climate uncomfortable and
experienced health, financial, and family difficulties. He struggled with Italian and avoided direct
communication with Venetian officials. In contrast to Wotton’s extravagant addresses to the doge
and Senate, Carleton’s speeches were short and apologetic for taking up time.237 Although he
delighted in gossiping with his English correspondents, he did not inherit Wotton’s network of
intelligencers and had to build his own upon arrival.238 Anne Carleton seems to have been the more
dynamic socialite of the family. She was well acquainted with Nicholas Lanier, who may have
sent her notated music as a gift.239 Alice Carleton was also a spirited character who sometimes
clashed with her sister-in-law, even expressing some Catholic sympathies. Regrettably little
information survives about either of these women in Carleton’s household.240
Among Carleton’s few embassy scandals were the arrests of Castelvetro and the Neapolitan
Giovanni Vicenzo Gateano. In 1611 the Inquisition took Castelvetro into custody for heresy and
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circulating prohibited books. Carleton defended him before the doge and Senate, and he was freed
on the condition that he leave Venice. In 1613 Gaetano offered Carleton information on a plot to
assassinate the king. The Venetian government arrested Gaetano but refused to become further
involved. The case was handed over the archbishop of Canterbury.241 Carleton’s embassy came to
a somewhat triumphant conclusion in the summer of 1615, when he mediated the Peace of Asti
between Spain and Savoy. He returned home to England by October 1615 and in March 1616 alltoo gladly began a new embassy to The Hague.242
Despite Wotton’s declaration to the Collegio in June 1616 that he would spend his second
embassy to Venice living as a philosopher rather than a courtier, he quickly became entangled in
a number of shady international conspiracies, one of which had him recalled again in 1619. His
embassy employees bore the consequences as well. In 1617 Wotton’s steward, William Leete, was
erroneously arrested on accusations of plotting against the Republic. Throughout the volatile
period leading into the Thirty Years’ War, Wotton fell spectacularly short of achieving his earlier
goals for religious reform in Italy and pressed too hard for an alliance with Venice and other
Protestant powers against Rome and the Habsburgs. He was also unsuccessful in fulfilling his main
diplomatic duty of garnering Venetian support for Frederick V of the Palatinate (the king’s sonin-law), who would be deposed in 1621. Wotton also found himself in great debt. It was discovered
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in 1617 that he had been accepting secret bribes from Florence and Spain. Adding insult to injury,
he suffered from chronic illness on his second and third embassies, and a fire ravaged half of his
home in 1618. Wotton made his final return to England in a state of penury and poor international
standing.243
In narrating this calamitous course of events, most of Wotton’s biographers have
unsurprisingly declared him a failed diplomat. As a public figure on the world stage, he perhaps
merits this assessment.244 And yet, he did accomplish at least two of his major objectives as
ambassador to Venice: he amassed international intelligence and advanced the business of English
merchants on the Mediterranean. At Wotton’s insistence in 1607, for example, the Senate released
English ships from the anchorage tax typically required of foreigners in Venice. This, along with
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other trade victories throughout the Italian peninsula, would ultimately facilitate the emergence of
England as a major global commercial power.245
As Alison Games has argued, seventeenth-century English diplomatic representatives
shared a common goal of protecting English commercial interests overseas, and therefore of
expanding English encroachment upon foreign trade routes and territories.246 Maria Fusaro has
explained that the English ambassadorial and mercantile communities in Venice deliberately
achieved this goal by operating on somewhat separate planes. Preoccupied with issues of defense
at the expense of economic policy, the Venetian government regarded England as more of a
prospective political ally than an emerging commercial rival. “Fabrizio” stood before the Collegio
declaring his adoration for the Most Serene Republic while English merchants of the Levant
Company were forging an economic partnership with Greek merchants in Venice that would result
in a game-changing English protectorate on the Ionian Islands. English inhabitants in Venice
enacted this separation on many different levels. Wotton and Carleton relied on local vendors to
furnish their Venetian houses and avoided the services of English merchants in their financial
affairs. Venetian magistrates, while in constant communication with the English embassy, rarely
intervened with English trade consuls. It also seems that English merchants in Venice (with the
exception of Henry Parvis) typically steered clear of the embassy chapel and could set aside
religious differences when it was commercially advantageous to do so.247
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For all of Wotton’s misadventures in the public eye, he never seriously jeopardized the
English merchant community around him. If anything, the English mission was a grand distraction.
Sources pertaining to music at the embassy encourage this perspective, as they tend to center
intelligence and trade as major priorities for both Wotton and Carleton. Furthermore, examining
how music functioned within the embassy’s botched proselytization efforts illuminates key points
at which English diplomacy and Protestant evangelism nevertheless worked in tandem as effective
instruments of English empire, most clearly as a vehicle for England’s colonial occupation of
Ireland.

“Table Talk”: Consort Music and Diplomatic Speech
I begin by examining references to music in records of the embassy’s verbal
communications, reading Wotton’s role as a gambist against his diplomatic prose, conversations
in his “domestic college,” and his undertakings as an educator. As I argue, making music in consort
was a highly embodied means by which embassy lodgers could fashion themselves into
cosmopolitan, aristocratic dilettantes and consequently enter into influential political networks
with other agents abroad. Evidence that Wotton played the viola da gamba in Italy comes from but
one source: his last will and testament, which states,
To the above named Dr. [Isaac] Bargrave, Dean of Canterbury, I leave all my Italian Books
not disposed in this will. I leave to him likewise my Viol di Gamba, which hath been twice in Italy,
in which country I first contracted with him an unremovable affection.248
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Among the Italian books that Wotton left to Bargrave might have been a collection of
Spanish airs that the ambassador mentioned in a letter to an English friend in Florence, Edward
Barrett. Wotton received and played the music while in Venice:
…I have received your last token of Spanish ayres, whereof the first is one of the best that
I have ever heard. The rest wee have not yet tryed because they are without bases. One thing doth
make us yong Musitians wonder to see them set in noe measure: like the Spanish Spending as I
have heard you describe it. What thankes I shall render you I know not for soe many kindnesses,
being nothing wch. you will command from hence I shall hope shortly to heare from you of the
arrivall of Sr. Robert Dudley and his Lady, & the Circumstances of their reception.249
It is unknown whether Wotton was referencing a manuscript or printed volume, but he
might have been describing a cancionero, characteristically lacking musical notation for most
poetic texts and providing little direction on meter or rhythm.250 With its musings on the “Spanish
ayres” put forward in the same breath as a request for intelligence on the English Catholic
expatriate Robert Dudley, this letter attests to the imbrication of artistic and bureaucratic concerns
at the embassy. The distinction between music-making and speech is hazy in Wotton’s depiction
of his household. It is unclear whether the embassy’s “yong Musitians” talked about their new
“Spanish ayres” while or after playing through them, just as Wotton’s language artfully slips away
from musical topics into matters of state within the span of one sentence.
Wotton’s use of the word “wonder” echoes the rhetoric of English travel literature and
colonial texts of his time. Literary scholars such as Andrew Fitzmaurice, Stephen Greenblatt, and
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Pramod Nayar have established that the expression of wonderment in response to new experiences
abroad was a powerful early modern discursive trope deployed to justify English colonization and
its appropriation of things foreign. Fitzmaurice, for example, has shown how the concept of
wonder could be rhetorically manipulated in appeals for English colonizing grants in order to
assure potential investors of an applicant’s ability to master the unknown. Regarding seventeenthcentury English travelogues, Nayar has posited that wonder “initiated the discourse of discovery.
It revealed the world to the discoverer by preparing him for it through a cultural imaginary, and
even gave him a vocabulary with which to document the wondrous when he finally met it.”
Repeated documentation of the wondrous armed English travelers with, in Nayar’s words, a
“colonizing imagination” and determination to contribute to a national practice of knowledgegathering as they ventured into unfamiliar lands.251 The wonderment trope in Wotton’s prose
identifies his embassy in Venice as one of many locations where such vocabularies were being
developed through recurrent narration of cross-cultural encounter, in this case encounter with
foreign musical repertoires and styles of notation. Moreover, sounding such new repertoires on the
viol was itself a symbolic containment of foreign musical wonders within the physiology of its
English players, as the instrument was in Wotton’s time considered an evocative emblem of
Englishness with a timbre akin to that of the human voice.252
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Wotton’s pun on loose “Spanish Spending” closely associates his acquisition of musical
knowledge with the embassy’s surveillance of Mediterranean commerce. It is perhaps no
coincidence that Wotton would one day accept (or was already accepting) bribes from the Spanish
government. This pun is one of many instances in which Wotton employed musical terminology
to articulate something about foreign affairs, demonstrating that his identity as a musician was
never far from his approach to ambassadorship. References to music seamlessly weave their way
in and out of Wotton’s language, often in metaphors and similes of untuned instruments.253 Two
examples in Wotton’s language stand out. First, in November 1606 he spoke to the Collegio about
the Republic’s entreaty that James I urge other sovereigns to declare their support for Venice
during the Interdict. Regarding King Christian IV of Denmark, Wotton declared,
His Majesty the King says that while [Christian IV] was in England, [James I] warmed him
so much to it in general terms that should things progress further, it will not be necessary to play
too much for that [Danish] King, for he will dance on his own without much need of our music.254
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Wotton undoubtedly chose this metaphor in allusion to Christian IV’s well-known
patronage of English musicians. The Danish king’s fondness for music was not lost on Venetian
officials. Giorgio Giustinian, the Venetian ambassador to England, had already reported to the
doge and Senate in August 1606 that Christian IV was partial to music and had brought his own
private ensemble to London.255 Wotton’s representation of the English government as a unified
dance band may say less about the English court and more about Wotton’s own relationship to
English musicians employed in Denmark. Notably, John Dowland was a business agent and
possibly an informant or spy for the English crown during his employment in Copenhagen from
1596 to 1606.256 By referring to concerted English efforts at political persuasion as “our music,”
Wotton’s speech collapses distinctions between his own diplomatic undertakings and the work of
professional musicians in other foreign parts. This communicates the interconnectedness of diverse
English agents posted throughout Europe, as well as music’s ability to place each of them in
opportune positions of political influence. Like Dowland, Wotton was a musician with an agenda.
To take a second example, in May 1622 Wotton employed musical terminology to estimate
the duration of an earthquake that hit Venice during the Feast of the Ascension. As he wrote to the
English secretary of state, George Calvert,
…[W]e were yesterday shaken with an Earthequake aboute the poynt of Noone: which was
much signalized by the celebritie of the day and tyme: happening just when the Duke and Signorie
were retourned from the solemne espousing of the Sea: so as in a Poetical age It would have been
thought that Neptune in some anger had stirred thease Islands wth his Trident. This was the fourthe
that I had felt in my Lyfe tyme, and surely in true judgment of all the most terrible: not for the
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violence but for the slowe measure and regularitie of the motion: appearing like an orderly thing
that would laste: wch God be blessed It did not above foure or five sembreefes.257
In the manner of contemporary English travel narratives, Wotton’s account of the event
effectively reenacts it. His description of the quake as lasting “not above foure or five sembreefes”
channels the theatricality of the Marriage of the Sea ceremony and the rich musical sounds that he
must have heard on that day. Based on the following year’s Ascension events, we can guess that
Wotton would have enjoyed elaborate musical spectacles such as polychoral music, responsorial
singing by the patriarch and his canons, a cantata sung on the doge’s bucentaur, musical Masses
directed by Claudio Monteverdi, performances by the singers of San Marco during the doge’s
banquet (possibly also directed by Monteverdi), instrumental and vocal concerts on the island of
Murano, and madrigals and instrumental airs performed on the water by the doge’s musicians.258
Understandably, then, Wotton’s prose gives its own kind of musical performance, inviting his
overseas superior to imagine the scene as a sonic event
Carleton wrote in musical terms as well, though admittedly more rarely. One notable
example dates from the death of the doge Leonardo Donato in July 1612. Carleton wrote to
Chamberlain that the doge’s brother, Nicolo Donato, had been pressuring Leonardo Donato about
his allocation of the family finances. As Carleton reported, Nicolo Donato “did so harp uppon this
string that he is much blamed for it, as yf he had hastned his brothers end by putting him into
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fretts.”259 Later, in 1618, Carleton complained that Wotton’s letters out of Venice “have nothing
more than the gazettes pricked to a new tune.”260
Fragments of literary games purportedly played in Wotton’s household parallel the
musicality of Wotton’s language. In particular, the conversation that Wotton described among
“yong Musitians” in his home resembles the contents of the Burley Manuscript. The Burley
Manuscript is a commonplace book from around 1610 in the handwriting of Wotton’s embassy
secretary, William Parkhurst. One of Wotton’s early biographers, Logan Pearsall Smith, extracted
a handful of entries from the document and labeled them “Table Talk,” since Wotton had a
reputation for hosting intellectually stimulating gatherings around his dining table. A few of the
manuscript’s remarks have been attributed to Wotton, and many of them reference his
acquaintances on both sides of the Channel. Some of the excerpts might have been derived from
literary games played in Wotton’s Venetian household.261 The excerpts touch on politics, religion,
science, and countless other subjects. Some are Classical proverbs, others droll or downright crude
quips. Those concerning sound, music, and theatre (some listed here) span this broad range in tone,
sliding back and forth between serious thought and flippant humor:
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53. An objection being made against the acting of a tragedy in Christ<mas> before the Queen,
it was answered that ‘choice was made to put your majesty in mind that since your reign, tragedies
were from the State got upon the stage.’…
64. Out of arithmetic sprung music, which is but figures put into sounds, and out of geometry
sprung perspective, which is lines put into beams…
82. At Luca every hour is rung an Ave Maria bell, and the answer to what o’clock is it? is sono
sonate le 5 Ave Marie…
104. Sir F. Bacon in Parliament, after a very fair speech made, said: ‘I should willingly assent
to your former speech, if we were not come hither rather for physic than music.’…
125. Thebe, a Queen of Lombardy, had Corduba for her dowry, being two miles from Jurea,
who founding a monastery there, ordained that the mass-bell should ring so long as she might
make herself ready; and come thither from Corduba, in memory of which Q<ueen> the monastery
continueth still that order of ringing.262
The same group of men who voiced these witticisms about mathematical sounds and
continuously ringing bells also made music. I propose that consort music at the embassy was part
and parcel of the embassy’s rousing “table talk.” Making and talking about music helped “Wotton
and his boys” to assemble a tight-knit diplomatic community built on their communal experience
of geographical and cultural displacement, as well as their compulsory insulation from the city
around them. Together they discovered new repertoires and unfamiliar styles of notation while still
retaining some connection to home through the quintessentially English act of playing viol music
in consort, whether broken or whole. Viols followed English mobile communities wherever they
traveled on the Continent, irrespective of their confessional loyalties. Not far away, at the English
College in Rome, viol consorts were an essential component of the College’s seventeenth-century
chapel services and dramatic productions.263
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Loren Ludwig’s cultural history of the viol consort in early modern England demonstrates
how chamber music could choreograph social relationships between players and negotiate their
shared emotional experiences. Drawing connections between conversational speech and the
musical language of consort music, Ludwig has explored how viol consorts could cultivate English
male aristocratic identities through communal expressions of melancholy, witty humor, religious
devotion, homosocial bonds, and homoerotic desire.264 Rebekah Ahrendt has traced how the viol
became associated with early modern diplomatic practice, as it was an instrument of elite
sociability vital to the symbolic language of diplomacy and could effectively represent a
domesticated, yet cosmopolitan negotiator.265 The use of table-books or multiple partbooks in
consort gathered players together for the most literal musical “table-talk” as a form of domestic
sociability.266 Mapping these ideas onto Wotton’s “domestic college,” I consider consort music a
highly embodied register in which players developed strong personal and thus professional
networks. The ability to participate in consort music enhanced a player’s political currency.
Many of Wotton’s embassy guests and employees would one day assume more prestigious
positions in English society. That Wotton left his viola da gamba to Bargrave is revealing.
Bargrave was more than just the ambassador’s colleague and friend – he was also family. After
concluding his tenure as embassy chaplain, Bargrave married Wotton’s niece, Elizabeth Dering.267
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If Bargrave did play in consort with Wotton, surely their close friendship and eventual family
connection owed something to those moments of musical camaraderie, just as Bargrave’s eventual
appointment as Dean of Canterbury owed something to the letter of introduction that Wotton wrote
to the king on Bargrave’s behalf. Bargrave’s interest in music, no doubt invigorated during his
chaplaincy in Venice, in turn altered the soundscape of Canterbury Cathedral in the years following
his return to England, as discussed below.268 Wotton and Bargrave continued to connect through
music in later decades: in one 1638 letter to the dean – a mix of intelligence and personal
information – Wotton transitioned into a new subject with the phrase, “…butt with change of y.e
Moode as Musitians speake…”269
Music in Wotton’s world built not only influential social networks but also trained the
people within them to navigate those networks. Neither of Wotton’s two educational treatises
focuses on specific academic subjects, but the relationship between those texts and his earlier
architectural treatise situates music among the various didactic “materials” that Wotton proposed
could be used to construct an ideal scholar. Wotton’s dedicatory epistle to King Charles I in A
Philosophicall Surveigh of Education, or Moral Architecture states,
I am old and childlesse; and though I were a Father of many, I could leave them nothing,
either in Fortune, or in Example. But having long since put forth a slight Pamplet about the
ELEMENTS of ARCHITECTURE, which yet hath been entertained with some pardon among by
Friends, I was encouraged even at this age, to essay how I could Build a MAN: For there is a
Moral, as well as a Naturall or Artificiall Compilement, and of better Materials: Which truly I
have cemented together rather in the plain Tuscan (as our VITRUVIUS termeth it) then in the
Corinthian form.270
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The architectural treatise mentioned in this epistle takes a small detour into music, and in
so doing hints at the kind of man Wotton was seeking to “build.” Drawing on Pythagoras,
Vitruvius, and Leon Battista Alberti, Wotton’s short passage on music transposes notions of
harmonic consonance onto visual symmetry in the dimensions of windows and doors. Wotton
concluded this passage by stressing that an architect with an interdisciplinary “Philosophical
Spirit” (in this case, attentiveness to music) could better understand the deeper mathematical
principles underlying his architectural work:
…wee must remember, that Vitruvius himself doth determine many things in his
profession; by Musicall grounds, and much commendeth in an Architect, a Philosophical Spirit;
that is, he would have him (as I conceave it) to be no superficiall, and floating Artificer; but a Diver
into Causes, and into the Mysteries of Proportion…271
Letters among the Devonshire Collection’s Cork Manuscripts afford a more direct look
into Wotton’s musical mentorship, specifically of the future philosopher and scientist Robert Boyle
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and his brother Francis Boyle, who would become an Anglo-Irish politician. The letters date from
the mid-1630s, when Wotton had concluded his embassies abroad and been appointed Provost of
Eton College. Francis’s correspondence with his father Richard Boyle, First Earl of Cork, finds
Wotton once again up to his characteristic “table talk” in the autumn of 1635. Francis and Robert
Carew, young Robert’s private tutor, repeatedly wrote to the earl about Wotton’s generous
hospitality toward the two boys.272 By January 1636 Wotton had found the boys yet another tutor:
Isaac Marcombes, a Frenchman who had been raised in Geneva and was “[f]urnished with good
litterature and languages espetially with Italian: which he speaketh as promptly as his owne…”273
Wotton was also on a mission to correct Robert Boyle’s stutter, which would never fully
disappear.274 In November 1635 Carew reported,
Sr Hary Wootton hath made choise of a very sufficient man to teach them to play on the
vyol and to sing, he doth also undertake to helpe my mr Roberts defect in pronontiation wch is a
principall reason that thy should bestow any hours in that facultie, for it is a thing that elevats the
spirits and may hinder their proceedings in matters of greater moment…275
Approximately one month later, Wotton informed the earl,
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I have commended seriously and wth promise of a good rewarde your spiritous Robin
[Robert Boyle] to the Master of owre Coristers here: who maketh profession (and hath in one or
two before given good proofe thereof) to correct the errors of voices and pronunciation for wch he
shall have fit howres assigned him. And you shall have an accounte of his profitiencie from tyme
to tyme.276
As discussed by Melanie Ord, Wotton’s printed treatises and provostship at Eton gave him
the opportunity to market himself as a sophisticated “Italianizer of English taste” upon his return
home. This highly scripted manner of self-presentation assisted Wotton’s re-assimilation into
English society at a time when Italianate travelers were viewed with caution and even demonized
by their compatriots. Wotton solicited his connoisseurship of Italian culture as a qualification
enabling him to mold young Englishmen into well-rounded humanist scholars.277 As testified by
the Cork Manuscripts, Wotton pulled music out of this pedagogical toolkit to correct the young
Robert’s speech impediment. Carew was clear on this, assuring the earl that music lessons served
only this purpose and would not detract from the boy’s other academic studies. Music lessons were
a well-documented staple in the education of young seventeenth-century aristocrats, but Wotton’s
letter also suggests that he immersed more than one of his Eton students in singing instruction
specifically to improve their elocution. Not only could choral singing and “table-talking” viols
facilitate communication between Wotton’s pupils; in his view, music also had the capacity to
physically transform a student’s speaking voice.278
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Wotton was not alone in this practice. In early modern England, ordered musical harmony was
understood to have healing properties that could rehabilitate disabled practitioners by restoring
balance to the humors. More recently, music and singing have been shown to benefit speech
therapy clients with aphasia, oral aphasia, and other neurological speech impediments. See
Samantha Bassler, “Madness and Music as (Dis)ability in Early Modern England” in The Oxford
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The Embassy Chapel and Catholic Ritual
Cultural controversies in England over the “Italianization” of English travelers to the
Continent stemmed largely from anxieties about confessional conflict. Nowhere were these
tensions more apparent than England’s embassy chapel in Venice, where Wotton’s and Carleton’s
Anglican services became local microcosms of the Protestant revolutions unfolding just North of
the Alps. Considering Bedell’s and Bargrave’s evidently contrasting views on music in the liturgy,
I speculate about how the Jacobean embassy chapel might have sounded its Protestant devotions
in Seicento Italy, the epicenter of a Catholic empire. These cultural clashes are evident from the
numerous legal limitations imposed on the embassy chapel as well as in the heightened evangelical
fervor that the Venetian Interdict inspired in proponents of the reformed religion. At the same time,
the inevitable exposure of Anglican clerics to Catholic ritual in Venice functioned as an immersive
theological education for each embassy chaplain, as the position was typically reserved for earlycareer ecclesiastics and significantly shaped each chaplain’s subsequent work at home and in
colonial contexts. I also examine Carleton’s own aversion to Venetian liturgical music, considering
that although Wotton shared Carleton’s religious faith, Wotton’s greater attention to music in
sacred spaces ultimately enabled him to communicate across confessional lines, exchange
intelligence, and succeed in important trade negotiations.
Protestant clerics stationed in foreign entrepôts worldwide served as an embodied reminder
of England and the reformed faith. Their presence ensured that displaced English communities
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continued to perform their national loyalties by practicing their religion on a regular basis.
Embassy chaplains were also a moralizing and uplifting force that encouraged constant dedication
to imperial projects in spite of adverse conditions abroad. Globetrotting clerics used their time in
embassies to train for future overseas ventures in which religious conversion would be deployed
as justification for colonization. Intercultural, cross-confessional encounter was an educational
opportunity for experimentation with different methods of conversion. As a result of their diverse
international placements, however, English ministers also developed heterogeneous approaches to
Protestantism that sometimes contradicted the established Anglican church. Their experiences
abroad shaped each of them in unique ways.279 Given the chapel’s constant turnover from one
chaplain to another, the embassy’s stance on Venetian sacred music remained somewhat in flux,
with no fixed orientation toward the world of Catholic ritual that encircled Wotton’s sequestered
Protestant community. Embassy officials instrumentalized music and sound to draw proto-national
boundaries along confessional lines, foster community within those boundaries, and then
destabilize and traverse those boundaries as needed.
The embassy chapel was a site of international controversy before it even existed.280 Prior
to Wotton’s arrival in Venice, the English secretary of state requested that Wotton be granted
freedom of worship during his embassy and that the ambassador’s Protestant chapel be opened to
the city’s wider English community beyond Wotton’s inner circle. After all, the Venetian
ambassador to London, Niccolò Molin, was permitted to invite other Italians to celebrate the
Roman rite in his own residence. The Venetian secretary, Giovanni Carlo Scaramelli, responded
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that Wotton would be allowed to worship privately in his own home, but nothing else would be
tolerated. As Scaramelli explained, there were few Venetians in London but thousands of English
in Venice, so opening the embassy chapel in Venice to local Protestants could invite negative
diplomatic repercussions.281
Wotton ostensibly accepted these terms. In his first audience with the Collegio in October
of 1604, he assured Venetian officials that services in his home would be closed off from Flemish
and German worshippers and from English visitors not under his employ. He added that the
chapel’s sermons would always be delivered in English. By December of that year, he was already
before the Collegio defending himself against rumors that Italians had attended a service in his
home. Accusations that the embassy was spreading heresy throughout peninsula continued for
years, corroborated in print by Thomas Coryat and the Jesuit scholar and Papal diplomat, Antonio
Possevino. The Venetian government repeatedly feigned ignorance. It became an open secret that
the embassy chapel welcomed congregants from outside of the ambassadors’ entourage.282 Henry
Parvis sent his young English lodgers to the embassy chapel every Sunday to ensure that they
preserve their Protestant faith, and as late as 1625 an Inquisition report on heresy in the Republic
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alleged that both the English and Dutch embassies had been ringing bells and opening their doors
to diverse crowds of people, including women and children.283
Further contradicting Wotton’s promises to the Collegio, several sources testify that Bedell
rarely delivered his sermons in English once he had honed his foreign language skills. A 1685
biography of Bedell by the Scottish philosopher and historian Gilbert Burnet, for example, states
that Sarpi “assisted him in acquiring the Italian Tongue, in which Bedell became such a Master,
that he spoke it as one born in Italy, and penned all the Sermons he then preached, either in Italian
or Latine...”284 Bedell also translated the Book of Common Prayer into Italian.285 Despite a dearth
of records on embassy chapel services – no doubt related to the institution’s transient and
clandestine nature – seventeenth-century biographies of Bedell suggest that during his tenure, a
typical service involved little to no instrumental or choral music. Burnet wrote,
He preached very often in his Episcopal habit, but not alwayes, and used it seldome in the
Afternoon; nor did he love the pomp of a Quire, nor Instrumental Musick; which he thought filled
the ear with too much pleasure, and carried away the mind from the serious attention to the matter,
which is indeed the singing with grace in the Heart, and the inward melody with which God is
chiefly pleased. And when another Bishop justified these things, because they served much to raise
the affections; he answered, That in order to the raising the affections, those things that tended to
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edification ought only to be used: And thought it would be hard otherwise to make stops; for upon
the same pretence an infinity of Rites might be brought in. And the sense he had of the excesses
of superstition, from what he had observed during his long stay in Italy, made him judge it
necessary to watch carefully against the beginnings of that disease, which is like a green Sickness
in Religion.286
Burnet’s book is derived from an earlier biography of the chaplain by Bedell’s son-in-law,
Alexander Clogie. The analogous passage in Clogie’s account also quotes John Calvin’s “singing
with grace in the Heart” and narrates Bedell’s same conversation with another bishop. However,
Clogie located this exchange in Ireland. In the late 1620s Bedell was appointed Provost of Trinity
College Dublin and Bishop of Kilmore and Ardagh. He deplored the Catholic music that he heard
in Dublin. As Clogie recounted,
He desired no instrumentall music in his Cathedrall (as organs, or the lyke), but vocal &
spirituall & singing with grace in the heart to the Lord:+ He was much displeased with the Pompous
service of Christs Church in Dublin, wch was attended & celebrated with all maner of instrumentall
musick as organs, sackbutts, cornets, violls as if it had beene at the dedication of
Neb[uchadnezzar’s] golden image in the plaine of Dura etc he discovered his dislike of these things
(now in the tymes of the Gospel) to a leading Prelate, who told him only this; That they served
much to ye raysing of the affection etc to whom he replyed,, “That all things yt worke upon the
affection ought to tend to edification under the Gospel, as this did not.287
Clogie wrote of Bedell’s family life and daily routine in Ireland,
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Clogy, M.A., Minister of Cavan (London: Wertheim, Macintosh, & Hunt, 1862).
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He was a carefull observer of the Lords day both in publick and in private in his family
according to the morality of it wch he did constantly assert & maintain for besides his constant
preaching, and catechizing in wch he had a singular faculty and delight above many, he repeated
the sermons after or before supp[er]; sung a Psalme, & concluded the day with Prayer, as he had
begun it, ere he went to church...288
It is unlikely that Bedell’s Venetian congregation sang or even so much as declaimed the
psalms with him. So minimalist was Bedell’s stance on music that he followed his own individual
practice of reading the psalms without a response of any kind. Clogie avowed that Bedell
…followed no mans custome, nor example, but the rule, & in speciall he ordered that the
whole Doxology to the blessed Trinity, Glory be to the father etc should be alwayes said by the
minister alone, without the respond of the people, and the Psalmes, as well as the other Scriptures,
to be read by the minister alone;, so the Te deum, Benedictus, Magnificat & nunc dimittis.289
Bedell’s own prose likewise reveals his ascetic, deeply Calvinist approach to sacred music.
Critiquing the concept of Papal infallibility, he wrote to the Jesuit priest James Wadsworth,
But at length you heard a sound of Harmony and Consent, that in the Catholick Church,
as in Noah’s Ark, was infallibility, and possibility of salvation; which occasioned you to seek out,
and to enter into this Ark of Noah. The sound of Consent and Infallibility is most pleasing and
harmonious, and undoubtedly ever and only to be found in the Catholick Church, to wit, in the
Rule of Faith, and in the Holy Scriptures, and such necessary Doctrine as perfectly concordeth
with the same. But as in Song so many discords do pass in smaller Notes, without offence of the
Ears, so should they in smaller matters of Opinion in the Church, without the offence of judicious
and charitable minds. Which yet I speak not to justifie them; nay, I am verily of the mind, That
this is the thing that hath marred the Church Musick in both kinds, that too much liberty is taken
in descant to depart from the Ground, and as one faith, notae nimium denigrantur [the notes are
excessively degraded]. The fault of the Italians: though they think themselves the only Songsters
in the World.290
Burnet was not mistaken that Venice colored all of Bedell’s subsequent encounters with
music and thus incited the chaplain to preempt the “green Sickness” of ritual excess for years to
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come. Reading Bedell’s work in Ireland against his tenure in Venice, Marc Caball and John
McCafferty have ascertained that exposure to Venetian Catholicism profoundly influenced the
chaplain’s approach to evangelism for the rest of his life. His chaplaincy in Venice confirmed that
idolatry was indeed rampant throughout Italy and the force of Catholicism was a real threat to the
reformed faith. Bedell’s experiences with Sarpi and other religious dissidents also strengthened
the chaplain’s conviction that conversion could be achieved through reading. This would
eventually motivate Bedell to learn Irish and produce his celebrated Irish translation of the Old
Testament. Venice taught Bedell to exercise more sensitivity to the high demands of conversion,
and he refined a more moderate tone for anti-Catholic arguments that would prove useful in the
future. Bedell’s time in Venice also helped him to distinguish between the church and court of
Rome and convinced him that public policy could be a quick route to confessional change.291
Venice was more than a spiritual battlefield for Bedell. His years there were arguably the
most enjoyable and enriching in his life.292 Bedell’s written reflections on Catholic services are
somewhat ambivalent, vacillating between revulsion and envy. He complained of idolatry in nearly
all aspects of Venetian ritual, from statues and relics to musical processions. In one letter from
Venice to the Scottish scholar Adam Newton, for example, Bedell grumbled that Venetian youth
participated in
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…certain Childish Processions, wherein are carried about certain Puppets made for their
Lady; and some Boy, who is a better Clerk than his Fellows, goes before them with the Words of
the Popish Litany, where the rest of the Fry following make up the Choir. 293
Even so, Bedell admitted a certain degree of respect for the power that Catholic ritual had
over his own countrymen.294 McCafferty has speculated that the authority exercised by Venetian
bishops in the cura animarum seems to have encouraged Bedell to expect greater discipline from
his own diocese in Kilmore. Bedell also formed several enlightening, long-term friendships with
Venetian ecclesiastics. Bedell improved his Hebrew through tutoring from the Venetian rabbi,
cantor, and scholar Leon of Modena. This would have been rare opportunity for an English cleric,
as Jews had been formally expelled from England in the Middle Ages. Modena was a major
proponent of Jewish polyphonic music and later founded his own music academy in Venice.295
Bedell carried all of these new skills and revelations with him into his ensuing missionary work.
He became a keen negotiator of cultural difference and alterity. His work in Venice trained him to
strategically adapt to the language and culture of whichever population he wished to convert
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without falling prey to the perceived ills of Catholicism. Bedell would arrive in Ireland well
equipped to preach the state-sanctioned faith of the English colonial plantocracy.296
Beyond matters of ideology, there may be another, more practical reason why Bedell
developed a preference for “inward melodies” in Protestant worship. Noise was an issue for the
embassy chapel. An official music program would have been expensive and loud, probably audible
from the streets and canals below. It would have involved a flow of professional musicians in and
out of the embassy. This was prohibited by the Venetian government, and it would have been
unwise for Wotton to hire even English performers. Such musicians could have doubled as
informants for Catholic patrons or drawn crowds and thus brought attention to the embassy’s
unauthorized activities. Even congregational psalmody could have raised eyebrows if the number
of singers had been higher than permitted.
Bedell wasn’t the only one at the embassy who expressed a strong preference for quiet and
modest devotions. Carleton’s letters to Chamberlain communicate Carleton’s own distaste for
extravagant musical services in the Republic, replete with “singing Nuns, and preaching friars who
beat downe the pulpits after the old manner.” Though Carleton attributed this criticism to the “little
French doctor” Pierre Asselinau, a Huguenot physician and friend of Sarpi, the ambassador’s own
opinions come through clearly. He labeled Catholic friars “pulpet hornets” and in April 1612
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reported that the embassy’s own Lenten services “ended wth as little noyse as they began.”297 In
July 1612 he complained to Chamberlain,
“We are here searching to fitt owr selfs for a house in some other quarter of this towne
being weary of the Jangling of the Nuns bell, and of having so many masses sayde every morning
under owr noses.”298
In an April 1611 letter to the English diplomat William Trumbull, Carleton wrote of a
visiting Spanish cleric,
“Owr Spanish Ambr. here hath received from Spaine by the hands of Marquis de
Montebello a subject of the D. of Mantova the order of Alcantara; the solemnitie wherof he
performed this last weeke in St George’s Church wth much more noyse and brute then was thought
needfull for so privat a ceremonie.299
Carleton’s disdain for the sounds of Catholic ritual seems to have been aggravated by the
Republic’s willingness to welcome a Spanish religious order into (presumably) its prominent
Benedictine church, San Giorgio Maggiore. Bedell’s and Carleton’s denigration of liturgical music
in Venice is far from evidence of a consolidated embassy aversion to Catholic “noise,” however.
Wotton and Bargrave responded very differently to the sacred sounds around them. Bedell’s
prominent career as a bishop in the Church of Ireland has left behind a handful of extensive
accounts of his life, but the same cannot be said for the other embassy chaplains, Fletcher, Horne,
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and Bargrave.300 The few surviving records of Bargrave’s life stress his affinity for music and
theater. Prior to his departure for Venice, he played the role of a Portuguese pander in George
Ruggle’s Latin comedy Ignoramus, staged before James I in 1615.301 His embassy chapel may
have resounded with responsorial psalmody, or possibly more elaborate music for choral or viol
ensembles. Given his later enthusiasm for music at Canterbury Cathedral, Bargrave was probably
keen to absorb all that his Venetian musical environment could offer so that he might one day
elevate the cathedral’s own Anglican services to a comparable level of musical grandeur.
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Figure 2.3. Isaac Bargrave, Cornelis Janssens van Ceulen, 1636. Clare College, Cambridge,
by permission of the Clare College Art Committee
As Dean of Canterbury from 1625 to 1643, Bargrave expanded the cathedral’s music
program – mainly its instrumental forces – in what may have been an effort to rival the sacred
music that he had heard in Venice. Of course, these choices may have also been inspired by
cathedral music in other capital cities throughout England and the Continent. The chest of the lay
clerks’ viols was kept in Bargrave’s deanery, and in 1626-7 the cathedral spent a large sum of
money on a book of cantiones, or polyphonic compositions, for viol consorts to accompany choral
verse anthems. From about the mid-1620s the cathedral also began to hire sackbut players,
presumably to accompany choral music by doubling the organ bass. Bargrave’s deanship also saw
167

the official separation of the organist and choir master positions, reflecting the organ’s more
prominent role in accompanying large choral anthems. There was also an increase in music
copying and repertory building from 1630, with choral part books also written out for Bargrave
and other residentiary canons. Surviving leaves from one of the cathedral’s choir books during this
time reveal that the choir was singing elaborate viol-accompanied verse anthems by composers
such as Orlando Gibbons and Thomas Tomkins.302
Bargrave also returned to his theatrical roots by putting on Latin plays in the deanery.303
The cathedral library still holds the remains of an organ that bears Bargrave’s arms on its side.304
Bargrave’s merchant-musician son Robert later embarked on his own travels throughout the Italian
peninsula, where he performed on the viol as well.305 That viol may have been the same instrument
that Wotton bequeathed to Robert’s father. Isaac’s home was filled with musical instruments. A
1642 inventory of the deanery house parlor lists “2 great vialls,” two organs, two virginals, a
theorbo, a harp, and other unspecified musical instruments.306
A pamphlet published during the English Civil War claims that Bargrave sang in the
Canterbury Cathedral choir, though this information is provided disparagingly by the Puritan
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clergyman Richard Culmer. Culmer harshly asserted that Canterbury was plagued by idolatry,
excess, and sinful behavior; his language resembles that of Bedell nearly forty years prior in
Venice.307 He gave the following anecdote about Bargrave’s over-enthusiastic singing voice:
And this puts me in minde of a very little witty Girle in that Cathedrall: who being with
her mother lately, where a sicke man lay groaning very loud: Mother, said she, why groanes this
man so? It was answered, It is because he hath a paine in his belly: This Girle being a little after
with her mother, at their Cathedrall-Quire-Service: and hearing the Deane roaring out the Base,
in the Quire-Consort: Mother (said shee) Hath Mr. Deane a paine in his belly he roares so?308
After a group of iconoclasts vandalized the cathedral in February 1642, Bargrave
reportedly preached an incendiary sermon in defense of Canterbury’s music program. Culmer
recounted that Bargrave
…Preached, saying, hence is justified our Cathedrall singing of Psalmes from one side of
the Quire to the other: And then hee proceeded, upon that occasion, to a large Discourse in the
behalfe of Church Musicke and Organs: I never heard more pleading for Cathedrall Piping; he
was so vehement in his Discourse for Organes, the he was almost out of breath: It seemes he feared
the hall of Cathedrall Quire-Service, and Organs, he was so earnest to uphold them, but in vaine,
as the event proves.309
Bargrave’s efforts were indeed for naught. In August 1642 Parliamentarian soldiers
vandalized and looted the cathedral’s interior, destroying the organ and ripping apart many of the
cathedral’s music books. The sung service at Canterbury would be discontinued until the
Restoration.310
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In further contrast to Bedell’s and Carleton’s attitudes, Wotton was a fan of singing nuns.
To be sure, Wotton’s writings are also critical of Venetian ritual, notably his portrayals of Carnival
celebrations and Corpus Christi processions as decadent displays riddled with vice and
superstition.311 And yet, Wotton frequented musical services at the Venetian Church of San
Girolamo to hear the Augustinian sisters there. A news item I have found in the Vatican Apostolic
Archive reveals that in June 1612, he even had a chance to hear the renowned Italian composer,
singer, and instrumentalist Claudia Sessa at the Milanese convent of Santa Maria Annunciata. As
Papal representatives in Venice reported,
From Milan they write that the English ambassador, having arrived there from Turin, has
now been visited with his most noble retinue by the Ambassador of Savoy, who brought him and
his whole party to the Church of the Annunciata to have them hear Donna Claudia Sessa sing, who
is such an exceptional singer.312
Judging from Sessa’s few surviving compositions, Wotton might have heard her
performing sacred monodic works for soprano and basso continuo in the Northern Italian
tradition.313 She was lauded for her expressive vocal ornamentation, specifically her trilli and
accenti.314 Journeying to Italy allowed Wotton and — as I will show in the following chapters –
several other English travelers to hear women sing in public settings, which would remain a rarity
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in England until the mid-seventeenth century. Wotton had visited Milan on his way out of Savoy,
where he had ventured to renew amicable relations with the court of Turin after England had
refused a dual marriage treaty proposed between the houses of Stuart and Savoy. Wotton had also
hoped to build a defensive coalition with Savoy, in which he was ultimately unsuccessful.315 It is
entirely possible that Savoyard diplomatic officials were aware of Wotton’s frequent visits to San
Girolamo and contrived to impress him with Sessa’s dazzling music. At the very least, records of
Wotton’s missions to Turin certainly confirm that the English ambassador had enjoyed many
musical entertainments during his stay there.316 He also appreciated the music of Sigismondo
d’India, which he appears to have heard in Turin during these same diplomatic missions.
Wotton’s fascination with Catholic music conflicted with the rhetoric of his colleagues and
his own commitment to the Protestant cause, but his musical interests were anything but frivolous.
In the case of San Girolamo, cultivating a reputation as a music lover allowed him to meet covertly
with Catholic operatives. In April 1606 Wotton went against diplomatic protocol and requested a
private meeting with the secretary Scaramelli. Scaramelli urged him to follow protocol and instead
communicate directly with the Collegio, but Wotton replied that the matter pertained to Venice
instead of England. The Savii instructed the Council of Ten to permit Scaramelli to meet with the
English ambassador. Two days later, Scaramelli recounted to the Collegio that Wotton had
arranged to talk with him on Sunday evening,
…after Vespers, and before Compline…in the church of San Girolamo which is near the
home of said Ambassador, and where he goes privately almost every time those nuns sing. Having
arrived at his request I found his secretary who had been waiting for me and apologized that the
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Ambassador would be somewhat delayed by his visit with the French Ambassador. Thus, not long
after the French Ambassador departed, that of England came into the church, where hardly anyone
was present, as those nuns had not sung in there since Easter.317
The clandestine conversation that followed gave Wotton the opportunity to plainly express
his dissatisfaction that Venice would not lift its anchorage tax on English shipping. He had been
silently protesting this stalemate by refusing to visit the doge’s palace or accept callers in his
residence. In addition to voicing his complaint about the tax, Wotton gave Scaramelli a letter to
read aloud to the Senate with important news about Sarpi and the pope in Rome, adamant that
Scaramelli could only have the letter if he agreed to withhold the name of the intelligencer who
had written it. He also refuted the Papal nuncio’s recent claim that the English embassy had already
offered Venice full support in the king’s name. This was a deliberate strategy, as Wotton hoped to
convey to Venetian magistrates that securing goodwill from England would be to the Republic’s
advantage during the Interdict.318 In November of that year, Wotton requested another meeting at
San Girolamo between Vespers and Compline with the Venetian secretary Zaccaria Rosso, this
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time to implore the Republic to arrest the English solider and spy William Turner for
communicating with an agent of the Archduke of Austria. Turner was detained a few days later.319
Wotton’s appreciation for the visual arts could also serve as pretext for his private meetings
with Catholics. Apprehensive about James I’s conflicts with Rome and the potential spread of
heresy in the peninsula, Antonio Possevino initiated contact with Wotton in December of 1604 to
assess the situation. Since Wotton was not permitted to bring Catholics into his home, Possevino
first relied on French and English Catholic intermediaries to correspond with the English
ambassador. When at long last Possevino procured a meeting with Wotton two years later, the
English ambassador told the Collegio that since he was already in the habit of studying certain
paintings in the church of Santi Giovanni e Paolo and would be there one afternoon anyway, he
had arranged to meet Possevino there on that day.320
In most Venetian churches at this time, it would have been rare to hear nuns sing anything
beyond chant or simple polyphony. Venetian authorities tightly restricted public musical
performance by cloistered women. From Jonathan Glixon’s research on early modern Venetian
nunneries, it can be surmised that Wotton probably heard the nuns of San Girolamo chanting the
Divine Office, possibly with falsobordone and organ accompaniment. On feast days Wotton might
have instead heard polyphonic works sung by professional male vocal soloists or a priestly choir,
accompanied by instruments such as the organ, spinet, viol, and theorbo. Reports from the early
seventeenth century indicate that the sisters there also might have sung more complex polyphony
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in spite of governmental restrictions. The nuns of San Girolamo had a strong theatrical tradition
as well and were presenting convent plays around the time of Wotton’s embassies.321 All of it
would have been a far cry from Wotton’s own, comparatively silent chapel. Whether or not he
genuinely enjoyed what he heard at San Girolamo, his habit of lingering there on the pretext of
musical tourism enabled him to exchange sensitive information across confessional lines.
According to Wotton’s friend Izaak Walton, the English ambassador had a chance to hear
Catholic “Vesper Musick” in Rome as well:
Having in Rome made acquaintance with a pleasant Priest, who invited him one Evening
to hear their Vesper Musick at Church; the Priest seeing Sir Henry stand obscurely in a corner,
sends to him by a Boy of the Quire this question, writ in a small piece of paper, Where was your
Religion to be found before Luther? To which question Sir Henry presently under-writ, My
Religion was to be found then, where yours is not to be found now, in the written Word of God.
The next Vesper, Sir Henry went purposely to the same Church, and sent one of the Quire
boyes with this Question, to his honest, pleasant friend, the Priest; Do you believe all those many
Thousands of poor Christians were damn’d, that were Excommunicated, because the Pope, and
the Duke of Venice, could not agree about their temporal power? Speak your Conscience. To
which he under-writ in French, Monsieur, excusay moy.322
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and bass. Unfortunately, Walton’s biography of Wotton is highly unreliable, but I still do cite it as
I’ve yet to find another source on this episode in Rome. Curzon, Wotton and his Worlds, 19-20,
268-9; Loomie, “Wotton, Sir Henry (1568-1639).” See also John Butt, “Izaak Walton’s Methods
in Biography,” Essays and Studies 19 (1934): 67-84; David Novarr, The Making of Walton's Lives
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1958); Allan Pritchard, “Izaak Walton’s Lives” in English
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Once again, Wotton’s presence at a Vespers service propelled him into a conversation that
would have been difficult to manage elsewhere. Music gave Wotton a justifiable reason to enter a
Catholic church, which then enabled the priest to engage him in surreptitious religious debate.
Under these circumstances choir boys exceeded their formal musical duties to act as messengers.
Wotton was known to visit Catholic institutions such as the English College in Rome, where he
had established friendships during his earlier assignments in Italy.323 Nevertheless, his eagerness
to reach across the confessional divide never made him vulnerable to conversion, though his
embassy guests were certainly aware of its risk. A state report from around February 1609 gives
an unflattering portrait of a “Mr. Mytchell” who had, traveling through Italy, “rendered himself
suspicious in all places where he came.” This shifty character came into contact with Wotton in
Venice. As the report recounts,
…At Lyons I asked him [Mr. Mitchell] whether he had seen Sir Harry Wotton, his
Majesty’s Ambassador, at his passing by that place; he answered that he had and that the
Ambassador had entertained him very scurvily, adding further that the Ambassador had been lately
sick; and Mr Winston asking him what his Lordship ailed, he answered nothing but that he lodged
too near the nuns.324
The intoxicating musical power of Venetian nuns is a running theme in the English
correspondence, even when nuns weren't actively making that music themselves. One anonymous
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English account from February 1612 tells of a musically entrancing nun at San Girolamo by the
name of “Archangela.” She was a follower of Saint Catherine of Siena who had purportedly begun
to generate miracles, such as stigmata and sweating blood on her palms and forehead. As this
English author recounted, she
…doth every day more or lesse fall into extasies wher in she continueth sometymes five
dayes or more together…[D]uring these trances ther is smelt about her a most fragrant smel of
odors. & ye most exquisite musick vocall & instrumentall that can be heard…325
Venetian liturgical music aided Wotton’s persistent pursuit and conveyance of intelligence
in other ways as well. Commenting on music helped him to communicate general observations
and opinions about his diplomatic posting in a Catholic state. In May 1617, for instance, he wrote
that a recently deceased English Catholic expatriate in Padua, Richard Willoughby, had paid 100
lire to have 100 funeral masses sung for his soul. Wotton quipped, “And is not this a conscionable
religion by which a man may goe to heaven so cheapely?”326 Wotton and his colleagues also
frequently mentioned the Te Deum laudamus, as the hymn was used to celebrate peace treaties and
signal other political events (see Chapter 3). For instance, in a February 1617 report to the king on
the War of the Montferrat Succession, Wotton claimed that the Italian statesman Ludovico
Ludovisi “had written to some theare out of Piemont to prepare themselvs to sing te Deum for the
peace of Italie.” The English ambassador was skeptical, however, remarking, “…Theare was heere
little foundation made upon his jolitie: Only, It hath awaked more speache and consideration then
before aboute the probabilities and difficulties of the businesse...”327
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In November 1616 Wotton wrote to the secretary of state, Ralph Winwood, about one
particularly dramatic political incident at the Basilica of Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari. The
basilica’s Franciscan monks had vehemently resisted the import of musicians from Habsburg-ruled
Milan for the Feast of the recently canonized Milanese Saint Charles Borromeo, who had
spearheaded many of the Counter-Reform strictures met with controversy in Venice. Wotton
remarked that the matter was “of some affront to the Spanish Ambassador, and of such distaste to
the Nuntio that if we were not sure of the Popes mortification we might almost expect uppon it a
new Interdict.” Local consuls and other officials had liberally funded musical celebrations at the
basilica to bring in “Excellent voices fetched for the day even from Milan it self, or picked out
heere in other Churches, The Pope besaught to applie some indulgences to the place…” However,
as Wotton reported,
...the Monckes of the Frari (who pretend great skill in Churche Musique and have of theire
Bodie an excellent Composer comparable at least in theire owne opinion with the best of Italie)
founde themselvs greeved that thease Milanesi (whose Chapel was in theire Churche) should
provide Musique abroade bothe to theire prejudice and disgrace.328
Wotton was evidently dubious about the quality of music at the Frari and perhaps even
preferred the musicking of the controversial Milanese interlopers. The maestro di cappella at the
time seems to have been Giacomo Finetti, a Franciscan friar who had served as a choirmaster at
Iesi Cathedral and the Church of the Santissimo Sacramento in Ancona, and he also directed music
at the Ca’ Grande convent. Highly regarded throughout the Continent, he composed several motets
and other works in the concertato style for multiple voices and basso continuo. He also composed
polychoral music. The Frari’s organist at the time was Giovanni Picchi, who was a composer and
lutenist as well. He also served as organist at the Scuola Grande di San Rocco. He composed
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keyboard and instrumental ensemble pieces, as well as polychoral and other vocal works. One of
his untitled keyboard toccatas appears in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, though how it made its
way into this English collection is unknown. Members of the Frari cappella were often hired for
competitive positions at the scuole grandi, indicating that there was a generally high level of
musicianship at the Frari.329
According to Wotton, the monks of the Frari first complained privately to the Milanese
consul, Ludovico Carcano. Carcano was unsympathetic to their cause, responding that he could
spend his money as he wished and that the monks should focus on their own saint. Carcano then
locked the doors to the Frari’s Milanese chapel. The monks took their case to the Council of Ten,
who sent for Carcano and the previous year’s Milanese consul. The Ten demanded that they
unhand the chapel keys, but the consuls had already given the keys to the Spanish ambassador,
Alfonso de la Cueva, First Marquis of Bedmar. The Ten ordered that Carcano and the former
consul be held in an unlit prison, and Venetian authorities forcibly broke open the chapel doors.
De la Cueva, though at first reluctant to intercede, eventually sent his secretary to the State
Inquisitors with the keys. The Milanese consuls were freed, but the Frari would resound with little
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music that year. Wotton wrote, “By this accident the day of the Sainct was this yeare but meanely
solemnized yet theare was some musique and a laudatorie sermon…” He concluded that the matter
was of diplomatic importance in that “the vigor of the State was somewhat notable standing as
they doe with Spayne at the present.” In other words, large-scale political opposition between
Venice and Spain was played out not only in multiple, concurrent wars beyond the Republic, but
also in a local battle of musical proportions.330
Wotton had an acute ability to read the political messaging keyed to different musical
choices in the Catholic liturgy, which might have been lost on English ambassadors less familiar
with Venetian ceremonial. On several occasions, he noted the odd absence of music from services
that normally would have included it, as these irregularities indicated to him that something was
politically amiss. After negotiating a tense rapprochement between Venice and the pope at the
conclusion of the Interdict in 1607, the French cardinal François de Joyeuse essentially received a
ceremonial silent treatment from the Republic. In lieu of a brassy, jubilant reception, the cardinal
was denied the privilege of celebrating Mass at San Marco. He did so instead at the Basilica of
San Pietro di Castello, as Wotton reported to the English diplomat Thomas Edmondes,
…wth out intervention of the Signrie: wth out musicke, wth out noyse of bells or of artigliery
at the elevation, wth out any forme of benediction or absolution accept the ordinarie of the missal
benedicat vobis Deus &c: finally wth out any publique note of gladnes or thankefulnes or so much
as acknowledgment on theire parts heere…[W]ere neither the cannons, nor musitions of the sayd
church there nor any of the Sig.rie nor above two of the whole nobility, and those such as might
easily make theire excuse of not being there for devotion, nether I thinke in the memorie of man
was there ever knowne so still a day at the conclusion of troubles, nor universally so composed
sylence.331
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It is difficult to tell whether Wotton procured this information himself, from one of his
“good fellows,” or from another source. Over ten years later, he recounted a similar incident to
Carleton at the Venetian Scuola di San Rocco:
Among other notes of this weeke lett me tell yr Lordp that we have seene one great
solecisme. A St Roccoes day uncelebrated with Musique: even theire peculiar Saint: which in
common discourse is attributed eather to the avarice or the spight of an Apothecarie on whom that
confraternitie did laye the charge of those rites this yeare agaynst his will. This emision to many
eares may perchaunce sounde like a tryfel: but the Popes instruments worcke uppon it, and saye It
is no merveile [marvel] if his authoritie be decayed heere (as hath bene lately seene in violating
the Court of Inquisition, and in a rounde proceeding agaynst the Bishop of Padova) when theire
owne Saints (for Rocco is not yet in the Roman Canon) are So Slighted. The ayre is full of such
declamations as thease, and perchaunce the Apothecarie may smart for it.332
Wotton interpreted this lack of musical ceremonial for the Feast of San Rocco as a subtle
protest against the Papacy, though that may not have necessarily been the case. In his article on
music at the scuola, Denis Arnold largely dismissed Wotton’s perspective in this passage, writing,
“The attribution of a political motive is typical of Wotton. We may believe in the less sinister
reason. But probably the real blow at the music-making of the School was the great plague of
1631,” at which point the school lost quite a bit of money and struggled to fund musicians.333
Either way, Wotton’s reading of a non-musical celebration as a form of anti-Papal protest rendered
it as such for his colleague abroad and reveals much about the ambassador’s own understanding
of how music could be deployed to send a political message.
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Exchange of Instruments, Song Texts, and other Musical Materials
The same channels of communication that carried the embassy’s near-daily dispatches back
to England also carried instruments, song texts, notated music, and other musical objects. Sending
or writing about musical materials like Wotton’s book of “Spanish ayres” facilitated the exchange
of intelligence and helped diplomatic officials to maintain professional connections with contacts
at home. Wotton and Carleton purchased paintings, sculptures, glassware, and other Italian goods
for various English correspondents in order to secure their continued political support and thus
employment upon returning home. The embassy’s acquisition of these items helped to build some
of the most substantial art collections in seventeenth-century England, such as those of Prince
Henry; Robert Carr; Robert Cecil, First Earl of Salisbury; and George Villiers, First Duke of
Buckingham.334 Within this international gift economy, the exchange of musical gifts or
commissions not only ingratiated ambassadors with powerful patrons but also ensured a continued
flow of information in and out of the embassy, prompted useful political discussions, and even
provided evidence to support embassy intelligence reports. Tracking the transit of these objects
across borders suggests that the embassy should be recognized not only as central to the history of
English art collecting, but also significant to the movement of musical instruments and scores from
the Continent to Jacobean England.
Wotton’s surviving correspondence reveals him to be a particularly strategic musical giftgiver. One of his undated letters to an unnamed recipient demonstrates his particular brand of
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transactional generosity: he hoped to swap artistic renderings of musicians for information,
appealing to his correspondent’s apparent affinity for music:
…I Send you by this Bearer (to keep you in mirth) a pyping Shepherd, done by Cavalier
Bassano, and so well, as may merit some place in your Chamber, which I hear, is the Center of
good musick; to which, out of my pieces at home, I have commanded James [Vary] to add a
Messara playing upon a Timbril, done by Allessandro Padovano [Varotari Alessandro Leone, or
Padovanino]; a rising Titian, as we esteem him.
Good Sir, let us know some true passages of the plight of the Court. I have laid about for
some constant intelligence from forrain parts...335
As in the case of Wotton’s clandestine meetings at San Girolamo and Santi Giovanni e
Paolo, this letter opens up covert channels of communication by strategically invoking musical
and visual art in the same manner. In dealings of the English state, church paintings and singing
nuns could be used to the same ends, just as a Padovanino piece and a private music room could
both be instrumentalized to procure the same valuable information. In this context, Wotton’s
confluence of two art forms in service to a single political objective commodifies them as
government tools of roughly equivalent political value.
In 1617 Wotton apologized to an unnamed privy councilor for his own delayed diplomatic
reports by sending him “a very poor Present of strings for your Musick, wherof I will provide
hereafter better store, and if it be possible, of better qualitie…” Wotton also promised to ship him
Murano glass, along with “some Lutes of Sconvelt and Mango…”336 Venice was known
throughout Europe as a major manufacturer of not only plucked musical instruments but also gut
strings. Wotton was no doubt referring to two specific instrument-makers in Venice: the sixteenthcentury German-Venetian luthier Magnus Tieffenbrucker and the fifteenth-century German
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lutenist and luthier Nicolò Sconvelt. Sconvelt’s products continued to be prized in London long
after his death.337
Carleton and other embassy officials occasionally sent song texts to attest to the veracity
of their intelligence reports. In a 1610 dispatch to Edmondes, Carleton described
…a Capuchin preacher we have here, who hath so sayde abowt him all this lent that he
hath bin followed like an Apostle, and he hath now brought up a new fashion of Catachising
standing as his manner is at the high alter wth a halter abowt his neck, and asking his audience
many passionat questions to wch they answeare wth a lowde and lamentable crie sometimes padre
si, and then according to the demaund padre no, and there can not be imagined a more ridiculuous
fopperie. great instance was used by some of the principal Senators his disciples to have him preach
before the Duke [the doge] wch he would by no meanes permitt nor none of his order. and since I
am fallen uppon this matter I will conclude with a song wch in all likelyhoode some of those he
called uccellacci [“birds of prey”] have made in his praise and you have it hereinclosed.338
Wotton’s former embassy secretary (and nephew) Albertus Morton sent a similar dispatch
to Winwood from Montmélian in January 1615, in which he attached a newsy ballad of the sort
sung to popular tunes:
I have mett nothing on the way worthy yr honrs reading which makes me thrust in this discourse
of the present estate of these places; with one of those ballads which every soldier sings, in which
yett may be read their affection toward the Spaniard [King Philip III of Spain].339
Finally, embassy employees were often commissioned to acquire books for clients in England,
and on occasion these deliveries included notated music. In 1607 George Rooke, a staffer in
Wotton’s household, bought one such bundle of books for Francis Windebank, the future English
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secretary of state. Rooke informed Windebank in December that he had almost finished making
all requested purchases and would send them to London on the next ship, “unles you desire to
aparell them after the English fashion…”340 It appears that they were still in transit in April 1608,
at which point Rooke gave Windebank a more detailed description of what he had procured. Along
with a number of maps, history books, and publications on contemporary politics, Rooke had also
purchased a few songbooks. He informed Windebank,
…The Songes that I send you I hope will be liked yet. I am so ill a musitione that the best
comendations I can give them is that thay are newe, I have made bould to send throwgh your
handes 1. sett of songes (wch are just the same that yours be) to an honest Cosen of myne, one Mr
Richard Chalcroft, wch when you have them, I praie let them be delivered him, at my Lord Wottons
Chamber in Court, or in his absence to Mr Nicholas Pay, his Lops Secretarye, to be sent him into
kent, if from at court he be absent.341
Rooke’s language suggests that the book’s pieces had only recently been composed, and that
they were perhaps representative of the Italian stile recitativo. This musical gift for Richard
Chalcroft was evidently not without its political motivations: Chalcroft was also helping Rooke to
coordinate his return home. As Rooke explained,
For my owne returne into England it is very uncertayne to myselfe, yet if you desier to knowe
it, praie be acquainted with Dick Chalcroft, whose next letter perhaps will make me come to some
resolutione therein…342
These music-related passages in Rooke’s letter appear alongside intelligence reports on
international politics and commerce, for example pertaining to Robert Dudley’s movements
throughout the peninsula. According to Rooke, Dudley “continueth in Livorne, and hath latelye
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finished his shipp: wch hath givne great satisfactione to the great Duke.” He added that the free Port
of Livorno was “a continuall receiver of all our sea offendors…”343 By 1608 Livorno was one of
the foremost international markets for the sale of pirated commodities and was also soon to become
the principal node of long-distance trade between Northwestern Europe and the Levant.344 Rooke
may not have had an ear for music, but he was certainly attuned to the business of English Catholics
and their influence on maritime traffic.

Secular Ceremonial and Entertainments
Sacred music figures prominently in primary sources on the embassy, but references to
music in secular ceremonial, entertainments, and other festivities are considerably scarce. This by
no means indicates that diplomatic officials only visited churches. There is ample evidence of their
attendance at theatrical and public events of all varieties, even if few records survive of their
interaction with music in these contexts. Both Wotton and Carleton were greeted in Venice with
elaborate reception ceremonies, as mentioned in my introduction.345 An Italian account of
Carleton’s arrival recounts an event similar to Wotton’s first welcome: following Carleton’s initial
audience with the Collegio, his retinue and a cortège of Venetian senators were escorted to the
ambassador’s new home, “where drums, trumpets, and many kinds of instruments were gathered
together.”346 Wotton’s and Carleton’s status as Protestant envoys prevented them from taking part
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in most state processions and ceremonials, but they did observe them. They witnessed the regatta,
the Feast of the Ascension, Carnival festivities, and other music-filled celebrations. Wotton
attended masked feste, and both diplomats had an interest in theatre.347 Notably, Wotton brought
his staff to Vicenza in 1618 to see Torquato Tasso’s Torrismondo at the Teatro Olimpico.348
Wotton’s and Carleton’s few surviving responses to musica profana in Italy tend to be
negative, portraying Venetian, Spanish, and French musical happenings as unruly and clashing
with the professional standards of the English diplomatic corps. Once again, these rhetorical
choices contributed to the projection of a distinct English Protestant cultural identity in opposition
to the embassy’s Catholic, Venetian surroundings. However, Carleton’s embassy account books
also complicate this reading of his and Wotton’s prose. These records show that occasional travel
outside of the city allowed embassy officials to hear local musicians at inns and other venues. They
enjoyed Italian musical entertainments and employed trumpeters to assist in their diplomatic
negotiations. Thus, as was the case with sacred music, English agents in Venice demonstrated a
conflicted relationship to the secular sounds around them.
Carleton’s contempt for all things Catholic and “noisy” resurfaces in his written responses
to Carnival, though he was nevertheless enthusiastic about these festivities. He raved to
Chamberlain about the “extraordinarie” Carnival season that he had celebrated in February 1614,
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in which he and his entourage had been invited “to a great feast, where was choise made of the
companie and no cost spared for the entertainment, and all performed without disorder…”349 The
feast was hosted by relatives of Antonio Foscarini, and Carleton was eager that his positive review
reach the ears of his Venetian diplomatic counterpart in London.350 Carleton disparaged the
relative “disorder” to be found in the homes of other ambassadors in the city:
…I nothing envie the Spanish and French feasts, where was much busseling and strugling
betwixt the common cortisans and theyr branos, and little more then at the common balls for a
bets. onely ye Spanish Ambassador has a comedie and a supper – to wch he invited the Nontio and
the French who had a lettis windowe to looke through, wch the cortisans that satt in the hall where
the comedie was, called his caponara, yet some hens gott in at back dores and therby made his
supper chere entiere. The French Ambr played the goode fellow more at his house, for he had
musick in an inward chamber sometimes, and came often owt himself and walkt and danst in ye
thickest.351
Hidden music, by Carleton’s assessment, was trickery on par with the covert activities of
his own secret government informants. Courtesans, by contrast, made an embarrassingly
conspicuous display of their competing talents. He apparently cared for neither option. These
women most likely performed their various “branos” as virtuosic, unwritten solo songs
accompanied on the lute, as was standard practice in early modern Italy.352 Carleton frequently
discussed courtesans, and with fervent disapproval. Wotton tended to avoid them, claiming that he
could not trust himself against their temptations, but Carleton was equal parts fascinated and
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scandalized by them.353 In stressing his preference for the more controlled, subdued Carnival feast
that he attended, Carleton explained that the order maintained by Venetian authorities had much
to do with their monitoring of women partygoers. He praised the “minutie demaunded by theyr
grave Senators,” which determined
…whether theyr woemen did answeare when they were spoken to, whether they puld of
theyr gloves when they were taken owt or called any English to danse, and so concerning theyr
apparel and diet wherin for that night they had leave to make breach into the strictnes of theyr
lawes.354
This discourse is typical of Carleton’s letters. Emily Ross’s study of misogynistic gossip
between Carleton and Chamberlain provides numerous examples of Carleton’s tendency to
depersonalize and homogenize women subjects, and to evaluate them on how well they conformed
to their prescribed domestic roles. Carleton’s general response to courtesans was selfcontradictory. His voyeurism into their activities allowed him to spread gossip about their deviant
behavior while still asserting his own moral superiority.355 In February 1612 Carleton wrote to an
unidentified recipient that the former English ambassador to the Ottoman Empire, Thomas Glover,
had been making his way home through Southern Italy, with
…an ayuda di costa in cotanti of both ech of the Viceroys in Sicily and Naples of 2000/
crowns in cotanti but, by many sutes and other pretentions wch he layde uppon them was soone
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discharged per un impertinente, and yet being taken wth the love of an old singing cortisan he was
kept at Naples by that circa for the space of 50 dayes.356
This description of Glover’s dishonorable discharge portrays his Neapolitan “singing
cortisan” as a precariously beguiling abductor, leading Glover astray from his diplomatic duties
and into a state of professional disgrace. It is a well-established trope that Italian courtesans were
likened to sinister sirens, whose entrancing music and seductive powers could unravel an unwitting
male aristocrat’s reputation and drain him of his wealth.357 Bonnie Gordon has argued that the
singing voice of the seventeenth-century courtesan was a metonym for her sexuality, as
experienced through contemporary understandings of the physical mechanics of song, love, and
desire.358 According to Games, English travelers understood their own role within global religious
and political hierarchies through the lens of sexuality. English writers criticized the power
structures of Catholic Europe by condemning its licentiousness and perversity, establishing a moral
high ground for themselves in spaces where they were the minority. The work of Peter Parolin has
also shown the multitude of ways in which Italy was coded as feminine in early modern English
literature, while England took on a more masculine characterization. English authors portrayed
Italy as a weakened, feminine, and morally corrupt land that had abdicated its status as a world
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power, leaving a void to be filled by the emerging British empire.359 From Carleton’s perspective,
the unrestrained musicking of these temptresses was perilous not only to the moral health of his
colleagues, but also to the stability of the English diplomatic corps and, by extension, the prosperity
of England itself. His descriptions of courtesans represent courtesans as a visceral symbol of these
cultural anxieties.
Both Wotton and Carleton were critical of cacophonous public revelries, typically those
celebrating foreign political triumphs. Following the election of Matthias of Austria as Holy
Roman Emperor in 1612, Carleton reported on a Spanish musical celebration in Venice that had
riotously backfired. According to Carleton, de la Cueva had
…made a feast of noises, for the ioy of the election of the Emperor; and because he desired
to have it sounded wth voices as lowd as wth his drumbs, trombetts, and chumbers [chambers] he
raused a small some of money to be given viritim’ amongest the poore people that flocke thither,
wth this condition that they should cry Viva la casa d’Austria, but hereupon followed a contrary
effert, for they all ran in tumult out of his gates wth a cry of their owne Viva St. Marco, and as
fowle reproches against the Spaniards as can be imagined.360
Carleton also recounted some of these details to Ercole Salici, ambassador from the Swiss
Grisons to Venice, remarking that de la Cueva had caused news of the election to
…resound everywhere with drums, trumpets, and petards, about which these Signori
laugh, as they know very well that that joyfulness is nothing but false, and that it would not have
happened in that manner if the King of Spain could have done otherwise...361
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“…risonare per tutto co’ tamburi, trombetti, & petardi, di che se ne ridono questi
SS sapendo come chi sanno benissimo che non sia che finta quell’allegrezza, & che non havria
mai passata la cosa cosi in quella maniera se il Ré di Spagna havesse potuto fare
altrimente.” Carleton to Ercole Salici, June 14, 1612, State Papers 99/10, f.32v.
ri
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Wotton made a similar report in 1617. Notifying Carleton of a recent Venetian naval
victory against the Spanish, Wotton stated that he had no details as of yet, but “if I knewe any I
thinke the confused noise of voices and drumms here; (that have chased the Spanish Ambassadour
home who was taking the ayre in his Gondola) would putt all owt of my head.”362 Carleton’s and
Wotton’s accounts portray these musical merriments as an absurd, comedic cat-and-mouse game
between Venetian subjects and the Spanish embassy. De la Cueva may have initiated a “feast of
noises” to honor his own nation, but his Venetian neighbors had the power to twist these sonic
bombardments in their own favor and against the Spanish embassy. De la Cueva was repeatedly
made a fool. Taken together, these dispatches convey a state of confused chaos between both
Catholic communities, in which a series of promising political shifts for either side only circled
back to the same unmanageable conflicts that continued to rage throughout the peninsula and
preoccupy English diplomats for decades to come.
And yet, when Carleton ventured into Turin in 1615 to attend to these very issues, he and
his retinue seem to have embraced the many musical gaieties that Northern Italy had to offer.
Carleton’s few surviving account books indicate that he and his entourage enjoyed several musical
entertainments during their travels to and from Savoy to negotiate the Peace of Asti. In February
the embassy made multiple payments in Turin to “musitiens yt plaied at Dinner” and to “ye blind
singer,” as well as to trumpeters in Padua and Brescia.363 On Anne Carleton’s way from Venice to
Turin in April, she paid musicians in Brescia and at an inn in Peschiera del Garda.364 In August of
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that year Carleton’s treasurer (and cousin) Nathaniel Brent recorded more embassy payments to
dancers and “trompeters and musitiens” in Cremona, and then to more trumpeters and other
entertainers in Mantua and Vicenza. Further records list yet more payments to musicians and
trumpeters who accompanied Carleton’s entourage into the Spanish camp.365 Carleton’s
trumpeters were, of course, a diplomatic necessity for an ambassador of his rank in formal
negotiations. These journeys throughout the Veneto and beyond were a prime opportunity for
musical tourism, enabling Carleton’s staff and family to hear local musicians.

Italian Musical Networks
While English diplomats were legally forbidden from welcoming most of Venetian society
into their embassy households, there is some evidence of their connections to specific Italian
musicians in England, the Republic, and beyond. Both Wotton and Carleton monitored the
activities of Italian immigrant musicians at the Stuart court, occasionally intervening on their
behalf or looking to them for intelligence reports from Italy. Carleton also knew (or knew of) a
local musician near his home in the Cannaregio, and Wotton clearly made an impression on
Sigismondo d’India, probably on a mission to Turin. I touch on these few points of musical contact
at the embassy, introducing them as a potential springboard for future research reconstructing the
international networks that engendered both musical transculturation and intelligence exchange
between Seicento Italy and England.
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Both Wotton and Carleton corresponded about the Foscarini-Muscorno trial, occasionally
entering into the crossfire themselves. Beyond what I have already detailed in Chapter 1, I share
here further information on the English embassy’s involvement in the affair and its
communications with Italian musicians in London. In January 1613 Giulio Muscorno’s close
friend, the Italian diplomat and writer Giovanni Francesco Biondi asked Carleton to put in a good
word for Muscorno in Venice.366 Carleton acquiesced to Biondi’s request and in February sang
Muscorno’s praises before the Collegio, extolling the secretary’s popularity with the king and
court.367 Two years later Carleton was still backing Muscorno, who had his sights set on a future
posting as secretary to the Venetian Senate. Carleton wrote to Winwood in February 1615,
I fayle not to doe Sigr Moscorno all the goode offices I may possibly uppon all apt occasions
both in privat and publique, declaring the goode satisfaction he gives his Maty and the whole court:
but concerning a particulr recommendation of his person to the place of the Secretarie of Pregadi
[Senate], to wch he pretends, since it pleaseth yr hr to refer it to my discretion.368
Shortly thereafter, Carleton went before the Collegio again to repeat his earlier
commendations for Muscorno. He praised Foscarini as well.369 Meanwhile, in England, Foscarini
asked Wotton to help him procure letters of support from the king, but to no avail.370 After
Muscorno had been arrested in 1616, Carleton explained to Winwood that the former secretary’s
…imputation is a certaine booke wch passeth from hand to hand in England wth title and
relation of le boffonerie del Sigr Foscarini…the auctors wherof are informed the State to be
Moscorno and Biondi, of wch yf he can not well acquitt himself…will make the matter lie heavie
uppon him; and he will not possibly escape some exemplarie punishment. Any office wch may be
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used in his favor would doe him more hurt then help, otherwise I should not fayle to assist him
uppon yr hrs former recommendations.371
Despite his continued concern for Muscorno’s success, Carleton was wary of Biondi’s
imminent journey to Venice with Wotton. Biondi’s implication in Muscorno’s schemes had the
potential to further tarnish Wotton’s international reputation at the start of his second embassy.
Carleton pleaded with Winwood,
yf Biondi continue still in his Maties favor and service, yr hr, yf you please, may advise him
not to continue his purpose of cumming hether wth Sr Henry Wotton; for his hand is knowne to
have bene in that booke, and Sr H: Wotton in his Biondi’s person (wch can not walke at libertie in
Venice) may receave some disgrace.372
Wotton and Morton are both listed as witnesses in the Venetian State Inquisitors’ case files
for the trial.373 Wake was also tasked with examining his future secretary Thomas Rowlandson,
who had allegedly witnessed Foscarini’s misconduct while in London.374 Morton and one other
examinee testified that the king had sent Morton to Foscarini to discuss Muscorno, at which point
Foscarini told the Englishman that Muscorno was guilty of “terrible vice, of felonies against his
rightful sovereign.” According to Morton, the king been joking that Foscarini had fabricated these
claims in order to incriminate Muscorno for plotting against the king’s life with the Spanish
ambassador to England. Both Morton and Wotton alleged that Foscarini had asked the king three
times for a pardon in his case against Muscorno but was unsuccessful.375 Wotton also demonstrated
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his support for Foscarini before the Collegio in 1616, stating that the ambassador’s arrest would
come as unfortunate news to the king, who had been fond of Foscarini and respected his service
to the Republic.376
The Foscarini-Muscorno case wasn’t the English embassy’s only connection to the Italian
musicians questioned. Carleton had been in contact with Giovanni Maria Lugaro, for example,
about other political matters long before the trial’s start. The English ambassador reached out to
him in March 1614 in hopes of procuring some intelligence from Genoa:
I heare of Letters going towards yow out of my house at a time when I am casting about
for some good Correspondent in Genoa uppon a particular occasion wch doth now present it self,
& knowing what place you have in his Mats Court, and having receaved good information by many
hands since your comming into these parts of your thankfull acknowledgment of those favors wch
were there to your merit, and the continuance of your affection to his Mats service, I seeke no
further then to your self, desiring yow for these two or three moneths space I may exchange some
letters with you, & as long after as you please.377
Carleton went on to explain that he was tracking the movements of the Earl of Tyrone,
Hugh O’Neill, a notorious leader in the Irish resistance against the Tudor conquest of Ireland.
O’Neill had fled to Italy several years prior, but Carleton had recently heard that the earl and his
family were planning to travel to France, Barcelona, or even back to Ireland through the Port of
Genoa.378 Carleton continued,
…[With] some vigilancy he may be heard of. wch if it please you to use in this occasion
and advertise me of what yow can understand, yow will do his Ma.tie an acceptable peece of service;
& I will not faile to do you the right of making mention of your person in that sort as is fit to make
this addition to your former merit. Yow will conceave that there will be required both dexterity
and Secresy in this inquirie, as there will be expedition; for this moneth now entring or the two
next, ether he will be with you or the season will be past for travaile at this time. If you embrace
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this Comission I pray you let me speedily heare from you, and direct yo.r Letters to me under a
cover Al Molto Ill.re il Sig.r Gregorio di Monte in casa a S.t Mauritio in Venetia.379
At the end of his letter Carleton added,
I write to you in this language because I presume you understand it and so doe few else in
Genoa so as it may stand in place of a cypher. you neede not force yr self to write English because
there will be no doubt according to this addresse of ye safe delivery of yr letters.380
Whether Lugaro did eventually write to Monti remains uncertain. The catalogued state
papers in the English National Archives contain no correspondence between Lugaro and Monti
from this period. More research into Lugaro’s possible work as a government informant may yield
further information about his ties to intelligencers in Genoa, to the English embassy, or to other
political patrons in London and abroad.
Beyond Carleton’s musical contacts in London, the English ambassador also associated
with an unknown musician who lived near his home in Venice, though I was unable to determine
the musician’s cultural identity. In April 1612 he told Chamberlain, “Owr musitian’s house over
the way is turned to a Convent of Capucine so as now we shall not want miracles.”381 A few months
later Carleton mentioned this musician again in one of his characteristic complaints about noisy
nuns. He wrote to the English agent John Finet that his household was “in daunger to be rung out
of the parish by certaine Capuchine Nuns who have planted themselves at the Musitians house
over the way, and waste not to tingle their poore bell, day nor night.”382 The convent in question
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was probably the Cappuccine di Cannaregio, about which hardly anything is known.383 Whether
Carleton socialized with or merely observed this musician remains undetermined.
Wotton’s most high-profile known musical contact in Italy was Sigismondo d’India, whom
he seems to have met during one of his missions to Turin. D’India was the director of chamber
music for the court of Savoy and no doubt treated Wotton to a great deal of sumptuous music. In
1616 d’India named Wotton as dedicatee in his fifth book of madrigals for five voices. The book
was published right when Wotton made yet another journey to Turin, and thus the English
ambassador could have received a copy of the book from the Italian musician in person. D’India’s
dedicatory epistle contains Neoplatonic references to proportion and harmony as metaphors for
political power, and it implies that Wotton appreciated d’India’s compositions.384 D’India’s words
portray Wotton as precisely the ideal, musically inclined “Diver into Causes, and into the
Mysteries of Proportion” that the ambassador would later describe in his own architectural treatise.
A full English translation is as follows:
To the Illustrissimo and Eccellentissimo: Signore Cavagliero Henry Wotton, Ambassador
of the King of England to the Serenissima Republic of Venice.
The ancient Platonists asserted that in Heaven there are earthly things, but of a Celestial
nature, & on earth heavenly things, but of an earthly nature, attributing all of their properties to
some order of these causes that in their operation immediately depend on the root cause, so that
they were then made sacrifices to each genius by the superstitious pagans, dedicating to them
animals, plants, & other things conforming to their powers and to their nature. As such, having to
show Vostra Eccellenza some act of my devotion toward you, I have deemed that Music here is
very well proportioned for your delight, which sometimes, with most prudent sharing of your great
thoughts in the handling of most serious business, you take up, & for the sympathy that this very
noble profession has with symmetry, and with the harmony of your soul, gifted with all those
prerogatives of science, & of speculation that pertained to these deified heroes; Accept, then,
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Eccellenza Vostra, this work of mine to the degree that, by your benignity, it was deigned to
always place my person near your graciousness, & that you would be pleased to treat it with care,
at least for having been an affection produced by the influence of your Virtue and your merits, &
humbly bowing before Vostra Eccellenza, I wish you a very happy life from the Lord God.
From Turin on the 28 of June. 1616.
From Your Illustrissimo and Eccellentissimo Lordship’s
Obligatissimo Servant
Sigismondo d’India385
The book contains eighteen Italian madrigal settings of poetry by authors such as Giovanni
Battista Guarini, Torquato Tasso, and Giambattista Marino. In analyzing these pieces, Suzanne
Court, John Steele, Jorge Morales, and others have described d’India’s publication as a refined
example of equal-voice polyphony in the stile moderno, which sensitively translates the affect
conveyed by its poetic texts into musical sound through expressive cadences, complex
counterpoint, rhetorical polyphonic writing, and radical harmonic experimentation. Compared to
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d’India’s other books of madrigals, this publication includes no continuo madrigal settings and
also demonstrates a preference for extended root-position harmonies.386
Wotton wasn’t the only ambassador to whom d’India dedicated a book of music, but he
was d’India’s only English dedicatee. There could be any number of reasons why d’India chose to
offer Wotton this specific book of music. In any case, I would posit that both the Italian musician
and his English patron understood the popularity of these specific Italian poets in the English
madrigal repertory, the currency of madrigals in England, and the importance of polyphonic music
to the diplomatic enterprise more generally. As an English violist, Wotton would have been well
acquainted with highly contrapuntal music, and he might have found this volume especially
suitable for playing in consort. Its extensive collection of equal-voice polyphony would have been
ideal for an evening of musical “table-talk” among Wotton’s political colleagues.
To highlight one example from collection, the book’s first madrigal, “Felice Primavera,”
sets a poetic text by Tasso about the ebullience of springtime on the River Po. Along with its joyful
pastoral theme, the piece’s imitative polyphony and pervasive word-painting evokes the musical
style of the English madrigal school, and its five loquacious voices are engaged in dynamic
“conversation” with one another from beginning to end. The second part of Tasso’s text, for
instance, describes a familiar outdoor scene:
Danzan le Ninfe honeste e i Pastorelli
E i susurranti augelli infra le fronde
Al mormorar de l’onde: e i vaghi fiori
Donan le Gratie a i pargoletti Amori.

The comely Nymphs and Shepherds dance,
As do the twittering birds among the leaves
To the murmuring of the waves: and beautiful flowers
Are given to young Cupids by the Graces.
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D’India’s musical setting repeats and recomposes line 2 as well as the first phrase of line
3 before continuing onward through line 3 to line 4. The contrast between lines 2 and 3 in both
iterations creates a sprightly, dance-like dialogue between the poem’s chirping birds and gurgling
river. D’India’s first statement of line 2 introduces its birdsong chorus through a scaffolded point
of loose motivic imitation, starting with the cantus entry and descending to the bass entry (mm.
52-5, Figure 2.4). The phrase “E i susurranti augelli infra le fronde” is then sounded by all five
voices in quick syllabic successions of eighth and quarter notes. Rarely do different voice parts
declaim the same syllables at once. Most strikingly, all five voices sing different vowels on the
second beat of m. 56. This breathless, messy twittering reaches a pause in mm. 58-9, when an
evaded cadence promising a resolution on C is interrupted by B-flats in both the quintus and tenor
voices (m. 59, Figure 2.5), creating an arresting cross-relation with the B4 previously heard in the
cantus voice. The ensuing new phrase of text, “Al mormorar de l’onde,” briefly pulls the piece into
longer, more leisurely note values and a firm cadence on B-flat (mm. 59-62), evoking a smoother,
steadier flow of murmuring water.
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Figure 2.5. D’India, “Felice Primavera,” mm. 59-62
In mm. 62-3 the choir of birds returns in full imitative force, this time led by the alto part.
All five voices launch back into their earlier chirpy patter-song (mm. 62-8, Figures 2.5-6), passing
around an even quicker motive of descending stepwise eighth notes, as syllables clash even more
frequently between concurrently sounding voices. When the river finally reenters the conversation
in mm. 68-70 (Figure 2.7), it merges somewhat with the rhythmic motive of the birds. All five
voices declaim the first three syllables of the line’s repeated text (“Al mormor-”) in loose rhythmic
diminution before easing back into a slower rhythmic pace on “-rar de l’onde.” It is the water that
finally ends this conversation with a cadence in C (m. 70), figuratively syncing up with the
birdsong’s earlier, thwarted movements. This animated exchange between the scene’s twittering
birds and undulating waves plays on multiple layers of madrigalisms that depend on a dense
polyphonic texture throughout.
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Figure 2.6. D’India, “Felice Primavera,” mm. 63-8
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Figure 2.7 D’India, “Felice Primavera,” mm. 69-71
D’India’s publication is never mentioned among Wotton’s possessions in any surviving
primary sources. Wotton might have played it alongside d’India in Turin. It might have been one
of the Italian books left to Isaac Bargrave in Wotton’s will. Perhaps Wotton kept this book in
Venice with him and played through its contents on his viola da gamba in the company of English
colleagues like Bargrave. Perhaps Bargrave’s son, Robert, also became familiar with d’India’s
madrigals and played them on his return voyages to Venice nearly thirty years later. Though it may
never be possible to trace the exact trajectory of this publication’s ownership within Wotton’s
social circles, it is certainly worth remembering that the book may have circulated among the
ambassador’s family, friends, and colleagues as well.

Conclusion
It was no accident (or, at the very least, highly convenient) that James I’s first diplomatic
envoy to Venice had such a pronounced interest in music. The events of the Foscarini-Muscorno
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trial reveal the Venetian embassy in London to have been a buzzing nest of social and political
intrigue, bursting with the sounds of rogue guitarists, rival singer-lutenists, and Catholic Masses.
Its most high-profile politicians readily made music for public audiences, and the Republic’s
thorough institutionalization of crowdsourced espionage found some of its most willing secret
agents in professional musicians abroad. This was not lost on English government officials, who
themselves participated in the trial and attempted to make their own intelligence contacts within
London’s Italian musical community. A diplomatic posting in Venice, then, was a prime
opportunity for Englishmen to hone their own skills in intertwining musical activity with political
work in order to advance England’s global ambitions.
In examining the musical dimensions of both Wotton’s and Carleton’s embassies to
Venice, we can be certain that making, hearing, and communicating about music was a key part
of the institution’s day-to-day social life and ultimate political and commercial function. Not only
does the English embassy emerge as a major site of Anglo-Italian musical transculturation in this
period, but Wotton’s interest in music also rendered him a particularly effective negotiator,
intelligencer, and advocate for English mercantile communities abroad. Even the less enthusiastic
Carleton attended to musical events in his own dispatches. Moreover, the embassy staff’s constant,
somewhat contradictory discourse about foreign musics – and especially Italian sacred music –
contributed to emerging ideas about English national identity, and embassy agents developed their
cosmopolitanism by musicking in the Republic. They carried what they learned into their future
postings as influential politicians and clerics in other foreign lands. One such staffer, Isaac Wake,
would soon assume Wotton’s position and take the embassy’s musical dealings to a new level.
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Chapter 3
Revelries and Revolutions: Music at the English Embassy in Venice, 1623-1652

The Caroline period and Interregnum were a time of tumult for the English embassy.
Diplomatic missions to Venice were in constant upheaval as war raged at home and throughout
the Continent. Resident ambassadors were more rarely appointed, and those who were posted in
the Republic tended to sojourn in Savoy for long intervals in the interest of supporting the
Reformation in Northern Italy, forming military alliances against the Habsburgs, and restoring
Frederick V of the Palatinate to his throne. The 1625 marriage of King Charles I to Henrietta Maria
of France indirectly merged the Stuart and Savoyard dynasties, shifting England’s focus onto its
diplomatic kinship with the court of Turin.387 In the 1630s England all but withdrew from Italian
and other European political affairs, and by the 1640s the English revolution threatened the very
foundation of the diplomatic corps. This more erratic succession of official residents and chargés
d'affaires in Venice has received considerably less attention from political historians than has the
embassy’s Jacobean beginnings. Scholarship on the embassy after 1623 typically illustrates a
fragmented series of unsuccessful political campaigns carried out in a foreign state that mattered
relatively little to the English government. Primary sources pertaining to music and sound at the
embassy, however, suggest that the basic functions of the institution in fact remained consistent:
intelligence acquisition, advancement of English commerce on the Mediterranean, and training
and networking opportunities for young Englishmen abroad.
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English envoys to Venice in the Caroline period and Interregnum continued to fulfill most
of the same ambassadorial duties that had been expected of Wotton and Carleton. Like their
predecessors, these emissaries were learned men and experienced travelers, usually with prior
diplomatic experience abroad. They continued to dispatch intelligence reports, communicate with
Venetian government officials, protect the interests of English merchants abroad, and deal Italian
art for patrons at home.388 So, too, did engagement with music remain central to the embassy’s
daily operations. Source materials on these missions also point to some new developments on this
front, namely an increased presence of Italian musicians within the embassy household; extensive
musical exchange between the English diplomatic community and foreigners throughout the city;
occasional hiring of Italian musicians for concerts and balls at the English embassy; and, finally,
a more relaxed diplomatic view of Italian musical excellence as altogether less menacing to the
moral health of the English state.
In this chapter I locate the many continuities in embassy musicking that carried over from
the Jacobean period to Caroline agents in Venice, while also exploring some apparently newer
aspects of musical life at the embassy. I first provide a chronological survey of the embassy
between 1623 and 1652. I then analyze further references to music in diplomatic discourse. Third,
I examine embassy responses to musical ceremonial, pageantry, and entertainments throughout the
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peninsula and beyond, including the embassy’s own eventual employment of Italian chamber
musicians in service to English state officials. I then present a case study of one embassy lodger,
the diarist, amateur musician, and one-day politician and military officer Bullen Reymes; his
detailed journal wholly confirms the importance of music-making to the social and political vitality
of the embassy, as well as a high degree of embassy interaction with Italian and other foreign
musicians. I then discuss the English ambassador and future military officer Basil Feilding’s
involvement in early Venetian public opera, his connections to local Italian musicians, and his
possible role in the transmission of Italian musical practices to England. Finally, I provide a close
reading of the English diplomat Thomas Killigrew’s Restoration comedy, Thomaso, or the
Wanderer, analyzing how Killigrew’s dramatic work might convey a changing mid-century
English view of Italian music’s seductive powers.

An Embassy in Flux
Isaac Wake was the first resident Caroline ambassador in Venice. Like his forebears, he
had prior diplomatic training and was deeply invested in the Protestant cause in Northern Italy,
especially in the Valtellina. He had previously served as a secretary to Dudley Carleton in Venice
(see Chapter 2) and as English ambassador to Savoy. Wake began his mission to Venice in 1624
and retained this position until 1631, though he continued to move back and forth between Venice
and Turin and also visited Switzerland. During these absences he left various English secretaries
in his stead, including his nephew John Wilkinson (a guitarist) in 1625-6 and the Catholic Thomas
Rowlandson from 1629. Wake’s wife, Anna, followed him to Venice shortly after his arrival. By
the time he assumed his post in the Republic, Wake was already well acquainted with Italian
culture. Anna, however, did not care for the local cuisine and nearly died of a serious illness in
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1627. She and Wake both suffered from heat intolerance and poor health, and this eventually drove
Anna home to England earlier than expected.389 Whether either Isaac or Anna were musicians is
unknown, but Wake did enjoy hearing music and the embassy worked closely with a number of
eminent professional musicians, such as Nicholas Lanier, who facilitated England’s momentous
purchase of the Gonzaga collection (see Chapter 4). Wake was also involved in the FoscariniMuscorno trial (see Chapters 1 and 2) and is the first English ambassador known to have hosted
house concerts in Venice, as expounded below.
Though Wake’s embassy started off somewhat successfully, he did experience financial
troubles and, like his predecessors, clashed with the Republic’s pro-Papal orientation. Moreover,
his frequent journeys to Turin led Venetian officials to wonder whether his loyalties were truly to
the Duke of Savoy. Wake’s official mission as ambassador to Venice was to restore the Palatinate.
Many ambassadors to Venice shared this goal, but they would never succeed. This effort required
Wake to liaison frequently with Savoy and the cantons of Switzerland. Charles I’s marriage to the
Catholic Henrietta Maria of France in 1625 was encouraging to both English and Venetian officials
as a means of curtailing Habsburg influence in Europe. However, England eventually entered into
war with both France and Spain, and Wake was wary of both states’ resistance to Protestant
influence on the Continent. Overall, English diplomacy during Wake’s legation shifted heavily
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towards relations with Savoy, France, Spain, and the Netherlands. Meanwhile English piracy
continued to threaten Venetian shipping, particularly the infamous maritime plundering of the
English courtier, diplomat, and privateer Kenelm Digby. At the Republic’s behest, Wake issued a
notice forbidding English privateers from trafficking un-licensed goods and attacking any vessels
in Venetian waters.390
Wake’s embassy coincided with the legations of two more temporary government agents
in Venice, Michael Branthwaite between 1623 and 1625 and the Scotsman James Hay, First Earl
of Carlisle, between 1628 and 1629. Hay was a diplomat and colonial proprietor. He was at one
point director of the Virginia Company and also profited from colonial enterprises in Ireland and
the Caribbean. Branthwaite’s mission to Venice is yet to be studied by political historians, though
it is known that he had previously worked for Wotton in Venice. Hay’s visit to Venice as
ambassador extraordinary, however, was a lavish, well-documented affair that also took him to
Savoy, Lorraine, Switzerland, and the Netherlands. An experienced agent who had already been
dispatched on multiple diplomatic missions across the Continent, Hay shared Wake’s ambition of
restoring the Palatinate. More than anything, he hoped to establish an alliance between England,
Venice, Savoy, the Huguenots, and the Dutch Republic. Hay spent approximately one month in
Venice during the autumn of 1628. Though the Republic gave him an elaborate musical reception
(as detailed below), his presence in Venice also raised the suspicions of various foreign powers,
and he fell ill for several weeks before he could leave the city.391 Hay generally had a flair for
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grandiosity and reveled in fine banquets and theatrical performances. He was involved with
musicians such as Thomas Campion and the French lutenist Claude de Lespine. Hay, his first wife
Honoria, and his second wife Lucy were also patrons of and participants in English masques.392
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Figure 3.1. James Hay, 1st Earl of Carlisle (1580-1636), studio of William Larkin, c.1618-19.
Courtesy of the Weiss Gallery, London
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With the Republic’s assistance, England reached peace with both France and Spain by 1630
and subsequently withdrew from most political affairs on the Continent. Venice all but abandoned
its mission to unite with England in resistance to the Spanish Habsburgs. The Republic did,
however, attempt to mitigate internationally hazardous Anglo-Dutch maritime conflict.393 The
Thirty Years' War continued to rage throughout Europe, and the English state generally maintained
a policy of neutrality to avoid further expenditures.394 Following Wake’s final departure for Savoy,
Rowlandson continued on as chargé d'affaires for an unusually long duration until 1636, with one
trip back to England in 1631.395 Little is known about Rowlandson. He had previously worked in
Turin and had been questioned in 1615 as a witness in the Foscarini-Muscorno trial (see Chapters
1 and 2).396 He also seems to have worked as English consul in Venice, and he would return again
in 1637 as a private citizen.397 He was also a poet.398
Between 1631 and 1633 Jerome Weston, Second Earl of Portland, served as ambassador
extraordinary to Venice, Florence, Savoy, and France. Weston focused his mission on garnering
support for restoration of the Palatinate as well as an Anglo-French alliance against the Habsburgs.
Weston was also instructed to speak against proposals to divide the Spanish Netherlands between
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France and the Dutch.399 Weston was the first known English diplomat to Venice who did not
speak Italian. As Maria Fusaro has suggested, his and his successors’ generally mediocre grasp of
the Italian language reflects England’s receding concern with Italian affairs during this time.400
By the mid-1630s England had retreated so far from foreign affairs that no official English
resident had been sent to the Republic since Wake. The Venetian government was displeased and
pushed for the nomination of an English ambassador. The young Thomas Carey was appointed in
1634 but passed away from consumption before the start of his mission.401 At long last Basil
Feilding, Second Earl of Denbigh, began a mission to Venice in 1635. His legation as ambassador
extraordinary to the Republic continued through 1639, though he spent most of his final two years
as an agent in Savoy and other Italian states. One of his staffers, Gilbert Talbot, would inherit
Feilding’s post in Venice. As Rowlandson had done for Wake, Talbot stayed on as Feilding’s
chargé d'affaires during Feilding’s travels out of Venice.402 Feilding’s chaplain for the entirety of
his embassy was William Middleton. Middleton, like William Bedell, studied until he could give
his sermons in Italian.403 Feilding had accrued some experience traveling the Continent before the
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start of his embassy, but he has been remembered as a somewhat maladroit statesman with a
tendency toward poor decision-making, such as when he gave refuge to one of his employees who
had murdered a gondolier. However, he fervently defended the interests of English merchants
abroad, at times to the chagrin of the Signory. He would one day serve as an officer in the English
army. Feilding’s wife, Anne, was a Catholic and accompanied him to Venice. She fell terminally
ill and passed away shortly after arriving.404
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Figure 3.2. Basil Fielding, Earle of Denbigh, Wenceslaus Hollar, unknown date. CDN-Ttfl.
Music was a central part of Feilding’s embassy household, as detailed below. He played
the guitar and sang, and both Basil and Anne attended musical events throughout the city, from
church services to operas. The English multi-instrumentalist Bullen Reymes was a close friend
and member of Feilding’s Venetian household.405 Feilding also became acquainted with Benedetto
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Ferrari and Francesco Manelli, two Italian musicians, librettists, poets, and impresarios who played
a key role in establishing Venetian public opera. Ferrari was a multi-instrumentalist and Manelli
was a singer. The singer Maddalena Manelli, Francesco’s wife, published a collection of
Francesco’s music dedicated to Feilding, Manelli’s fourth book of Musiche varie a una due e tre
voci (Venice: Gardano, 1636). Ferrari’s 1638 libretto for the second known public opera performed
in Venice, La maga fulminata (Venice: Antonio Bariletti), is also dedicated to Feilding.406
Feilding’s embassy was followed by a long period of massive upheaval in English politics.
The start of the English Civil War in 1642 drastically disrupted Anglo-Venetian diplomatic
relations. The Venetian government sent no official ambassadors to London from 1642 to 1652.407
Back in Venice, Talbot served as embassy chargé d'affaires from 1639 to 1644. He briefly traveled
back to England to raise money for the Royalist cause but then returned to Venice for six months
in 1645 as a fully accredited resident ambassador. As domestic matters grew more tumultuous in
England, Talbot relied more and more on his own funds while abroad, though he managed to
remain on cordial terms with the doge.408 Talbot’s musical interests are unknown, but Italian
musicians did perform in his Venetian home for Carnival, as discussed below. He was also a poet
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and translated literary works by Italian authors such as Torquato Tasso.409 There appears to have
been a lull in English ambassadorial activity after Talbot’s departure from Venice.
The English Revolution came to its zenith when Charles I was executed in 1649 and
English Parliamentarians established a Commonwealth in 1651.410 The final English ambassador
dispatched to Venice before the Restoration was Thomas Killigrew, better known as a leading
playwright and theatre manager. Prior to his diplomatic posting, Killigrew had already spent a
great deal of time traveling and working throughout the Continent and had written two
tragicomedies while in Italy in 1636. As an exiled Royalist in 1649, Killigrew was appointed as a
special envoy to Venice for Prince Charles Stuart’s household in Paris. He was assigned to seek
financial and other support for the English monarchy from the Republic and other Northern Italian
states. Killigrew arrived in Venice in 1650 and remained there for two years as the prince’s resident
ambassador. During that time, he composed two dramatic romances in Italy, one of which was
entirely written in Venice: Bellamira her Dream. Nearly all of his plays make reference to Italy,
but one of his later plays, Thomaso, clearly refers to Venetian music, as discussed below.411
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Figure 3.3. Thomas Killigrew, William Sheppard, 1650. National Portrait Gallery
Killigrew never perfected his Italian, he struggled financially, and the Venetian
government repeatedly ignored the monarchy’s requests for arms and monetary aid. He did,
however, secure a few concessions for English trade and consular appointments. Bureaucratic
business aside, he surely must have enjoyed himself in Venice. He was known for his great wit
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and revelry, to say nothing of his interest in the theatre.412 He was self-avowedly not a musician,
but he was an enthusiastic connoisseur of Italian music, included songs in his plays, and worked
to have operas staged in England upon his return from the Continent.413 King Charles II would
eventually grant Killigrew and the poet and playwright William Davenant a virtual monopoly on
erecting playhouses, forming companies of players, licensing plays, and producing dramatic
entertainments in London. Killigrew and Davenant were largely responsible for the revival and
flourishing of theatre in Restoration England, along with other new developments such as the
introduction of women performers onto the English stage.414 This may have been inspired in part
by Killigrew’s time in Venice.
As with Henry Wotton’s first embassy nearly fifty years earlier, Killigrew’s Venetian
mission came to an ignominious end. He found himself in questionable standing with the Republic
on account of his tendency to evade customs duties as well as his entanglement in various
smuggling schemes and other illegal enterprises. In June 1652 Killigrew was dismissed by the
Senate on charges of starting an illegal butcher shop in his Venetian home. Foreign officials in
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Venice were given tax rebates on meat, and Killigrew may have needed the extra money.
Nonetheless, as Alfred Harbage first proposed, Killigrew’s dismissal was more likely motivated
by the Republic’s efforts to please England’s Commonwealth government by purging themselves
of official ties to Prince Charles. That same year Venice ended its decade-long diplomatic schism
with England by dispatching the ambassador Lorenzo Paoluzzi to seek English naval assistance
against the Ottoman Empire in the Cretan War.415 No longer welcome in Venice, Killigrew headed
for The Hague and left the English consul Joseph Kent behind as his chargé d'affaires. Kent
departed shortly thereafter.416

“Table Talk” Reprised
Caroline ambassadors to Venice continued the embassy’s tradition of communicating
about music in the interest of English foreign policy. Not only did they remain attentive to music
in state ceremonial and other public events (as examined in more detail below) for the upkeep of
their intelligence reports, but their exchanges with foreign powers also deployed strategic
references to music, and their language was rich with musical metaphors. Discourse about music
sustained the flow of intelligence throughout the English diplomatic corps, generated effective
dialogue with foreign officials, and in this particular period prolonged Venice’s provisional
support for the English crown in the early days of the Commonwealth.
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Wake’s correspondence, for example, demonstrates continued attention to music in matters
of intelligence. In October 1627 he sent the following dispatch to the English secretary of state,
Edward Conway, about an agent of Gabriel Bethlen, Prince of Transylvania:
Gabor

20. 1. 7. 40. 45. 70. 64. hath sent hither a groome of his chamber, who doth say that
there is uppon ye way a more qualifyed person, directed unto mee. If any such do come, I shall
perhaps receave so much light, as may inable mee to guesse as his proceedings, wch I do much
suspect are not sincere, for this Groome (whose commission I have seene) hath order to transport
thither, a Physitian, an Apothecary, a Master of Musique, Fidlers, Plasterers, makers of Cabinets,
& to buy many curiosityes, & toyes, wch do argue, that he hath rather set up his rest uppon ye giving
himself buon tempo, wth his young Lady, then retayned any thought of going into ye feild…417
Though the identity of this “more qualifyed person” remains unclear, Wake’s response to
news of his imminent arrival reveals much about the English ambassador’s own differentiation
between diplomatic “work” and “play.” In Wake’s eyes, the envoy’s plans to bring fiddlers and a
music teacher to the Republic indicated that his mission to Venice bore little weight. Wake, like
Carleton, may have viewed such artistic pursuits as frivolous, especially since both diplomats have
left no known trace of a personal interest in making music. And yet, both Wake and his predecessor
still deemed musical happenings worthy of inclusion in their official dispatches. Wake and his
successors in Venice also did employ musical idioms in their spoken and written language, though
such references to music do surface much less frequently than in Wotton’s writings. In November
1627, for example, Wake wrote to Conway,
Any string wch doth touch ye Cardinal of Richelieu & ye Jesuites, doth make good musique
in the eares of these SSri:, but they cannot conceale the passionate desire wch they have to see the
differences betwixt England & France accommodated, uppon wch point the Doge did yesterday
inlarge himselfe unto mee wth a great deale of zeale, & some heate…418
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Wake’s language does not clarify whether these words were his own or spoken by the doge,
Giovanni I Cornaro. Either way, it seems to have been a commonplace political expression, and it
was how Wake chose to communicate this news to the English secretary of state. In a similarly
ambiguous manner, the Venetian ambassador to Savoy reported to the doge and Senate in
November 1628 that while Hay was in Turin, he claimed that France’s recent military victories
against Spain were no sign that the French would actually declare war against the Habsburgs;
rather, they would “encourage others and invite them to the dance, while they alone stand apart
and play the music.”419 This word choice recalls Wotton’s 1606 speech described in Chapter 2.
Talbot’s language in an April 1638 dispatch upholds that the English ambassadors did at least
occasionally choose to employ such idioms themselves. He wrote to the English secretary of state
(who was also a musician, as described in Chapter 4), Francis Windebank, of a physical conflict
between several different diplomatic officials in Venice over a designated, restricted seat in San
Marco. According to Talbot, the aggressive scuffle between Venetian, Hungarian, French, Dutch,
and Spanish agents caused a commotion in the basilica and “hath made a musicke roome of it.”420
In a more public acknowledgement of music’s relevance to international relations,
Killigrew referenced liturgical music in an address before the Collegio in February 1650.
Attempting to bolster Venetian support for the Royalist cause following the overthrow of the
English monarchy, the ambassador delivered a chilling account of the English Revolution’s
catastrophic, violent course of events, in which music played a supporting role. Many of
Killigrew’s rhetorical choices seem tailored to elicit the sympathy of his Venetian listeners, for
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example his comparison of England’s parliamentarians to the Republic’s own Turkish
adversaries.421 Evoking all at once Venetian choral traditions at San Marco, the resplendent music
of Saint Peter’s Basilica in Rome, deep-rooted Venetian antisemitism, and English understandings
of Italians as exceptionally musical (detailed in Chapter 4), Killigrew declaimed,
“Meanwhile the church of St. Paul, which for its glory and grandeur rivaled that of St.
Peter’s of Rome, remains abandoned; in fact, as is said, it was sold to the Jews as a synagogue, to
whom that Quire – that shortly before resounded with Christian Hymns – will be given, which
instead under them will be profaned by the voices of the Infidels...”422
The cathedral’s sale and conversion into a synagogue was in fact no more than an
unfounded, intensely antisemitic rumor, but it appears to have been effective.423 Subsequent
responses from the Collegio and Senate indicate that Venetian magistrates were ostensibly moved
by Killigrew’s entreaty and at least temporarily offered their solidarity.424 The long history of
antisemitic associations between Jews and noise has been extensively narrated by Ruth
HaCohen.425 Killigrew’s sharp assertion of such associations in this particular context suggests
that this transnational mode of expressing disdain for Jewish “noise pollution” (further explored
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in Chapter 4) was also instrumentalized in service to the establishment of diplomatic alliances
between early modern Christian polities, thereby promoting a transnational public image of both
Venetian and English cultural identities as set against a religious Other.

Ceremonial and Entertainments
Wake’s mission marks the first recorded instance of a formal musical event held at the
embassy, and an extraordinary one at that: a house concert directed by Claudio Monteverdi. While
entertainments of this kind may have been the norm prior to Wake’s legation, I show that from at
least this period, English diplomats in Venice began to utilize the services of Italian musicians for
their own concerts and balls. These musical interlopers surely provided amusement for embassy
officials, but their musicking also served their patrons’ greater political ambitions. I detail here
how English agents in Venice tapped into the power of Italian music to enrich the social and
political life of their households. As I propose, they learned these strategies in part from the
Venetian government, which harnessed Italian ceremonial and musical splendor to influence the
Republic’s own dealings with foreign states. More generally, English diplomatic agents continued
their earlier habit of analyzing the political meanings encoded in different types of musical
ceremonial throughout the peninsula. Documents from the Caroline period suggest in particular
the embassy’s continued, if not increased, attention to ceremonial singing of Te Deum laudamus.426
English diplomatic dispatches mention the hymn frequently, not necessarily because of its specific
musical characteristics but because its deployment in celebration of different political events was
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a useful barometer for the state of international relations. The Venetian government, in turn,
monitored diplomatic affairs by closely observing English responses to the Te Deum.
A thanksgiving hymn typically sung in celebration of coronations, entries, royal births,
peace treaties, and military victories, the Te Deum was set as an ornate polyphonic piece by many
different early modern composers. As it had become a regular component of the Anglican rite after
the Reformation, English diplomats abroad would have been highly attuned to its political
connotations and role in the liturgy; they would have interpreted the ceremonial as a state’s
emphatic claim to divinely ordained political prerogatives.427 During this period of heightened
international conflict at the end of the Pax Hispanica, constant ceremonial singing of the Te Deum
throughout the Italian peninsula effectively broadcasted how different European polities regarded
news delivered from foreign courts and faraway battlefields. When the hymn was sung on the
Continent to commemorate Catholic military victories against England, then, diplomatic tensions
understandably ran high.
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After the 1627 English defeat at Saint-Martin-de-Ré during the Anglo-French War, Wake
began to write with unease about various soundings of the Te Deum throughout Italy.428 Notably,
he complained to Conway about pro-French celebrations in Turin and expressed concern that such
festivities might make their way to Venice as well:
The shooting of the canon in ye cittadel, & ye Te Deum Laudamus, sung in ye cathedrall
church, were publique Acts of that Prince & State, uppon wch no glosse can be given, & if this state
[Venice] should do ye like here, during my residency, I would retyre ye next day wthout expecting
leave…429
Wake’s disgruntlement at the Te Deum in Savoy then raised alarm bells for the Venetian
diplomatic corps. The Venetian secretary in Savoy, Marco Antonio Padavino, informed the doge
and Senate that Wake
…was so very repulsed, as I understand, by the demonstrations of Joy made in this City at
the expulsion of the English from the Island, that he writes that if the Te Deum had been sung in
Venice, or if even the least sign of joy had been given, he would have left immediately.430
How Padavino learned of Wake’s written threat to leave the Republic is unknown, but it is
clear that the Venetian ambassador thought it newsworthy enough to include in his own diplomatic
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report. Wake gathered political intelligence by listening for the Te Deum (or at least listening for
reports of it), and so too did Padavino by watching for Wake’s reaction to it.
Wake wrote often about the Te Deum. To take another example, he commented on it again
in January 1628, this time narrating to Conway the controversial succession of Charles II Gonzaga,
Duke of Nevers, as sovereign of Mantua: “…[H]e went to the Duomo or Cathedrall Church, where
after ye singing of Te Deum Laudamus, he receaved the oath of allegiance of his subjects there
present.”431 Wake appears to have received this information from outside sources, as he had been
in Venice at the time, and yet he and his informants still considered the Te Deum a worthy insertion
into their intelligence reports for the English government. The singing of the Te Deum in Mantua
signaled the state’s divinely sanctioned endorsement of Charles II Gonzaga as rightful heir to the
duchy, a polarizing proclamation that would lead into the War of the Mantuan Succession.
Wake’s diplomatic successors in Venice also remained cognizant of the Te Deum and other
sacred ritual throughout Italy. Following the Roman Catholic Imperial army’s victory at the Battle
of Nördlingen in September 1634, Rowlandson wrote sardonically of Pope Urban VIII’s
celebrations in Rome,
The pope was envitted to goe unto ye church of all sowls belonging unto ye Imperialists
[Santa Maria dell’Anima], where he and all ye Cardinalls song Te Deum and from thence attended
by a solemne Cavalcata he went to visite the German Colledge: ‘i soe beleeve his Nephew Don
Antonio [Antonio Barberini] did sing most merely, having his uncle conferred upon him ye
Priorship…which belonged unto Aldobrandino [Aldobrandini] slayne in ye emperour’s service
under Nordlingen.432
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Rowlandson seems to have learned these details remotely, likely from a news gazette or
from intelligence contacts in Rome. In August 1638, however, Talbot mentioned a Te Deum sung
in Venice after the Republic’s naval victory over a fleet of North African corsairs in Avolnya
(Vlorë) and resultant destruction of the Ottoman port city. Talbot had perhaps heard this Te Deum
himself:
On saturday last the Prince and senators commaunded a particular masse, and the Te deum
Laudamus, to be sung, in thankesgiving for theire victory over the Mores; but before they had well
ended this theire spirituall ioy, newes came from Constantinople, that ye. Viser was soe much
insensed…that he gave ye. messenger a kicke, and told him; that Capelloe’s and ye. Bailifs heades
should answere for that act of hostility, (as he called it)... 433
So infuriated was the Sultan Murad IV (and, according to Talbot, his Grand Vizier Bayram
Pasha) at the news of the bombarded city that the sultan had all Venetian representatives in the
empire arrested, ordered an embargo on trade with Venice, and threatened to execute any
dissenters. This incident would nearly drag both the Ottoman and Venetian empires into war.434
For Talbot’s storytelling purposes, Venice’s singing of the Te Deum seems to have strikingly
captured the prematurity of the oblivious Republic’s rejoicings, as yet another maritime adversary
waited in the wings and all was not yet resolved.
What might Talbot or his lodgers have heard at a Te Deum ceremony at San Marco?
Perhaps something composed or directed by Monteverdi, the basilica’s maestro di cappella
between 1613 and 1644. Monteverdi’s Venetian liturgical music cannot conclusively be connected
to many specific venues or events, but his vocal and instrumental compositions associated with
this period display a wide range of musical styles, from older plainchant and polychoral practices
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for to more modern concertato pieces. The instrumentalist, composer, and singer Giovanni Rovetta
served as Monteverdi’s assistant maestro di cappella at this time and composed a great deal of
sacred music as well.435 No extant Te Deum can be associated with San Marco in this period, but
it is known that in the seventeenth century, the hymn was regularly performed there either between
two choirs or alternatim between a choir and the basilica’s organs. In case of the latter, a cleric
would read the hymn’s unsung verses from the quire of the basilica.436
English diplomatic officials were also acutely aware of how other categories of Italian
musical spectacle were instrumentalized to impress foreign dignitaries in Venice. In April 1628
Wake described the Republic’s grandiose musical reception of Ferdinando II de’ Medici, Grand
Duke of Tuscany. Among the usual dancing, banqueting, entertainments, and various ceremonials,
Wake recounted that the duke was escorted to Murano to “heare two Nunnes sing, who are
accounted excellent.” The duke then compensated the two women with 100 pistoles.437 These nuns
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may have been the famous Benedictine “Suor Gratiosa” and “Suor Regina” at the church of Santi
Marco e Andrea di Murano. Despite strict government regulations on the musicking of cloistered
women, the nuns at that particular church sang and played polyphony without state permission (or
occasionally with special license). The sisters there were widely known for their musical
excellence, especially in vocal performance. The duke most likely heard them singing organaccompanied motets in the concertato style.438 Though Wake did not mention it, during a banquet
in the Arsenale, the duke was also treated to a performance of Monteverdi’s musical setting of
Giulio Strozzi’s sonnet cycle, I cinque fratelli.439 The piece’s absence from Wake’s
correspondence is a reminder that performers – specifically virtuosic women vocalists – sometimes
figured more prominently in musical events than did famous composers or their works, and that
histories centering composers’ works often fail to capture the full socio-cultural significance of the
contexts in which they were originally heard.
English ambassadors were given this star treatment as well. As discussed in Chapter 2,
Italian hosts regularly invited both Henry Wotton and Dudley Carleton to hear music throughout
the peninsula, notably Wotton’s journey with Savoyard officials to hear Claudia Sessa in Milan.
English ambassadors were also customarily granted elaborate musical receptions upon their
arrivals in Venice. Hay’s 1628 mission as ambassador extraordinary was somewhat unexpected
for the Venetian government. This brought him some annoyance, but the Republic more than made
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up for these hasty preparations with a magnificent musical reception.440 Wake remarked that it was
much like that of Ferdinando II de’ Medici.441 As Wake wrote to Conway, Hay was greeted with
a hundred-gun military salute and escorted in a grandiose procession to the doge’s palace, where
he was met with “drummes, trumpets, & all sorte of Musique.”442 He was later “entertayned wth
the Musique of St. Marco…”443 Most poignant of all these Venetian sonic offerings were the public
funeral rites performed for Anne Feilding following her untimely death, a solemn governmental
gesture offered in honor of her devout Catholicism. A procession of local clergy and English
attendants transported her body to the Basilica of Santi Giovanni e Paolo, where she was entombed
with an epitaph. The Senate called for the bells of San Marco to be rung three times, along with
those of the parish church.444
English emissarial correspondences mention musical ceremonials and celebrations on a
regular basis, even if they pertained to events beyond the Republic. English agents monitored in
particular the key role played by trumpeters and drummers within international diplomatic
exchange and military conflicts. Echoing Carleton’s earlier dispatches, for example, Branthwaite
sent a report to George Calvert in December 1623 describing celebrations in Venice for the birth
of Margaret Maria Catherine of Austria:
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The Spanishe Residente here hathe upon newes this weeke that the Queene of Spaine is
delived of a daughter made showe of greate ioy wth feastinge, banquettinge, builbaitinges, sounding
of Drumes, trumpetts, shootinge of chambers, & other the like entertaints…
These revelries, Branthwaite continued, pleased the ambassador and “those of his faction
but to the Venetians in general of litle contente, the name of a Spaniarde beeinge almoste odious
amongste them.”445 When Wake described the Relief of Genoa to Conway shortly thereafter in
May 1625, he explained that in mid-April the Genoese in Gavi had “sent out a Trumpet to desyre
a Truce” with occupying Franco-Savoyard troops.446
Rowlandson’s subsequent tenure as embassy chargé d'affaires coincided with the
devastating Italian plague of 1629-31. Once the epidemic finally began to subside in November
1631, Rowlandson informed Carleton (who was by then secretary of state) that the city had been
declared free from all infection on November 21. This was celebrated in a grand state procession
to the newly constructed church of Santa Maria della Salute, led by the Venetian Magistracy of
Health “with sounding of Trumpts, and Drummes” and
…to the infinite ioye of all these inhabitants, wich for the most parte were present, and in
such multitude as if no sicknesse, or mortalitye had been amongst them, the noise of voices craying
vivá tooke awaye much the sound of theire mortavetti [firecrackers] that played all alonge the
piazza; wich indeede was worthy....447
Rowlandson’s words suggest that he experienced this procession firsthand and may have
also participated in other musical events in that day’s Mass of Thanksgiving. The doge announced
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in the Piazza San Marco that the city had been freed from disease, which was indeed accompanied
by a robust fanfare, along with artillery and the ringing of the campanile. A Mass of the Blessed
Virgin Mary was sung at San Marco, directed by Monteverdi and with trombe sounding during the
Gloria and Credo. At Santa Maria della Salute, a Te Deum was performed by canons from San
Pietro di Castello, and another was sung in the same church by the musicians of San Marco. Marian
litanies were then sung in procession back to San Marco.448
In July 1632 Rowlandson wrote to the English politician Henry Vane the Elder that the
Cardinal Federico Baldissera Bartolomeo Cornaro had been confirmed Patriarch of Venice in a
magnificent musical celebration. Whether or not Rowlandson witnessed it himself, he was able to
testify that the new patriarch, along with the highest echelons of the Venetian clergy and
government, were escorted to San Pietro di Castello and then “entertained with the best musicke
in the towne that song evening prayers…”449 Rovetta had conducted the music for this elaborate,
crowded event, which included musical settings of “Ecce sacerdos magnus” and “Tu es Petrus.”
The investiture service was accompanied by three different organs and other unspecified
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instruments.450 In September 1633 Rowlandson also reported that the Spanish ambassador in
Venice had hosted a long celebration for the birth of the Prince Ferdinand IV of Bohemia and had
invited most other foreign diplomats to the Republic, who had thoroughly enjoyed the experience.
Rowlandson recounted that “his palace was all illuminated with whitte torches, a great noise of
Trumptts, and Drumes with fire workes...”451
Feilding, unsurprisingly, was also attentive to musicians and musical happenings. In
August 1637 he informed the English politician Thomas Aston that Odoardo Farnese, Duke of
Parma, had been warmly welcomed in Modena by Francesco I d’Este,
…whoe carryed him to Lassuolo, to enioy the fresh ayre there and tast the Wyne of that
Countrie, where there were provided for him, Balles and Musick with divers recreations wherwth.
hee hath beene extreamely pleas’d.452
On the last day of 1638, Talbot mentioned a musical event in order to convey that Venice
and the Papacy were on improved diplomatic terms after another period of precarious conflict:
This weeke there was a remarkable complement passed betwixt this Prince [the doge,
Francesco Erizzo] and [the Nuncio, Francesco Vitelli] at a publike musicke, where the Nuntio
hearing the voice of a Roman to surpasse the rest tooke occasion to extoll Rome for its divers
eccellencies: the Prince answered that it was nothing strange to him, because all things there were
more then humane, and angelicall.453
Yet again, as is typical of most diplomatic dispatches sent out of the embassy, Talbot’s
letter does not specify whether he himself overheard this conversation or received the information
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secondhand. Either way, Talbot’s report reinforces that the English diplomatic corps understood
music and musicians as critical facets of Venetian statecraft, and of Italian politics in general. This
was a contest of musical excellence between two Italian polities both known for their virtuosic
singers, at a moment when Roman singers such as the Manellis had begun to establish themselves
as major contributors to the vitality of Venetian musical life and especially to Venetian public
opera. Talbot’s letter may refer to music performed during Christmas week services, but I was
otherwise unable to determine the specific event or singer mentioned.
By at least the time of Wake’s embassy to Venice, lively household musical celebrations
in the Republic were more than just a French or Spanish diplomatic phenomenon. On July 17,
1627 Monteverdi was employed to direct an evening of chamber music in Wake’s Venetian home
to entertain the ambassador’s honored guest, Wolfgang Wilhelm, Count Palatine of Neuburg. Few
details of this concert are known, except that it lasted from 5:00 to 8:00pm. At its conclusion
Monteverdi immediately set off for another musical engagement.454 As discussed in Chapter 4,
Wake was collaborating with Nicholas Lanier at this time to facilitate the sale of the Gonzaga
collection to the king. Lanier was then in Venice, and so he may have had the opportunity to hear
the concert and meet Monteverdi there.455
The English ambassador was certainly intentional in his efforts to impress his German
guest, whose presence promised political support for England and other Protestant nations.456
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Wake had received official orders from both Charles I and Christian IV of Denmark to warmly
receive the count. Neuburg would present letters to the Venetian government on behalf of the
Danish king as ambassador extraordinary. After informing the Collegio of this news, Wake
requested that the Republic welcome him and respect the count’s wish to remain incognito during
his visit.457 The Senate voted the next day that 600 ducats would be spent on Neuburg’s
entertainment.458 Wake later informed the Collegio that Neuburg had enjoyed his entertainments.
The English ambassador also wrote to Conway that “[t]he State hath banqueted him in the Arsenal,
& doth present him wth. rinfrescamenti & frutta nuova…”459
In July 1630 Rowlandson expressed his own wish to host a decadent embassy celebration
for the recent birth of Charles II of England, “requiring the Costume of this towne upon such
occasions three dayes feasts with fire works musike of all sorts, open howse, and free
entertainement unto all…” He was, however, too low on funding to put on such an event.
Rowlandson explained that, though mortified by this limitation, he had instead resolved “to passe
it over, and turne my minde to God Almightye and implore him to send all his Heavenly blessings
upon the youngh Prince…”460
About a decade later, another English emissary to Venice welcomed several Italian
musicians into his home, but with markedly less success than Wake had enjoyed. An
instrumentalist was imprisoned in January 1642 for playing in Talbot’s home, though the case
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seems to have been dropped in order to avoid diplomatic conflict.461 In March of the next year,
one of Talbot’s secretaries, possibly Raphael Chias, appeared before the Collegio to announce that
…on the 3rd of this month, around midnight, the grand Captain broke down the door of one
Domenigo Minelli and took him into custody, and led him to prison, where he was then condemned
to 18 months in the Galleys, just for having played at the ball of said Resident [Talbot]; and so that
such a sentence does not prejudice the condemned, nor the reputation of the House, where he was
brought to give the usual and innocent sports of Carnival to the servants there: recourse is thus
made to the great wisdom of Your Serenity, in which (it is hoped) You will not ever consider your
laws violated nor spurned because said Resident did not consider himself included in a prohibition
published for porters from the Countryside, and because he did not judge such a privilege (if such
can be said) too great for a public Representative.462
Though the exact circumstances of this incident remain ambiguous, it appears that a
Venetian dance band had been unlawfully hired to perform at a ball in Talbot’s home for Carnival.
Government bans on such Carnival events were commonplace in Venice at the time, presumably
out of lawmakers’ concern for maintaining public order. Many foreign diplomats, however,
routinely broke these laws and organized dances in their homes.463 From the language deployed
here by Talbot’s secretary, it is clear that the English embassy sought to claim ignorance and
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therefore innocence in the affair. Talbot was probably well aware that this was a serious legal
transgression, but his relatively high status as a foreign diplomat protected him and his countrymen
from serious punishment. Rather, it was Talbot’s Italian Carnival entertainers who would have to
suffer the consequences.
Along with Domenico Minelli, “furrier,” The Council of Ten’s Criminale case files list
four other condemned part-time “players, and dance leaders”: Nicolò Andriani, “comb vendor at
the San Carlo”; Thomaso quondam Silvestro Perini, “looking-glass vendor”; Agostin de Maria,
“porter at Sant’Apostolo”; and Gasparo de Zuanne Sartorio, presumably the known composer and
organist.464 Minelli may have been a relative of Feilding’s earlier Italian musical contacts,
Francesco and Maddalena Manelli. He may also be the same “Domenego Minelli” mentioned in a
1659 letter in the Correr Library. The doge, Giovanni Pesaro, notified the podestà of Rovigo,
Alvise Tiepolo, that this Minelli claimed to have inadvertently purchased confiscated goods.465 If
this is indeed the same person, it is possible that Talbot had either taken up temporary residence
in Rovigo or that his incriminated dance band had their own connections to the region. Criminale
records from 1643 indicate that the State Inquisitors had indeed voted to condemn Minelli to
eighteen months as an oarsman in the galleys, with shackles on his feet. Should he be unfit for that,
he would face two years in an unlit prison. Should he escape, he would be banned from Venetian
territories for two years, with further penalties should he break that exile. The same sentence was
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then extended to Andriani, Perini, and de Maria. Only slightly spared was Sartorio, as he was a
teenager. He was sentenced to only eighteen months in a dark prison, with the same threat of
banishment that the others had received.466
A few days after the English secretary’s entreaty to the Collegio, the Savii voted on an
official response to Talbot’s embassy. As their records state, “This secretary of England has sent
a memorial into our Collegio lamenting the arrest of a musician, our subject, who played this past
Carnival at a dance given by that same secretary.” They replied that “[d]ances, like scandalous
entertainments in general” had always been proclaimed prohibited, that the Venetian government
had taken appropriate action against Minelli, and that the incident would not give Talbot any
further cause for concern.467

The “fine musique” of Bullen Reymes
One musically inclined embassy guest kept an extraordinarily detailed, trilingual diary of
his multiple sojourns in Venice throughout the 1630s: Bullen Reymes, who would one day become
a politician, military officer, and commissioner for Tangier.468 A lutenist, guitarist, pochette player,
and composer, Reymes left behind a well-known manuscript collection of lute music connected to
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his studies in Paris (Bibliothèque nationale de France). Prior to his time in Venice, Reymes and
his lute had briefly taken up residence at Wake’s French embassy from 1631. The English
ambassador had grown fond of Reymes’s music-making and enjoyed listening to his young lodger
play in the evenings. Reymes had sometimes played alongside John Wilkinson, who would join
him on the guitar. When Feilding visited Wake’s Parisian household in 1632, Reymes played his
lute for Feilding as well, and the two also spent time together playing chess, dancing, and taking
walks through the city.469 Concordances between Reymes’s diary and lute manuscript suggest that
he also played a great deal of French lute repertoire while in Venice, at least some of it by the
lutenist and composer Nicolas de Merville, who had tutored Reymes in Paris. Reymes’s lute
manuscript is for both ten- and twelve- course lutes in seven different tunings. François-Pierre Goy
has indexed the contents of Reymes’s manuscript and diary entries. The music manuscript contains
no Italian repertoires. It’s possible that Reymes collected other manuscripts of Italian lute music
that do not survive, or that he simply preferred to play French music throughout his travels to Italy.
Goy has also proposed possible connections between Reymes and the owner of another related
music manuscript, the Thynne lute book.470
As discussed below, Reymes’s musicking was a key component of both Rowlandson’s and
Feilding’s diplomatic missions to Venice. Not only does Reymes’s diary narrate his own activities
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as a musical tourist in the Republic, but it also identifies multiple embassy officials and other
English contacts as musical dilettanti: Wilkinson as a guitarist, Basil Feilding as a singer and
guitarist, Benjamin Weston (brother to Anne Feilding) as a lutenist, and George Feilding, First
Earl of Desmond (brother to Basil, henceforth Desmond), as a lutenist. Reymes’s diary is
compelling evidence that making, hearing, and talking about music was central to daily life at the
embassy well into the seventeenth century. It also reveals that by at least the 1630s, a high degree
of musical exchange was occurring between the English embassy community and Continental
European musicians in Venice. Reymes’s lively musicking in particular brought a great deal of
entertainment, camaraderie, and emotional support to his compatriots abroad, especially during
the darker moments in Feilding’s household.
I here outline all that Reymes’s diary shares about his musical experiences in the Republic,
excluding most of his fleeting, daily references to solo instrument practice. Reymes played his
plucked string instruments nearly every day throughout his multiple stays in Venice, often at the
embassy after dining there or “in fresco” through the city’s streets, piazzas, and canals. Along with
embassy officials and many other companions of different nationalities, Reymes was a frequent
tourist at musical events throughout the city, from Catholic Masses to mountebank spectacles and
Carnival plays. His diary makes constant references to his visits to churches, theatres, and other
musical spaces, and so I focus primarily on those entries that explicitly mention music. I provide
a more systemized account of Reymes’s musicking in Venice than has been narrated in previous
studies, an approach that may appear to border on fastidious. I do this, however, not only in the
interest of reconstructing a detailed account of musical life at the embassy, but also to track how
closely English tourists followed the Republic’s annual calendar of musical events and to chart as
comprehensively as possible the embassy’s extensive international musical networks.
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Reymes did not lodge at the embassy on his first visit to Venice, instead staying with a
Signora Angela in Piazza San Marco, but he did spend a significant amount of time making and
hearing music with embassy officials. When Reymes first arrived in Venice in November 1633,
he bought a lute and played the instrument while riding in a gondola that he recalled was also
shaped like a lute. A few days later on November 23, an unnamed gentleman who was lodging
with Reymes brought him two lutes and a guitar, which they played together. He subsequently met
“a German who played the lute. He promised me that he would come find me.”471
On Saint Catherine’s Day, Friday November 25, Reymes reported hearing “good music”
for the occasion at the church of Santa Caterina with two travel companions, Robin Jacob and
Giles Porter. Records from this period indicate that Santa Caterina’s patronal feast day was a
magnificent affair that called for the hiring of several professional musicians: probably (based on
slightly later documents) something close to a maestro di cappella, two organists, two trombones,
two spinet players, a choir of about a dozen male singers, and a small string ensemble comprising
a violone, two violins, and two violas. The occasion might have also involved other instruments
such as the lute, theorbo, harp, trumpet, cornetto, or drums. Reymes might have heard a polyphonic
Mass and psalms, or a Magnificat for a Vespers service. Motets also might have been sung for the
occasion. Reymes’s knack for finding the best musical events throughout the city implies that he
had access to an experienced guide, whether another person or a written handbook. By the late
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seventeenth century, it was possible to purchase a calendar of all notable musical devotions in
Venice throughout the year.472 Reymes may have owned one himself.
Three days later, Reymes dined in Desmond’s Venetian residence, where Reymes sent for
and then played his lute. Other guests included Jacob, Porter, and a “Sig: Necola” (Signor Nicola).
Robert Dormer, First Earl of Carnarvon, and the politician and future Benedictine abbot Walter
Montagu arrived there later and so also may have also heard Reymes play, especially since Reymes
recalled playing for a long while. The next day Reymes reconnected with an Italian musician whom
he had met in Paris, “Julio Chesero” (Giulio Cesare). Cesare played the lute in Reymes’s quarters
for Reymes, Desmond, Porter, and a “Mo Lenard.” Cesare returned again the day after to play for
the same group of Englishmen plus Jacob, and Reymes played his own lute as well. These musical
gatherings in Reymes’s lodgings continued into the month of December. On December 1 Reymes
played his lute for Cesare, Desmond, and Feilding’s one-day embassy secretary Peter Morton. The
next day Desmond played the lute multiple times for Reymes, and Reymes also played together
with Cesare.473
December seems to have been Reymes’s first chance to hear performances in Venice by
Monteverdi. For the Feast of the Immaculate Conception on the 8th, Reymes visited San Marco
with Porter and possibly Dormer, and then he accompanied Jacob, Porter, and “Mo Lenards…to
hear the music at the friars…Signor Claudio Monteverdi composed the music.” Reymes may have
heard a Mass or Vespers service at San Marco. The entry’s order of events does not make it entirely
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clear where Reymes heard Monteverdi’s music, and Monteverdi is known to have composed music
for both San Marco and Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari. The Frari had its own strong musical
tradition, as discussed in Chapter 2. The maestro di cappella during Reymes’s visits to Venice was
a certain Carlo Pesaro, about whom little is known. On December 21 Reymes recorded a gathering
in which he, Desmond, Morton, a “Mo Duglas,” and a “Mo Harper” visited the quarters of a “Mo
Murry” and they played the lute together. The next day he played his lute and danced at the home
of “Mo Murre.”474
Reymes attended Christmas Eve and Christmas services that year at San Marco, watched
the doge’s procession to the island of San Giorgio for the Vigil of Saint Stephen, and attended
services at Santo Stefano and Santi Giovanni e Paolo for the Feast of Saint Stephen. At San Marco
he would have certainly heard Monteverdi’s yet music again. On Christmas Eve Reymes reported
that he “saw the ceremony where the Doge was: there were many musicians and candles…”
Murray and Rowlandson were also there. Christmas celebrations at San Marco famously
resounded with resplendent polychoral music. Though I was unable to pinpoint the exact repertoire
performed, Monteverdi was expected to compose new Mass settings for the occasion every year,
for large ensembles of both singers and instrumentalists. The Christmas Day ducal andata across
the lagoon to San Giorgio Maggiore would have been a grandiose affair as well, accompanied by
trumpets and shawms, and culminating in plainchant by the church’s Benedictine monks at
Vespers. Reymes seems to have witnessed this event alongside both Desmond and Murray. Murray
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also accompanied Reymes to the next day’s celebrations at Santo Stefano, along with a “Mo de
Kendal” and an unnamed English merchant whom they met at the church.475
Once Carnival festivities started up toward the end of December, Reymes regularly began
masking, seeing comedies, and partaking in other public musical amusements. On December 27
he heard Monteverdi’s music once again at “St: Iono” (for the Feast of Saint John the Evangelist)
and then spent the day masking and dancing throughout the city in the company of Desmond,
Duglas, Harper, Murray, Rowlandson, and the English merchants “Mo Garterod” and “Mo Yeats.”
Reymes “played the lute all through the street wherever I went.” On New Year’s Eve he attended
another comedy and then went masking once again, playing “the lute before the entire world in
the campo of Santo Stefano.”476
On New Year’s Day 1634 Reymes heard “some beautiful music by Claudio Monteverdi”
at Santi Giovanni e Paolo, along with another comedy and yet more masquerading. Though little
is known of the church’s music program at that time, the organist and composer in residence would
have been Carlo Fillago, who had previously worked at San Marco and was purportedly a virtuosic
musician. He, like many of his contemporaries, published sacred repertoires in the concertato style.
Reymes continued these Carnival celebrations throughout the rest of the month. On January 5 he
“heard one play the lute at Santo Stefano in masquerade.” Notably, on the 8th he went masking,
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attended another comedy, visited a “Mo Alcohes [Alcock] who gave me a lute…” and heard Mass
at the church of San Zulian (or, San Giuliano) “where Monteverdi beat time…” Cesare was at the
service as well. This would have been in celebration of the Feast of Saint Lorenzo Giustinian. Two
days later Reymes was masking again in piazza Santo Stefano, attending a wedding in the home
of “Contarine,” and playing his lute there “before the entire company.”477 Reymes then set off for
further travels throughout Italy and the wider Mediterranean, by which point he had certainly made
his musical mark in Venice.
After a long, music-filled journey south throughout Italy, Constantinople, and Greece,
Reymes returned to Venice that same August. On the 19th he arrived at the home of his former
landlady, where he played the lute for a long while. He played his lute and guitar consistently
throughout this short stopover, and on August 25 he bought another lute. Reymes then set off on
another trip to Florence, where he seems to have cultivated further interest and skills in the guitar.
He was back in Venice by December 1634, staying once again in his old lodgings.478
Reymes began keeping his diary in Italian rather than French on New Year’s Day 1635,
when he heard the music of “Paulo montaverde” (presumably Claudio Monteverdi again) at Santi
Giovanni e Paolo. Reymes leapt into the same Carnival festivities that he had enjoyed in Venice
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the year before, playing the lute, guitar, or castanets nearly every day. He once again become
completely immersed in Venetian musical life. Even on January 7, when bad weather prevented
Reymes from leaving his lodgings, he recalled speaking with a French gentleman “at the door,
where we hear[d] music.” On the 16th he spent a great deal of time playing his lute, at one point
for a certain “Sigr: Cape.” On January 26 Reymes played the lute and then went with a group of
travel companions to the home of another, different “Sigr: Angela,” where he played the guitar.479
Feilding and his retinue arrived in early February of that year. Reymes began to dine at the
ambassador’s home nearly every day, sometimes staying there overnight. Feilding and his
entourage often listened to Reymes’s music, and together they thoroughly enjoyed the many
merriments of Carnival, masking, dancing, and attending comedies and fairs. On February 19, for
example, Reymes recalled playing his lute for the English ambassador. The next day Reymes
dined, masqueraded, and danced with Basil and Anne Feilding, writing that he had “played the
lute before all the women” at “ca Micael.” On February 23 Reymes wrote that “a guitar teacher”
had been at his lodgings (a “Sigr: Domenico”). That same day Reymes made music with Benjamin
Weston, “him on the lute and me on the guitar.” Reymes and Captain Richard Feilding (the
ambassador’s cousin, henceforth Richard) encountered Signor Domenico again just a few days
later.480
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The month of March began jovially enough but would soon take a sharp downturn for the
English embassy community. Anne Feilding’s health began to fail, but Reymes’s musicking seems
to have provided some relief from these concerns. Anne appears to have enjoyed hearing Reymes
play; he entertained her on his lute in the evenings, for example on March 4 when he “played a
piece in Signor Weston’s room for Madam.”481 On Sunday March 11 Reymes wrote,
I heard the sermon, and after dining I taught his Excellency to play on the guitar; Madam
was ill, and took medicine…after dinner I played a piece on the lute and on the guitar in the
presence of Signor Weston, Hide, Mosly, and Cap: filding in his room...482
“Mosly” was no doubt Reymes’s friend and travel companion Michael Mosly, while
“Hide” is more ambiguous but likely refers to the English merchant Henry Hide, mentioned
elsewhere in the diary. A week later Reymes accompanied Feilding to visit the French ambassador,
…where I heard one of his gentlemen play the lute. And I also played. From there we
returned home, where there was a medical consultation for madam, because she is doing very
poorly, and they determined that she cannot escape the illness…483
Reymes’s interest in French music may have given him (and Feilding) a hand in connecting
with the French diplomatic community in Venice. On March 19 Reymes went with the English
ambassador, Richard Feilding, and another friend William Parker to hear music at Santo Stefano,
where they met up with Rowlandson as well. When they returned home later that day, they “found
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“…dove Io sentito una de sua gent: sonare di luto. et Io sonato encora, de la siamo tornata a
casa. dove era una consoulta de medicina per madama, per che ella se porta malissima et loro
hanno. dato la resolutione che ella non possa scampare de la maladia…” Reymes, March 18, 1635,
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madam very ill. I played the lute for her: in the morning the doctors ordered to have her bled.” On
the 20th Reymes recounted, “His Excellency called for me at an early hour to play for madam, who
was very ill.” Anne passed away that same day. Her death was devastating to her bereaved
widower, who, according to Reymes, wept in his bedroom with the windows closed and the
curtains drawn. Reymes was tasked with delivering the unfortunate news to the English court, and
so left Venice on March 26. His diary would remain blank for over a year.484
Reymes returned to Venice once again in July 1636, this time in Desmond’s entourage and
in residence at Basil Feilding’s embassy. Reymes’s English-language diary from this period shows
that he resumed his usual musical activities upon arrival in Venice, especially his near-daily luteplaying in Feilding’s company. On July 8 Reymes “went with my lord. in fresco I playd one the
lute in the boate. after supper.” Again on the 10th he “went with my lute with my Lord Embas: in
fresco as I was wont.” On July 14 Reymes saw the regatta and accompanied Feilding to visit the
French ambassador, “wher I playd one the lute.” On the 20th he accompanied a “Mo Linze to the
feaste where we met with my lord Embas. and heard good musique.” The next day he “went with
my lute a brod with my lord to Sig Biverenses house. and upon the water.” Reymes purchased a
“kit,” or pochette, on July 28. The next evening after dinner, he enjoyed “fine musique on the
Canall grande.”485
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On the first day of August, Reymes recalled that after dining with Richard Feilding and a
“Mr. Samewell,” “I carried my lute after dinner wth the Captayne and him, and in gundolo.” Basil
Feilding gave Reymes yet another lute on the 5th, and the next day Reymes played the lute before
Feilding and a woman (possibly a courtesan) named “felicine.” On the 8th he “playd one the lute a
long time in my chamber” for a group that included Samewell, a “Nevel,” and a “Mo Burrous.”
Two days later Reymes played his lute again for Samewell at Samewell’s residence and also lent
his lute to a “Mis Cademane.” On August 14 Reymes went to “Nevell’s” lodging with Richard
Feilding and brought his lute, presumably to play for his companions there.486
On the 16th Reymes “went morning and evining to the fest of St. Roche wher I heard very
good musique.” If Thomas Coryat’s early account (discussed in Chapter 4) is any indication,
Reymes would have indeed heard excellent music at the Scuola Grande di San Rocco. Giovanni
Picchi served as maestro di cappella there in the 1630s (see Chapter 2), and Monteverdi regularly
composed music for this occasion there as well. The next evening brought more than one striking
sonic experience for Reymes: he went “after supper to heare musique. with Ms: Cademan: fel: and
felecina sung. not being well. I leaft them and came home I herd the greatest clap: of thunder that
ever I heard in my lif.” He had another unique musical experience two days later when he “saw
bewgels made.” After dinner on the 30th he “went with my Lord Embas: in fresco we gave the
french Em: a serenado.”487
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That autumn Reymes pursued new musical challenges and connected with new musical
companions as well. He began to study and regularly practice on the pochette. He did, nonetheless,
continue tutoring Basil Feilding in guitar and playing his lute throughout the city. On September
4 he “went betimes in the morning wth: my lord Em: with my lute. wher I herd one sing very well.”
On the 20th he wrote, “I tought my L.E: one the gittare and discoursed with him a long time…”
Reymes and all the rest of Feilding’s household suffered from food poisoning on September 23,
“even to death.” Reymes reported, “I did not sup. my lord E. cam and playd on the gittar in my
chamber.” Towards the end of the month, Reymes and Feilding went after supper to the home of
another woman who was presumably a courtesan: “Sga Paulina’s house. where I playd one the
lute.” The next day he and the English ambassador visited “Sigr de la Galles house wher we heard
his wife sing. and I playd on the lute.”488
Reymes maintained this lively musical schedule throughout the month of October,
especially his musical tourism of sacred spaces. On the 2nd he “fidled and then went to the fest at
St. Zacaria, where was musike” and then went masquerading. As was the case at Santa Caterina,
Reymes likely heard elaborate music at the nunnery of San Zaccaria, in this case for the feast of
Saint Leodegarius. San Zaccaria was among the wealthiest, largest, and most prestigious convents
in the city. There is ample evidence that the nuns there were highly respected for their choral music
and sang Mass themselves. They are also recorded as having sung falsobordone. On the 4th and
5th Reymes went with Feilding to hear music at Santi Giovanni e Paolo. On October 10 Reymes
gave Feilding a guitar and then accompanied the ambassador to “Siga: Paulina wher we stayd till
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“Paulina” is never explicitly identified as a courtesan in Reymes’s diary. Reymes, September
4, 5 (example of his musical study), 15 (another example of his musical study), 20, 23, and 27-8,
1636, travel diary. Goy, “Luth et guitare dans le journal et la correspondance (1631-1636) de
Bullen Reymes,” 194; Kaufman, Conscientious Cavalier, 135-9.
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day. I playd on the lute in the eving.” On the 11th and 12th he and Feilding went to hear music at
“St Dominicas.” Nearly every day from the 13th-17th, Reymes noted that he had “playd on the lute
to purpose.” On the 18th he and Feilding went to hear music at “St,” which probably refers to his
earlier mention of “the fest at St Lucas…” The next day, Reymes wrote, “I playd on the lute to my
Lord E: in my chamber a long time…” Again, the next day, Reymes fiddled and then “went with
my Lord Em: to Sigr Sales. where we heard som mewsitions sing. I heard my Lord Em playe one
the gittar and sing in his chamber.” On the 21st Reymes reported that after he had played on the
lute, “the Cremones was here and playd on the fiddell…” On October 27 Reymes recounted that
he had “playde on the lute to my Lord because of Mons: Battiere who was with him.”489 October
29 was a particularly eventful musical day:
I fidled, I went after dinner with my lords to Torcelle. where we heard som weomen sing
and play on the lute. after supper I went with my lord E: to la Lonteses who met him at his owne
dore thence wee went to Paulines wher. he stayd all night I heard her playe one the vergingles and
sing.490
Reymes may have been referring to either of the Torcello nunneries, San Giovanni
Evangelista or Sant’Antonio Abbate, both of which had strong musical traditions. On the final day
of the month Reymes reported, “…Coronell Bater was heare wth me I playd on the lut to him.”
November continued in similar fashion, full of music and revelry. On the 4th: “…I went with my
lord E: in Spaso. and to the musike at the frayre.” The music performed that day at the Frari would
have been an elaborate affair to celebrate the Feast of Saint Charles Borromeo (see Chapter 2).
Monteverdi had composed music for the same feast day only one year before. On the 7th “Co: la
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Batier was here. and playd one the lute, I writ him 2 sarabands.” Reymes’s music manuscript
contains several sarabands with no authorial attribution. Any number of these could have been
composed in Venice. Reymes had already met and played for the Colonel Batière in Paris. Two
days later Reymes accompanied Feilding “to the musique beyond the Carmele...”491 This probably
refers to the Venetian church of Santa Maria dei Carmini, though Reymes did not specify where
in its vicinity they heard that music.
Feilding succumbed to a fever and chills for about a week in the middle of the month,
leaving Reymes to enjoy Venice with other companions. On November 11 Reymes discharged his
fiddle teacher and then “went with Linse Cap: Hide. To Moran [Murano] thence we came to the
feast and heard Musique.” Two days later Reymes and Richard Feilding went to the home of a
“Mo: La Cane” where, as Reymes ambiguously wrote, “I playde on the lute and heard him play…”
It is unclear whether this refers to Richard Feilding or his host. This “La Cane” had played
Reymes’s lute in Paris four years before. As Reymes had done for Anne Feilding the year prior,
he entertained the unwell English ambassador with music: on November 14 he wrote, “My lord E:
being still sicke I playde on the lute to him at night.” On the 19th Reymes headed once again to the
home of “Mo: la Cane, who gave me a Coranto of Merville.” Reymes’s music manuscript includes
multiple courants attributed to Merville. It is possible that he received at least one of them while
in Venice. The next day he visited Santa Maria della Salute and then noted on November 21 that
“the Doge went in Prosession to the Madona della Saluta.” Musical celebrations for this feast were
likely similar to those described by Rowlandson five years earlier. By November 22 Feilding was
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on the mend: Reymes reported that “the Marquis of Obine was here. I playd on the gittar to my
Lord whilst he dansed with the Spaniard.” On the 27th he played his lute in the Marquis’s chamber
and accompanied Feilding to the theatre.492
In December Reymes himself was sick for over a month, which prevented him from
accompanying the English ambassador on their usual rounds of Venetian musical amusements.
Reymes left his diary blank for a long while, eventually accompanying Desmond back to England
in March 1637. While en route home via France, Feilding attempted to entice the two men back to
Venice with promises of “sweet frescoes and musike on the greate Canale” but to no avail. By
September they had returned to London.493

Feilding, Ferrari, and the Manellis
As evidenced by Reymes’s diary, Basil Feilding was both an enthusiastic musical dilettante
and an avid theatregoer. The English ambassador even had his own boxes at the Teatro San Luca
(now the Teatro Goldoni) and the Teatro Santi Giovanni e Paolo.494 While there is little information
available on what exactly Feilding experienced as a spectator-auditor in Venice, I signal here that
his musical connections to Benedetto Ferrari and Francesco and Maddalena Manelli deserve
deeper inquiry. Feilding’s own interest in music-making suggests a considerable degree of artistic
exchange with both Ferrari and the Manellis. As a singer, guitarist, and audience member worthy
of mention in Ferrari’s libretto for La maga fulminata (“The Thunderstruck Sorceress”), Feilding
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appears to have been at least somewhat involved in the development of Venetian public opera. It
is possible that Feilding played or sang some of Ferrari’s and Manelli’s music himself, perhaps
even in their company. He might have brought their printed works back to England with him at
the conclusion of his legation. As I suggest here, he may have been a key figure in the introduction
of Italian musical theatre and other related vocal repertoires into seventeenth-century England. I
touch on the possibility that these musical exchanges also contributed to the dissemination of
Spanish-Italian moresca traditions in England.
Ferrari’s dedication of the libretto for La maga fulminata to Feilding reveals that the
ambassador was a fan of Venetian public opera and heard a performance of the work during
Carnival season of 1638. It also implies that Feilding enjoyed reading Italian opera libretti as a
recreational activity:
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To the Illustrissimo and Eccellentissimo Signore Viscount Basil Feilding Ambassador of
England to the Serenissima Signory of Venice.
Illustrissimo, & Eccellentissimo Signore. The Thunderstruck are rebels of the Heavens, but
my thunderstruck Sorceress is very devoted to the name of Vostra Eccellenza Illustrissima.
She turns to ashes to rest in the Urn of your grace.
Although pulverized, a new phoenix will rise, vivified by the warmth of the protection of
Vostra Eccellenza.
She has been enjoyed & applauded by you in the Theatre; nor shall she displease you in
your private quarters: the Beautiful Lady allures in public, delights in private.
I already presented to Eccellenza Vostra the melodious tributes of my reverent servitude;
now I offer you those poetical; because I want my obsequious verse to you to compete in durability
with the years, and (if it were granted to me) I would like to adopt it as a son for Eternity.
Deign to accept the very lively tokens of my affection; my gifts (I will say) bejeweled
because virtuous. More than precious is that gem to which the gold of Virtue serves as a prison.
If in the eyes of Vostra Eccellenza I offer not clear, not starry, but dark, and gloomy
conceits, remember that darkness, and clouds are also sometimes presented to the Sun. With which
to Vostra Eccellenza Illustrissima I humbly bow.
Venice on the 6 of February 1638.
From Your Eccellenza Illustrissima’s
Very Humble Servant
Benedetto Ferrari.495
The opera – with text by Ferrari, music by Francesco Manelli, and scenography by the
Venetian Giuseppe Alabardi – was originally performed at the Venetian Teatro San Cassiano
during Carnival season of 1638. The production’s cast included Francesco Angeletti of Assisi, the
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“All’Illustriss.mo et Eccellentissimo Signore Viceconte Basilio Feilding Ambasciatore
d’Inghilterra Alla Serenissima Signoria di Venetia. Illustrissimo, & Eccellentissimo Signore. I
Fulminati sono ribelli del Cielo, ma la mia Maga fulminata è divotissima del nome di V. Eccellenza
Illustrissima. Se ne viene in cenere à posare nell’Urna della sua grazia. Benche impolverita, sorgerà
nova fenice, vivificata dal calore, della protettione, di V. Eccellenza. È da Lei stata goduta, &
applaudita nel Theatro; non fia per dispiacerle nel Gabinetto: Bella Dama alletta in publico, diletta
in privato. Già presentai all’Eccellenza Vostra canori i tributi della mia riverente servitù; hora glieli
porgo poetici; perch’io voglio ch’il mio ossequio verso di lei gareggi di durabilità con gli anni; e
(se mi fosse concesso) lo vorrei addottarre per figlio all’Eternità. Degnisi, di gradire i vivissimi
segni, del mio affetto; i miei doni (dirò) gemmati, perche virtuosi. è più che pretiosa quella gemma,
à cui l’oro di Virtù serve di carcere. Se à gli occhi di V. Eccellenza porgo non chiari, non stellati,
ma caliginosi, e tetri i concetti, si raccordi ch’al Sole anco talvolta presentate sono tenebre, e nubi.
Con che à V. Eccellenza Illustrissima humilmente m’inchino. Venetia li 6. Febraro 1638 Di V.
Eccellenza Illustrissima Humilissimo Servitore Benedetto Ferrari.” Dedication page in Benedetto
Ferrari, La maga fulminata (Venice: Antonio Bariletti, 1638); Badolato and Martorana, eds., I
drammi musicali veneziani di Benedetto Ferrari, 37.
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Bolognese Giovanni Battista Bisuscci, the Venetian Camillo Gianotti, Guido Antonio Boretti of
Gubbio, Antonio Panni of Regio, the Venetian Francesco Pesarini, and the Roman Felicita Uga,
along with both Francesco and Maddalena Manelli. Ferrari joined them on the theorbo.496 This
performance was one of many chances for English spectator-auditors in Venice to hear women
sing in public, experiences that no doubt inspired the welcoming of women singers onto the
English Restoration stage as well.
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Figure 3.4. Title page of Benedetto Ferrari’s libretto for La maga fulminata (Venice: Antonio
Bariletti, 1638). GB-Lbl. © British Library Board
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Figure 3.5. Portrait of Ferrari in Poesie drammatiche di Benedetto Ferrari dalla Tiorba
(Milan: Giovanni Pietro Ramellati, 1644). I-Rn
The opera’s plotline is a chivalric epic, in which an evil sorceress, Artusia, grows infatuated
with a prince named Floridoro who has been promised to a princess, Filaura. Artusia imprisons
Floridoro and the prince Rosmondo in her enchanted palace, until Floridoro’s betrothed and
another princess, Rodomira, defeat the sorceress with the help of a magic ring that transforms the
two princesses into knights. The ancient gods Jove, Mercury, Pallas, and Pluto pull the strings of
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fate, while the nurse Scaramea provides comedic relief as Rodomira’s rival for Rosmondo’s
affections. The libretto points to a production saturated with bewitching spectacle: sirens, spirits,
dragons, thunderstorms, explosions, flying eagles, Heaven, the underworld, and magical rituals
and incantations.497 Manelli’s music is now lost, but Ellen Rosand has suggested that the opera
probably favored a through-composed recitative style over more closed musical forms, along with
more elaborate choruses with ritornelli (“madrigali”). There are some exceptions: a handful of
characters communicate in strophic texts, and the text for Scarebea is more ordered both metrically
and rhythmically, probably to create a humorous singsong effect.498
Manelli’s fourth book of Musiche varie was also dedicated to Feilding. The only known
volume was destroyed in the Second World War, but the book’s title indicates that it contained,
among other things, “Cantate, Arie, Canzonette e Ciaccone.” Transcriptions of four pieces by the
nineteenth-century musicologist and lawyer Carl von Winterfeld survive in the Berlin State
Library (Slg Mus. MS Winterfeld 35), and Manelli’s 1636 volume included a variant of one
published piece attributed to a different composer, the dialogue “O sfortunata, chi mi consola?”
(or “La Luciata”). Its earlier variant, “Lamento di Madama Lucia, con la risposta di Cola,” was
published in Giovanni Battista Fasolo’s volume, Il carro di Madama Lucia, et una serenata in
lingua lombarda, che fa la gola, a Carnevale (Rome: Printed for Giovanni Battista Robletti, 1628).
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“La Luciata” is built over a passacaglia bass in both surviving versions; in Manelli’s 1636
version this is a Major descending tetrachord. It is a duet for soprano, tenor, and basso continuo,
with a third voice added at the end. Manelli’s 1636 variant specified that this third voice be a
soprano, included the part’s own notated vocal line (which had been lacking from Fasolo’s
version), and called for an instrumental postlude. Also included in Manelli’s 1636 collection was
the florid duet “Ti lascio empia, incostante” for two sopranos (or tenors) and continuo; the strophic
ciaccona “Con lieto baleno” for soprano, bass, and continuo; and the “aria a 3 alla Napoletana,”
“Grida l’alma a tutt’ore,” for soprano, alto, bass, and continuo.499 Elena Ferrari-Barassi has
published a full transcription of Winterfeld’s “La Luciata” transcription.500 I have made modern
transcriptions and English translations of the remaining three pieces in Winterfeld’s manuscript,
published here in an appendix to this dissertation.
If Feilding or another of his embassy colleagues returned home with Manelli’s book, this
lost musical anthology would have helped introduce this diverse assemblage of Italian musical
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styles and genres into seventeenth-century England. Often left behind in analyses of “La Luciata,”
however, is that the piece is in fact a dialogue between two prominent Neapolitan commedia
dell’arte characters in the Spanish-Italian moresca tradition: the enslaved “Moorish” characters
Lucia and Cola. The commedia dell’arte practice of portraying enslaved ethnic Others onstage
built an enduring European music-theatrical tradition of performing racist stereotypes through
song, in some cases in blackface.501 The narrative of Manelli’s 1636 “Luciata” conveys older
stereotypes of Black Africans as infantile, beastly, oversexed, and “shackled” by love. Such
stereotypes were communicated not only through the dramatic trope itself, but also through
combined sonic markers of racialized difference particular to that trope: strophic form, triple meter,
Neapolitan dialect, vulgar language, and (if Manelli’s original 1636 print included alfabeto
tablature as in Fasolo’s version) use of the Spanish guitar.502
Commedia-inspired blackface performance traditions inevitably made their way onto the
English stage. Several authors have analyzed how these practices bolstered the English state’s
colonial agenda during Britain’s entry into the Atlantic slave trade in the early seventeenth century,
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depicting the crown as a civilizing influence over seemingly “savage” foreign peoples.503 English
diplomats certainly took note. Carleton was famously repulsed by blackface performances given
for the Stuart court in Ben Jonson’s 1605 The Masque of Blackness; he complained that the
production’s dark makeup was messy and rendered the entertainment’s players unattractive.504
Gianfranco Salvatore has argued, however, that early modern moresche featuring the
character of Lucia cannot be reduced to mere parody. They did transmit elements of AfroNeapolitan pidgin derived from the African language, Kanuri.505 From at least the tenth century,
Venice had enslaved peoples from Eastern Europe, Central Asia, and the African continent to work
as boatmen, galley rowers, or concubines; in domestic service; on farms in the Veneto; or on sugar
plantations in Crete and Cyprus. Venetian traders had also been major suppliers of slave labor for
both Muslim and Christian markets far beyond the peninsula.506 For many English travelers, the
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Mediterranean region was their first significant exposure to slavery, either as participants in
slaving voyages, beneficiaries of local slave labor, or themselves captives of the Ottoman Empire.
These experiences shaped England’s rising pursuit of the Atlantic slave trade.507 The English
embassy in Venice might have even relied on the labor of Black African servants or enslaved
people, though no record of this remains.
The older stereotypes that gave rise to “Luciata” traditions might have been – as Monika
Otter has conjectured – lost on musicians and audiences engaging with Manelli’s compositions in
seventeenth-century Italy. Distinctions between musical and scenic performance, however,
remained undeniably fluid. The moresca’s sonic components still retained strong associations with
street theatre. Otter has made a case for possible practices of semi-impersonation in more domestic
settings, in which amateur musicians imitated accents and physical mannerisms remembered from
more public moresca spectacles.508 Given Feilding’s wide-ranging interest in Venetian theatre, he
was probably familiar with the racialized Carnivalesque origins of the “Luciata” stock characters.
At the same time, the grounding of “La Luciata” in very real aspects of Nilo-Saharan dialect would
have broadened English exposure to circum-Mediterranean cultures. It is entirely plausible that
Feilding’s Venetian household helped to bring some semblance of Lucia, Cola, and AfroNeapolitan culture back to England.
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“Such Wine, such Women, such Musick”: Thomaso’s Venice
Not much of Thomas Killigrew’s diplomatic correspondence has been preserved in the
British State Papers, but his work as a playwright offers some insight into his possible musical
experiences while posted in the Republic. The ambassador’s comedy Thomaso, or the Wanderer
features a musical performance by a fictional courtesan from Padua, Angellica Bianca. The twopart, ten-act play’s 1664 title page states that it was written in Madrid in 1654, though neither of
these details have been verified. Killigrew’s comedy is at least somewhat autobiographical, telling
colorful tales about the lives of exiled English cavaliers on the Continent. The drama follows an
English cavalier (and veteran of the Spanish army) Thomaso, who travels with his two English
friends Edwardo and Ferdinando (also veterans of the Spanish army) to Madrid to visit another
friend, Harrigo, an attendant of the English ambassador there. Thomaso is determined to win the
hand of a Spanish woman, Serulina, against the will of her controlling brother Don Pedro. The
chaotic plot tumbles through the cavaliers’ many roguish adventures in Madrid, particularly their
numerous entanglements with local courtesans. Brief references to musical events are scattered
throughout the story, perhaps hearkening back to Killigrew’s residency in Venice or drawing on a
more general English imaginary of musical life on the Continent: mountebanks, multiple singing
courtesans, and “great Musick” and Vespers services on Saint Cecilia’s Day.509 Most alluring of
the drama’s songstresses, however, is the only major character explicitly identified as Italian:
Angellica of the Veneto, a Paduan courtesan who captivates the story’s male protagonists through
her open window with the help of her theorbo and beautiful singing voice.
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Modern literary critics have adjudged Thomaso a deeply misogynistic text that treats
violence against women with unsettling humor and levity. Feminist analyses of Killigrew’s play
frequently read it against Aphra Behn’s The Rover (1677-81), a dramatic adaptation of the same
storyline by one of Killigrew’s women contemporaries.510 Thomaso itself draws on many other
English literary tropes and influences. Notably, Richard Brome’s 1653 The Novella features
another Venetian courtesan who enchants male suitors from her window with her voice and lute.511
No matter what the source of Killigrew’s inspiration for the play’s musical interludes, I show how
instances of music-making in Thomaso undermine the cultural anxieties that Carleton (see Chapter
2) and Thomas Coryat (see Chapter 4) expressed approximately forty years earlier about the
precarious magnetism of Italian courtesans and their intoxicating song. By Killigrew’s time, the
confessional threat of Catholic Europe loomed smaller than that of Puritan rule in England; now,
in Thomaso’s world, intrepid Royalist exiles find refuge in not-so-strange foreign lands, and the
seductive power of “angelic” Catholic sirens is more easily vanquished.
It is Don Pedro who first sets Angellica apart from other women in musical terms – and,
fittingly, in imperial terms as well. Declaring his intention to “purchase that Jewel,” he complains
of having lost interest in other local courtesans: “[T]here’s no Musick in their Caresses, no Empire
in ruling over such hearts…’”512 That Angellica’s namesake is a princess of Cathay in Matteo
Maria Boiardo’s Orlando innamorato (1483) and Ludovico Ariosto’s Orlando furioso (1516) only
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reinforces Don Pedro’s sexual-imperial metaphor and portrayal of a Venetian woman as fertile
ground for global conquest. Though the play often references the musical talents of several other
women, Angellica is the only one who gives a performance. She calls for a theorbo when she sees
a group of men passing below her window in Part I, Act II, revealing her musicking to be a
calculated strategy for attracting potential clients:
…[F]or though I want no money, I shall have the gusto to see them gaze, sigh and wish for
what they have not the hearts to purchase, nor merit to deserve, gratis…get the Theorbo, I see
some coming.513
By the time Angellica begins her song, a crowd has gathered below her window, including
both Don Pedro and Thomaso. She sings:
1. Come hither, you that Love, and hear me sing of joys still growing;
Green, Fresh, and Lusty, as the pride of Spring, and ever blowing.
Come hither Youths that blush, and dare not know what is desire;
And Old men, worse then you, that cannot blow one spark of fire.
And with the power of my enchanting Song;
Boys shall be able men, and old men young.
2. Come hither you that hope, and you that cry, leave off complayning.
Youth, Strength and Beauty, that shall never die, are here remaining.
Come hither Fools, and blush, you stay so long, from being bless’d.
And mad men, worse then you, that suffer wrong, yet seek no rest.
And in an hour, with my enchanting Song,
You shall be ever Pleas’d and ever Young.514
These musical strains leave all of her listeners enthralled, and Thomaso to such an extent
that he immediately swipes a portrait of her from a pillar nearby, causing a ruckus among her
listening fans. Thomaso soon explains to her that he has taken the portrait because
…I found the price of this Jewel too great, not for my value but my Fortune; had that been
equal to my Love, you should have found at what rate I priz’d the Beauty and the Friendship of
the famous and fair Angellica, that Star of Italy; who had she been as fixt as bright, a Prince might
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have worne such a Jewel in his Breast, and receive greatness and lustre from her; These thoughts
my wounded Eyes, and ravish’d Ears, suggested to me seeing that Form, and hearing those charmes
thy hand and voice dispers’d amongst the surpriz’d; and sighing multitude…515
Thomaso’s encomium upon Angellica praises her vocal and instrumental skills while also
singling her out as a unique, exquisite import from Italy. Angellica’s song is certainly one of a
kind on Thomaso’s fictional plane, but in seventeenth-century England, it was nothing new. “Come
hither, you that Love” is also the song of a “cunning wanton Widow” in Francis Beaumont’s and
John Fletcher’s The Captain (1612-13). The musical setting for this performance was probably
that published by Robert Johnson in John Wilson’s Cheerfull Ayres or Ballads (Oxford: Printed
by William Hall for Richard Davis, 1659).516 Though there is no conclusive evidence that
Killigrew’s play was ever performed on the Restoration stage, Marcus Nevitt has disputed
traditional understandings of the play as a so-called “closet drama” designed primarily for private
study. Killigrew’s own annotated copy at Worcester College, Oxford, suggests that he did prepare
the play for performance and that the actor Ann Marshall may have been cast as Angellica.517
If this text was indeed set to Johnson’s air, it is curious that a Venetian character would not
sing in a more contemporary Italianate monodic style. For any number of reasons, Angellica’s
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song has little to do with the stile recitativo. It may have been a more popular style with English
audiences, an easier choice for an English singer, or simply an afterthought on Killigrew’s part
given the suitability of its poetic text. In any case, the familiarity of Johnson’s song would have
rendered Angellica’s beauty more palatable to the tastes of English spectator-auditors while also
lessening the perilous, wondrous allure of her “foreign” musical stylings (for the wonderment trope
and music of this period, see Chapter 2). Angellica’s older “Englished” song is thus made more
innocuous by its comprehensibility in both language and musical style.

Figure 3.6. Robert Johnson, first page of cantus part for “Come hither you that Love,” John
Wilson, Cheerfull Ayres or Ballads (Oxford: Printed by William Hall for Richard Davis,
1659), 14. British Library. © British Library Board. Images produced by ProQuest as part
of Early English Books Online. www.proquest.com. Images published with permission of
ProQuest. Further reproduction is prohibited without permission.
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Figure 3.7. Johnson, second page of cantus part for “Come hither you that Love,” 15. ©
British Library Board. Images produced by ProQuest as part of Early English Books Online.
www.proquest.com. Images published with permission of ProQuest. Further reproduction is
prohibited without permission.
Catherine Henze’s analysis of Johnson’s music for the first stanza highlights several ways
in which this musical setting reinforces the poetry’s seductive qualities, for example through
delayed harmonic resolutions on sexual double entendres.518 In reading the character of Angellica
as an early modern “female libertine,” Harold Weber has written that her song’s poetic text
represents her sexuality as an enduring force of nature. Like the return of each new spring, the
courtesan’s seductive power transcends the cyclical decay of ordinary life.519 I also note that her
song’s ability to render “old men young” even imparts a supernatural gift to her sexuality; she can
turn back time and reverse the aging process. The air’s strophic form and frequent repetition of
“Come hither” lends itself well to this spirit of continual regeneration, as does Johnson’s melody,
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with its multiple ornamental turns and constant oscillation between scale degrees 1 and 5. The
piece remains in G Major until it cadences in a minor in (mm. 1-2, syst. 4, Figure 3.7) at the end
of the phrase, “and old men worse then you, that Cannot blow one sparke of Fire.” If old age
threatens to destabilize the piece’s tonal center, it is but a tiny challenge for the courtesan, who
immediately undermines this new minor tonal area by singing a G-natural in the next measure.
The stanza ends with a firm cadence back in G Major (m. 3, syst. 5). The first verse’s concluding
phrase, “And with the power of my Enchanting Song Boyes shall be able men and ould men
young,” inverts the melodic trajectory of “Boyes shall be able men” on the text, “ould men young”
(syst. 5). The former begins with a stepwise descent from B4 to G4, followed by a leap to D5. The
latter begins on D5, leaps down to G4, and ends with a slow stepwise descent from B4 to G4.
Infatuated with the Paduan temptress’s musical stylings, Thomaso promptly enters into a
sexual relationship with Angellica. Carleton might have fretted over the destructive influence of
singing Italian courtesans on the lives of vulnerable Englishmen, but Killigrew’s Thomaso is
ultimately none the worse for his dalliance with Angellica. As Weber has observed, Thomaso’s
romance with Angellica in fact leads to the courtesan’s own undoing: Angellica grows enamored
with the English cavalier, but he ultimately chooses to marry the more virginal (and, I will add,
markedly less musical) Serulina, leaving Angellica distraught, vengeful, and suffering divine
punishment for her licentious lifestyle. The play’s gendered double standard is obvious to both the
reader and cast of characters.520
Not only does the English cavalier demonstrate an ability to detach from Angellica’s
feminine wiles in favor of a more respectable partnership with Serulina, but Thomaso and his
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compatriots also figuratively wield their own amorous powers through music. In Part I, Act V,
Scene I, Harrigo compares women to deceitful shepherdesses who sing and pipe to their gullible
flocks of lovers:
And that’s all your sexes pride, every one would be Cupids shepherdess, and govern the
whole Flock of Lovers; I have seen some have a handsome troop, and the poor beasts knew not
which was best us’d; all bleat and run when she calls; this has the Bell and Garland to day, that the
Ribband and Bough to morrow; they will sing and pipe before their Flock, when each one sighs,
and thinks she sings to him, when she but keeps them together...521
Ferdinando returns to this imagery in Part II, Act I, Scene I, but in this context to emphasize
that Edwardo is more successful than the Pied Piper of Hamelin in attracting lovers: “The German
piper was never more followed then he, when he will apply himself.”522 Unsurprisingly, then, the
play’s only other musical number belongs not to a courtesan but to the English cavaliers
themselves. It is a drinking song about love, performed by Thomaso and Harrigo together (Part I,
Act V, Scene I), described as “A Song in two parts.”
Thom. Women, Women, Wine and Health,
Ye gods, we ask no other wealth;
The rest of Nature and of Art,
For this kiss I’ll quit my part.
Har. These blessings, though they flow on earth,
Jove enjoys not but by stealth.
Thom. Why else, my Girle, did Juno frown?
And poor Simele to ashes burn!
The god turn’d Bull, and Maid a Cow!
So we know why, no matter how.
Har. See, my Love that flaming star,
‘Twas once Ariadnes Aubourn Hair,
Which her god in Bracelets wore,
Not less esteem’d cause Theseus whore.
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Thom. Then in her god, to her god let us drink,
Of the Vine, in the Vine let us think;
And sacrifice this glass of Sack
To those sparkling grey eyes, and the flaming black.523
I have yet to find a notated musical setting of this poem, but the “Song in two parts” label
most likely indicates that both characters sang their musical lines in alternation rather than as a
polyphonic part song.524 The text alone clearly conveys a desire for male ownership over Classical
heroines and joy in their ultimate debasement and destruction. Most musical of these literary
women in Killigrew’s time was the character of Ariadne, whose famed lament had taken Italy by
storm in Monteverdi’s opera L’Arianna (1608) and also seems to have made its way across Europe
to England. In 1653 Henry Lawes published his own version of the lament in the recitative style
(Ayres and Dialogues).525 Even Ariadne, a songstress of the highest international esteem, could
jestingly be reduced to nothing more here than “Theseus whore.”
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Once the play’s plot has been resolved and Angellica’s erotic spell broken, new adventures
await in Italy for nearly all of the play’s characters, including Angellica – who will be heading to
Venice – and Ferdinando, who exclaims (Part II, Act V, Scene IX),
…I long to see Italy, and taste the description the Rogue useth to make of it, such Wine,
such Women, such Musick; and then his heart fires a volley of sighs to their memory; and then a
Carnival, such as would make a man curse his lot that fell of this side the Hills, as if ‘twere out of
the bounds of Gods blessings…526
Ferdinando’s words communicate that he is primed to experience all that Italy has to offer.
He is well aware of the pleasures that await him in the peninsula, expressing no uncertainty about
what might befall his travel party there. The drama’s cavaliers have effectively transformed Italy,
its people, and its music into their own personal playground.

Conclusion
Throughout this turbulent time, the embassy in Venice operated much as it had before, one
notable exception being that most earlier concerns about the corrupting influence of crosspollination with foreign musics and musicians appear to have subsided. The embassy even
harnessed Italian musical prowess in overt, direct service to the English state. The overall
persistence of England’s diplomatic presence in Venice despite international political unrest is a
testament to England’s sustained prioritization of its commercial enterprises on the Mediterranean
well into the seventeenth century. If Wotton’s musical connoisseurship encapsulates the Jacobean
embassy’s strategy of engagement with Venetian arts for political purposes, Feilding’s musical
pastimes and Killigrew’s leadership in English theatre confirm that the English diplomatic corps
was indeed invested in deploying musically inclined emissaries to Venice throughout the Seicento.
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Not only did the English embassy community continue to be a nexus of Anglo-Italian musical
contact, but Caroline and Interregnum records also recognize English government officials in
Venice as important patrons of Italian musicians and major players in the development of Venetian
public opera. As we will see in Chapter 4, however, embassy communities are but one glimpse
into early modern transcultural encounter. Merchants, mercenaries, pirates, court musicians, and
other English travelers in Venice had their own stories to tell.
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Chapter 4
“Owr English Swarme” in Venice: Musical Residents and Travelers

Reinstated Anglo-Venetian diplomatic relations and safer travel conditions for Protestants
in Northern Italy attracted a veritable “swarme” of musically inclined English visitors to the
Republic in the early seventeenth century.527 Professional composers and performers, as well as
musical merchants, mercenaries, scholars, and aristocrats arrived not only during the musically
momentous development of the Italian stile moderno, but also at the start of a shift in commercial
power from Venice to Northwestern Europe. In this chapter, I introduce this latter historical
framework into the discourse about early modern Anglo-Italian musical exchange. I argue that the
English historical informants discussed in this chapter began to spin their expansive “web of
empire” in part by making, hearing, and writing about music in Venetian dominions.528 I examine
the many ways in which Stuart – and especially English Catholic – communities in Venice
cultivated their cosmopolitanism through musicking. English communities in Venice understood
music to be remarkably significant to both civic and private life in the Republic. I illustrate how,
by engaging with music in Venetian dominions, English residents and travelers bolstered British
ascendency at sea, succeeded in profitable commercial ventures, and stayed motivated to brave the
travails of their arduous journeys abroad. They also amassed cultural capital, mapped the cultural
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cartography of Europe and the Levant, and developed nascent conceptions of an English national
identity in relation to foreign musical cultures.
I begin with professional English musicians who visited Venice, such as Richard Dering
and Nicholas Lanier. I shed new light on their movements and situate their activities within a
broader historical context. I also investigate the music-making of merchants, naval mercenaries,
pirates, and other seafarers. I then analyze reflections on Venetian music in English travel diaries,
asking what each author can tell us about inter-imperial mimesis and the politics of cultural
difference in this period. Notably, English travel diarists claimed that Italians were exceptionally
partial to music-making, which I suggest reflects a larger cultural stereotype familiar to most
English visitors to Venice. Finally, I consider the musical activities of a few non-occupational and
especially English catholic travelers who also spent time in the Republic: aristocrats, tourists,
scholars, and politicians. Whether English musicians in Venice overtly contributed to or
undermined the initiatives of political leadership back home, their very presence in the Republic
populated an important international commercial node with English citizens. This positioned them
to impinge on long-distance Mediterranean trade, collect knowledge about (and objects produced
by) foreign cultures, and develop their own ideas of English nationhood through constant
comparison to what they experienced in their host city.

Professional Musicians
Professional musicians have received considerable attention in scholarly literature on
Anglo-Italian musical exchange, but they made up a small percentage of Stuart travelers to Venice.
Those whose movements are recorded were tracked largely thanks to their connections to the
English embassy or other political patrons. Not only were professional musicians living, breathing
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pathways of cultural transmission, but they also became high-profile objects of interest in cultural
spaces throughout Italy. Musicians such as Dering, who strayed from the reformed faith, were
flagged as potential problems by embassy officials. Conversely, the musician Edward Norgate
traveled to Venice carrying letters for the king and in service to the Arundel family. The musician
Walter Porter is said to have studied in Italy with Claudio Monteverdi. Lanier transported political
correspondence to the Republic as well. He also worked directly with the embassy to broker the
sale of the Gonzaga collection to Charles I, arguably the greatest art deal of the seventeenth
century. I demonstrate how Lanier’s employment as a professional musician was important to his
assignment as the king’s art agent, as his musical talents helped to grant him entry into the Mantuan
court. Moreover, though the embassy did not identify Lanier as a Catholic, he was presented as
such to the Mantuan court, possibly a guise to ingratiate him with the Duke of Mantua. I discuss
salaried maritime musicians elsewhere below, as they were of naval rank.
Dering, a Catholic organist and composer, was in Italy from at least 1612 to 1615, where
he mostly lingered at the English College in Rome. He also worked in the Low Countries before
returning to England as a court musician. He composed a great deal of Italianate music including
canzonettas, madrigals, and Latin concertato motets. Dering purportedly composed many of his
motets in Rome, and they are consistent with other liturgical music associated with the English
College. What exactly he did or heard while visiting the Veneto, however, is anyone’s guess.529 In
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June 1612 Dudley Carleton notified Dering’s patron, John Harrington, that Dering had spent some
time in Venice before journeying southward to the English College. Carleton expressed great
concern that Dering was headed for conversion to Catholicism, and he attempted to have the
musician supplied with sufficient funds to take him back to Florence. Scholars have wondered
whether Carleton’s letter definitively refers to Richard Dering (as it only mentions a “Mr.
Dearing”) and have also struggled to account for Dering’s movements between 1612 and 1617.530
I have found a 1615 letter from Isaac Wake to Ralph Winwood confirming that this was
indeed Richard Dering. The document reveals that Dering had been in Rome for about two years,
had gone to Milan, had returned to Venice, and was planning to return to England. The letter also
suggests that the English embassy was unsuccessful in extracting Dering from his Roman Jesuit
lodgings and that the musician had converted to Catholicism during this time:
Heere passed lately through this Towne, to goe for England one Richard Dearing, who
having sometimes served ye yong L.d Harrington, was two yeares since seduced at Rome by those
of the English College, and made their Proselyte: I do not heare of any ill intentions he caryeth
with him, but having been in Rome the onely camerade of sulphureous Owen, and at Milan nowe
conversed very privately with Stanley the preist, it is no breach of charity to thinck that he is mali
corvi malum ovum [a bad egg from a bad crow]; in which regard I held it my duty to give your Hr
this advertisment of him…531
This extract from Wake’s correspondence claims that Dering was immersed in the English
Catholic community in Rome and developed a friendship with the college’s rector, Thomas Owen.
Wake’s letter also links Dering to an English priest in Milan, Edward Stanley. Little is known
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about Stanley’s activities in Milan, though he and Dering may have met thanks to their mutual
connections to the English College.532
Around the time of Dering’s Italian sojourn, a 1614 letter from Carleton to Winwood
accused yet another presumably professional English musician of making mischief in the
peninsula. This musician claimed to have been a nephew or cousin of Thomas Knyvett, Baron
Berners. I have not yet identified his full name. As Carleton reported,
Here is one knevet who sayth he is kin to ye Ld knevet a melancholy musitian (for that is
his onely quality) and having travelled France [and] all Italy and since made a voyage to
Constantinople by sea hath suffred shipwrack of his poore fortunes uppon a base Greeke hore: who
he maried himself to this weeke past in the Greeke church unknowne to any of his countrymen.
Carleton was clearly concerned about the impact that this musician’s decisions would have
on other Englishmen abroad. The ambassador continued,
So as we are like to have many couples, yf this example be followed; for no dowbt owr
English men (wherof here are many at this time and most of them goode fellowes) will be much
made of by the cast courtisans: I have no more to say to you at this time and too much by this wch
I know will trouble you as it hath don me for the disgrace of owr nation: and he is of an honest
name. He was won by the old love trick of counterfetting to die for him and yf he scape from
having his throte cut, when he can not performe what he hath promised of great possessions in
England, he hath better luck then most men imagine.533
Assuming that the wedding took place in Venice, Carleton was likely referring to the city’s
sizable Greek population and the Greek Orthodox church of San Giorgio dei Greci. Carleton’s low
opinion of courtesans aside, “Knevet’s” assimilation into the Greco-Venetian community likely
roused Carleton’s ire because English visitors to Venice saw few differences between the Greek
Orthodox and other non-Protestant liturgies, as discussed below. In the eyes of a staunch Protestant
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ambassador, “Knevet’s” rejection of English endogamy and conversion to a false religion
undermined the authority of the English state and set a dangerous precedent for the musician’s
fellow countrymen.534 Carleton concluded by entreating Winwood for further information on the
musician and his other misdeeds on the Continent:
I would gladly know what he is, and what he hath of his owne. Sometimes he sayth he is
my Ld knevets nephew sometimes his Cosen. In France he trubled my Ld Ambrs chaplain and all
the English priests abowt scruple of conscience. and here at his first cumming he fell owt wth mr
Horne for praying one Sonday wthowt preaching.535
In September 1612 this same “Knevet” had hosted a seven-hour religious debate in his
Parisian home over the Catholic doctrine of the real presence. The event’s principal speakers were
the Catholic priest Richard Smith and Daniel Featley, Protestant chaplain of the English embassy
to France. Other English participants included the journalist John Pory and the poets Ben Jonson
and Henry Constable.536 Apart from “Knevet’s” identification as a musician and his tendency to
stir up confessional controversy in Venice and Paris, his biographical details remain a mystery.
Edward Norgate wore many hats as an artist, writer, and multi-instrumentalist. He worked
as a tuner and keeper of the king’s virginals, organs, and other instruments. In 1613 he married
Lanier’s sister Judith.537 It is unclear when he entered into the service of the Arundel family, but
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he was eventually employed to broker art purchases for the Fourteenth Earl of Arundel, Thomas
Howard, and to instruct the earl’s sons in heraldry and penmanship.538 In February 1619 the Privy
Council granted Norgate license
…to travaile in to France and other partes beyounde seas for his better experience, and to
take w him Trunkes of apparrell and necessary provisions not prohibited, wth proviso no to goe
to Rome.539
th

Norgate carried the king’s letters to Venice in October 1621. He remained there into 1622,
at which point he connected with the Italian artist Odoardo Fialetti and may have introduced him
to the Countess of Arundel, Alethea Howard, further explored below.540
Norgate’s movements throughout Italy are well documented in contrast to those of the
English singer, lutenist, and composer Walter Porter (c.1587/95-1659), who purportedly studied
with Monteverdi in Italy and also worked as a salaried musician at the English court and as Master
of the Choristers at Westminster Abbey. When or whether Porter visited Venice is unknown,
though he did publish English madrigals and motets in the concertato style, with features such as
violin toccatas, sinfonias, and ritornellos.541 The only evidence of Porter’s visit to Venice and
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association with Monteverdi appears in a few autograph-emended copies of the Englishman’s
Mottets of Two Voyces (London: Printed by William Godbid for Porter, 1657). One volume held
at Christ Church College, Oxford, states in its preface (annotations italicized),
[T]he Ignorant judge frequently by the Performance, not by the Composition; which caus’d
that unparallel’d Master of Musick, my good friend and Maestro Monteverdi to vindicate a good
Composition ill performed, to the Duke of Vennice affirming that he had been Rector Chori, he
would have made that Song before judg’d bad, to have pass’d for good.542
I have found no new information on Porter’s travels to either confirm or deny his possible
connection to Monteverdi. Norgate’s brother-in-law, Nicholas Lanier, on the other hand, certainly
did spend a great deal of time Italy. A singer, composer, and multi-instrumentalist of Italian
ancestry (see Introduction), Lanier helped introduce several Italianate musical practices into
England, including the stile recitativo and strophic variations over a ground bass. He was later
appointed as the first Master of the King’s Musick and eventually returned to the Continent later
in life as a Royalist exile.543
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Lanier probably passed through the embassy in Venice between 1610 and 1612 while in
Italy as a secret courier for the English statesman and spymaster Robert Cecil. In April 1610
William Cecil sent his father a request that Lanier accompany him into Italy that September to
tutor him on the viol. Robert Cecil agreed, but the details of this journey are suspiciously hazy.
Lanier was authorized to carry letters into Venice for Robert Cecil in February 1611, but there is
no evidence that Lanier actually traveled in the young Cecil’s company during that time.
According to Rachelle Taylor, the unlucky circumstances of Cranborne’s visit (explained below)
suggest that Lanier never joined him in the end. At the very least, Lanier seems to have connected
with the English embassy household in Venice. He wrote affectionately to the Carletons and Wake
in February 1613, commenting on the death of Prince Henry and offering a gift to Anne Carleton.
Michael Wilson has conjectured that this gift was a song, and that Lanier sent the letter in hopes
securing employment in the Carleton household.544
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Figure 4.1. Nicholas Lanier, unknown artist, 1613. Private Collection, courtesy of the Weiss
Gallery, London
Lanier returned to Venice in 1625 and 1627 to purchase artwork for Charles I. During this
time, he brokered the famous sale of the Gonzaga collection, a milestone in the history of English
collecting. Faced with severe financial burdens, The Gonzaga family was persuaded to sell
hundreds of paintings and antique sculptures to the Stuarts. Lanier negotiated this sale through
Wake and the ambassador’s colleague Daniel Nijs, a Flemish merchant and art dealer in Venice.
After Lanier arrived in Italy in July 1625, Nijs supplied him with a letter of introduction to the
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Grand Chancellor of Mantua.545 This recipient was none other than Alessandro Striggio the
Younger, librettist for Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo. Striggio was also a skilled violist and son of the
singer and lutenist Virginia Vagnoli and of the composer and multi-instrumentalist Alessandro
Striggio.546 Nijs’s letter refers to Lanier as a “virtuoso” with superb taste in visual art. Nijs insisted
that the Duke of Mantua would be very pleased to make the acquaintance of this
…English gentleman who is a musician of the King of England and plays upon the viola
da gamba with even more divisions than upon the lute, and he goes under the pretense of buying
some paintings in order to experience the Holy Year in Rome…547
Although Nijs’s letter mentions Lanier’s artistic expertise, employment under the king, and
interest in the 1625 Roman jubilee year (a rhetorical choice to present Lanier as a Catholic),
Lanier’s musical talents take center stage in this introduction. Nijs seems to have understood that
Lanier’s musical skills – specifically his embellishments upon the viol – would be the most
effective means of ingratiating Lanier with his Mantuan contacts. Perhaps this was directed at
Striggio, considering the grand chancellor’s own interest in the viol. Nijs’s words also suggest that
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he himself had heard Lanier play both the viol and lute in Venice. Lanier may have performed for
Nijs in the merchant’s home or at the embassy. In another letter to Striggio, Nijs stressed that
beyond Lanier’s dedication to painting and drawing, he possessed such musical artistry
…that he can sit at the roundtable with the best of them. Your Signoria Illustrissima will
admire him on the viola da gamba, which he plays better than anyone upon the lute, and he is in
the service of high persons. He is going to see the world with his well-lined purse…548
According to Nijs, Lanier’s musical virtuosity wasn’t all that would please the Duke of
Mantua. The Flemish merchant continued on to insist that Lanier’s “religion conforms to his” –
meaning that Lanier, like the duke, was a Catholic.549 Studies of Lanier’s time in Italy have
overlooked this ensuing passage and mistranslated Nijs’s comment about the Holy Year in Rome.
Taken together, these exhumed statements reveal three new possibilities. First, Lanier may have
been a recusant English Catholic much like Dering. This would call for a thorough reconsideration
of Lanier’s musical career and other biographical information. Second, and more likely, Lanier
disguised himself as a Catholic while visiting the Gonzaga court. This would support a portrait
that scholars have already painted of Lanier as a sly, intrepid political agent. Third, Nijs might
have simply misjudged Lanier’s religious loyalties. In any case, underscoring Lanier’s alleged
Catholicism certainly made for an effective letter of introduction to a Catholic court.
Lanier set off for Mantua in August, carrying letters of exchange, though it appears that he
did not intend to make any purchases there just yet. Nijs was evidently correct that Lanier’s musical
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prowess would be well received at the Gonzaga court. The English musician returned to Venice at
the end of the month, purportedly enraptured by his experiences in Mantua and the great honors
that he had received there. In keeping with his earlier emphasis on music, Nijs assured Striggio
that Lanier’s praises would be “a trumpet that is heard all the way from His Majesty’s chamber.”
Lanier then headed to Rome in January 1626.550 Once the Gonzaga deal had been negotiated and
the artwork purchased, Lanier returned to Venice in 1627. As discussed in Chapter 3, he may have
met Monteverdi at one of the English embassy’s house concerts in July of that year.551
Lanier stayed with Nijs until at least September of that year, organizing the collection’s
shipment back to England. Lanier departed for England in April 1628, with two of the king’s newly
purchased paintings in his own care.552 I follow Christina Anderson’s example of refraining from
judging the Gonzaga deal as a historically positive or negative event, but I do recognize that the
controversial sale of this collection resulted in a major transfer of cultural capital from Mantua to
the Stuart court during a significant phase of English imperial expansion.553 Lanier’s real or
fictional alignment with Catholicism as well as his musical talents upon the “division viol”
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conveniently facilitated this sale. His musical virtuosity equipped him to impress his hosts at the
Mantuan court and paved the way for an eventual commercial transaction.

Merchant Musicians
The growth of England’s trading empire depended on personal networking and cultural
adaptability within English merchant communities abroad. As Alison Games has argued, these
communities benefitted from maintaining tight-knit groups of their own while also immersing
themselves within the cultural life of their host cities abroad. Mobile merchants connected with
potential foreign trade partners by becoming well versed in local languages, holidays, fashions,
cuisines, and commercial goods.554 Moreover, the Levant Company tended to recruit highly
educated employees who were capable of relaxing and entertaining themselves through various
forms of cultural engagement.555 English merchants in Venice, whether temporary visitors or
residents of the city, occupied much of their free time with music and theatre. As Bryan White has
shown, the musical sociability of seventeenth-century English merchants allowed them to build
professional networks and exchange information, traversing boundaries between work and play.556
I contend that itinerant English merchants in Venice such as Robert Bargrave turned to
music-making and musical tourism to stay motivated under harsh working conditions. Life at sea
could be monotonous, miserable, and incredibly dangerous, and travel to unfamiliar lands
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presented constant challenges; music and dance provided some relief from these tribulations.557
Resident merchants in the Republic, however, built more permanent social networks through their
musical pursuits by connecting with both Italian and other English musicians in Italy. In the case
of Lawrence Hider, keeping a salaried musician and other Italian employees in his Venetian home
even afforded him supporters in his legal disputes.
Robert Bargrave, son of Isaac Bargrave, is perhaps the best-known English merchant
musician who traveled to Venice in the seventeenth century. He was an employee of the Levant
Company who chronicled hist travels throughout the Continent and beyond in the 1650s. He was
a composer, music copyist, and viol player with a keen interest in hearing and writing about music
wherever he went.558 In 1654 Bargrave set off for the Straits of Gibraltar on a merchant ship loaded
with corn, the Thomas and William. Bargrave was employed as supercargo and also tasked with
guardianship of his nephew, Henry Palmer, who accompanied Bargrave for commercial
experience and possibly for safety as a Royalist during the Commonwealth period. Their journey
was not an easy one. Bargrave was aggrieved to leave his immediate family behind in England, he
suffered from debilitating seasickness, and the ship had to be repaired due to minor leaks. Bargrave
first spent considerable time in Spain selling the ship’s corn and collecting woolen goods to sell in
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Venice. The Thomas and William arrived in the Republic in April 1655, where Bargrave remained
until July for various business reasons.559
His stopover in Venice coincided with the Marriage of the Sea Ceremony and other
Ascension Day festivities. As Bargrave recalled,
[T]heyr Ceremonies upon Ascension day; when theyr Gallie…is launchd to Seae; a vessel
most richly adornd, and rowed by a multitude of men on the lower Deck unseen, whiles the upper
Deck is covred, as it were, with a rich Canopy of Gold, borne (towarde the Stern) upon the
Shoulders of Slaves, most artificially resembled in Statutes, which lively imitate the paine they
suffer under the burden: and under this Canopy is carried the Dóge…and the whole Senate of
Venice, as farr as the barr of Lio [Lido], attended by innumerable Piotta’s and Gondola’s, filld
with Gallants and Ladies, some in Masquera; some barefaced, with little Companies of rare
Trumpetts and Drummes.560
Bargrave’s account of the doge’s bucentaur pays special attention to the vessel’s music and
to its sculptural representations of enslaved persons. In this moment, the sounds of trumpets and
drums worked alongside visible slave labor to communicate the formidable authority of Venice’s
maritime empire. The close proximity between Bargrave’s descriptions of both ceremonial
elements is significant, as this rhetorical choice is not particular to Bargrave’s travelogue alone.
As analyzed below, more than one English diarist discussed the bucentaur’s majestic music in the
context of real or depicted slavery onboard. Bargrave also mentioned the sounds of guns,
fireworks, and the “glorious Ascension Faire upon Saint Markes Place,” featuring mountebanks,
jugglers, rope dancers, “monsters and other novalties.”561
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Bargrave’s account of his Venetian stopover praises the excellence of both public and
private music in the Republic, but he was most impressed by what he heard at the Conservatori dei
Mendicanti and della Pietà. On his visit to the Conservatorio della Pietà, he was fortunate to hear
an unnamed but apparently famous Venetian singing nun. He penned a detailed recollection of her
expressive vocal ornamentation in both prose and musical notation, describing techniques such as
trills, echo effects, intonazioni, cascate, and portamenti di voce.562 As I explain below, it is
unsurprising that Bargrave would pay such close attention to the mechanics of her singing without
mentioning her name or the repertoire that she was performing. His account is very much a
depersonalized, empirical examination of her vocal technique. Travel to Italy allowed spectatorauditors like Bagrave to experience public musical performances by women, whose enthralling
talents would ultimately inspire the introduction of women singers onto the English stage as well.
Bargrave and his crew headed next to Zante, Morea, and mainland Greece, where Bargrave
traded cargos of oil and was briefly detained on charges of malpractice. On Bargrave’s return
voyage to Venice, the Thomas and William was hit with a treacherous gale that damaged the ship.
When they docked in Venice, the ship was quarantined for forty-three days after one crewmember
unsuccessfully tried to smuggle wool – then thought to be a major carrier of contagion – onto
Venetian soil. Bargrave and his crew were finally permitted to disembark in February 1656, at
which point Carnival celebrations had only just commenced and were a much welcome respite
from the crew’s troubles.563 As Bargrave recounted,
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At length our Penance expir’d, and our full Lent of Solitude at Seae, brake out into a glad
Carnevale on Shoar; which was but newly begun when our Prattick was granted; & seemd so much
the more delightfull, by how much our Restraint had been more hard and tedious: Nay at the first
it seemd rather an Aparition then a reall thing; or as if the world was in a Frensy; while every man
or woman appeared some new Creature, in as many shapes as there were persons: theyr Habits
were from the extremitie of the Rich and Gallant, to the extravagance of base and ragged; some
here dancing, some there singing, and others drolling…564
The city was bursting with the sounds of fireworks and dramatic entertainments. Bargrave
was most taken with “theyr Operas, (or Playes) represented in rare musick from the beginning to
the end, by Select Eunuchs and women.”565 He lauded the richness of Venetian operatic costuming,
scenery, machinery, and dances. He was so infatuated with Francesco Cavalli’s L’Erismena that
he saw it sixteen times and would later copy his own English version of the score.566 Bargrave’s
adoration of the opera was probably made all the more fanatical by his emancipation from cabin
fever. He returned to England in 1656, counting among his fellow travelers Palmer, Peter Annot
(the ship’s surgeon), Tomaso Rodomonte (presumably a relative of the innkeeper Paolo
Rodomonte), and Bargrave’s trumpeter, William Fuller.567
This expedition was far from the only one in which musical diversions soothed Bargrave’s
distress. His 1647-52 journey to Constantinople, for example, was particularly arduous, but
Bargrave recalled that the crew kept their spirits up with music, dancing, and acting in comedies.
Bargrave composed his own poetry and music on that trip, which helped to distract from gales,
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disease, deaths, locust swarms, attacks by warships and pirates, personal conflicts between
crewmembers, and other such hardships. In 1650 Bargrave was unwittingly dragged into a
complex political plot, and he and the Levant Company treasurer, Jonathan Dawes, were
imprisoned by Turkish authorities. When Bargrave was finally released from this grim period of
incarceration, he composed a song entitled, “Upon Mr Dawes his and my Release from our
Imprisonment in Smirna Castle, Anno 1650.”568
Not only did musicking motivate Bargrave to press on with his work, but the intercultural
encounters that he experienced on his travels helped him to hone his wide breadth of foreign
language skills (such as in Italian, Latin, Spanish, and Romanian) and learn about history,
commerce, international politics, and foreign social practices. He also forged connections with
exiled Royalists abroad and analyzed the concurrent political upheaval in England through his
impressions of civil dissidence in foreign states. This immersive education and networking abroad
qualified him for his eventual postings as secretary to the powerful Heneage Finch, First Earl of
Nottingham, and as secretary of the Levant Company.569
The resident merchant Michael Filippi (perhaps the Italianized “Philips”) seems to have
been another English string player in Venice. His 1653 last will and testament left a “viola” and
violin – both in “good, and new” condition – to his “Carissimo friend Tomaso Arnegi, an English
merchant in Genoa.”570 Nothing else is known about either of their musical activities. Perhaps
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music was central to Filippi’s friendship with Arnegi, or perhaps Filippi recognized that his
instruments would be of economic value to Arnegi. Either way, as Maria Fusaro has suggested,
the wills of English merchants in Venice illustrate how carefully they preserved their cultural
identity through continued loyalty to and concern for their fellow countrymen abroad.571
Another resident English merchant, Lawrence Hider, was mixed up in a rather absurd
assault trial in 1628, and the Venetian public prosecutors’ case files for the affair reveal that he
began taking regular lute lessons with a salaried teacher shortly after arriving in the Republic.572
As several different witnesses alleged, one evening in September 1628, Hider was rudely and
drunkenly disparaging the Venetian navy in the Piazza San Marco when a local Greco-Venetian
subject, Elia Vignari, stepped in to confront him for abusing alcohol and insulting Venetian
seaworthiness. Hider then hurled personal insults at Vignari, and Vignari physically attacked him.
Hider fled to a nearby shop for safety. The English merchant later pressed charges against Vignari,
claiming that Vignari was a volatile bravo working for an affluent Cephalonian gentleman,
Giacomo Metaxà, and had ambushed him out of nowhere. Hider also alleged that Metaxà had
incited Vignari to beat him over a financial disagreement. Nearly all witness testimonies proved
otherwise. They maintained that Vignari was a respectable Cephalonian gentleman and captain of
the Stradioti, and that Metaxà had handled matters civilly. Vignari had certainly given Hider a
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thrashing, however, and was ultimately banished from Venice and Cephalonia for six years. Hider
and Metaxà were acquitted.573
The few witnesses who supported Hider’s side of the story were discovered to be
dependents in his household, and their impartiality was thus considered compromised.574 One such
witness was Gabriel Fiamma, a “maestro salariato” in Hider’s home who was tutoring the English
merchant in music. An article in defense of Metaxà indicates that Fiamma was examined and
opposed Metaxà.575 First, D. Todorin Sagomalà quondam D. Tomaso, a merchant from Morea,
testified that when he had visited Hider to make a payment, he had seen
…a young man in said house, who played the lute very well; and when I asked who that
young man was, those in the household responded to me that he teaches Ser Lawrence to play. I
know nothing else, neither do I know that young man’s name.576
Another witness by the name of Piero Zagia di Francesco, a barber, confirmed that this
lutenist was indeed Gabriel Fiamma, who “teaches the English merchant, Ser Lawrence Hider, to
play the lute, as Ser Gabriel said to a gentleman in my shop.”577 Zagia’s assistant, Paulo Marchesini
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di Mattio, affirmed Zagia’s statement: “Finding himself one day in our shop, Ser Gabriel Fiamma
was overheard telling a gentleman that he was teaching the English Ser Hider to play the lute.”578
I have found no other information on any lutenist from this period by the name of Gabriel
Fiamma, and so it seems that the Hider-Vignari trial introduces us to a new seventeenth-century
Italian musician as well. At the end of Zagia’s deposition, the avogador noted that Fiamma’s father
was Zagia’s “friend from San Zuane.”579 While Fiamma’s examination was ultimately considered
compromised and is not preserved in the case files, it is nonetheless significant that by paying a
household music tutor and other dependents, Hider had assembled a small band of local witnesses
who were incentivized to corroborate his accusations against the two Greek suspects. Hider was,
after all, found innocent in the eyes of Venetian law while Vignari was forced to leave the
Republic. This small legal victory would allow Hider to continue his work in Venice – and with
Greek merchants – in spite of his uncouth conduct.580

Musicking at Sea: Mercenaries and Pirates
By the early seventeenth century, waning Venetian naval forces began to require outside
assistance to defend the Republic against its enemies at sea. The Venetian government enlisted the
help of English and Dutch naval backup, primarily private merchant vessels with military
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capability.581 Salaried musicians aboard these ships were typically pipers, trumpeters, and
drummers. Though truly in service to the English navy, they acted as mercenaries for the Republic,
helping England to maintain a stable alliance with Venice. On one rogue English ship in Istria,
however, trumpeters and drummers assisted in deceiving Venetian officials and led them straight
into a perilous confrontation with the ship’s crew. I suggest that this may have been a common
tactic for English pirates in Venetian waters. Such violence at sea was devastating to Venetian
shipping and accelerated the Republic’s commercial decline. English merchant ships continually
smuggled contraband across borders. This shady business broke foreign laws and put a strain on
Anglo-Venetian diplomatic relations, but English authorities easily tolerated such misdeeds if
promised a cut of the proceeds.582
In January 1618 Francesco Molìn, the commissioner of Venetian naval forces, wrote to the
doge and Senate of one English mercenary ship in the Venetian service called Alethea. Four of its
personnel were unnamed trumpeters.583 Later that month the Venetian ambassador to England,
Pietro Contarini, sent the doge and Senate articles of an agreement made with the English Colonel
Henry Peyton, who was to command more English war ships in the Venetian service, including
The Abigail, The Anadem, The Centurion, The Dragon, The Hercules, The Matthew, and The Royal
Exchange. This 500-person infantry was part of a larger Anglo-Dutch force assembled to defend
the Venetian navy against Spanish enemies in Naples. Contarini and Peyton agreed that of the
English colonel’s company of 200 mercenaries, two would be drummers and one a fife player.
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They also agreed that the other two captains under Peyton’s command would lead 150 soldiers
each, allotting two drummers per captain.584 Trumpeters served as a captain’s principal naval
musicians aboard English ships, while drummers and fifers were typically assigned to troops of
foot soldiers. Trumpeters were expected accompany their captain at all times. All three types of
instrumentalists played together on ceremonial occasions, though they each had individual duties
during naval battles and land marches.585
In July of that year, Peyton’s men mutinied over their pay and the rebellion’s ringleaders
were hanged by the Venetian authorities. By 1619 the fleet’s numbers had dwindled to a mere 350
men.586 In January 1620 Alvise Zorzi, Proveditor of Zadar, Dalmatia, sent the doge and Senate a
muster roll of Peyton’s troops there. Of the remaining men recorded in Peyton’s service, one was
an unnamed piper and five were listed as drummers: Richard Gion, Anthony Legreir, Robert Ogle,
John Stela, and Robert Valers.587 I have uncovered no further information on these musicians
beyond their presence in Zadar. Peyton’s troops were generally praised for their bravery at sea, but
returning officers in 1621 did complain of ill treatment under the colonel.588
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Of course, Anglo-Venetian maritime relations weren’t always so symbiotic. In April 1604
Lunardo Zorzi, Podestà in Cittanuova, Istria, recounted to the doge and Senate an alarming tale
about his recent encounter with an English ship called The Royal Merchant, under the command
of the English captain John King. In late March the ship arrived from Venice and docked at the
Port of Quieto. King and some of his crew disembarked and greeted Zorzi’s cortège at the
podestà’s palazzo, where
…with most gracious demonstration of goodwill and of courtesy, they saluted several times
to the sound of Trumpets and Drums, until I was persuaded to reward them with some few
refreshments…589
King paid his respects to the ambassador and invited him to visit their ship, declaring it to
be the best of its kind. Zorzi refused several times, but his Italian colleagues were intrigued. The
next day they embarked and were given a tour of the vessel. Zorzi quickly grew suspicious and
began to fear for his life, as the ship’s sail was already set and its anchors were weighed. King’s
crew insisted that they were merely showing Zorzi and his retinue how well the ship could sail.
The ship continued on course until, as Zorzi had feared, King prevented Zorzi and his compatriots
from boarding the ship’s tender to leave. King revealed that he intended to kidnap his Venetian
passengers and bring them back to England, and that he “wanted to make known how much he
was capable of and what he could do.” This would be King’s revenge for having been imprisoned
on charges of smuggling.590 Zorzi and his entourage begged for release until King eventually
agreed to let them go, but the English captain was far from finished with his threats. The Venetian
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company had barely begun their return to shore when King’s ship fired two cannonballs at them.
No one was hurt: the first struck the water near the tender, and the second passed over it. At long
last The Royal Merchant left them alone and departed.591
Zorzi wondered afterward if King’s actions might have been a misunderstanding or a
drunken frolic, but when he heard about similar issues with English visitors to the Republic’s
capital, he was compelled to report the incident to the Venetian government.592 News of this scuffle
eventually reached both Venetian and English magistrates, and King approached Molìn to defend
himself, claiming that his actions were only in jest and that the cannonballs were fired in Zorzi’s
honor. After a brief investigation, King was found innocent and his earlier ban from Cephalonia
was lifted. He was granted safe conduct in Venetian waters for the following two years.593
From what I have shared on Zorzi’s side of the story, it seems that The Royal Merchant’s
trumpeters and drummers assisted King in deceiving the podestà and his countrymen into trusting
the English crew against their better judgment. This musical salutation contributed to the ship’s
initial illusion of respectability and goodwill, helping to convince Venetian officials to board
King’s vessel. Whether or not there was also some truth to King’s unconvincing explanation,
Zorzi’s mention of other similar episodes with English ships suggests that such trickery was
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commonplace in Venetian territories. In any event, King’s actions went unpunished, and he
emerged from the conflict with even more commercial liberties than before.

The Diarists: “All kiend of Musicke: and Instriments of Warr”
Venice was a prime destination for seventeenth-century English travel writers, who had
much to say about the many sounds and varieties of music that they heard in the Republic. The
travelogues consulted for this chapter are certainly not a monolith, but several trends do emerge in
English responses to Venetian music. First, English writers made note of music’s importance to
Venetian civic ritual and everyday life, in one case even proclaiming that Italians were innately
predisposed to music-making. If this represents a more general English impression of Italian
culture, it explains why English politicians and merchants in the Republic so closely attended to
music in their work. Second, English diarists wrote about Venetian musical pageantry with awe,
drawing associations between ceremonial music and warfare, slave labor, and imperial spectacle.
Third, they marveled at the Venetian technologies showcased by opera and sacred music in the
Republic, and they understood that Venetian instrumental ensembles, vocalists (especially
castrati), stage machinery, and other novel astonishments had a powerful, rapturous effect on
spectator-auditors. Finally, Venice was an ideal city for these authors to contribute to a larger
English project of global knowledge-gathering through proto-ethnological study of foreign
musical practices, including those of local religious and ethnic minorities.
Several scholars including Andrew Hadfield, Alison Games, Nandini Das, Pramod Nayar,
William Sherman, and Anna Suranyi have established that the voyages and discoveries made
during the English age of exploration – in conjunction with the advent of print – gave rise to a
widely circulated corpus of travel literature framed by a nascent English Protestant identity and
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driven by English commercial, imperial, and colonial ambitions.594 Analyzing English travelogues
of India, for example, Nayar has argued that early modern English travel writing cultivated a
socially energizing cultural imaginary of foreign lands for European readers, inspiring them to
quest for distant, decadent, and uncharted places. Discovery, then, was a mode of “imaginative
mapping” that demystified the foreign through empirical inquiry. This generated a certain
“discourse of discovery” by the English gaze that would inform the British state’s future colonial
ventures. These knowledge-gathering projects abroad were fundamentally an exercise in selfdefinition: through repeated cultural comparison, English travelers began to see themselves as a
superior race worthy of jurisdiction over a colonial empire.595 Hadfield, Suranyi, and others have
also recognized early modern travel writing as a vehicle for participation in broader debates about
the body politic, societal structure, political representation, individual liberties, religious
persecution, foreign cultural influence, and international state rivalries.596 Whether a travel
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diarist’s chronicles were written for private reference, family, friends, or a wider public readership,
these accounts collectively laid the groundwork for subsequent English imperial enterprises.
As every author in this tradition contributed to England’s sonic imaginary of far-off lands
and shaped English acoustemologies of foreign musical cultures, I consider all of them together
irrespective of each traveler’s readership or level of musical skill. Moreover, I maintain that
seventeenth-century travel writing was its own performative act that vividly described musical
sounds and spectacle experienced abroad so that audiences at home could vicariously partake in
those events as well. Indeed, Jonson’s prefatory encomium in Thomas Coryat’s travelogue
proclaims, “Here, like Arion, our Coryate doth draw All sorts of fish with Musicke of his maw.”597
As Jennifer Wood has also argued, early modern English travel narratives constructed notions of
foreign sonic “otherness” in transcultural encounter that were then more literally sounded out on
the English stage.598 English travel writers expressed somewhat similar opinions on Venetian
music regardless of their confessional loyalties, though I do take these differences into account in
their reflections on sacred music. We return here to Bargrave and Bullen Reymes while also
introducing a new cast of characters: Thomas Coryat, John Evelyn, Richard Lassels, Francis
Mortoft, Fynes Moryson, Peter Mundy, John Raymond, John Reresby, Richard Symonds,
Nicholas Stone the Younger, and the travel party of Thomas Berkeley.599
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Moryson was a professional travel writer who journeyed far and wide throughout Europe
and the Ottoman Empire at the turn of the seventeenth century. He traveled to Venice in the mid1590s and was briefly enrolled at the University of Padua. He later served as secretary for the Lord
Deputy of Ireland. He published multiple volumes on his travels, notably his 1617 An
Itinerary…Containing His Ten Yeeres Travell through the Twelve Dominions of Germany,
Bohmerland, Sweitzerland, Netherland, Denmarke, Poland, Italy, Turky, France, England,
Scotland, and Ireland (London: Printed by John Beale for Moryson). A final manuscript section
of his Itinerary (Corpus Christi College, Oxford) remained unpublished long after his death.600
Though Moryson was a sixteenth-century traveler, I do include his book in this study, as it was
published during the Jacobean period. Coryat was another professional travel writer, who probably
served as an unofficial court jester for Prince Henry Stuart. He journeyed to Venice in 1608 as part
of a larger tour of the Continent. He published his popular, characteristically droll travelogue
Coryat’s Crudities: Hastily Gobled Up in Five Moneth’s Travels in 1611 (London: Printed by
William Stansby for Coryat). His voyage to Italy prepared him for later, more long-distance travels
to places such as the Ottoman Empire and India.601 As a court entertainer Coryat may have sung
or played musical instruments, which seems especially likely given his heightened attention to
music in his writings.
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Figure 4.2. Map of Venice in Fynes Moryson, An Itinerary…Containing His Ten Yeeres
Travell through the Twelve Dominions of Germany, Bohmerland, Sweitzerland, Netherland,
Denmarke, Poland, Italy, Turky, France, England, Scotland, and Ireland (London: Printed by
John Beale for Moryson, 1617), Part 1, 75. GB-Lbl. © British Library Board. Images
produced by ProQuest as part of Early English Books Online. www.proquest.com. Images
published with permission of ProQuest. Further reproduction is prohibited without
permission.
The anonymously authored British Library Sloane MS 682 (also quoted in my
introduction) records a music-filled journey through Flanders, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy in
1610. It has been tentatively attributed to the politician Thomas Berkeley or another member of
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his travel party.602 Mundy was an itinerant merchant who recorded his visit to Venice in the early
1620s and later became an employee of the East India Company.603 He was an amateur lutenist.604
Stone was a sculptor and mason who toured Europe and visited Venice in the late 1630s and early
1640s. He kept a diary of his travels (British Library). Though his musical interests are unknown,
he did purchase lute strings in Italy for his father.605
Musical diarists visited Venice with more frequency during the English Civil War and
Interregnum. Raymond traveled throughout the Continent in the 1630s and 40s in a number of
different positions, including as a soldier, a private tutor, and secretary to the English ambassador
in Venice. He published his Venetian travels in 1648, in An Itinerary Contayning a Voyage, Made
Through Italy, in the Yeare 1646, and 1647 (London: Printed for Humphrey Moseley).606 Evelyn
was a scientist and writer who kept a much-cited diary of his journey to Venice in the mid-1640s.
He toured the Continent and studied at the University of Padua. Later in life he was on the council
for foreign plantations and an investor in the East India Company. He played the lute and theorbo
and wrote often about music. He took theorbo lessons while in the Veneto.607
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Figure 4.3. John Evelyn, Robert Walker, 1648-c.1656. National Portrait Gallery

study possible. John Evelyn, October 1645, The Diary of John Evelyn, Vol. 2, ed. E.S. de Beer
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1955), 473. See also Douglas D. C. Chambers, “Evelyn, John”
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Lassels, a Catholic priest and travel writer, was educated and employed in France before
he was entrusted to accompany Catherine and Thomas Whetenall to Rome in the Jubilee Year of
1650, as described below. Lassels revised his account of their journey multiple times, including
his below-cited 1654 manuscript, Description of Italy (National Library of Scotland). A later
version of this travelogue, The Voyage of Italy: or Compleat Journey Thorough Italy (Printed by
Vincent du Montier), was published posthumously in Paris in 1670. Subsequently published in
London and translated into French and German, it became an influential guidebook of the period.
Lassels famously coined the term “grand tour.”608 Reresby was a Royalist politician who recorded
his travels to the Continent between 1654 and 1658.609 He was an amateur lutenist and guitarist.610
Little is known about Mortoft. He traveled to Venice in 1659, apparently in a group of young
Englishmen on a grand tour through France and Italy. His manuscript travel diary is preserved in
the British Library. His only biographer, Malcolm Letts, has noted that Mortoft was generally
passionate about music.611 Finally, the politician, solider, and antiquary Richard Symonds visited
Venice while on a long tour of the Continent between 1649 and 1651. He kept detailed notebooks
about his travels and briefly studied at the University of Padua. Among his many different artistic
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interests, Symonds was almost certainly a theorbist. He owned multiple theorbos and carried at
least one with him during his European travels. According to one of Symonds’s notebooks, he
made payments for a theorbo’s mending and transport in December 1651. He also purchased “2
bookes of Songs” in Venice, which contained repertoires by Monteverdi and Orazio Tarditi.612
Most obviously, diarists agreed upon the general excellence of Italian music and noticed a
widespread appreciation for music throughout the peninsula. Raymond characterized Italians as
“addicted to Musick, especially that of the Voyce, (which indisputably is the best…)” He claimed
that in Italy there was “no Fachin [porter] or Cobler than can finger some Instrument; so that when
the heats of the Day are tyr’d out to a coole Evening; the Streets resound with confused, yet
pleasant Notes.”613 Evelyn also evoked this scene of gentle, sonorous chaos when he recalled that
he had heard individuals on the Grand Canal “singing, playing on harpsichords, & other musick &
serenading their Misstriss’s...”614 Lassels classified Italians as “great lovers of musick, medals,
statues and pictures, as things which either divert their melancholy, or humor it.” In his estimation,
musicking was a civilized (and also civilizing) means by which Italians maintained control over
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their own humoral imbalance.615 Young Englishmen could learn from this civilizing influence in
Italy by “following the sweet exercises of musick, painting, architecture, and mathematicks…”616
Lassels characterized Italians as excessively “jealous and melancholick,” but praised their “strong
phancies and excellent iudgements both together, which make them such good politicians, painters,
Poëts, musitians and ingeniers...”617 This portrayal of Italian temperament parallels a handful of
aphorisms that Moryson shared about the nature of Italian singing, which branded it a combination
of bleating, sighing, and lamenting:
For singing Art, the Germans are said to houle, the Flemmings to sing the Spaniards to sob,
the French to deskant, the Italians to bleate. Or otherwise: the Italians to lament, the Germans to
crie, the French to sing: or otherwise. The Spaniards weep, the Italians sigh, the English bleate like
Goats, the Germans bellow, the French sing.618
In the early seventeenth century, melancholy was widely recognized as both a musical style
and physio-psychological condition, both of which were closely linked to ideas of musical genius.
Music-making was thought to treat certain melancholic afflictions. As such afflictions were also
associated with spirituality, musicking could help realign off-kilter relationships between the mind,
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body, and soul.619 Raymond’s notion of an Italian “addiction” to music, then, approached both
medical and religious diagnosis. Italianate English travelers were often understood to have shifted
their sanguine and phlegmatic temperament toward a more melancholic disposition. As Mary
Floyd-Wilson has argued, English authors responded to this idea with ambivalence, as England’s
cultural adoption of melancholy through contact with Mediterranean peoples had long been
theorized as a bodily absorption of southern blackness.620
According to Moryson, Venice had always reigned supreme in “the Art of Musick,” and
never more than at the turn of the seventeenth century.621 After scaling the campanile in San Marco
Evelyn aptly described the “sight of this Mira⟨c⟩ulous Cittie which lies in the boosome of the sea
in the shape of a Lute...”622 As mentioned in Chapter 3, Reymes made a similar comparison
between gondolas and lutes. Moryson stressed that Venetians especially excelled in “making lutes,
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Organs, and other Instruments of musicke.”623 And yet, he clarified, Venetian expertise was not to
be found “in light tunnes and hard striking of the stringes, (which they dislike),” nor was it in
peripatetic companies of fiddlers, as the Republic had “none or very fewe single men of small
skill.” Rather, the Venetians preferred “Consortes of graue soleme Musicke.” Their sweet and soft
“touching of the stringes,” often paired “with winde Instruments, and most pleasant voyces of
boyes and men,” had a spiritual effect on listeners whether in public or private settings. Such
rapturous consort music was usually performed in churches, he explained, and seemed “to rauish
the hearers spiritt from his body,” elevating the affections and thus the religious devotion
demonstrated by already pious churchgoers.624 The captivating power of Venetian sacred music,
then, was a means of securing continued confessional loyalty from the Republic’s Catholic
citizens. Sundays and feast days throughout all of Italy, he reported, included “consortes of
excelent musicke, both lowed and still Instruments and voyces” as well as processions with
“Images caryed and Priests singing before them…”625 The author of Sloane MS 682 stated that on
feast days Venetian churches resounded with “all Musicke as Voices Hoboies Cornets
Shackybouts Consort and Vialls…”626
Moryson, a Protestant, was certainly wary of this musical enchantment, however, and did
not always write so favorably about Catholic processions in Venice, which featured
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…Companyes of Prists and Fryers of Religious Orders, carrying with them the Crosse and
banners of the Images of Saynts, and singing all the way they march, as likewise in the attendance
of the bretheren of the Schooles, espetially of the six great Schooles…627
He particularly disapproved of the Republic’s decadent Corpus Christi processions, in
which he witnessed “the Patriark singing Masse.” The whole affair, in Moryson’s opinion, was
“performed as they say with much humility, but it may be better sayd with grosse Idolatry.”628
Moryson saw all of Italy as saturated with excessive religious ceremony,
…in sprincklings of holy water, hallowing of Churches, Chappells, Alters, and Bells, in
Baptising of Bells, in Processons vpon the Saynts festiuall dayes, at the Churches dedicated to
them, wherein the Prists with lighted tapers, with banners, and singing, and Trumpitts, carye the
Saynts Images about the Church and parish to be adored by the people.629
Much like the embassy officials in Chapter 2, English travel writers demonstrated a
conflicted response to Venetian sacred music; they were dazzled and yet also apprehensive. Not
only were English spectator-auditors immersed in a city with a remarkably high number of firstrate sacred musical institutions, but many of the instruments that they heard were also new to the
world of English sacred music in the early seventeenth century. Raymond professed that the
excellence of Venetian liturgical music was his primary reason for visiting churches in the
Republic.630 English travel diarists in Venice were especially struck by the music of Saint Mark’s
Basilica, the Scuole Grandi, and the Ospedali Grandi. Beyond Reymes’s tourism of several
musical nunneries and Bargrave’s fondness for singing nuns at the Conservatori dei Mendicanti
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and della Pietà, Coryat was also impressed to hear “much singular musicke” at the convent of San
Lorenzo, notably featuring sackbuts and cornets.631
Both Moryson and Coryat mentioned a “singers pulpit” in the chancel of San Marco “where
the Musitians sing at solemne Feasts” and where relics and newly elected doges were shown before
the congregation.632 Coryat described the pulpit as “another faire round thing…wherein the
Singing men do sing upon Sundaies and festivall daies.”633 Moryson attended a Christmas Eve
Vespers service there, “song with most exquisite musicke both of Instruments and voyses,” as well
as a Mass before midnight. 634 At San Marco on the Feast of the Assumption, Coryat heard “much
good musicke, but especially that of a treble viol which was so excellent, that I think no man could
surpasse it.” The service also showcased yet more sackbuts and cornets which, in Coryat’s
estimation, “yeelded passing good musicke.”635 Moryson would have heard the basilica’s music
program under the direction of Baldassare Donato, while Coryat visited during the tenure of
Giovanni Croce. They likely heard elaborate polychoral music with lush instrumental
accompaniment.636 Reymes visited San Marco many times throughout the 1630s (see Chapter 3),
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and decades later, Mortoft also visited the basilica and witnessed a grand musical procession for
Good Friday:
…First went multitudes of People with great wax candles, then came 9 or 10 Priests singing
in a kind of doleful manner, then followed one man which carried a Crucifix on his shoulders, after
him, many Priests.637
Coryat famously had the great pleasure of attending multiple musical performances at the
Scuola Grande di San Rocco for the Feast of San Rocco in August 1608. He declared it to be the
best music he had ever heard and repeatedly lauded its splendor. Evoking Moryson’s general
description of Venetian consort music, Coryat recounted that the music at San Rocco had both
ravished and stupefied listeners, including himself who was “rapt up with Saint Paul into the third
heaven.” He heard an ensemble of twenty male singers under the direction of Bortolo Morosini,
along with sixteen instrumentalists led by Zuanne Bassani and Niccolò dalla Casa. The
instrumental group – comprised of cornets, sackbuts, violins, violoni, and theorbos – was joined
by no fewer than seven organists: Giambattista Grillo, the organist of Santi Giovanni e Paolo, and
five others provided by Giovanni Gabrieli (the scuola’s regular organist). Coryat was especially
bowled over by the event’s talented vocal soloists, Bartolomeo Barbarino, “Giulio da Padoa,”
Mattia Fernando, and Vido Rovetta. At least a couple of the singers appear to have accompanied
themselves on theorbos and violins. The music may have included polychoral and instrumental
works by Gabrieli, Monteverdi, Alessandro Grandi, and Giovanni Rovetta. One piece may have
been Gabrieli’s Sonata a tre from his Canzoni et sonate (Venice: Gardano, 1615).638 Reymes
likewise witnessed this splendorous day of music about two decades later (see Chapter 3).
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Moryson declared that in general, both Roman and Venetian ceremonials were the most
frequent and grandiose in the world.639 He described many of them in great detail, particularly the
Marriage of the Sea ceremony and other Ascension Day festivities. Moryson and his fellow travel
writers were especially astounded by the feast’s musical magnificence. As expounded in Chapter
2, spectator-auditors attending the Sensa events would have heard a rich variety of both vocal and
instrumental music in different settings. First, Moryson explained that during the andata in trionfo:
…8. standards are carryed, then followe six siluer Trompitts, then march two by two the
Dukes officers…being all 50. in nomber…Then follow the waytes of the Citty, and the Drumms,
attyred in Red, sounding and beating all the way.640
The doge would then board his stately bucentaur, surrounded by drums, silver trumpets,
and as mentioned by both Bargrave and Coryat, about fifty gilt statues representing the roughly
equivalent number of galley slaves interned below deck.641 Coryat proclaimed these sculptures to
be “a wondrous ornament to the galley” in addition to other gilded statues of winged lions and of
Skanderberg, who in Coryat’s words had led the Venetian military in many “glorious victories”
against the Ottoman Empire.642 Symonds also witnessed the Sensa and wrote of the bucentaur,
“The upper end or prova is supported by 8 Slaves cutt in Wood & guilt…Below the Rowers in a
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Roome underneath...”643 Lassels recalled that the enslaved rowers of the “noble galley” were
“placed underneath and unseene; but their great oares (twenty on a side) moveing all at once, make
it steere maiestically.”644 Once the bucentaur’s anchor was weighed, he wrote, the ship’s rowers
moved in sync with the music onboard: “the slaves being warned by the Captains whistle and the
sound of trumpets, begin to strike all at once with their oares…”645 The ship then set off on its
ceremonial excursion “gravely and slowly to the tune of trumpets and the musick of the voyces
which sing chearfull Hymeneal tunes.”646 In his published account Lassels added,
…thus they steere for two miles upon the Laguna, while the musick plays, and sings
Epithalaiums all the way long, and makes Neptune jealous to heare Hymen called upon in his
dominions.647
The galley rowers powering the doge’s barge were probably Ottoman prisoners of war,
incarcerated debtors, or other convicts. They would have labored under miserable conditions,
chained to their benches underneath the vessel with little hope of escape. This was the Venetian
empire’s principal form of enslavement by the sixteenth century, but the Republic had a long
history of slavery from at least the tenth century (see Chapter 3). It is no accident that English
onlookers were quick to notice the Ascension ceremony’s incarcerated rowers: England was
asserting an increasingly aggressive presence in the Atlantic slave trade and also shared Venice’s
rivalry with the Ottoman Empire. For English spectator-auditors, the sights and sounds of the
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bucentaur operated in tandem to convey Venetian imperial might through musically
choreographed subjugation of the Republic’s imprisoned enemies.
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Figure 4.4. “The Bucintoro [Bucentaur] at Sea with Accompanying Vessels,” Engraving in
Giacomo Franco, Habiti d'huomeni et donne venetiane con la processione della Serma. Signoria
et altri particolari cioè trionfi feste et cerimonie publiche della nobilissima città di Venetia
(Venice: s.n., c.1610). © Royal Academy of the Arts, London
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Whether or not they explicitly mentioned slavery on Ascension Day, English travel writers
generally agreed that the bucentaur and its music were magnificent to behold. Mundy was
impressed when he saw the vessel in July 1620. His diary explains that after the metaphorical
marriage ceremony, the doge and Venetian nobility would “retourne with the greatest musicke and
Triumph they can Invent, there goeinge in Company diverse other vessels to assist the Marriage,
all very gallantly set forth.”648 Lassels likewise exclaimed,
I confesse, of all the sights that I ever saw, nothing ever appeared to me more maiesticall,
then…to see the Sea covered with such rich boates (a thousand in number) all waiting upon the
Bucentauro, as if Neptune himself had been going to be marryed; and all echoing with the fanfarres
of trumpets.649
Evelyn described the ceremony as a fusion of both musical and military sounds. Like his
fellow diarists, he was awestruck by the
…gloriously painted, carved & gilded Bucentoro, invirond & follow’d by innumerable
Gallys, Gundolas, & boates filled with Spectators, some dressed in Masqu⟨e⟩rade, Trumpets,
musique, & Canons, filling the whole aire with din: Thus having rowed out about a league into the
Gulph, the Duke at the prow casts into the Sea a Gold ring, & Cup, at which a loud acclamation is
Echod by the greate Guns of the Arsenale, and at the Liddo…650
Then, Lassels recounted, the doge and his train continued on to “a monastery in a Little
Iland hard by [San Nicolò al Lido], he heares high Masse sung with excellent musick.” After dinner
Lassels and his travel party proceeded to Murano, where the English priest saw Venetian pilot
boats (or “piottas”) racing up and down the island’s central canal,
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…with their trompeters in each Piotta sounding several tunes and denounceing to one an
other an airy warre, as the brawny leggd watermen striving to outrow one another denounce a
watery one.651
It is well established that Venetian musical pageantry operated as state propaganda to
perpetuate the so-called “myth of Venice.” The Sensa was a rite of possession that symbolically
asserted Venetian dominion over international trade and the Adriatic.652 For English travel writers,
the Sensa’s musical majesty was also a robust demonstration of the Republic’s military strength.
Resplendent vocal and instrumental music resounded alongside cannons, guns, and statues of war
heroes and the enslaved; galley oars moved in time to the bucentaur’s music; and at day’s end an
“airy warre” on Murano between trumpeters on racing pilot boats mimicked real naval conflict. If
these diaries represent a more general English response to music in the Republic, it is no wonder
that another English author writing about the Feast of Saint Mark chose to describe the doge’s
galley as outfitted with “[a]ll kiend of Musicke: and Instriments of Warr…”653
In some cases, Venetian “Instriments of Warr” uncannily resembled instruments of music,
and instruments of music could become sites of great violence. In the armory of the doge’s palace,
Lassels saw “The Divels organs,” a leather trunk filled with a dozen pistol barrels that would shoot
every which way when the trunk was unlocked, assassinating everyone in the room. As Lassels
wrote, “The holes thorough the sides of the trunck shew the Divelish effect of this invention,
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therefor called the Divels organ, because the pistol barrels lye in it in ordre like organ pipes.”654
Stone mentioned the weapon as well, though he specified that it was not for practical use: “I have
sene diuers peeces of artylyrye with three nossells, euen to seuen, the wch they cale organes,
instruments made more for magnificence than usse and seruice of warr.”655
Coryat recounted one particularly violent musical accident atop Saint Mark’s Clocktower,
where two fifteenth-century bronze mechanical figures of what Coryat called “wilde men” (most
likely the work of Antonio Rizzo) had been constructed to periodically strike the clock’s bell. He
explained that although he had not seen this tragedy himself, several of his countrymen had
witnessed it and urged him to record it in his diary:
…A certaine fellow that had the charge to looke to the clocke, was very busie about the
bell, according to his usuall custome every day, to the end to amend something in it that was
amisse. But in the meane time one of those wilde men that at the quarters of the howers doe use to
strike the bell, strooke the man in the head with his brasen hammer, giving him such a violent
blow, that therewith he fel down dead presently in the place, and never spake more.656
Evelyn narrated this same story over thirty years later, stating that “an honest merchant” in
the city had told him that
…the fellow who kept the Clock, struck with his hammer so forcably, as he was stooping
his head neere the bell to mend something amisse, at the instant of striking, that being stunn’d, he
reel’d over the battlements, & brake his neck.657
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Organs and bells make numerous appearances in English travelogues of Venice, as
weapons, novelties, scientific inventions, or instruments of state ritual. In an inventory of important
objects and institutions in Venice, Coryat counted “two hundred Churches in which are one
hundred forty three paire of Organs.”658 No doubt building on this tradition, Reresby listed the
exact same number of organs in Venice nearly fifty years later.659 Moryson mentioned many of
these, notably the organs in San Marco, “said to be the Worke of a most skilfull Artificer.”660
Coryat described these instruments in greater detail, writing that on both sides of the quire he saw
…two exceeding faire payre of Organes, whose pipes are silver, especially those on the left
hand as you come in from the body of the Church, having the brasen winged Lyon of S. Marks on
the top, and the images of two Angels at the sides: under them this is written in faire golden letters,
Hoc rarissimum opus Urbanus Venetus F.661
When Moryson and his travel party visited the Vendramin collection, they were shown “a
paire of Organs having strange varieties of sounds.”662 On Murano Lassels saw yet another curious
“Organ in glasse three cubits high, so justly contrived, that by blowing into it, and touching the
stopps it sounded musically.”663 In merging the Republic’s instrument production with its lucrative
glass trade, this tiny organ exemplified how musical instruments functioned as Venetian material
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commodities. Moryson climbed to the top of the campanile’s steeple in San Marco and reported
in a consistently empirical manner that the tower
…beares foure great bels, whereof the greater called La Trottiera, is rung every day at
noone, and when the Gentlemen meet in the Senate with like occasions: but when a new Pope or
Duke is made, all the bels are rung, and the steeple is set round about with waxe candles burning.664
Beyond climbing the campanile, observing the Sensa, and visiting San Marco and the ducal
armory, English travel itineraries often included Venetian synagogues and Greek Orthodox
services at San Giorgio dei Greci. English tourists would have found both experiences a novelty,
as Jews were not legally permitted to practice their faith in England until the 1650s and there was
no Greek Orthodox church in London until after the Restoration. Visiting new cities like Venice
brought many English travelers into contact with Jewish communities for the first time. These
English travelers did not express a uniform antisemitism in this period, but they did tend to view
Jewish populations in Southwestern Europe as oddities.665
The general consensus among English writers was that Byzantine rites performed at San
Giorgio differed little from those of the Catholic Church. Coryat’s vague, yet harsh reflections on
Eastern Orthodox music, however, have more in common with his antisemitic writings on Jewish
liturgical music.666 According to Coryat’s derisive description of music at San Giorgio, when the
congregation sang “to answere the Priest, they have one kinde of gesture, which seemeth to me
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both very unseemely and ridiculous. For they wagge their hands up and downe very often.”667 He
continued,
The Priest saith not divine service in so open and publique a place to be seene as the
Papisticall Priests doe. For he saith service in a private Chappell, before whom most commonly
there is a Taffata curtaine drawne at the dore, that they people may not see him, yet sometimes, he
removes it againe. When the Grecians in the body of the Church answere the Priest, a little
Greekish boy in a short blacke gowne goeth oftentimes from one side of the Church, where they
sit, to the other, holding a Bible in his hand, unto whom the Grecians sing by turnes, sometimes
one at a time, sometimes three or foure…668
The nuances of the Greek Orthodox liturgy were clearly lost on Coryat, as he had no
musical details to share beyond mentioning cheironomy and responsorial, antiphonal singing.669
Approaching the San Giorgio services from a Catholic, ecclesiastical perspective, however,
Lassels was less critical and made an effort to learn more about what he was hearing. He found
“an understanding Grecian to tell me in particular all the Ceremonies and their meaning; and in
conclusion I found them saying masse perfectly.” Lassels comprehended that
…he that sung the Masse was a Bishop clad in his Pontificalibus with his miter upon his
head, and his crosier staff in his hand; whiles the Deacon that sung the ghospel, and the subdeacon
that sung the Epistle were clad in Tunicks as the Roman fashion is.670
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Much has been written about Coryat’s visit to a synagogue. The first author known to have
penned the word “ghetto” in English, Coryat disparagingly portrayed the service as a cacophonous,
chaotic affair. His descriptions of the cantor’s or service leader’s “exceeding loud yaling, undecent
roaring, and as it were a beastly bellowing…” echo his accounts of the “noisy” neighborhood
beyond the walls of the synagogue. Coryat also mentioned a group of “Clerkes,” who “do roare
with him, but so that his voyce...drowneth all the rest.”671 Daniel Schwartz has analyzed Coryat’s
comments as representing broader anxieties about Jewish “noise pollution,” while Carole Levin
and John Watkins view Coryat’s words as reflecting more general English impressions of Venice
as a declining republic overrun with undesirable sounds and peoples.672 Early modern Christian
observers often described the chanting of Ashkenazi Jewish communities in such terms,
contrasting its perceived chaos and coarseness with more orderly, refined Christian music.673 Ann
Rosalind Jones has reflected on this passage as revealing the double agenda of Coryat’s travelogue:
to thrill readers while also encouraging their moral fortitude in the face of a heavily sexualized,
Orientalized Venice. As Jones has demonstrated, Coryat persistently differentiated his own
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English Protestant ethical seriousness from the unfamiliar religious and ethnic communities that
he encountered abroad.674 His unfavorable reflections on Jewish music might be read, then, as a
confirmation his own preconceived stereotypes and deep-rooted theological prejudices.
Carnival, opera, and other secular celebrations were analyzed with frequency as well. For
the Feast of Saint Martin throughout Italy, Moryson noted “the boyes singing in the streetes in
Italian, long liue St. Martin with his cup of wyne and his goose rost, giue me a bitt my host…”675
He also explained that after aristocratic weddings in Venice, guests would be invited to the home
of the bride’s parents, where the bride was
…led about the roome with the sounde of Drumms, Trumpitts, and other musicall
Instruments, going in a Comely measure of daunsing, and so often bending the body to the guests
as shee passeth…676
Contemporaneous Italian accounts explain that during a typical Venetian wedding
reception, or parentado, a young bride would be led about the about the room in a circle by her
elderly dance master. The newlywed woman would then perform a few dances for her friends and
family to the sound of various musical instruments.677 Observing or at least learning about such
private forms of Venetian musicking enabled Moryson to invite his English readers into the
innermost circles of the Republic’s social life.
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While Carnival celebrations and other comparable festivities did occur in England, they
were nowhere near the scale of what British travelers experienced in Italy. Jennifer Vaught has
explored how English writing about carnival and the carnivalesque in this period served as a
vehicle for broader social, political, and economic commentary about the rise of capitalism and
republicanism in Britain.678 Visiting foreign Catholic locales where Carnival merriments reached
their highest levels of extravagance enabled English travel diarists to contribute to these
discussions in unique ways, in particular by recording their proto-ethnological perspectives on the
functions of Carnival in different cultural contexts beyond Britain.
Reymes was a near-constant musical Carnival reveler in Venice, as discussed in Chapter
3. Lassels portrayed these secular musical amusements as a means of maintaining the equilibrium
of the Italian “midling humour.” He declared that the Italian “gravity is not without some fire, nor
their levity without some fleame.” Therefore, Italians were “as apish as any nation in the world,
under a vizard in their Comedies and Carnevals, and as serious againe when thats pluckt off.”679
In Lassels’s view, periodically indulging these riotous tendencies allowed Italians to succeed in
more serious political endeavors and thus maintain state order: “all this is allowed the Italians that
they may give a little vent to their spirits which have been stifled for a whole yeare, and are ready
to choke with gravity and melancholy...”680 Reresby similarly wrote that the Venetian Carnival
featured “almost as many dresses and extravagances as men, as if the folly of this nation reserved
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itself the rest of the year to deboard itself more violently at that time.”681 Moryson noted that “[i]n
generall the Italians loue not to be excluded from musicke or Comedyes…”682
Describing the Italian carnival season in general, Moryson recounted how both men and
women would “walke vp and downe the markett places, and some companyes leade musicke with
them and table to place some Instruments in the markett places, where they play excelent
musicke.”683 He also wrote of
…publike meeteinges for dancing, where all that are masked may freely enter, and dance
with wemen there assembled and he that danseth at the ende of his danse payes the musitians an
ordinary rate of small mony.684
Evelyn participated in “the folly & madnesse of the Carnevall” in Venice, with
…the Women, Men & persons of all Conditions disguising themselves in antique dresses,
& extravagant Musique & a thousand gambols, & traversing the streetes from house to house, all
places being then accessible, & free to enter…685
Reresby explained that in order to “act the Frenchman” during Carnival, Venetians went
about “frisking to the sound of a guitar and a pair of tongs, with a great many yards of cut paper
of several colours, for ribbons, and bells for buttons.”686 Then, Reresby continued, some Venetians
“dance antiques, where they meet with convenient room, dressed like satyrs, apes, savages, to
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excellent concerts of music they carry with them.”687 Reresby seems to have gleefully participated
in such revelries himself. During one 1655 masquerade in the Piazza San Marco, Reresby was
attended by a young bagpiper whom he covered in so many petticoats that local listeners could
only hear and not see the instrument. Curious to know the source of the foreign instrument’s
unfamiliar sounds, excited Venetian crowds began to follow them and attempted to unclothe the
bagpiper.688
Secular musical performances constituted a large part of the city’s daily commercial hurlyburly, whether funded by public audiences or presented as advertisement for medical wares, sex
work, or other merchandise and business transactions. Venice offered ample opportunity for
English travelers to see plays and hear theatrical music. Reymes attended many theatrical
productions in Venice (see Chapter 3), and Coryat saw a comedy as well but thought little of its
quality. In his opinion, the playhouse was “very beggarly and base in comparison to our stately
Play-houses in England: neyther can their Actors compare with us for apparrell, shewes, and
musicke.” Nevertheless, he was fascinated to see women onstage and insisted that they had
performed just as well as their male counterparts.689
Arriving at the lowest levels of the Venetian theatrical hierarchy, Coryat and Lassels both
recorded their impressions of musicking mountebanks in the Piazza San Marco. Moryson
described a general prevalence of mountebank music throughout Italy.690 Coryat noticed an
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especially high toleration for mountebanks in Venice as compared to other Italian cities.691 As he
narrated, once these “Ciarlatans” were all onstage, vocal and instrumental music would begin to
play, which was but “a preamble and introduction to the ensuing matter.” The company’s leader
would then proceed to open his trunk and set out his wares until the music ended. After giving a
lengthy speech, “he delivereth out his commodities” to the sound of more music.692 These
commodities included everything from oils and medications to “amorous songs printed.”693 Coryat
remembered seeing one blind mountebank who was “noted to be a singular fellow for singing
extemporall songs, and for a pretty kinde of musicke that he made with two bones betwixt his
fingers.”694 Lassels, clearly unimpressed, mused on the strangeness of the mountebanks’ daily
“new fooling” in the piazza and on the apparently ridiculous expectation that onlookers “throw
them money too for such poore contentments.”695 As he wrote,
Here also they have every night in sommer, a world of Mountibancks, ciarlatani, and such
stuff, who together with their drudges and remedyes, strive to please the people with their little
comedies, puppet playes, songs, musick & storyes, and such like buffonnerie.696
The outlandish street entertainments of these traveling salesman combined music-making
with other jests in order to attract potential customers for their quack medical wares and other
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merchandise. Musicking also contributed to mountebank sleight-of-hand routines. Typically
costumed as religious and ethnic Others, mountebank troupes marketed their products by
interspersing these musical performances with other shocking spectacles such as fire-eating,
tightrope-walking, parodied medical procedures, self-inflicted wounds and poisoning, and the
handling of dangerous animals like venomous snakes. Both men and women in such productions
sang and played instruments like flutes, lyres, and violins. As English law more strictly prohibited
most street activity in Britain, such performances never took hold in England and thus would have
been a uniquely foreign experience for most English travel writers.697
In Coryat’s words, “amongst many other things that doe much famouse this Citie, these
two sorts of people, namely the Cortezans and the Mountebanks are not the least…”698 Similarly
to Carleton’s diplomatic dispatches, Coryat’s writings about courtesans fluctuate between
fascination and moral indignation, portraying the beguiling songstresses as manipulative and
dangerous.699 He issued the following warning to his English readers:
…[S]he will endevour to enchaunt thee partly with her melodious notes and shee warbles
out upon her lute, which shee fingers with as laudable a stroake as many men that are excellent
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professors in the noble science of Musicke; and partly with that heart-tempting harmony of her
voice.700
Many authors have analyzed Coryat’s portrayal of Italian courtesans, predominantly as a
conflicted, moralizing treatise betraying larger cultural anxieties about the dangers of a degenerate
Venetian state that vacillated between sophistication and utter depravity.701 As discussed in
Chapter 2, Carleton’s correspondence links the musicking of courtesans to a feminized, sexualized
decadence that threatened the stability of the English state. Coryat’s didactic tone and eroticized
double-entendres draw this connection even more clearly. As mentioned in Chapter 3, Reymes
spent a great deal of time making and listening to secular music with women in Venice, some of
whom seem to have been courtesans. Evelyn also crossed paths with musicking Venetian women
in public, though they seem to have been of a higher social status and he was altogether less
concerned by their activities. On his return to Venice from Murano, he “met several Gudolas full
of Venetian Ladys, who come thus far in fine weather to take the aire, with Musique & other
refreshments.”702
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Figure 4.5. Illustration of Thomas Coryat’s meeting with a famous Italian courtesan,
Margarita Emiliana, engraved by William Hole in Coryat, Coryat’s Crudities: Hastily Gobled
Up in Five Moneth’s Travels (London: Printed by William Stansby for Coryat, 1611), 260.
US-SM
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Apropos of singing women, English writers in Venice during the Civil War and
Interregnum often passed the time hearing operas. This would have been a rare opportunity indeed,
since public theatres remained closed in England until the Restoration. Reresby wrote that the
Venetians celebrated Carnival “with stage plays, indeed no better than farces; operas, which are
usually tragedies, sung in music, and much advantaged by variety of scenes and machines…703
Like Bargrave, Raymond and Evelyn were especially fascinated by castrati. Raymond exclaimed
that the Italian addiction to vocal music was so strong “that great Persons keep their Castrati viz.
Eunuch’s whose throates and complexions scandalize their breeches.”704 In June 1645 Evelyn went
to see Giovanni Rovetta’s Ercole in Lidia and raved about the opulent production’s
magnificence.705 He lauded the opera’s vocalists, instrumentalists, machinery, and scenery,
describing what he had heard as “Recitative Music.” Among his favorite singers were the soprano
Anna Renzi, an unnamed castrato, and another unidentified Genoese bass.706 When Evelyn
returned to Venice for Carnival in 1646, he saw three more operas and once again enthusiastically
praised the vocal and instrumental talent he had heard. These operas may have included
Monteverdi’s L’incoronazione di Poppea and Francesco Cavalli’s La prosperità infelice di Giulio
Cesare dittatore. So strong was Evelyn’s admiration for Renzi that he invited her to dinner during
Lent. She attended the dinner, along with a castrato, and entertained her hosts by singing with a
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harpsichord. The English consul later welcomed Evelyn to his home to hear yet another private
performance by “the Genòeze, the most celebrated base in Italy, who was of the late Opera…”707
The importation of Italian opera to Stuart England was a complex, highly political process
contingent upon mercantile modes of transnational artistic exchange that ultimately managed to
supersede the Anglo-Italian confessional divide.708 English responses to both sacred and operatic
musical performances in the Republic tend to focus heavily on physical objects rather than on
names, texts, plots, repertoires, or musical styles. They also group human voices – particularly
those of castrati – within this category comprising instruments, pulpits, machinery, and stage sets.
Considering Bonnie Gordon’s work on resonances between castrati and early modern cyborg
theory, it is only logical that English diarists drew few boundaries between human singers and
other Venetian material technologies.709 No less than Henry Wotton’s “Present of strings for your
Musick” or Symonds’s Venetian songbook purchases, high-profile performing musicians and the
tools of their trade were cultural commodities to be obtained and shipped back home.710 Evelyn
even managed to transport his favorite opera stars back to his Venetian residence for a private
musical performance – surely the most dynamic opera souvenirs imaginable.
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Non-Occupational Travelers al modo Cattolico Romano
Studying the movements of Catholic travelers such as Dering and Lassels encourages a
more polycentric view of the English community in Venice than is afforded by a focus on
England’s Protestant embassy. A high number of non-occupational English travelers visited the
Republic throughout the seventeenth century, many of whom were Catholic. As Games has shown,
English recreational travelers domesticated foreign locales by mastering new languages, customs,
and modes of sociability.711 They too participated in larger processes of musical knowledgegathering and object-acquisition, especially through the procurement of printed music books.
English Catholics found themselves particularly at home in the Veneto and were thus uniquely
positioned to develop their cosmopolitanism by assimilating into Venetian society. My
understanding of their musical activities is informed by an interpretive model recently proposed
by Liesbeth Corens, “confessional mobility,” which moves beyond a traditional understanding
English Catholics on the Continent as forcibly displaced victims of religious persecution. Rather,
as Corens has shown, their dispersal abroad allowed them to create and sustain a borderless, crossChannel community instrumental to the history of the Counter-Reformation.712
Two peripatetic Catholic noblewomen, Catherine Whetenall and Alethea Howard,
Countess of Arundel, left scarce records of their journeys to the Continent, but their time in the
Republic was indeed musically significant, not in the least due to their patronage of Lassels and
Norgate. A handful of other non-occupational musical travelers of multiple religious persuasions
spent time in Venice as well, including William Cavendish, Second Earl of Devonshire; William
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Cecil, Second Earl of Salisbury and Viscount Cranborne; Thomas Hobbes; John Milton; Charles
Somerset; and Francis Windebank.
The Howard family of Arundel were among the most high-profile English residents in
Venice. Thomas Howard visited the Veneto in 1612, and he returned with the Countess Alethea in
1613-14 after escorting Queen Elizabeth of Bohemia to the home of her new husband, Frederick
V of the Palatine. From 1620 to 1622, their sons James and Henry attended the University of
Padua, and Alethea relocated to the Veneto with them. During this period, she rented the San
Samuele Mocenigo Palace on the Grand Canal, a house in Padua, and a villa at Dolo. The Arundels
famously cultivated a deep appreciation for Italian culture, particularly the visual arts. When
Alethea returned to London after her second sojourn in the Republic, she hosted elaborate
Italianate dinner parties, complete with Venetian furnishings. Following a long diplomatic career
throughout the Continent and a failed scheme to colonize Madagascar, Thomas spent the final
years of his life in Padua as a Royalist in exile. Alethea ultimately relocated to Netherlands.713
When the countess returned to London in 1623, she was accompanied by three Italian
women servants. In the words of John Chamberlain, she arrived home from Venice with “three
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Italian massaras (wherof one is a blackamore) and a gondola…”714 No other information is
currently available about the three women and it is unclear whether they had been enslaved or
hired. An enormous lack of archival documentation on seventeenth-century domestic workers,
enslaved people, and people of color has contributed to their near erasure from histories of
Jacobean travel. And yet, their stories and their music-making are critical to the study of early
modern mobility. In the case of the Arundels, we must contend with an unsettling linkage in
Chamberlain’s letter between human beings and material possessions. Alethea’s gondola and her
three “massaras” are a solemn reminder that English consumers participating in Venice’s world
market sought to acquire more than just material objects. The paintings, sculptures, musical
instruments, printed music, gondolas, and other cultural objects that English travelers procured
abroad circulated within a colonialist economy that also bought and sold human labor and lives.
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Figure 4.6. Alethea Howard, Peter Paul Rubens, 1620. © Museu Nacional d'Art de
Catalunya, Barcelona (2020)
The Arundels are remembered principally as patrons and collectors of the visual arts. Their
musical activities have never been explored, but they were indeed interested in music. Both
Thomas and Alethea acted and danced in several masques at the English court.715 Orlando Gibbons
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might have traveled in their train to Heidelberg in 1613.716 They knew the Italian musician Giulio
Muscorno and defended him in the Foscarini-Muscorno trial.717 Letters preserved in the Arundel
Castle Archives reveal that the Howard family kept an organ in their Greenwich home and were
patrons to a certain “Daniell the Harper” around 1619.718 This was probably Daniel Cahill, an Irish
harpist later employed in Queen Henrietta Maria’s household.719 A 1641 inventory of the
countess’s London home, Tart Hall, lists “One paire of Virginalls. with two folding leaves like a
Table Inlayd with bone” in one of the parlor rooms. In other rooms of the house were images of
“a Musitian playing under a tree” and “an Angell playing upon a viall.”720 Much of the Arundels’
Italian art depicted musical subjects, particularly women musicians.721 Among the trinkets
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recorded in the countess’s Tart Hall Dutch Pranketing Room, for example, were two “Figures of
woemen playing on Lutes of Purselin.”722 The countess most likely acquired these porcelain pieces
in Italy and displayed them for her private banquets.723
If the family correspondence and Tart Hall inventories are any indication, Alethea’s
London and Venetian homes would have resounded with Italianate music. She herself might have
played her virginal, as was customary for English aristocratic women in domestic settings,
including Queen Elizabeth I.724 She surely must have been entertained by Norgate’s keyboard
talents. It is probable that Norgate accompanied her to hear music in different Venetian settings,
though there are no surviving records of this. In 1622 Norgate was charged by the countess to track
down an edition of the Pontificale Romanum Clementis VIII Pont. Max. iussu restitutum atque
editum (first printed in Rome by Giacomo Luna for Leonardo Parasole & Co., 1595), which was
engraved by Francesco Villamena and contained text and notated plainchant for the entire Roman
Rite. The earl might have sent Norgate to Rome in search of the book, as the Arundels were
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struggling to find a copy in Venice.725 Alethea may have wanted it for personal devotions or simply
out of appreciation for Villamena’s prints of Antonio Tempesta’s illustrations. Either way, there
is no evidence that Norgate or anyone else was ever able to procure the book for her.
As a musical tourist, Alethea Howard shared Wotton’s appreciation of singing nuns. In
September 1622 she and two of her gentlewomen illegally entered the church of Santi Marco e
Andrea di Murano to hear a private performance by two of the Benedictine sisters there, “Suor
Gratiosa” and “Suor Regina,” the same two women whom Ferdinando II de’ Medici had probably
heard during his 1628 visit (see Chapter 3). Alethea had requested to hear them sing privately and
assured the abbess that the Bishop of Torcello had given her licensed approval for this. Days later,
the abbess was distressed to discover that she had been tricked: the countess had procured no
license of any kind.726 The countess visited numerous churches during her travels to Italy, and for
more than just mere amusement. The liturgical music that she heard in Venice would have been a
deeply religious experience for her. The Florentine ambassador to Venice, Niccolò Sacchetti,
wrote in May 1622 that Alethea’s supervision of her children’s Italianate education was only “a
pretense, and that the true reason” for her stay in Venice “was to gladly not remain in England, for
she was Catholic in her soul.” He had heard that the countess
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…lived according to the Roman Catholic way, that she fasted on the vigils of the Saints,
that sometimes, as if in stealth, she seized the chance go into the Churches to pray with a few of
her Handmaidens…727
Of course, the Arundels also attended countless ceremonials and entertainments in the
Republic, though I have found no records of their response to music in these contexts. In April
1622 Alethea was accused of hosting illegal meetings in her Venetian home, at which Antonio
Foscarini had allegedly shared state secrets with foreign officials. Foscarini was swiftly executed,
but the countess was determined to prove her innocence and retain control over her public image.
She appeared twice before the Collegio to clear her own name and was successful. In apology,
the Venetian government sent her various Italian confections and waxworks and invited her to
state-funded festivities on Murano and the Lido. She was also escorted in a government galley to
witness the Marriage of the Sea ceremony on Ascension Day – the very same event that Wotton
recorded in his 1622 letter to George Calvert. The countess’s honorary presence at these lavish
musical celebrations afforded her the opportunity to be publicly seen as exonerated by Venetian
high society, and it helped the Republic to mitigate the consequences of a potentially damaging
international scandal.728
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Catherine Whetenall was another musically inclined Catholic noblewoman who visited
Venice in the seventeenth century. At her own instigation she and her husband, Thomas, traveled
to Italy for the Jubilee Year in 1650. A most unusual type of tourist, she made her trip across the
Continent while expecting a baby. Lassels accompanied their entourage to Italy as a tutor and
guide. Her journey came to a most unfortunate end in Padua, where she fell ill and passed away
after delivering a stillborn child. Lassels’s manuscript record of their journey from Brussels into
Italy (An Acc.t of the Journey of Lady Catherine Whetenall from Brussels to Italy in 1650, Add.
MS 4217, British Library) later morphed into his Description of Italy (1654) and his printed The
Voyage of Italy (1670).729 Lassels’s doleful dedicatory epistle to Thomas Whetenall in the British
Library manuscript states that Catherine had “applyed her selfe to musick…” though it does not
detail whether she sang or played any musical instruments.730 We can assume that Catherine
Whetenall shared most or all of Lassels’s musical experiences in Venice, though the English
priest’s travelogues do not always specify when she was or was not present. Lassels did explicitly
state, however, that she saw the Venetian “Divels organ” in the ducal armory and attended the
Ascension Day festivities shortly before her death.731
A handful of other English tourists have left traces of their musical pursuits in Venice. The
politician and amateur keyboardist Francis Windebank traveled to Italy between 1605 and 1608
and was known to harbor Catholic sympathies. As discussed in Chapter 2, he received a shipment
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of music books from Italy in 1608 from George Rooke, an agent of the English embassy in Venice.
It is unclear what exactly these collections contained, but Rooke’s language suggests pieces that
were newly composed, perhaps in the Italian stile recitativo. Windebank was also a friend of
Norgate, who in the 1630s advised the politician about purchasing a Ruckers harpsichord from
Flanders.732
As discussed above, the politician and amateur violist William Cecil visited Venice in
November 1610, possibly while studying the viola da gamba under Lanier’s tutelage. Cecil fell ill
in Padua, returned home, and vowed to never again travel abroad. There is no indication that Lanier
ever actually joined him in 1610, and Cecil’s sustained illness would have prevented him from
playing music there in any serious manner.733 In any case, the Cecil family were major patrons of
Italianate music in England, as evidenced by their employment of Lanier and John Coprario.734
The Catholic writer Charles Somerset visited Venice in April 1612 while on a tour across
the Continent from 1611-12.735 Somerset was surely a musician, as he owned at least eleven viols
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and kept an extensive collection of music books, from secular madrigals to sacred motets and
masses. He also performed in English court entertainments. The Italian composers favored in his
music library included Monteverdi, Giovanni Ferretti, Luca Marenzio, Benedetto Pallavicino, and
Orazio Vecchi. Somerset’s travel diary mentions music, but his entry for Venice does not. He
probably bought several of his music books there. Much of his collection was printed in Venice,
where he spent at least twenty pounds and ten shillings. The end of his diary lists an additional 782
pounds, three shillings, and two pennies, spent on “apparrell, guitfts, and Commodities bought in
diverse places, and sent into England, and other expences extraordinarie…”736
The amateur musician William Cavendish visited the Republic in 1615 accompanied by
his tutor, the philosopher and musical dilettante Thomas Hobbes. They traveled together through
France and Italy between 1614 and 1615. While in Venice, Cavendish translated Francis Bacon’s
Essays into Italian and became acquainted with Paolo Sarpi as well as the friar and theologian
Fulgenzio Micanzio. Hobbes presumably stayed in Venice with Cavendish, shared these Italian
contacts, and assisted with Cavendish’s translation project. Cavendish would ultimately work in
government and, along with Hobbes, became involved with the Virginia and Somers Island
companies. Hobbes would also return to the Continent twice more before temporarily settling in
Paris in the 1640s, but whether he made it to Venice again is unknown.737 According to the
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seventeenth-century antiquarian and writer John Aubrey, Hobbes played the lute and bass viol,
and he also liked to sing despite the poor quality of his voice.738 It is well established that much
like the Cecils, the Cavendish family of Devonshire were generous patrons of Italianate music,
notably to John and Robert Dowland. William Cavendish was given voice, viol, and probably lute
lessons. The family kept lutes, multiple chests of viols, a recorder, a cittern, and a bandora.739 A
1617 inventory of the Cavendish London home also mentions that the family owned virginals.740
Hobbes and other seventeenth-century scribes recorded lists of Italian music books held in the
family’s Hardwick Hall Library both before and after Cavendish’s journey to the Continent.741
Some of the family’s instruments and books might have been procured in Italy.
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Finally, the famed author John Milton visited Venice for about a month in 1639 while on
a year-long tour of the Continent. Beyond his better-known talents as a poet and pedagogue, Milton
was also a skilled amateur singer, violist, organist, and composer. He had also grown up in a
musical household; his father was the composer John Milton the Elder. Milton the Younger’s 1634
masque Comus was set to music by Henry Lawes and enjoyed by none other than Henry Wotton.
Milton visited the former ambassador in 1638 before departing for Italy and presented Wotton
with his own copy. Milton shipped several music books home from Venice, including works by
Marenzio, Monteverdi, Vecchi, Antonio Cifra, and Carlo Gesualdo.742 Little else is known about
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his time in the Republic. Several scholars have explored the possible influences of Italian opera,
monody, and madrigals on Milton’s poetry.743

Conclusion
The English musicians studied in this chapter were unquestionably diverse in terms of
gender, vocation, education, social class, religious faith, and level of musical skill. I do not seek
to homogenize their experiences in the Republic. Rather, I want to emphasize that their unique
individual identities and disparate motivations for travel to Venice led each of them to take on the
very cosmopolitan characteristics that were so critical to seventeenth-century English expansion.
The knowledge, instruments, written accounts, notated music, and interpersonal connections that
they accrued thanks to their musical activities abroad helped them to experience the Venetian
empire’s wide geographical reach, cultivate influential English cultural imaginaries and
acoustemologies of Europe and the Levant, and develop emergent conceptions of English national
identity as set against foreign populations. By engaging with music in a city that they viewed as
exceptionally musical, English travelers and residents tapped into the intricate cultural,
commercial, and political life of the Venetian lagoon, taking England’s first steps toward
emulation of the Republic’s fabled imperial power. English Catholics, I suggest, played their own
distinctive role in these processes, though this certainly begs further inquiry. I intend to follow my
research southward, where more answers await at the English College in Rome.
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Conclusions
What shall we say, since silent now is He
Who when he Spoke all things would Silent be?
Who had so many Languages in store,
That onely Fame shall speak of him in More!
Whom England now no more return’d must see.
He’s gone to Heav’en on his Fourth Ambassie.
On earth he travell’d often; not to say
H’ad been abroad, or past loose Time away.
In whatsoever Land he chanc’ed to come,
He read the Men and Manners, bringing home
Their Wisdom, Learning, and their Pietie,
As if he went to Conquer, not to See…
- “On the Death of Sir Henry Wootton,” Abraham Cowley, 1656744
Abraham Cowley’s elegy on Henry Wotton describes an ambassador whose career
encompassed so much more than a politician’s official bureaucratic responsibilities. Cowley’s
Wotton was an intellectually curious adventurer whose voracious appetite for cultural immersion
was central to his political work abroad, and whose masterful acquisition of foreign tongues and
cultural practices was itself a form of conquest in an age of English imperial expansion. If, as this
study has revealed, countless seventeenth-century sources on Wotton and his diplomatic
contemporaries depict this same image of ambassadorship, why have histories of early modern
international relations traditionally resisted serious consideration of music’s significance to
international politics and economics?
Diplomatic history, in its study of early modern diplomatic practice, has long prioritized the
most formal communications and legalistic negotiations made among a small circle of elite men
designated as official representatives of European polities. This strain of political history has long
overlooked how cultures of diplomacy have historically shaped international relations and their
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global consequences. This project has shown the importance of music-making to many different
aspects of seventeenth-century diplomatic culture that have lately taken center stage in the New
Diplomatic History: affect, personality, sociability, hospitality, gift exchange, art brokerage, and
religious devotion, to name just a few. My detailed study of music’s role within early modern
statecraft has not only has welcomed new narratives about women and other marginalized peoples
into the historical record, but it has also broached larger questions of empire and coloniality that I
had not fully expected to confront at the start of this research.
My initial aim was to write a wide-ranging, inclusive, and culturally informed history of
Anglo-Italian musical exchange in the early seventeenth century, built upon both extensive
archival work and recent critical perspectives in multi-disciplinary cultural mobility studies. My
microhistorical approach to this research has not only excavated heretofore unknown stories of
early modern mobile musicians and their international social networks, but it has also redrawn the
cultural cartography of their more “static” sonic surroundings, beginning to break down cultural
boundaries long maintained by composer-centric music historiographies framed within the borders
of nation-states. This study illuminates a London that resounded with Italian music far beyond the
walls of the English royal court and also suggests that the contributions of Sigismondo d’India had
more relevance to the soundscape of Jacobean England than previously assumed. Crossing the
Channel, my research introduces a small but not insignificant corner of Venice filled with “tabletalking” English viols and French lute music. It also offers a view of Northern Italy that zooms
outward from the music of Claudio Monteverdi and other celebrated composers to a more textured
panorama of ringing bells, raucous mountebank shows, commedia dell’arte performances, luteplaying merchants and politicians, singing nuns and courtesans, Jewish and Greek Orthodox chant,
shooting canons and firecrackers, and countless other dynamic sonic happenings.
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If my findings have expanded musicological knowledge about musical activity in Seicento
England and Venice, they have also – and perhaps more significantly – established the importance
of music-making to the socio-political fabric of early modern life in general. Music was not merely
a byproduct of social entertainment or religious practice; it was deeply embedded within systems
of diplomatic, commercial, and confessional exchange. What perhaps unexpectedly emerged from
my archival research on Anglo-Italian musical transculturation were constant reminders that Stuart
England was an incipient imperial power. Nearly all of my English historical informants were
directly involved in colonizing projects that either funded, followed, or coincided with their
musical experiences in Italy. The more I studied music’s role in early modern diplomacy and trade
relations between the two maritime empires, the more often I found myself “following the money”
farther out to sea, and well beyond the Mediterranean. Wotton deployed his interest in singing
Italian nuns as pretext to push for English gains in global commerce, while Thomas Coryat’s
Venetian travel diary contributed to English acoustemologies of foreign musical cultures that he
would carry into his travels farther East, Alethea Howard domesticated and collected her way
through the Republic toward a planned colonization of Madagascar, and William Bedell’s
reactions to Italian sacred music drew confessional battle lines preparing him for later Protestant
conversion efforts in Ireland. In seeking to understand what united music-making among these
many disparate travelers, I ended up thoroughly entangled in a “web of empire.”
I return to a question that I have been asked many times now by colleagues in art history: what
makes music special to this scenario? They have rightly pointed out that cultural historians could
make comparable arguments about other seventeenth-century expressive forms, such as painting,
literature, or theatre. To start, music-making was a highly social and embodied practice that made
its mark in nearly all domains of early modern life. And while music traveled across continents in
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many different forms, from instruments to books of notated repertoires, its most prized vessel of
transportation was usually practicing musicians themselves. Demand for the performing talents of
virtuosic professional musicians drove their mobility across borders, while, conversely, I have also
unearthed evidence of musicking in the daily lives of diplomatic agents and other dilettanti on the
move. Seventeenth-century English travel writers proclaimed Italians to be exceptionally inclined
toward music-making, and English spectator-auditors also understood that music was essential to
the Republic’s social and political vitality. For these reasons, I suggest, British communities in
Venetian dominions facilitated England’s global expansion in part by studying, participating in,
and adopting Venetian modalities of musicking. Anglo-Italian musical transculturation was
therefore critical to the rise of capitalism on the Mediterranean and to the development of
England’s nascent maritime empire.
Of course, my analyses represent but few possible ways to read early modern diplomacy,
cosmopolitanism, and musical transculturation through a postcolonial lens. A more nuanced
history of Anglo-Venetian musical transculturation will require, for example, attention to Italian
musical communities throughout England and its colonies, as well as to English populations in
other Venetian territories beyond the lagoon. Whether music’s centrality to diplomatic practice
was an especially Anglo-Venetian phenomenon also remains to be investigated. Further research
on musicking’s role in early modern geopolitics beyond just England and Venice will certainly
begin to answer this question. Following the London intelligence exploits of Angelo Notari alone
led me on a dizzying tour of multiple foreign embassies in Stuart England that were undoubtedly
themselves microcosms of wider global musical networks. I will explore these possibilities in
future research on Spanish, French, and Florentine diplomatic communities in Stuart England. As
for my next steps, however, all roads lead to Rome.
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Appendix
Musical Transcriptions from Slg Mus. MS Winterfeld 35, D-B

I have yet to encounter a complete modern transcription of the Berlin State Library’s Slg
Mus. MS Winterfeld 35, Carl von Winterfeld’s nineteenth-century transcription of Francesco
Manelli’s lost fourth book of Musiche varie a una due e tre voci (Venice: Gardano, 1636). I
therefore provide here my own transcriptions of three out of the volume’s four extant pieces
preserved in Winterfeld’s manuscript. As mentioned in Chapter 3, Elena Ferrari-Barassi has
already published a full transcription of Winterfeld’s “La Luciata” transcription. A proper
examination of the entire manuscript was not possible due to the pandemic, so I share here what I
have transcribed from the six digitized pages that the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin kindly emailed to
me. I have reproduced three of these images as well (Figures 5.1-3).
My intention was to create a (truly, no pun intended) diplomatic edition of the manuscript,
as I had no other sources to consult. The three pieces transcribed are the duet “Ti lascio empia,
incostante” for two sopranos (or tenors) and basso continuo; the strophic ciaccona “Con lieto
baleno” for soprano, bass, and continuo; and the “aria a 3 alla Napoletana,” “Grida l’alma a
tutt’ore,” for soprano, alto, bass, and continuo. Together, they make up three pages of the
manuscript. I have also added English translations of their poetic texts at the end of each piece.
Winterfeld’s poetic transcriptions include little punctuation and some dropped accents, which has
required me to make some guesses about the grammatical structure of Manelli’s original Italian
texts.745 I have followed Winterfeld’s musical choices very closely, though I did make occasional
changes in cleffing, beaming, and coloration to better suit a modern performing edition.
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Figure 5.1. Slg Mus. MS Winterfeld 35, f.122v. D-B. Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer
Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung mit Mendelssohn–Archiv
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Figure 5.2. Slg Mus. MS Winterfeld 35, f.123r. D-B. Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer
Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung mit Mendelssohn–Archiv
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Figure 5.3. Slg Mus. MS Winterfeld 35, f.123v. D-B. Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer
Kulturbesitz, Musikabteilung mit Mendelssohn–Archiv.
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